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ABSTRACT

This guide was created for school administrators,
parents, teachers, and community groups interested in developing
effective alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs for elementary
and secondary schools. A comprehensive approach to school-based
alcohol and drug prevention is described and various prevention
activities which have been selected by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration are related to highway safety issues. Each of
the five chapters of this guide fOcuses on a different but related
approach to alcohol and drug education. Classroom education and
teacher training are discussed in Chapter 1, which contains curricula
and r.lated material:: for a basic alcohol and drug education program,
"Here's Looking at You Two," and for drinking and driving programs
which can he used in conjunction with ongoing highway safety/driver
education programs. The need for parent education is addressed in
Chapter 2, which describes methods by which parents can support and
reinforce the effectiveness of classroom alcohol and drug education.
"The Family Interaction Program" is highlighted in this section, with
a discussion of program goals, special features, and activities.
Community approaches are described in Chapter 3, including the Sumner
Tobacco and Alcohol Risk Reduction Project (STARR) of Pierce County,
Washington and a variety of programs designed to involve community
organizations and institutions in school-based prevention efforts. In
Chapter 4 two types of early intervention approaches for students
with alcohol or drug problems are described, the "Natural Helpers
Program" and "The Student Assistance Program." The need for realistic
school policies regarding alcohol and drug use is stressed in Chapter
5 and guidelines for policy derelopment are provided. Sample
materials and forms from each of the model prevention programs are
included in a colored resource pages section at the end of each
chapter. (NRB)
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Classroom Education and
Teacher Training

The logical place to begin a school-based program of
alcohol and drug education is in the classroom. If young
people are to make responsible decisions about alcohol

and drug use, they need both basic information and a
variety of decisionmaking and coping skills. Alcohol
and drug education is a process rather than a simple
coAection of "fact," and a classroom setting provides a
good location in which that process can begin.
This chapter describes two types of classroom education: 1) basic alcohol and drug education, and 2) drinking and driving curriculums which can be used in conjunction with ongoing highway safety /driver education
programs.

Chapter 1

frustrating. Kids can learn to drive all right, but they

don't seem to learn other things that you need to
know to be a good driver. I want to keep them from
driving when they're drunk or on drugs, and I'd like

to make sure that they use their seatbelts when
they're driving. But how do I get those messages
across?

A driver education teacher
I have two children. My son's in the fourth grade
and my daughter's just finishing ninth grade. Like
other parents, I'm afraid that they'll get involved
with alcohol and drugs. What can I do to prevent
that? How can I work with their schools to make
sure they don't get into trouble?

-A parent

Intreduction
The damage associated %vith alcohol and drug abuse is
.stat..:red throughout our societybroken homes,
broken careers, broken lives But nowhere is the damage

more evident than among our young people. Each year,
more than 8,000 teenagers and young adults are killed in
alcohol-related driving accidents; another 40,000 are injured. Drinkin - and driving is the leading cause of death
for the nation's young peoplft.

This guide is designed to answer questions like these.
It has been developed for school administrators,

parents, teachers and community groups who are interested in developing effective alcohol and drug abuse

prevention programs for elementary and secondary
schools.. Rather than present isolated activities or
projects, it attempts to describe a comprehensive
approach to school-based alcohol and drug abuse

prevention, and to relate prevention activities to

One way to break the tragic connection between
alcohol and drug abuse and highway fatalities is to

highway safety issues.

better educate our young people. Increasingly, schools,
parents, and young people themselves are struggling to

proaches which have been selected for dissemination by

improve the alcohol and drug education offered in
elementary and secondary schools. Their words express
the urgency of the need:
I've been a school administrator for 30 years. I

This guide discusses a variety of prevention apthe National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) of the U.S. Department of Transportation.
Most of the prevention approaches discussed in this
guide were developed with funding provided by the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services or the U.S.

think our school does a pretty good job of educating

Department of Transportation. Over the past '3-10

kids. But what we're not doing is dealing with the
alcohol and drug problems that we see every day.
More kidsand younger kids--seem to be abusing
alcohol and drugs. As an educator, I think the
schools have a responsibility to do something about
the problem. But I don't know where to start. If my

;ears, a wide variety of demonstration prevention programs has been developed throughout the nation. Some
have proved effective while others ave not. This guide
describes what NHTSA believes al e the best prevention
approaches developed to date.
In selecting prevention approaches for this guide,
NHTSA utilized the following criteria:
The prevention approaches which are selected

school wants to design a good alcohol and drug
education program, what would it look like, and
how much would it cost?

-.A school principal
I've been teaching driv..- education in this high

should together comprise a comprehensive youth
alcohol and drug education program. Together,

school for vNs, aid sometimes it can be pretty

they should answer the basic question: What are
1

4

r

the elements which make up a comprehensive
prevention program?
The prevention approaches should include a comprehensive and coordinated K-i2 alcohol and drug
education curriculum. The core of any alcohol and
drug education program should be the presentation

of a prevention curriculum in the classroom.
Ideally, an alcohol and drug education curriculum
should be self-contained, sequential, and designed
to achieve a cumulative effect over time: It should
also include a teacher training component to insure
effective classroom implementation of the
curriculum.
The prevention approaches should relate alcohol

and drug abuse prevention to highway safety.
Young people who abuse alcohol and other drugs
are more likely to die in traffic accidents than from

any other cause. So highway safety should be a
theme that is integrated into alcohol and drug
education whenever possible.
Both prevention and early intervention approaches
should be included. Schools need to develop effec-

dye programs to prevent alcohol and drug abuse
among young people. But a good prevention program will inevitably surface alcohol and drug problems within the schools, and schools also need early
intervention programs designed to deal with those
problems.
The prevention approaches should already be well
documented. Many good ideas are never

documented. The prevention approaches selected
for this guide have their basic documentation (curriculum guides, teacher training manuals, parent
education guides) in place. They are ready to be

imr iementated in other schools without major
re, tsion.
The prevention approaches should be state-of-theart. They should represent the best conceptualized

and documented prevention approaches which
have been tested to date.

These criteria were used to screen a wide range of
prevention approaches which have been developed
throughout the country. This guide does not describe
every good alcohol and drug abuse prevention idea
which has been developed. Many good programs have
not been sufficiently documented to be useful in other
communities. Other prevention programs are limited in
their scope. They provide alcohol and drug information
in only a few grade levels and do not represent a comprehensive approach to youth alcohol and drug education nor relate it to highway safety issues.

The state of the art in elemel tary and secondary
school alcohol and drug education ;s constantly changing. New program approaches will surely be developed
which are w. good or better than the ones described in
this guide. But NHTSA believes these programs currently represent the best comprehensive approach for
school personnel, parents, and community groups in-

volved in designing and implementing prevention

programs for their schools.
Each chapter of this guide focuses on a different but
related approach to alcohol and drug education. This
guide is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 describes the core of any alcohol and

drug education programclassroom education and
teacher training.
Chapter 2 describes parent educationmethods by
which parents can support and reinforce the effecti ,eness of classroom alcohol and drug education.
t. hcpter

3 describes community approachesa

variety of programs designed to involve community
organizations and institutions in school-based
prevention efforts.
Chapter 4 describes two types of early intervention

approachesprograms designed to provide help to

students who have alcohol, drug and related
problems.
Chapter 5 describes the need for clear and realistic
school policies regarding alcohol and drug use and
abuse and provides guidelines for policy
development.

To make this guide as useful as possible for school
personnel, parents, and community groups involved ;n

developing alcohol and drug education programs,
sample materials and forms frog, each model prevention approach have been included on colored Resource
Pages Fot the end of each chapter.
This guide represents the first of a series of NTITSA
publications which will focus on education and highway
safety issues. In future years, NHTSA plan.; to publish:

A K-12 traffic safety curriculum which will have
four major content areas: I) alcohol and drugs, 2)
safety restraints, 3) pedestrians, and 4) bicycles.

Basic Alcohol and Drug Education
The core of any alcohol and drug education program
should be the presentation of basic alcohol and drug information in a classroom setting. Most States have laws
or regulations which require the students be exposed to

alcohol and/:Nr drug 'nformation as part of the basic
elementary and secondary school curriculum. However,

in many communities, alcohol and drug educationif
provided at allis haphazard and sporadic.
School districts which have attempted to do more in
the area of alcohol and drug education have often en-

countered a number of problems and constraints.
Typical problems involved in providing drug and
alcohol education are reflected in such comments as:

"It's too controversialparents won't like it."
"The curriculum is already too crowded."

"There's no money to hire someone trained to
teach it."
"Our materials are outdated and our teachers don't
have time of money to ,ut a new unit together."

"We gave them information before and it didn't
change anything."

"We don't need itwe don't have any alcohol or
drug problems in our district."
Despite the difficulties involved, the need for effective classroom education on alcohol and drugs remains.
Alcohol and other drugs a,re very much a part of our
current society. Most bf usand most of our
childrenwill be faced with many drug-related deci-

sions throughout our lives. We will have to decide
whether to abstain or to use alcohol and other drugs. If
we choose to use them, then we will face a wide range of
decisions about quantity, frequency, location, time, circumstance:;, etc. In addition, we will need to decide
about our behavior in drug-related situations such as:
driving a car after drinking; hosting a party; riding with
someone who has been drinking; dealing with a friend
or relative who is chemical!), dependent; or voting on
laws related to alcohol and other drugs.
The goal of an effective alcohol and drug education
program should be to help young people learn to make
responsible decisions about alcohol and other drugs. If
young people are to make responsible decisions, they
need clear, factual information about alcohol and other
drugs. But since decisions about alcohol and drugs involve a wide range of personal values and decisionmaking skills, an effective alcohol and drug education
program should provide skills as well as information. It
should help provide young people with the insights and
skills which they need to apply alcohol and drug information in their own lives.

The "Here's Looking at You Two" Program
"Here's Looking at You Two" is an alcohol and drug
abuse prevention program developed by the health
education staff at Educational Service District #121 in
Seattle, Washingto.i, with the support and assistance of
the Washington State Bureau of Alcohol and Substance
Abuse and the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism (NIAAA).

"Here's Looking at You Two" is a comprehensive
K 12 alcohol and drug education program which combines two earlier programs. The first"Here's Looking
at You, A Teacher's Guide for Alcohol
Education"was an alcohol education program. First

support provided by the Washington State Bureau or
Alcohol and Substance Abuse and the National Institute
on Drug Abuse.

NHTSA and NIAAA have selected the "Here's
Looking at You Two" combined alcohol and di tig cur-

riculum for widespread dissemination. This decision
was based on the fact that the "Here's Loci -g a: You
Two" curriculum best meets the criteria th
Pencies
developed for effective alcohol and drug i
'grams. Those criteria are:
The program provides a comprehensive std coordinated curriculum for grades K-1?.
The program includes a curriculum which is self-

contained at each grade level, sequential, and
designed to achieve a cumulative effect over time.

The program includes a teacher training component to insure effective classroom implementation
of the curriculum.
The program has been field-tested in different com-

munities/States, and has demonstrated a positive
impact through formal program evaluation.
In addition to these criteria, the "Here's Looking at
You Two" program has a number of other characteristics which NHTSA and NIAAA felt were important.
These included:
It provides specific drug and alcohol information,
builds information gathering and evaluation skills,

and also addresses decisionmaking, coping, and
self-concept issues.

It includes creative curriculum materials of high
quality which are easy to use. The curriculum thus
requires minimum preparation time by the teachers
who use it.
The program includes a mechanism for continuing
evaluation and revision of curriculum materials to
insure up-to-date information.

The "Here's Looking at You Two" program has two
major components. They are:

A comprehensive school curriculum for grades
K-12, including alcohol and drug information,
decisionmaking, coping skills, and self-concept,
which can be taught as a unit or integrated into a
variety of curricular areas.

developed in 1975, it has been tested extensively in the

A teacher training program involving a 30-hour

field. It has been selected as a model program by the
National Highway Traffic Safety Administration

course to prepare teachers to implement the alcohol
and drug curriculum in their classrooms.

(NHTSA), NIAAA, and the States of Alaska, Utah,

The following sections of this chapter describe the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum and teacher
training program in detail.

New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. It is currently being implemented in 43 States and 7 foreign countries.
A separate drug education program titled "If Drugs

Are the Answer...Who Knows the Questions? A
Teacher's Guide for Drug Education," was developed
in 1979. It utilized those components, activities, and

materials which had proved most effective

Philos-op:4, Goals, and Objectives of the "Here's
Looking at You Two" Curriculum

The "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum

in the

project is grounded on the basic philosophy that the in-

original "Here's Looking at You" curriculum. In 1981,
the drug and alcohol curriculums were combined. with

cidence of alcohol and drug abuse problems among
young people will decrease if they have a greater degree
3

of self-esteem, are better able to cope with life's

the consequences of their coping behaviors.

problems, have current facts about alcohol, other drugs
and chemical dependency, are more skilled at handling
interpersonal relationships, and have practice in making
reasoned decisions. This premise is reflected in both the
content and the goals and objectives of the curriculum.
The goals of the curriculum include:

Self- Concept.

what is important to them (people, places, things,
values); recognizing tlpir feelings and knowing how

InformationYoung people exposed to the curriculum should a) receive clear and accurate infor-

mation about alcohol and other drugs and their
f.ffect upon an individual's physical, psychological,

and social well-being, and b) develop skills for
gathering and evaluating alcohol and drug
information.
Decisionmakinr-Young people will a) develop the
skills involved in making responsible decisions, and

b) understand the factors that influen:e the decisionmaking process,

CopingYoung people will a) learn to identify
sources of stress, and b) develop skills for coping

Finally, participating youth are ex-

pected to increase their self-awareness by: identifying

to express them; explaining how they feel about themselves; and identifying their various roles and activities. In addition, increases in positive self-concept
are expected to lead to better skills in the identifica-

tion of personal strengths and weaknessess and the
development of skills in selecting and practicing
changed behaviors. (A g. id displaying the full range
of program goals and objectives is presented in the
colored Resource Pages at the end of Chapter 1.)
Key Features of the "Here's Looking at You Two"
Curriculum

The "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum is a
comprehensive K-12 program that is divided into seveir
grade -level groupings: 1) kindergarten and first grade,

responsibly and effectively with stressful situations.
Self-ConceptEach young person exposed to the
curriculum will learn that a) he/ she is a unique and

2) second and third grades, 3) fourth grade, 4) fifth

special person, b) that he / she has strengths and

of the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum in-

weaknesses, and c) that he /she can develop skills in
directing personal growth.

clude:

In addition to these general curriculum goals, specific
educational objectives have been established 'for
students who participate in the "Here's Looking at You

Two" alcohol and drug education program. These
objectives include:
Information. Youth who are,exposed to the cur-

riculum are expected to have an increased undestanding of the physiological, psychological, and
social implications of alcohol and drug use and abuse:

to know how,to gather additionzl information about
alcohol and drugs; to have the ability to distingu.sh
between reliable and unreliable sources of information; and to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant information when evaluating a specific alcoholor drug-related issue.
Decii ionnaking.

Youth who participate

the
program are expected to gain new skills in: identifying and defining problems or decisions which they are
in

facing; gathering information, brainstorming alternatives, and predicting the consequences associated
with different choices and behaviors; identifying factors that influence decisionmaking such as: attitudes,
values, feelings, emotions, advertising, pressures

from peers, and the family, risk levels, and habits;
making appropriate decisions; developing an action
plan; acting on the
of a clear decision; and
evaluating the appropriateness of their decisions.
Coping Skills. Students participating in the program are also expected to gain skills in: identifying
sources of stress in their lives; recognizing when they
are stressed and how it affects them; identifying coping mechanisms to deal with stress; and determining.:

grade, 5) sixth grade, 6) junior high (grades 7-9), and 7)
senior high (grades 10-12). Some of the unique features

The curriculum is easy to use. A Curriculum Guide
is available which presents: 1) detailed lesson plans for.
20 activities at each grade level, and 2) a reference section of alcohol and drug information called the "1 ellow
Pages." Fart lesson plan specifies the objective,

materials to be used, and reference pages to read for a
given activity. The method and content of the lesson are
outlined, step by step, including discussion questions.
All of the supportive materials for a given lessoninchiding pictures, posters, filinstrips, films, instructional
games, worksheets, cards and student reference materialsare packaged in kits (2 ' x 1 ' x 1 ' plastic tubs)
which are loaned to teachers for a 4-week period.
teacher preparation time is minimal, yet the lessons are
exciting and keep students involved.
The cum, ulum is varied, flexible, sequential, anci
begins early. It was designed so that students could
begin in kindergarten and continue in t e program each
year without saying, "We did it last year S' Information
and skills are introduced gradually, according to the
learner's ability. Many of the same skills are expanded
and reinforced through different methods and activities
at each grade level. It is possible to begin the program at
any grade, although the best results occur with students
who have participated in the entire K-12 program. Activities and materials include lectures, games, films,
discussions, posters, books, etc. They can be adapted
for large and small groups, indivicilials, and learning
centers. Students havt the opportunity to share their
ideas and opinions as well as gain accurate information.
The

curriculum

is

dynamic,

not .static.

It

is

presented in a loose-leaf notebook so teachers can add
their own modifications to activities Each activity page

4
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has an evaluation scale from ."Ugh!" to "Wow!," and
teachers are encouraged to mark their feelings about the
activity after the lesson, noting any changes they would
make next time' That information is communicated to

"Pharmaceutical Squares." The remainder of the class
is divided into two teams, Xs and Os. Questions are
posed to the "experts" and the teams decide whether
they agree or disagree with the experts' responses. The

project staff via an evaluation form returned with the
kit and is used. to revise activities to meet changing

first team to get.TIC-TAC-TOE wins.
Fifth grade students use a Fish Game to learn why
alcoliol and other drugs are used in our society. A
gameboard displays different reasons why people
use (or abuse) drugs:- ritual, Medicinal, cooking,
compulsive, and recreational. With a fishing pole
students fish a card from the center of the board.

teacher needs.
The curriculum can be shared by schools.

Cur-

riculum kits- can be circulated among schools for
4-weeks a year at each school. Teachers keep a copy of
the Curriculum Guide and use activities throughout the
year that don't require kit materials.

After reacting the card identifying a particular
alcohol/drug use or abuse situation, they decide
which of the five categories it best fits. They then
place the card.in the space on the gameboard, and
justify their choice to other members of the group.

The Curriculum Guide

The "Here's Looking at You Two" Curriculum
Guide is divided into two major sections: 1) a series of
grade-level learning activities, and 2) an alcohol an drug
information supplement, the "Yellow Pages."
In the Activity Section, there are approximately 20

As a follow-up to the fish activity, students
review a series of posters that outline the factors
that determine the effects of drugs or alco1:11 on a
person.
The sixth grade curriculum uses a Learning Center
approach to develop drug and alcohol information
with students. Two of the activities from the Learn-

alcohol and drug education activities for, each of the
seven grade-level groupings. Each activity requires approximately 15-20 minutes at the primary level; 30-40
minutes at the 4-6 grade levels; and from 45-60 minutes

ing Centers are the "Dial a Drug" wheel and the
"Maze Craze." Both stress accuracy of information and give students an opportunity for in-depth

at junior and senior high school levels: Activities are
provided for each of the four major conceptual areas of
the curriculum. Samples of curriculum activities by conceptual area for a variety of grade levels are described
below. (Actual sample pages of the Activity Section of
the Curriculum Guide are reproduced at the end of this
chanter.)

study.
At the junior high level,

drug information
pamphlets are used in conjunction with a research
project form which helps students study a specific

drug category. Small groups are used for this
activity.

Sample Curriculum Activities
Drug and Alcohol Information
Kindergartenfirst grade students

At the .senior high level, students get alcohol and
drug information from individual research,
speakers, and films.

learn why a

substance cannot be identified just by looking,
tasting, or smelling. Children are introduced to a
look-alike display board,, which contains medications and caddies, and decide first which is candy
and which is medicine, and then discuss the reasons

Decisionimiing
One kindergarten first grade activity is entitled

"Amy and the Surprise." At the conclusion of a
short story about decisionmaking, children are
asked to name some of the other choices (alter-

why they need to ask a qualified adult before
handling any medication, drug, or questionable
substance
A set 01

,

natives) Amy had. These choices are written on an

"Alternatives Chart." The chart can be used to

tures is also used at this level to ex-

consider both Arry's decision and others generated
by the children. Ai a result of this activity, children
begin to see that fpr every problem situation there

plore the idea of, "How much is too much?"
Children also discuss, "Is too much the same for
everyone?" and, "What happens when you have
too much of something?"

may be many possible solutions from which to
choose.
At the second-third grade level, there is a continua-

Second-third grade students use photoboards to ex-

amine the effects of the use and abuse of alcohol
and other drugs.

tion of the decisionmaking process. Students examine photoboards of safe and unsafe situations
and identify the consequences associated with

Students at the fourth grade level sort various drugs
into three categories to better understand the concept

them.

prescription, over the counter, and illegal

In

t' - fifth grade, a role play activity entitled

drugs.
Another activity used at this grade level is a variation

"Senate Hearing" is used. Students are given roles

of "Hollywood Squares," entitled "Pharmaceutical
Square..." Student experts are selected to fill in the

around the issue of banning all drug and alcohol
advertising from TV during hours when children

to play from role cards. The Hearing centets

5
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Sixth graders explore the impact of human factprS

Head" ,is used to maks children more aware of

on the decisionmaking psecesrBy using "Attitude
Photoboards," students discuss how parental attitudes impact their decisionmaking.
In junior high, ,he "RISKO" game is used. Students
examine the concepts of risk, risk vs. gain, and the
conscquences of potential risk situations. This ac-

their feelings and how these feelings can have an
impact on their behavior, 'This activity is followed
by having children select an "emotion card" and
act it out for his/her classmates. Here, the focus is

tivity concludes with a discussion of the role that risk
faking plays in the decisionmaking process. ,
Another important area for students to explore is

the impact of alcohol and drug advertising. In
junior high, students review alcohol and drug

on acceptable and unacceptable ways of expressing

feelings in variounituations.

"One of the Bunch" ,is a puzzle used at the
'kindergarten and first grade level to explore the
ideas of being included and accepted and the feelings that go along with them.
In the second-third grade,41Lidents have a chance

advertisements and decide, using a "Techniques of
Persuasion" worksheet, which technique is being
employed to sell the product.

to reflect on the "Most Special Thing in the

Senior high students are involved in a role play en-

themselves in the mirror, they discuss their unique

titled "Alen" Invasion." Each student choose:, a
role card. and responds to the following situation:
Aliens have invaded the earth. They have consumed all drugs of the planetprescription, over
the counter, and illegal. We have a chance to

World." In this activity, students look into a box

with a mirror in the bottom and, after seeing
qualities. A worksheet entitled "Special Facts
About Me" is then completed.

Books are an important element of the curriculum. In second-third grade, the book "Rosie

start over. Which drugs should be kept and

and Michael" is used to initiate a discussion about
friendship.

which should be eliminated?
are most likely to be viewing.

Another book comes into use in the sixth grade
with the "I am Lovable and Capable" story being

Coping Skills
In kindergartcli-first grade, children explore stress

as a natural part of living. The teacher reads the

story of "Alexander and the Terrible, Horrible,
No- Gooc', Very Bad Day" to the class, the children

hearing about a boy's bad day. Students are en

read and enacted for the students. The discussion
which follows focuses on respecting a person's feelings and contributing to a sense of self-worth.

At the senior high level, the "Feel Wheel" is used
by students. Situations are read and students are
asked how they feel about each. The small group

couraged to share similar experiences they have had

discussion focuses on differences in reactions to the

and the feelings that were involved.
The puppet "Froggy" is also used at this level.

feelings can have an impact on behavior.

same situation among group members and how

He helps students explot e the concept that there are
certain feelings associated with stressful situations
and that we need to be able to understand where
those feelings come from and to express them.

to Turn" for help. After hearing a problem situation described, students decide 'where to turn" for
help, guidance. or just for a good listener. They

The second section of the Curriculum Guide features
the "Yellow Pages." The Yellow Pages consist of over
150 pages of current information on alcohol and other
drugs. The Yellow Pages serve as a reference section
which a teacher can easily use to review the information

mark that response on their worksheets and discuss

on alcohol or drugs which she /he needs in order to

optional ways of getting help.

teach a given lesson. Activitie\ which utilize the Yellow
Pages are cross-referenced to tacilitate easy teacher ac,s to the alcohol and drug information necessary to
present the lesson. The Yellow Pages are divided into
the following content topics:
Philosophy

At the sixth grade level, students focus on "Where

In senior high, one activity focuses on "friends" as
helpers. Students listen to songs about friendship
and discuss what qualities they consider importarr
in a friend and how many of those qualities they
have.

Senior high students also select a book from the
"Coping With" series. Using a worksheet, they list

the skills described in their book as well as the
stressful situation that occurred. These responses
are then discussed in small groups.

Self-l'ancept
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The "Yellow Puges"

Glossary

Myths about Alcohol and Other Drugs
Decisionmaking
History
industry
Drugs and the Human Body
Drug Pharmacology

At the kindergarten-first grade level, the cur-

Dependence

riculum focuses on self-awareness. The "Feely

Treatment of D-ug Abuse

ceptions about alcohol and other drugs and express a
variety of opinions about what should be taught in cn
alcohol and drug education program. In addition, many

Overview of International, Federal, State and
local Drug Laws
Safety
Drug Patterns and Trends
Resources

A more detailed outline of the contents of the Yellow
Pages and sample "-Yellow Pages" are included at the
end of this chapter.

The Curriculum Kits
In the addition to the activity sheets included in the
Curriculum Guide, the "Here's Looking at You Two"
curriculum utilizes a wide range of instructional

materials. Each set of materials including discussion
pictures, film strips, films, games, posters, cares and
student worksheetsare packaged in a curriculum kit (a
plastic tub approximately two feet long, one foot wide
and one foot deep). There are seven separate grade-level
curriculum kits, corresponding to the seven grade-level
activity groupings. All of the materials needed to teach
each lesson are either in the Curriculum Guide or in the
curriculum kits. All materials are provided in quantities
necessary for the implementation of the activity within a

classroom. If worksheets are used, the master is provided in the Curriculum Guide. This makes it possible
for teachers to utilize a wide variety of activities with
minimal preparation time being necessary.
A list of the contents of each trade-level curriculum.
kit is provided in the Resuurce Pages.
Using the Curriculum

teachers also have had very limited opportunity to learn
and practice skills in teaching decision-making, coping,
and in conducting open-ended
and
classroom scussions.

If they are 1Ve effective in presenting the "Here's
Looking at You wo" curriculum, teachers need accurate inforn.ation about alcohol and other drugs. They
need an opportunity tc explore their own feelings about
alcohol and drugs. And they need to gain skills and confidence in presenting alcohol and drug information and
lessons on decisionmaking, coping, and self-concept.
Finally, they need to improve their abilities to facilitate
non-judgmental, open-ended classroom discussions
which will enable students to make their own responsible decisions about alcohol and other drugs.
The "Here's Looking at You Two" alcohol and drug
education program is designed to meet these needs by
including a 30-hour teacher-training program. It utilizes

a 300-page teacher-training Manual. Training workshops are designed to be conducted on a 2-2 pattern: 2
consecutive days of training followed by 7 to 10 days
later by 2 additional days of training workshops.

The teacher-training workshops designed for the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum are designed
to be ;-.teresting, fun, and participatory. They are structurea so that trainers model the behaviors which they
want teacheis to use in the classroom, The training provides participating teachers with materials which they

can use with their students, and makes use of

The "Here's Looking at You. Two" Curriculum

Com-

munity alcohol and drug abuse specialists who can serve

Guide is intended to be utilized in health education or

similar classes. However, the curriculum has been
designed so that it can be integrated into other subject
area courses. On the back of each "Activity Page" contained in the curriculum guide is an "integration grid."
This grid lists other school subjects (math, science,
reading, and art at the . {he elementary level; biology,
social studies, psychology, and home economics at the
secondary level) in which the activity can be modified
arid used. Ideas for teaching the basic information contairied in the activity in a different class are listed on the
grid under the appropriate class subject heading. Some
teachers, who feel that their curriculum is already over-

as resources when teachers present the curriculum in
their own classrooms.
Selection of Trainees

The "Here's Looking at You Two" .curriculum is
designed so that it can be presented in any elementary or
secondary classroom. Ideally, all elementary and
secondary teachers within a school district would receive

training on the curriculum. If this is not financially
feasible, a viable compromise is to train at least one
teacher at each grade level in each elementary school. At
the secondary level, the most appropriate trainees would
be health, social studies, family living, biology,

crowded, teach alcohol and drug education only by

psychology, and traffic safety education instructors.

adapting activities for use as specified on the integration
grid. Others teach it as a 4-week unit in health education
and then reinforce alcohol and drug education concepts
throughout the year by using integration grid activities

School counselors, nurses, and administrators should be
encouraged to attend the training as well as teachers.
In most school districts, the school principal should

in other subject area classes. (The integration grid is

ticipants. Recommended criteria for selecting trainees

contained on the back of each sample activity sheet provided in the Resource Pages at the end of Chapter 1.)

include:

typically be responsible for selecting training parThe teacher / staff person should demonstrate an

Teacher Training
I Ike any other curriculum, "Here's l.00king at You
Two" is only as effective as the teachers who present it.

Teacherslike most other peopleoften have miscon-

interest in being involved in alcohol and drug
education.

The teacher /staff person should demonstrate a
good rapport with students and other staff and be
able !o work with them effectively.
7
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The teacher /staff person should have an opportunity to each alcohol and drug education in
his / her classroom.
Although many principals have selected participants

according to these criteria, others have asked for
volunteers, had the staff elect trainees, or simply
appoia!ed qualified staff members.
An important element in the selection of trainees is
the development of inducements. Teachers whQ participate in the trair .ig have the opportunity to learn and
refine classroom teaching skills while gaining clear and
useful information about alcohol and other drugs. They
receive a Curriculum Guide which includes prepared

lesson plans for their grade level. In addition, many
school districts which have utilized the "Here's Looking
at You Two" curriculum offer college credit or professional training credit for teachers who participate in the
workshop.

Training Objectives

Teacher training for the "Here's Looking at You
Two" curriculum has been designed to achieve a
number of explicit objectives. The objectives of the
training are that, as a result of participating in the
workshop, a teacher will be able to:
demonstrate a basic foundation of knowledge
regarding alcohol and other drugs;
clarify his / her own att tides toward alcohol and
other drugs;
gain knowledge of the goals and use of curriculum
materials;
increase his /her skills in r:onducting open-ended
discussions and role plays;

be able to help students or other staff members
having alcohol and drug abuse problems by knowing how, when, and where to refer them for professional help; and

initiate the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum in the classroom.

training materials as films and discussion guides.
Generally 30-35 teachers are trained in a given series of
workshops.

The "Here's Looking at You Two" teacher training
is organized on a 2-2 format: two consecutive days of
training are followed a week or ten days later by an
additional two days of training sessions. This 2-2 format

is utilized since it permits trainees to reflect upon and
absorb material covered in the first two sessions and to
test new classroom techniques with their students before
the second set of training workshops. It also facilitates

trainees' ability to plan lessons for their substitute
teachers and to minimize the negative classroom effect
of the regular teacher's absence. Finally, the 2-2- train-

ing format avoids training "burnout."
ment centers, AA, Al-Anon, and Alateen, state highway
safety program staff, and classroom teachers who have

used the curriculum in the past. Training workshops
utilize both large anC. small group activities and such
Time and Location. The setting for teacher training
is important. Usually a school district sponsoring the
training will provide space for the workshops at a central location.
The training room should be large enough to comfort-

ably accommodate 30-35 adults seated at tables and
should be flexible enough to allow groups of various sizes

to work together. It should be large enough to permit
small group activit. to take place without undue noise
room equipped to handle audiovisuals
and distraction
Ipes or venetian blinds and electric
(with appropria.
equipment, and coffee arr ngeoutlets), audiov.
ments are the oruy other principal facility needs.
Training should usually be conducted during the middle

of the work weekTuesday, Wednesday, and Thursdaysince substitute teachers are generally more available at this time and teacher motivation and concentration tend to be higher. Training should also be conducted
in months of the school year which avoid conflicts with
school holidays, vacations, and other events. The best
months tend to be October, November, January, February, March, and April. Training conducted during the
school day should be scheduled to coincide with regular
working hours (8 a.m. to 4 p.m. in many districts).

Training Format

General Format. The teacher training consists of
four day-long in-service workshops for teachers and
other staff from a given school district (larger districts
may require region it workshops to accommodate large
numbers of teachers, and smaller districts may combine
to provide joint training). Workshops are typically held
during the regular school day if school funds are available to hire substitutes for teachers attending the training. Workshops can also be offered after school, in the

Training Content

Since the purpose of the training workshops is to
prepare teachers in a given school district to present the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum, the content
of each training session must reflect the characteristics

and procedures of that district. For that reason, the
basic training workshop should be modified to incorporate minor individual variations based on local needs
identified by district administration and /or workshop

eve -rings, and on weekends if college credit is provided.

participants. However, the basic content of a 4-day

Ili addition to qualified trainers, workshop sessions
utilize specialists from the medical profession, drug
treatment programs, alcoholism information and treat-

teacher-training workshop includes:
Sample materials used during teacher training
workshops are provided in Resource Pages.
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Four-Day Teacher Training Workshop
Day 1

Overview
(3/4 hour)

Curriculum Components
(21/2 hours)
Grade Level Demonstrations

(2 hours)

Day 2

Open-Ended Discussion Skills

(3 hours)
Alcoholism
(1 hour)
Alcoholism and the Family

(' hour)
Self-Image Building
(11/2

Dr!), 3

Demonstration, theory and practice to improve skills for
facilitating open discussion in the classroom.
Speaker discusses the definition, extent, causes,
symptoms, effects, treatment of alcoholism and available
local resources.
Speaker describes the effects of alcoholism on the family
structure, especially on children, and identifies ways
school staff can help.
Theory of and involvement in activities for heir ing
students develop better self concepts which lead to more
responsible decisions.

Small groups, divided by grade level interest, listen to and
discuss tapes of open-ended discussions with students.
Over-the-Counter and Prescription Drugs Local pharmacist presents the physical and behavioral
effects of commonly used medicines, problems of misuse,
(1 hour)
potential problems of combining drugs.
Decisionmaking Skills
Theory and involvement in activities for helping students
(11/2 hours)
develop better decisionmaking skills.
Illicit Drugs
Speaker discusses the physical and behavioral effects of
illegal substances including marijuana, cocaine,
(1 hour)
amphetamines, barbituates, hallucinogens, opiates, etc.
Tape Analysis

(11/2

Day 4

hours)

History, philosophy, a.id development of the "Here's
Looking at You Two" Curriculum; objectives and
expectations of the training.
Introduction to the four parts of the curriculum's
conceptual framework, including information, selfconcept, decision-making, and coping.
Small group presentations by teachers experienced in using
the curriculum materials. Specific ideas for using ti,
curriculum at each grade level.

hours)

Creatiw Assignments
(1/2

hour)

Role Playing

(I hour)
School Policy

hour)
Drugs and Driving
(1
(1

hour)

Coping Skills
(11/2

hours)

Student Panel
(1

hour)

Brief sharing of drug-related experiences encountered
since last meeting.
Theory and practice in conducting role play in the
classroom.
Presentation by disrria office representative and follow-up
small group work regarding working within school policy.
Law enforcement officer presents information on relevant
laws, arrest procedures, etc.
Experiential exploration of how stress leads to drug use
and what alternatives exist for dealing with stress.
A group of six-eight high school students answer questions
about the perception of drug use, abuse and drug
education.
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Evaluation

The "Here's Looking at You" curriculum (the
precursor of the "Here's Looking at You Two" combined drug and alcohol curriculum) has been evaluated
in a number of locations. The State of Pennsylvania
examined a number of prevention programs before they
selected the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum
for implementation on a statewide basis. In summarizing evaluation results to date on the "Here's Looking at
You" curriculum, John Swisher of Pennsylvania State

University concluded: "It becomes apparent that the
curriculum is uniformly effective in improving the information base of students at all grade levels. Improved
decision-making was not as consistent as was knowledge
gains but it was the second most typical finding in the

five evaluations. These two results reflect important
objectives in substance abuse prevention, particularly in
the context of public education. On a short-term basis,
if it is possible to expand the student'- knowledge and
his /her skill in using that knowledge through effective
decision-making, we have provided a foundation for
long-term Prevention."
Less definitive evaluai:On results have been reported

your district. At a minimum, these individuals and
groups should include: school district administration,
teacher representatives, principals, parents, and drug
and alcohol professionals. You should also include a
few students.
When you've identified the individuals and groups
that should be involved in planning your prevention
program, bring them together and present the "Here's
Looking at You Two" curriculum and any other models
in which you are interested. (Later sections of this
chapter discuss several other alcohol and drug education
curriculums). A number of materials are available to

help you in evaluating the "Here's Looking at You
Two" curriculum and its teacher training component.
They are available from the Comprehensive Health
Education Foundation (CHEF), 20314 Pacific Highway
South, Seattle, WA 98188, (206) 824-2907. The
materials which you will need include:

"Here's Looking rt You Two" Curriculum
Guide$40 each. This is the basic K-12 curriculum guide for the "Here's Looking at You
Two" program.

in terms of increases in participating students' self-

Demonstration Kit (K-12)$300 each.

ecteem and atlitildes toward drinking. However, all past
evaluations have had a number of design problems. All
of them relied strictly on self-report behavior measures.

This kit provides a sample of the curriculum

None of the designs included student interviews or
extensive clascroom observation. And most of the
evaluations tollowed students for 2 years or less.

To gather additional evaluation data on the effectiveness of the "Here's Looking at You Two" cur-

(The

Demonstration Kit can be borrowed from CHEF.)
materials available in the seven grade level kits. It is

useful in presenting the curriculum to interested
groups (e.g., PTA, faculty meetings, local prevention staff, law enforcement officials).

Slide-tape Presentation on the CurriculumS125
(This can also

each.

be

borrowed

from

It provides a description and a "feel"
for the curriculum as it is presented in a school

riculum, a new study is being conducted in the Franklin
Pierce School District in Washington State. The study is

CHEF.)

funded by the National Institute on Drug Abuse and
will involve the collection of both quantitative and
qualitative data.
Until additional evaluation results are available,
school districts considering whether to use the "I:e.rc's

district. It can serve as a useful tool in presenting
tic grogram to interested individuals and groups.

Looking at You Two" curriculum can look to the
response of federal agencies and other public school
systems. The curriculum has been selected as a model by
the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration,
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and
Alcoholism, and the States of Alaska, Utah, New Jersey
and Pennsylvania. It is currently being implemented in
43 States and 7 foreign countries.

Teacher Training Manual$50. This is the basic
training manual which is used in presenting
workshops to participating teachers.

As you begin thir king about implementing the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum, you are
bound to have a number of questions. We've gathered a
number of typical questions and answers about alcohol

and drug education programs in general and the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum in speci
You'll find those typical questions and answers on pages

Getting Started
If your school district wants to implement a
classroom alcohol and drug education program and is
interested in using the "Here's Looking at You Two"
model, how do you get started?
Choosing a Curriculum
Clearly, the first place to begin is by identifying key
individuals and groups that need to be more aware of
the need for an alcohol and drug education program in

97-101.

You may also want to talk to members of the staff
that developed the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum or representatives of other school districts that
have implemented the program You can reach the staff
that developed the curriculum at: Roberts and
Associates, 9131 California Avenue SW, Seattle, WA
98136, (206) 932-8409. They can also refer you to individuals in other States where the curriculum has been
introduced.
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Taking the Plunge

If your district decides that it wants to implement the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum, here are the
basic materials which you will need:
"Here's Looking at You 71vo" Curriculum
Guide. Each Curriculum Guide costs $40 and is
available from CHEF. You will need at least one
Curriculum Guide for each school building.
Curriculum Kits. These are the plastic tubs which
contain all of the backup materials for presenting
the curriculum in the classroom (e.g., films, books,
photoboards, charts, puzzles, games, worksheets).
A complete list of the contents Of each grade-level
kit is provided in the Resource Pages at the end of
this chapter. The coat of the kits is:

K-1

2-3
4
5

6

Jr. High
Sr. High
Total Cost

with films
$ 495
510
1,250
1,325
1,150
1,550
1,895

$8,175

without films
$ 395
250
395
320
320
395
375

$2,450

Each curriculum kit can circulate seven times in a
given school year. If teachers share materials from a kit
in the same building, one set of kits (K-12) can serve
seven elementary schools, four junior highs, and four
is taught each
semester at the secondary level. Smaller districts may
elect to share kits with a neighboring district to reduce
the costs of purchasing kits. The curriculum kits are
available from CHEF.
Teacher Training Manual. Each Teacher Training Manual costs $50. At least one manual for each
teacher training team will be needed.

senior highs, assuming that health

You will likely need help in training your school
district's teachers to implement the "Here's Looking at

You Two" curriculum--at least the first time. Staff
members who designed the curriculum are available to
provide 1) teacher training sessions in your district, or 2)

"training of trainers" sessions in Seattle. They are
available through Roberts and Associates at the address

and phone number provided above. If they conduct a
4-day training session for teachers in your district the
cost will be approximately $.1, 500 plus travel and per
diem. If they train your trainers, the cost is $250 per
trainee. (These training of trainer sessions are typically
5 days long, and are conducted in Seattle, Washington,
so you should add travel and per diem costs for your
trainees.)
In computing the cost of training your teachers, you
should also estimate the following:
Teache.- release timeapproximately $50 per day.
Each teacher participating in the training will need

four days of release time if the sessions are conducted during school days.
Materials for traineesapproximately $20 per
trainee. This includes the grade-level curriculum
for each narticipating teacher, an audio tape, and
handouts.
Finally, if you need advice or help in considering
whether the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum
is appropriate for your school district, staff that

developed the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum can be reached at Roberts and Associates: (206)
932-8409.
Other Alcohol and Drug Education Curriculums

Although the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum is probably the most comprehensive alcohol

and drug education program available, there are a
number of other curriculums which you might want to
study before you select one for your district. Two major
curriculums which have been implemented in a number
of school districts are 1) the CASPAR Alcohol Education Program, and 2) "8:30 Moaday Morning."
The CASPAR Alcohol Education Pr 'igram

The CASPAR Alcohol Education Program was
developed in Somerville, Massachusetts, in 1974 by staff
of the Cambridge and Somerville Program for

Alcoholism Rehabilitation (CASPAR). The CASPAR
alcohol education program has been replicated formally
in Connecticut, Virginia, and Georgia, and informally
in a number of other States. It has recently received na-

tional recognition as the first school-based alcohol
education program to become part of the U.S. Department of Education's National Diffusion Network.
The CASPAR curriculum attempts to provide young
people with basic knowledge about alcohol, addresses
attitudes toward alcohol use, and helps students begin
to look at the decisions they will likely have to make

about drinking. The program is grounded on the
assumption that alcohol use and alcoholism are learned
behaviors and that attitudes toward drinking are prime
factors in the development of alcoholism.
The CASPAR curriculum is divided into three
modules covering grades 3-12. The elementary medule
(grades 3-6) includes seven units. Each unit includes two
activities which present the same concept. Thus,

teachers can select the activity most compatible with
their teaching style, class, and subject area. The seven
elementary units include:
Ice

BreakerStudent Concerns and Alcohol

Education
Know Your StuffInformation about Alcohol
Thinking About DrinkingAttitudes Toward
Drinking

How Much is Too Much?Attitudes Toward
Alcohol
Wet

or DryResponsible Decisions about Drinking
11

Way I took at ItResponsible Decisions
about Drinking
Who Can I Turn To ? lnformation about
Alcoholism and Alcoholism as a Family Illness
The

The junior high module (grade 7-9) is designed to be
presented in ten teaching periods at each grade level.
The module includes further information on the topics
covered in the seven elementary units and tnree additional units:
What To Call /0Definitions and Information
about Alcohol
Out of Controlinformation about Alcoholism
On the RocksAttitudes about Alcoholism

The senior high module (grades 10-12) includes ten

units on the topics covered at the junior high level.
However, this module eliminates the junior high "What

Tc Call It?" unit and includes a unit entitled "What
You Know Won't Hurt YouSummary and Evaluation" (a list of CASPAR curiculum units is provided on
pages ???-???). The CASPAR alcohol education cur-

riculum is presented in a curriculum manual entitled
"Decisions about Drinking." Sample CASPAR activities include:

In the activity "Alcohol in the Media" fourth

better?"
In ninth grade, information about alcohol is pro-

vided through the use of collages. Students are
asked to cut out pictures or words from magazines
and newspapers to make a collage which follows a

single theme about alcohol (e.g., physical and
behavioral effects of alcohol, reasons for drinking,
or ways that the alcohol industry promotes sales of
its product). After completing the collages,

students break into small groups to share their
collage with other group members and discuss what
each collage is trying to say about alcohol.
In tenth grade, students are assisted in understand-

ing how and why people pressure others to drink
through the "Peer Pressure Activity." The class is
divided into half. One group writes down two eramples of the times at which a group member tried
to persuade a friend to do something he/she didn't
want to do. The second group lists incidents in
which its members were the object of pressure from

other students. The class then discusses each
incident and discusses the whys and hows of peer
pressure.

Samples of activities pages from the CASPAR curriculum manual are included at the end of this chapter .

graders are asked to collect cartoons, jokes, comic

Although both the CASPAR curriculum and the

strips, and cards they see or hear which describe

"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum have certain
similarities (they both provide basic information about
alcohol and focus on decisionmaking skills), they also
have a number of dissimilarities:
The CASPAR curriculum focuses only on alcohol
and alcoholism. It does not address other drugs.
The CASPAR curriculum provides a far greater
emphasis on "alcoholism" than the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum.
The CASPAR curriculum provides less emphasis
on self-esteem and coping.
All CASPAR curriculum materials are provided in

alcohol use. The students review each other's
materials and decide what messages the ad is "sell-

ing" besides alcoholic beverages. They are then
asked to decide whether they think the messages are

true or false and the activity ends with a class
discussion of whether advertising alcoholic
beverages should be allowed, and whether people
are influenced more by ads for drinking or by the
drinking they see on television shows.
In sixth grade, the activity "Create New Laws"
helps students explore and clarify their own attitudes by comparing them with those of iheir peers.
In small groups, students draft a law or set of laws

governing a particular alcohol issue (e.g., minimum

drinking age, drinking in public, manufacturing,
up must decide:
labeling). For each law, the
what the law will do, why it ,,:ould be passed, and
how it would be enforced. The activity ends with a
group discussion of how laws affect the ways people behave.

Information about alcoholism
seventh

graders

in

the

is

presented to

activ4 "What

is

Alcoholism?" Through brainfforming, the
students list adjectives which describe alcoholism,

and the teacher records their comments on the
blackboard. Students then discuss the terms and
decide what is ecsential or true and what is not. The

final ten minutes of this activity is devoted to
student's questions about alcoholism, such as: "Do
alcoholics drink every day?", "What does 'needing

a drink' really mean?", and "Can alcoholics get

a single curriculum manual ("Decisions about
Drinking"). The price of the curriculum manual is
$125 plus 5°'u postage and handling. This makes the
initial costs of implementing the CASPAR pro-

gram cheaper than the "Here's Looking at You
Two" curriculum. However, the CASPAR curriculum does make use of a number of films and
pamphlets. (The curriculum manual provides information about ordering these print and audiovisual materials.) A total of ten films are used in
conjunction with the CASPAR curriculum. The
total cost of purchasing one set of all the films
would be $2,500 and the cost of renting all of the
films would be approximately $200 a day. A complete set of the pamphlets for a single class of 30
students would cost approximately $140.
The CASPAR program materials do not include a
teacher training manual. Thus, districts wishing to
implement the CASPAR curriculum must either 1)
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develop their own teacher training program, or 2)
send teachers to be trained by CASPAR staff in
Somerville, Massachusetts. Training sessions provided by CASPAR staff include a 4-day, 24-hour
session

for $1,600; 3-day, 18-hour session for

$1,200; and a special 5-day summer workshop for
$250 per participant.

Information about the CASPAR Alcohol Education
Program and the CASPAR curriculum manual can be
obtained from staff of the CASPAR Alcohol Education

Program, 226 Highland Avenue, Somerville, MA
02143, (617) 623-2080.

8:30 Monday Morning

Development of the "8:30 Monday Morning" curriculum was a joint project of the American
Businessmen's Research Foundation and the California

Council on Alcohol Problems, both of which are nonprofit organizations engaged in alcohol problems
research and the development of alcohol-related educa-

tional and prevention materials. The "8:3G Monday
Morning" curriculum is designed for high school
students and attempts to help young people develop an
awareness of various lifestyles and the relationship of
drinking and abstinence to different ways of living. The

curriculum gOals include helping young people to
sharpen decisionmaking skills, to consider alternatives
to alcohol use, and to understand the values which support both drinking and non-drinking behavior in today's
society. The curriculum is highly interactive and attempts

to involve both students and teachers in clarifying
attitudes, understanding values, seeking solutions to
problems, generating alternatives, and learning how to
apply basic knowledge about alcohol to a wide variety of
alcohol-related situations. The curriculum makes extensive use of role-playing to help students participate in
the learning process.

The "8:30 Monday Morning" curriculum has three
basic components:

A booklet, "Almost All You Ever Wanted to Know
about Alcohol," is the informational component
which is included in the curriculum binder. The
booklet provides the basic background information
on alcohol and its chapters are referenced
throughout the curriculum.
The curriculum itself includes 21 activities divided
into 6 concept sections: 1) lifestyles, 2) decisions,
3) values, 4) alternatives, 5) self-esteem, and 6)
prevention. In each section, three-five different activities are presented to permit teachers to choose
among a variety of activities on the basis of time
limitations and the special needs of their students.
Visual aids are included in a pocket at the back of
the curriculum inder. The line artwork can be
used to construct visuals for an overhead projector
to assist the teacher in presenting some of the basic

information about alcohol.
The curriculum also provides suggestions for those

teachers who have a 2-4 week block of to w. a week
block of time, or a single hour during the sell:ester for
alcohol education. A variety of different a livities are
included within each of the six concept sections. Sample
activities include:

Lifestyles A roleplay entitled "If Your Best
Friend Were Cindy" is used to assist students in
understanding how stress can impact drinking patterns and how one might help a person who is going

through a stressful situation.
DecisionsRole-playing is used to assist students
in identifying the three basic stances out of which
decisions are made. The curriculum suggests that
people approach the decisionmaking process as
either an Obeyer, a Goalsetter, or a Responder.

The purpose of this activity is to help students
understand how these decisionmaking models
apply to alcohol-related situations.
ValuesSmall-group discussion is used to help
participants become aware of the range of values
surrounding common alcohol-related situations. In
particular, this activity focuses on peer values. The
students are asked to complete a value survey and
then compare their answers with the results of a
class survey. In small groups, students discuss their

values and the values of their peers regarding
alcohol use and non-use.

AlternativesThe students are involved in answer-

ing two "Dear Abby" letters which ask them for
advice on some tough alcohol-related situations.
The students are asked to provide responses to the
letters and then classify each response according to
four general categories: 1) change the beverage, 2)
change the situation, 3) change the people, and 4)
change the lifestyle.

Self-EsieemEach student is asked to fill out a
"Who am I?" sheet, writing answers to such questions as: "What is the most satisfying thing I have

done in my life?", "What is the dumbest thing I
have ever done in my life?", and "Who is the
person who has been the most influential in my
life?", etc. After the sheet is completed, each
student shares the information about themselves
with other students in small groups. The activity is
used to allow participants to identify and become
aware of those factors, relationships, and experiences which have an influence on their self-esteem.

PreventionIn the activity "Whose Responsibility?", students are given alcohol problem situations and then asked to decide whJse responsibility
it would be to prevent the particular alcohol-related
problem from occurring (e.g., individual, family,
or community responsibility). The students then
develop a strategy which would best prevent these
problems.

Sample materials from the "8:10 Monday Morning"
curriculum are provided on the resource pvge 't the
end of this chapter.

Like the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum,
"8:30 Monday Morning" emphasiies activities which
are interactive. It focuses on information, decisionmaking, coping, and self-esteem. However, the "8:30
Monday Morning" curriculum also has a number of
dissimilarities when compared to "Here's Looking at
You Two." They include:
"8:30 Monday Morning" focuses only on alcohol
use and abuse. It does not deal with other drugs.
The "8:30 Monday Morning" curriculum is designed for high school students only. Some districts

have modified curriculum activities for use at the
junior high level, but the curriculum is not appropriate for elementary students.
The "8:30 Monday Morning" curriculum does not
include a teacher training component. Because the
curriculum activities are highly interactive, it requires teachers who already have significant skills
in developing a non-judgmental atmosphere and
conducting open-ended discussions and role-plays.

The "8:30 Monday Morning" curriculum does not
make use of films and all classroom materials are included in the curriculum binder. The curriculum costs
$39.95 plus shipping costs and a 5010 handling fee. It can
be ordered from: The Michigan Substance Abuse Infor-

mation Clearinghouse, P.O. Box 10212, Lansing, MI
48901, (517) 485-9900.

Drinking and Driving Curriculums
Americans are increasingly concerned about the
tragic results of drinking and driving. For young people
the problem is especially acute. Drinking and driving accidents are the leading cause of deaths among teenagers
and young adults. Each year approximately 8,000 young

lives are lost to drinking and driving; another 40,000
young people are injured.
In many States, driver education and highway safety
courses are offered to students before they apply for
their driver's license. Increasingly, highway safety
educators recognize the need to include information
about drinking and driving as an integral part of driver

education programs. They have found that

basic

alcohol and drug education is not enough. Given the
importance which most young people place on driving,
they need specific information about how alcohol can
affect their driving performance. For that reason, a
number of curriculums have been developed which
build on basic alcohol and drug education programs by
adding drinking and driving curriculum modules to
highway safety courses.

"Drinking, Driving, Deciding"A Highway Safety
Curriculum Module
"Drinking. Driving, Deciding"

alcohol and drug education curriculum, "Drinking,
Driving, Deciding" was developed by the Washington
State Superintendent of Public Instruction in cooperation with the Washington Traffic Safety Commission.
Accredited for use in all traffic safety programs in the
State of Washington, the drinking and driving module
was designed to help standardize the content of driver
education classes. "Drinking, Driving, Deciding" incorporates the basic philosophy of the "Here's Looking
at You Two" curriculum and is intended to complement
that curriculum within a specific settingdriver education courses.
"Drinking, Driving, Deciding" is designed to help
students develop the skills they need to make responsible de isions about their use of alcohol within a driving
context. The specifiC educational objectives for students
participating in the "Drinking, Driving, Deciding" curriculum include:
InformationStudents exposed to the curriculum
will be able to identify the physical and behavioral
effects of alcohol and other drugs on their bodies,
especially as they affect their driving ability. They
will also be able to explain blood alcohol content,
and predict the number of drinks it takes for them
to become impaired and/or legally under the influence of alcohol.
DecisionmakingAfter participating in the program, students will be able to discriminate between
responsible and irresponsible decisions related to
alcohol. They will be able to identify their own level

of risk-taking and the impact of those risks within
the context of their driving behavior.
Coping SkillsStudents will be able to identify a
variety of ways of coping with social pressures.

They will be able to identify their feelings and
attitudes about the use of alcohol and other drugs
and understand how their feelings influence their
decisions.

The Curriculum Guide
The "Drinking, Driving, Deciding" Curriculum
Guide includes instructional materials for three minicourses. The mini-courses include 4-hour, 6-hour, and
8-hour class sessions. The 4-hour mini-course includes

information on 1) the effects of alcohol, 2) blood
alcohol content, 3) different ways for copir-' with social
pressures, and 4) methods of discrimin. .g between
responsible and irresponsible decisions related to
alcohol.
The 6-hour course includes the first four topics from
the basic course and adds information on 5) the physical
and behavioral effects of drugs other than alcohol, and
6) identifying individual feelings about the use of
alcohol and understanding how feelings influence deci-

module deeloped in Washington State to be used as

sions. If the 8-hour mini-course is utilized, two more
sections are added to the first six topics. The two addi-

part of traditional drier education classes. Growing out

tional sessions include information on 7) the laws which

of the success of the "Here's Looking at You Two"

relate to alcohol, drugs and driving in the community

is

a curriculum
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and 8) identification of individual levels of risk and the

impart of "risk" on driving behavior. Samples of
curriculum activities by focus topic are described below.

you don't want to, or when you want to stop?
What are your choices?

What are the consequences of each choice listed
above?

Sample Curriculum Activities

How, did you feel about the person(s) who

Effects of Alcohol
Students are given copies of a body diagram while
the teacher uses overhead transparencies to

pressured you to drink? To not drink?
What do your friends usually do when pressured
to drink? Why?

describe the pathway which alcohol takes in the
body and the processes of.absorption, distribution,
oxidation, and elimination. Information is provided on the alcoholic content of beer, wine, and hard
liquor, and on the short-term and long-term effects
of alcohol on body systems and organs. Informais also provided on the interaction of alcohol
tic

with other thugs and the effect of alcohol on
behavior and emotions. Myth posters are used to
discuss some common misconceptions about
alcohol.
Blood Alcohol Content

A "think /drink" activity is used to demonstrate
the concept of blood alcohol content (BAC), individual response to alcohol, and factors influencing consumption, absorption, and oxidation.
Students use a BAC wheel and six different colored

decks, each indicating a different blood alcohol
content. In small groups, students pretend they are
at a party where alcohol bevet ages are being served.
They are each free to decide if they want to drink
and how many drinks they will have. Depending on
their decisions, they calculate their blood alcohol
content on the BAC wheel and take a card

representing their blood alcohol level. The card
provides information on behaviors which might be
associated with that blood alcohol level. After the

teacher announces the party is over, the class
discusses how body weight affects BACs: their view

about good and bad things which happened at the
party at different BAC levels; and, if this party had

been a real one, at what point they would have
decided to stop drinking and how they would have
done it.
Coping

Following the "think /drink" activity, students
join in a group discussion to identify a variety of
ways of coping with social pressures. The students
can discuss any of the following questions:

Were you pressured to drink? To not drink?
Did you pressure anyone to drink? To not drink?
If so, why? If not, why not?

How did you respond to pressure to drink?
Why? To not drink? Why?
How did you respond to people who chose not to
drink? To those who chose to drink? To those
who chose to get drunk?

What could you do if pressured to drink when

The lesson concludes after the class divides into
groups and brainstorms responses to the following questions: "If you were planning a party where no alcohol
was available. what would you pian to do?" "What are
some ways to have fun without booze?" After generating various answers, the students return to the large
group and share ideas from their brainstorming session.
Decisionmaking

:n a large group, students generate a list of reasons

people drink" and "why people don't
drink." For each reason listed, the students are
polled on whether they think it is a responsible or
irresponsible reason. After discussing their
answers, the .:lass is divided into small groups to
define responsibl,! and irresponsible behaviors in
two scenarios. In one Scenario, "The Kegger," two
teenagers go to a Friday evening keg party. Both
must decide whether to drink alcohol and one of
the students is faced with the decision of whether to
drive home after drinking. The second scenario,
called "The Older Brother," concerns a teenager
who asks his older brother to buy a case of beer.
The stud( its decide which behaviors of the
teenager and his older brother would be responsible
and irresponsible.
Two additional topics are covered if the class receives
the 6-hour course.
Other Drugs

Students learn how to identify the physical and
behavioral effects of such other drugs as marijuana, tranquilizers /sedative hypnotics, stimulants, hallucinogens, and over-the-counter drugs.
The students brainstorm how taking each kind of
drug might affect driving ability. After the
brainstorming session, a handout is distributed
which provides factual information on how the
drugs in each category actually affect their driving.
The students then compare their guesses with the
facts.

Feelings and Decisions
Students learn to indentify their feelings about the
use of alcohol and how those feelings influence

their behavior through a group activity called the
"feel wheel." The feel wheel lists a variety of different feelings. The students are presented with a
situation such as "How do you feel about a parent
who allows his/her teenagers to drink at home?"
and are asked to indicate with a marker their feel15

ings about that situation. After taking a turn, each
student explains the reasons why he/she selected a
given feeling:The activity concludes with a discussion about how being under the influence of feelings can affect decisions and behaviors.
If the 8-hour mini-course is presented, two additional
topics are addressed.
The Law

Through lecture and group discussion, students
learn about the laws which relate to alcohol, drugs
and driving in their community and estimate the
probable cost of being arrested for a DWI offense.
Information is provided on the laws which relate to
such issues as minors and alcohol, drunk in public,

having alcohol in a car, license suspension and
revocation, etc. Students are asked to brainstorm
what types of costs might be incurred as a result of
being arrested for DWI (e.g., fine, insurance rates;

etc.). Each student is then given a worksheet on
which he / le can estimate the approximate total
costs. After coming up with a total, the students are
asked to think of things they could purchase with
the money spent as a result of a DWI incident.
Risk

Students are provided with a worksheet listing risk
situations such as driving home after drinking too
much, hitchhiking late Saturday night, riding home
with a driver who has been smoking marijuana, etc.

They are asked to rate each situation as to its
"risk" and "gain" level (e.g., high risk/low gain,
I.igh risk / high gain, etc.). In small groups, the
students discuss the risks involved in various situations and methods of handling those situations. In
a large group, the class concludes by discussing why

some people arc more likely to take risks than
others in a given situation and how risk-taking
might impact both thinking behavior and driving
behavior.

The "Yellow Pages"
The Yellow Pagesa resource supplement at the end
of the Guideis provided to give teachers additional in-

formation on alcohol, drugs and diving which they
may need as they teach the mini courses. Ile Yellow
Pages section is divided into the following content
topics:
Glossary

Myth. About Alcohol

Responsible Decision-Making
Industry
Effects of Alcohol
Other Drugs
Alcoholism
State Laws
Safety
Teenage Drinking
Drinking Patterns

Sample "Yellow Pages" are included at the end of
this chapter.

The Curriculum Kit
The Curriculum Guide for the "Drinking, Driving,
Deciding" Program is supplemented by instructional
materials packaged in a "Curriculum Kit." All
materiels, except the film, needed to teach each lesson
are either in the Curriculum Guide or the kit. The film is
available through local Washington State Educational
Service Districts on a loan basis. The Curriculum Kit,
which is available in each high school, includes:
Myth Porters
AAA Trwisparencies
Alcohol Content Poster
Factors Posters
Think / Drink Wheels
Think / Di ink Cards
Decision-Making Transparency
Risl Levels Transparency
Feel Wheels

Teacher Training
Teacher training is key to the effective mplementation of any curriculum. In Washington. State, regional

traffic safety education coordinators identify. driver
education instructors needing training in the "Drinking,
Driving, Deciding" curriculum. Th:.: eegional coordinators also assist in organizing training in their area
by sending out announcements of the training, acquiring the necessary audiovisual equipment, etc.
Over the past 3 years, 90-95% of the driver education
instructors in Washington State have been trained in the
"Drinking, Driving, Deciding" module. The training is
generally held at the four Educational Service District
regional offices. The teacher training, a 1-day in-sr (vice
workshop, consists of the following sessions:

One-Day
Teacher Training Work 3hop
Extent of the Problem
(3/4

hour)

r

The trainees are given information on the extent of the drinking
and driving problem in their State and community. They are also
provided with information on the impact of drinking and driving
accidents on the families involved. Guest speakers from the State
Patrol and community groups against drinking and driving are
used.

Concept of Prevention
CA hour)

Open-Ended Discussion Skills

(II/4 hours)
Idea Exchange
(1 how)

Participants receive information concerning how the "Drinking,
Driving, Deciding" curriculum is one element in a community
prevention effsirt. Trainers discuss how community approaches,
-K-12 curriculum and drinking/driving educatiou programs all
complement each other.
Utilizing a film, participants learn how open -ended discussion
skills are used to effectively facilitate discussic a in the classroom.
Working in small groups, participants exchange information on

the types of arevcntion programs and activities they have
implemented.

New A'esources

(1/2 how)
Student Panel
(3/4

hour)

Participants pro,iew stew materiels, films etc., which could be
used in drinking and c riving education sessions.
Five to seven students provide information on their perceptions of
teenage alcohol use, inzluding drinking tind driving. The panel
also responds to questions from the participants. Information is
provided on treatment resources in the community which are
available to those having drug or alcohol abuse problems.

More Information on the "Drinking, Driving,
Deciding" Curriculum

IIistricts which want to implement the "Drinking,
driving, Deciding" curriculum will need the following
r,SOLINCS:

Curriculum Guide. Each Curriculum Guide costs
$85 plus shipping costs and is available from the
Comprehensive Health Education Foundation
(CHEF), 26814 Pacific Highway South, Seattle,

WA 98188, (206) 824-2907. Districts will 'teed one

Curriculum Guide for eacfi high school teacher
offering :ghway safety courses.
Curriculum Kit. A Curriculum Kit contains alt of
the materials (except the film) needed to present the

"Drinking, Driving, Deciding" curriculum. The
cost of each Curriculum Kit is included in the price
of the Curriculum Guide. The film which is-used as

part of the curriculum costs $425 and may be

rented for one week at a cost of $100. (Ordering instructions are provided in the Curriculum Guide.)
Districts which want more information oh. the'

"Drinking, Driving, Deciding" protwm can contact
staff that developed the curriculum at: Roberts and
Associates, 9131 California Avenue SW, Seattle, WA
98136, (206) 932-8409.

Other,Drinking and Driving Curriculums
A number of other drinking and driving curriculums
are available for elementary and secondary students.
Among the most widely used are: 1) STARTING

EARLYan alcohol education and traffic safety program for elementary school students; 2) Al.-COHOLa junior high school curriculum; and 3) IF YOU
DRIVE...WHAT ABOUT DRINKING?a program
for high school students.
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Starting Early

The Starting Early program was developed by the
American Automobile Association (AAA) for students

in grades K-6. The program focuses on the use and
misuse of alcohol from the child's perspective and conveys

information through age-appropriate teaching

techniques and activities. The program consists of seven

modules, one for each grade level from kindergarten
through grade 6.
The goal of the Starting Early alcohol awareness pro-

gram is to help prepare students to make choices in
alcoitol-related situations so that when they reach the
age when these situations occur, they will choose in the
direction of safety and well-being for themselves and

others. To accomplish this, the Starting Early curriculum has seven general learning objectives. They
include:

1. Pupils will display knowledge of the nature of the
beverage alcohol.

2. Pupils will display knowledge of the effects of
alcohol on functions of the body and mind.
3. Pupils will display knowledge of the influence of
alcohol on behavior.
4. Pupils will display knowledge of the major sources
of pressure to drink.

5. Pupils will identify the variety of reasons that
people give for. drinking, and substitute actions to
achieve some of the same ends without drinking.
6. Pupils will demonstrate skill in coping with
alcohol-related traffic safety problems.

7. Pupils will display knowledge of the signs and
symptoms c f alcohol abuse and of related problems and interventions.

The 7 general objectives are subdivided into 24
specific Ajectives which are to be achieved by the end
of grade 6. Each grade level module consists of five
se lions, with approximately 30 minutes allocated per
session for kindergarten through third grade, and 45
minutes per session for grades four through six.
The entire Starting Early program package contains
seven grade level teacher's guides, two film strips and
two cassette tapes, game charts, a lap book, and a file
folder for each grade level's materials.
Each teacher's guide previews the objectives and content overview for that grade level, the learning activities
presented and a list of materials needed for each lesson
of the module. Each lesson plan provides a statement of
purpose or objectives, a description of how the lessor.r
should be conducted, the appro.. mate time, and a summary statement which the teas, 2r can use to relate the
results of the learning activity ack to the original purpose and/or objective for that session. Samr.le activities
in the Starting Early alcohol awareness program
include:

kindergarten students are taught to identify commonly used beverages as alcoholic or non-alcoholic

th-ough the use of an activity called "Which of
18

these things is not like the others?" In this activity,
students are given a series of pictures and asked to
classify the items into groups and identify why certain items do not belong. They are asked to draw a
circle around the picture in each box that is not like
the others, such as a box showing three alcoholic

beverages and one soda, or a bcht showing three
non-alcoholic beverages (milk, apple juice, cola)
and wine.
In the first grade, students are taught t6 identify

alcohol as a drug through "picture selection" activities similar to the classificatiop activity in
kindergarten. First, the students are shown a series
of pictures of beverages and asked to circle the
beverages that contain alcohol. Second, a second
series of beverages is shown and the students are
asked to circle the beverages that have a drug in

them (e.g., wine, coffee, cola). The class then
discusses how alcohol, caffeine, and other drugs
affect people.
The "Safe or not safe?" activity is used.in second
grade to teach students to identify risk situations in

which drinking an alcoholic beverage is not safe.

Students are provided with a series of pictures
depicting different situations such as a wedding,
driving in a car, or riding a bike. They are then
asked to indicate whether it would be safe or not
safe for people to drink alcoholic beverages in each
situation. The activity is followed by a discussion
of each situation and the students are provided with

information about how drinking affects vision,
judgment, and coordination.
Third grade students are taught to identify the in-

fluence of alcohol on such activities as driving
through tl.,! use of "match-up..." Based on the TV
program "Concentration," .a game board is used
ith cards having a word on one side and a number
(1-16) on the reverse side. Each word appears twice
in the deck. A student calls out two numbers, hoping the two cards will have matching words. The

words used include alcohol, vision, drug, judgment, wedding, car, wine, beer, etc. When a match
is made, the stt dent must form a sentence using the
word. When. an acceptable sentence is constructed,
a point is awarded to that team and play continues
until the team misses a match.
Fourth-graders are taught the influence of peers
and adult role models on drinking behavior

through "charade cards." The activity includes
having students act out positive and negative adult
behavior situations which are provided on cards.
Positive behaviors include driving safely, exercising, being happy and sharing; negative behaviors

include smoking, drinking too much alcohol,
nailbiting, driving after drinking too much, and
making fun of friends. Each student acts out a
behavior in front of the class and then the .:lass
discusses whether the behavior is a good or bad

2 3.

thing to imitate.
Fifth grade students learn why alcohol affects
people differently and the risks and rewards people
perceive in drinking through the game

"Jeopardy." Aft.!r viewing the film "Alcohol:
much?" to review some basic inHow much is
formation about alcohol, the students play a game

called "Jeopardy" in which they try to answer
questions which are divided into four categories:
facts, effects, risks, and drugs. Each question has a
different point value depending on its difficulty.
The class divides into three or four teams and the

practice in planning ways of coping with or avoiding drinking situations dangerous for themselves or
others.

The AL-CO-HOL program utilizes a guide which
provides materials for five 40-45 minute classroom
periods. The guide includes pre-course activities which
are designed to let students know what to expect and to
excite their interest. A pre-test is given to students 2 days
before the beginning of the course, and pre-test scores
are compared to a post-test conducted at the end of the

curriculum implementation. An AL-CO-HOL
scoreboard is used to help students keep track of the

been answered or a predetermined time has

number of activities which they have addressed and to
promote positive competition among students in the
classroom.
As AL-CO-HOL activities are presented, the class is

expired.

divided into three groups, and each group has the

Using the "Dear Lucy Alcohol" activity, sixth-

opportunity to score points (on the scoreboard) at the
end of each curriculum activity. The group which earns
the most points by the end of the course is declared the

game begins with the first team selecting a category

and a point value under it. The game ends either
when the questions from all the, categories have

graders learn 1) to identify ways in which the abuse

of alcohol might affect the individual's ability to
carry out personal, family and community responsibilities, and 2) to identify the signs of alcohol
abuse. The students are asked to write a letter to
"Dear Lucy Alcohol" that describes a problem or
Situation which deals with drinking, drinking and
driving, or alcoholism. When all the letters are
turned in, the teacher selects a letter and reads it to
the class, encouraging the students to express their
opinion about the best method of dealing with the
problem. The class discussion encourages students
to think about the consequences of drinking and of
different ways to deal with them.

winner. The five lessons in the AL-CO-HOL curriculum
are:
Lesson 1: Alcohol: The Drug and its Effects. The
unit begins with students sharing their observations
of actual drinking practices. Information on the ef-

fects of alcohol is presented through the use of a
How Much Is Too
film entitled "Alcohol:
Much?" The film presents facts about alcohol and
its use and misuse. It is intended to promote
realistic attitudes and decisionmaking in relation to
drinking. The information from the film is reinforced through the use of the game called "Celebrity Squares." This game follows the same rules as

Examples of activity pages for the Starting Early pro-

the TV program "Hollywood Squares"; twc

gram are provided at the end of this chapter.
The Starting Early program materials are available

groups ask a third group (celebrities) questions
about alcohol. The objective is con.pletion of a
"Tic-Tac-Toe" board. Every correct answer is
recorded with an 0 or an X.

from local offices of the American Automobile Associa-

tion. The price of the materials has not yet been
published.

Two take-home assignments are given at the end
of Lesson 1. In the first, students bring in an ad for
an alcoholic beverage and indicate whether or not

AL-Cu-110L

AL-CC-HOL is a junior high school curriculum

they think the ad will be successful in selling the
beverage and why. The second assignment is to

'designed to provide seventh and eighth graders with information and skills that can help them make decisions

complete a rind-the-Word activity, which is used to
reinforce the student's new alcohol-related vocabulary (e.g., addiction, cirrhosis, dependency, etc.).
Lesson 2: Alcohol and Behavior. The take-home

that "ead to responsible, socially acceptable drinking
and driving behavior. The curriculum was developed by

the American Automobile Association and tested and
refined in seven States.
The AL-CO-HOL program is based on the premise

assignments are discussed, and the class par-

c.

ticipates in a Question.' Answer contest. The contest consists of seven questions concerning drinking
and driving. The three classroom groups compete
against each other for the correct answer. Following the Question /Answer contest, the teacher gives
a short lecture on blood alcohol content (BAC) and
the alcoholic content of beer, wine, and hard liquor. The Celebrity Squares game from Lesson 1 is
continued until each group has had a chance to Pe
the "celebrity:*

that students will 1`. '2 able to avoid drunken driving and
other situations involving alcohol abuse if they have:

knowledge about the influence of alcoho: on the
body and mind and of the pc tentially serious consequences of drunken driving and other symptoms of
alcohol abuse;
beer encouraged, through daily activities and other
techniques, to assess their attitudes and behavior in
relation to drinking;
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Lesson 3: DrinkingReasons and Decisions.
The teacher provides a review of the mini-lecture
on BAC and students participate in a Mix and
Match game which asks students to calculate the
blood alcohol content of hypothetical individuals.
A second activity asks students to identify the risks
and rewards they feel are connected with the decision to drink. A class list is then generated from the
individual lists. The take-home assignments include
writing a 50-word paragraph in response to ques-

tions which are provided concerning drinking
and / or drinking and driving and how it affects
teenagers. Students also prepare a list of community resources available to a person who has a
drinking problem.
Lesson 4: Drinking and Driving Behavior.

This

lesson uses simulations or role-playing to encourage students to interact with each other around

alcohol-related situations they ;night encounter.
The four simulations offered include living with an
alcoholic parent, drinking alcohol at a home party,

riding with an intoxicated driver, and having a
chance to go on a joy ride. Each situation is played
out for a maximum of 5 minutes and is followed
with process questions which help the class to consider what they would do, the risks or rewards of

the situation, and if help is needed, where they
would turn. The take-home assignment includes

are included on pages ????. The AL-CO-HOL
Teacher's Guide and Supplementary Instructional
Materials Packet for AL-CO-HOL may be ordered
from local offices of the American Automobile Associa-

tion at an approximate cost of $4.

(Prices vary by

region.)

If You Drive...What About Drinking?
The If You Drive...W;:gt About Drinking? curriculum unit is a factual, contemporary approach to
alcohol and driver behavior which can be used in both

high school classes and adult driver education programs. The unit was developed. by the American
Automobile Association and was based on the alcohol
instructional packet developed by the Maryland State
Department of Education, Safety and Transportation
Section.
The if You Drive... What About Drinking? instruc-

tional package is designed to be used in one of four
ways: 1) as a self-contained resource, including an
instructor's manual and visual aids RS tools for conduct-

ing classroom discussion; 2) in conjunction with the
AAA DWI Mini-Course for High School Driver Educa-

tion; 3) in DWA Counterattack courses for rehabilita
tion; and 4) for presentation before community groups,
such as civic clubs and driver refresher programs.
The instructional package focuses specifically on
drinking and driving. The unit is based on behavioral

writing one paragraph on a drinking and/or drinking and driving situation in which the student might
become involved.
Lesson 5: Dealing with Drinking and Driving

objectives designed to make students aware of the

Situations. The class is formed into groups of

sequences of drinking and driving, and methods for

four to six students and asked to discuss the drinking and /or drinking and driving situations which
they wrote about the night before. After discussing
each other's ideas, they select one situation to roleplay for the class. Each group role-plays a situation, and the instructor asks process questions after

coping with drinking and driving situations. The
package includes a 24-page illustrated Instructor's
Guide and sixteen 4-color transparencies. The Instructor's Guide provides suggestions for using each
transparency and support data. The transparency titles

each role play is finished. The totals for the ALCOHOL scoreboard are tallied to determine the
winning group and the class participates in a post-

1. They All Pack the Same Punch Per Drink.
2. Alcohol: The MythsThe Facts.
3. Estimated Amount of 80-proof Liquor Needed to
Reach Given Levels of Alcohol in the Blood.
4. Alcohol: In / Out.
5. Elimination Rate.
6. Alcohol in Your Brain.
7. Three Defenses Everyone Has.
8. It Doesn't Always Hit You the Same.
9. You Know You've Had Too Muck.
0. Testing for Alcoholic Content .
1. Probability of a Collision.
2. How Much is Too Much?
3. Where the Law Draws a Line.
4. 3 Liabilities of DWI.
5. Know Your Limits.
6. DWI Counterattack-An Educational Approach.

test to evaluate the effectiveness of

course.

An AL-CO-HOL Teacher's Guide includes all of the
instructional materials which are necessary for present-

ing the curriculum. In addition, the instructor can
obtain a separate set of materials in a Supplementary In-

structional Materials Packet for AL-CO-HOL. Fullsized charts, a color transparency, take-home
assignments, and one copy of the student handbook
"AL-CO-HOL" are included in the packet. Use of the
packet makes it possible for teachers to duplicate curriculum materials without removing pages from the
Teachers Guide. Films which are used as part of the instructional unit are not included, but the Teachers

Guide contains information on where films may be
ordered.
Sample materials from the AL-CO-HOL curriculum

nature of alcohol, how alcohol is absorbed and eliminated from the body, how it affects mental and physical
performance related to the task of driving, the legal con-

are:
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.

The instructional package presents the information in
a concise manner. Depending on how many transparencies are used, drinking and driving information can be
presented in one-three high school periods. Samples of
the transparencies' content include:
This transTraniparency 5Elimination Rate.
parency displays a hypothetical drinking experience
from the act of drinking to the final elimination of

alcohol from the body. Since most people fail to
realize how long alcohol stays in the human system,

resulting blood alcohol levels. It can be used to
demonstrate the fact that individuals who elect to
drink but control their consumption of alcohol can
reduce the physical impact of alcohol.
Transparency 12How Much is Too Mu h? The
purpose of this transparency is to present specific
information relative to the impact of heavy drinking on highway manic fatalities. It also demon-

strates the high collision involvement of heavy
drinkers.

this transparency chart is useful to demonstrate

Samples of inst.:- uctional package pages are presented

elimination times. It can also be used to show that a

at the end of this chapter.
The If You Drive... What About Drinking? instructional package is available from local offices of the
American Automobile Association. The cost of the instructional package is approximately $15 but varies in
different areas of the country.

drinker's blood alcohol level actually increases
after drinking stops.
Transparency 7Three Defenses Everyone Has.
This transparency presents information on factors
that influence the rate of alcohol absorption and
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"Here's Looking at You"

Goals and Objectives
The drug education curriculum objectives are dJsigned in three stages:
Introductory Stage (I), Developmental Stage (D) and Reinforcement Stage (R).
11.

Curriculum Component: Information
Goals: To gather and evaluate a body of knowledge on drugs.
Objectives:

K1

Jr.

Sr.

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

D

D

D

D

2.3

4

1. Define the term drug as any substance that affects the way the mind
and body function.

D

R

R

2. List any substances commonly considered as drugs.

D

R

3. Explain the physical and behavioral effects of commonly used drugs.

D

D

4. Explain why a substance can not be identified by looking, tasting or
smelling.

D

5. Identify poison and poison warning signals (such as Mr. Yuk) as
signs of dangerous substances.

D

6. Explain the reasons for asking a "qualified" adult before handling or
taking any medication, drug or doubtful substance.

D

7. Explain the meanings of use, misuse and abuse of drugs (including
such factors as intention, moderation, responsibility).

D

The learner will demonstrate the ability to: (T.L.W.D.A.T.)

8. Identify reasons why people use/abuse specific drugs and why
people do not.

9. Identify the four major components included within this drug
education curriculum and cite reasons for their inclusion.
10. Identify alcoholism as a treatable condition.

DDR
D

D

1

I

D

I

I

R

R

R

R

I

D

R

D

D

D

D

D

R

I

13. Identify the early and late symptoms of drug dependence and its
effects on the individual and the family.
14. Identify the early, middle and late stages of alcoholism and its
effects on the individual and the family.
15. Identify the resources and treatments available in his/her community
to help people who have a drug-related problem or who are coping
ih the drug problem of someone else.

16. Identify the factors which influence the efivcts of drugs on a person,
including the effects of combining drugs.
17

I

R

DDDR

11. Idenfity the three general ways that drugs are sold (i.e., prescription,
overthecounter and illegal) and marketed.

12. Explair the meaning of directions fcr using and handling
prescriptions and overthe-counter drugs.

R

R

Explain how the use of drugs in the past has had an effect on
current drug attitudes and practices.

I

I

I

I

R

25
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Curriculum Component: Information (Continued) Page 2
Goals: To gather and evaluate a body of knowledge on drugs.
Objectives:

0111
K-1

2-3

4

5

6

Jr.

Sr.

The learner will demonstrate the ability to: (T.L.W.D.A.T.)

12. Explain the meaning of directions for using and handling
prescriptions and over-the-counter drugs.
13. Identify the early and late symptoms of drug dependence and its
effects on the individual and the family.

R

R

D

R

14. Identify the early, middle and late stages of alcoholism and its
effects on the individual and the family.

D

D

15. Identify the resources and treatments available in his/her community
to help people who have a drug-related problem or who are coping
with the drug problem of someone else.

D

D

16. Identify the factors which influence the effects of drugs on a person,
including the effects of combining drugs.

D

R

R

I

17. Explain how the use of drugs in the past has had an effect on
current drug attitudes and practices.
18. Identify the differences between psychological and Physiological
dependence.
19. Use various skills to gather a body of knowledge about drugs.

D

D

20. Use various criteria for evaluating information obtained about drugs.

D

D

21. Define the potential risks of alcohol use during pregnancy such as
r'etal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS).

I

D

R

R

22. Explain the various laws which pertain to alcohol and other drug use.

23. Identify the uses of different classes of drugs.

D

29
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Curriculum Component: Decision Making

Goals: The learner will develop skills for making responsible decisions.
Objectives:

K-1

2-3

4

5

6

Jr.

Sr.

D

R

R

D

D

D

The learner will demonstrate the ability to: (T.L.W.D.A.T.)
1

Identify and define the problem.

2. Gather information relevant to the problem.

(SEE INFORMATION GOALS AND

OBJECTIVES)

3. Brainstorm alternative solutions.

D

D

4. Predict the consequences of alternatives considered.

D

D

D

D

D

R

5

Identify the human factors which influence the decisionmaking and
describe their effects.

6. Make a choice from the alternatives considered.

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

D

R

R

D

D

D

7. Create a plan to carry out the choice made.

D

8. Act on the choice made.

D

9. Evaluate the choice made and the actions taken.

D

17
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Curriculum Component: Coping

Gods: The learner will develop skills for coping responsibly with stressful situations.
Objectives:

K-1

2-3

A

5

6

Jr.

Sr.

The learner will demonstrate the ability to: (T.L.W.D.A.T.)

1. Explain that stress & dealing with stress are both natural parts of
living.
2. Explain that people use a variety of methods for dealing with stress.

I

I

3. Identify stressful situations in his/her life.

DR
DR
I

4. Recognize how that stress affects him/her.

I

5. Identify how he/she currently deals with stress.

I

6. Determine the consequences of how he/she deals with stress.

D

FIRRR
R

R

R

R

D

D

D

D

DDR

R

D
DR R
DR DR
I

7. Examine the need for changing how he/she deals with stress.

8. Identify and practice alternative ways of dealing with stress.

I

31
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D

D

D

D
D

D

R

R

D

D

D
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Curriculum Component: Self Concept

Goals: To realize he/she is a unique and special person who is continually growing and changing and who
capable of directing that growth.
Objectives:

2-3

4

5

6

Jr.

Sr.

1. Identify his/her physical characteristics.

D

D

D

R

D

R

2. Identify what is or is not important to him/her (people, places, things)

D

R

D

D

R

D

3. Recognize his/her feelings and how they are expressed.

D

D

R

R

D

D

D

D

D

D

R

K-1

The learner will demonstrate the ability to: (T.L.W.D.A.T.)
SELF AWARENESS

4. Explain how he/she feels about self.

5. Identify his/her roles and interactions with other people.

D

6. Identify how he/she helps self and others feel included and
accepted.

D

R

R

D

D

SELF ASSESSMENT

7. Identify the source he/she uses to assess self.
k

8. Identify his/her strengths.
9. Identity his/her weaknesses.

D

D

D

D

D

R

D

R

R

R

R

D

D

I

D

SELF CHANGE

10. Identify those areas he/she would like to change.
11. Develop a plan to achieve the desired change.
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Information

Activity:

3

Topic:

Fishing for Information

Grade:

5
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The learner i.vill demonstrate the ability to:
(I) 17. Explain how the use of drugs in the past has had an impact on current drug attitudes
(D) 8. Identify reasons why people use/abuse specified drugs and why people don't
New Vocabulary:

Medical, Compulsive, Ritual, Recreational

Prior to Class:

Write the five categories on the board (cooking, recreational, medical, compulsive, and ritual).
Rea] the yellow pages in advance.

Evaluation

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
Game: Fishpoles

1. introduce the activity. Refer to students to the
appropriate framework card and explain that
this lesson is on Information - What I Know
About Drugs.

Game Cards

2. Ask the students to complete the statement
"One thing I have learned About Drugs is .. .."
Use this as a quick review.
From the Guide:
Fish Game Rules
Fish Game Answer
Sheet

3. Explain to students that they are going to play
a game called -Fish" in which they will learn
various ways drugs are used. ASk students
how many know how to fish?
4. Explain that these are the five categories of
reasons for using drugs. Define each term and
ask students to give an example of each. Why
people use drugs may fit into several
categories at the same time (e.g., smoking
after dinner fits into Recreational, Compulsive,
and Ritual. However, for this activity, try to
select only one major category.)

Refer to
Yellow Pages:
Drug Pages 122 125

5. Display the Fish game board. Explain that they
will use the Fish Gams to identify reasons why
people use drugs.
a. Review the rules.
b. Provide an opportunity for students to
practice using these five use categories by
asking them to categorize the following
historical uses of drugs:
1) Indians smoking a peace pipe of tobacco
to seal a contract. (Ritual)
2) Civil War physicians giving morphine. a
pain killer, to soldiers. (Medical)

Comments or Suggested Changes

ilthitif Ill Mt
1.
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;

Jr(

1
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Suggested Ways to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies
Research how, why and what
drugs other cultures use. How do
their attitudes differ from ours?

Art

Spelling

Make a mobile entitled: Why
People Use Drugs

Math

Develop a chart or graph to show
reasons why people use drugs.

Science

Writing

Reading

Language Arts (oral discussion)

Language Arts
(drama and role-playing)

Other______
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Area:

Information

Activity:

3

Topic:

Fishing for Information

Grade:

5

Resources
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Activity

Evaluation

Activity Continued.
3) Drinking tea every afternoon in honor of
the Queen of England. (Ritual)
4) Early people throwing marijuana leaves
on a fire and inhaling the smoke to get
high. (Recreational)
5) Soldiers treated with morphine during
the Civil War who had to use morphine
daily. (Compulsive)
6) Using wine in spaghetti sauce. (Cooking)

6. Divide the class into groups of four to five
people per group. Distribute one fish game
board, one pole and one set of game cards to
each group.
7. Play 15-20 minutes or until most game cards
are caught and played.

8. After the game, clarify cards creating confusion. Go over the suggested placement on
the answer key.
9. Discuss and debrief the activity.
a. Are all drugs used for the same reasons?
Explain.

b. Is each drug used for only one reason?
Give an example.
c. What are some reasons people your age
use drugs?
d. Name examples for showing how people's
reasons for drug use has changed from the
past to the present?

10. Conclude by stating that people have used
drugs throughout our history for many dif
ferent reasons.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle: Ugh!
1
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2

3

4

5

Wow!
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Area:

Information

Activity:

3

Topic:

Drug Research

Grade:

JH
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The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(D) 3. Explain the physical and behavioral effects of commonly-used drugs.
(D) 18. 'dentify the differences between psychological and physiological dependence Review objective(s): 1, 2, 8
New Vocabulary:

Depressants, Narcotics, Stimulants, Hallucinogens

Prior to Class:

Duplicate copies of the "Drug Research Form" for the class.

-

!at

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
"This Side Up"
Booklets; Channing
L. Bate Co., Inc.
Drug Pamphlets;

1. Introduce this activity by referring to the anpropriate framework card. Explain to students
that today's lesson is on Information What I
Know About Drugs. Review student vocabulary
match-up from Activity 2.

Drug Tree
Transparency

From the Guide:
Drug Research Form

Refer to
Yellow Pages:
Drug, p. 75

Evaluation

2. Ask for a definition of a "drug". Once consensus is reached upon "any substance which affects the way the body and/or mind functions",
ask if this is the same definition they had
about drugs two days ago.
3. Use the drug tree transparency to identify the
main categories of drugs and to tell them briefly the effects of each category:
a. Depressants - Depress the central nervous
system; slow down and sedate it.
"Downers."
b. Narcotics - Alleviate or reduce the sensation
of pain.
c. Stimulants - Stimulate and speed up (pep
up) the central nervous system; creates
alertness and/or edginess. Can be called
"uppers."
d. Hallucinogens - Distort sight and sound; are
mind-altering.
e. Marijuana Is a category by itself, but has
same effects like tranquilizers (downers) and
hallucinogens.

Comments or Suggested Changes

_ -----.____f___

Teacher evaluation of

1

activity Please circle Ugh'

2

3

4

5

--low Wow'
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Suggested Ways to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies

Fia.v.e students present a report on

Check out the top 20 for the past
year to see what drugs are
mentioned and what effects are
mentioned.

Check the daily papers for several
weeks to see what myths you can
find. Also Ilsten to the radio to see
what myths are promoted.

drugs in sports.

0111111111110,

Language Arts

Physics

Math

Home Economics

Chemistry

Psychology

Drama

Other

Ask a psychiatrist to speak on the
use of drugs in treating mental

Create a TV quiz show or news
program or documentary on the
effects of drugs. Make a
presentation to other classes or
the whole school.

Invite a guest speaker to discuss
drug pharmacology.

Develop a set of posters that
illustrate the benefits and hazards
related to drugs; display posters in
nearby elementary schools.

Biology

Explore, in a report or a paper, in
greater detail the physiological
reasons why drugs work or they
don't.

disorders.

14

3,?

Area:

Infoftnation

Activity

3

Topic:

Drug Research

Grade:

JH

Resources
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Evaluation

Activity
Activity continued.

f. Miscellaneous Other medicallyused drugs
used to regulate and maintain the way our
own body functions (such as laxative Innoculations and disease-controlling agents).
4. Divide the class into eight groups, distribute
the Drug Research Form and review each sec
tion to be filled out. Emphasize addictionmental (psychological) and physical - normal
functioning of body (physiological). A:so
distribute the "This Side Up" Booklet and the
Channing L. Bate Drug pamphlets. Assign each
group one topic to research (alcohol, tobacco,
marijuana, stimulants, sedatives, PCP,
hallucinogens, narcotics, and
solvents/deliriants).
5. Each group prepares a presentation for the
class on their assigned topic, the drug
research form should be used as a guide.
(Challenge students to find an interesting way
to present the information). Each group of
students may be required to complete 1 chart
to be duplicated for the other members of the
class. More in-depth research may be done at
the school library.

6. Conclude the lesson by pointing out that correct information is needed in order to make
responsible decisions about drugs. As a
review, ask for volunteers to name the main
drug categories and tell what distinguishes
them from others.

teacher evaluation of

activity Pease circle

1

Ugh!

2

3

4

5

--41P- Wow!
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Medical Uses
(If Any)

How
Taken?

Category

Classification
or

Drug

Area:

Decision Making

Activity:

1

Topic:

Choices Amy and the Surprise

Grade:

K-1
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The limner will be able to demonstrate the ability to:
(I) 1. identify and define the problem.
(I) 3. Brainstrom alternative solutions.
(I) 6. Make a choice from the alternatives considered.
New Vocabulary: Problem, Decision, Choices/Alternatives

Activity

From the Kit:
1 Alternatives

1. Introduce the activity: Refer students to the appropriate framework card, and explain that this
lesson is on Decision Making - Usjng What I
Know To Make Choices.

Chart

.

Evaluation

Resources

6 Pictures
Marking Pen

2. Explain what problems are and that problems
can be good and bad. Define deciOon; define
choices.

3. Read the story of "Amy and the Surprise" on
the following page.

4. Place the picture of Amy in the inner circle on
the alternatives chart. Ask students to recall
from the story the things Amy needed. As they
name eacn, place the corresponding picture in
one of the outer circles.
5. One outer circle will be blank. Ask children to
suggest another thing Amy might need and
write it in the remaining circle.
6. Children volunteer their choice as if they
were Amy and give their reasons.
Refer to
Yet low Pages:
Drug 19-21

a

7. Repeat the same process with another problem, but have the students propose ail of the
alternatives themselves.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

activity. Please circle: Ugh!

2

3

4

5

Wow!
37
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Suggested Ways to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Use the alternatives chart to
suggest ways of enjoying recess
without any toys or equipment. Go
out on the playground to try
various alternatives.

Explore alternative ways people
can make music with their bodies:
singing, clapping, tapping, etc.

Art

Spelling

Social Studies

Math

Have students draw pictures of
alternatives they think Amy might
need. Place various pictures
students drew on the chart anc.,
have volunteers indicate which
they would choose and why.

.111111111

Science

Writing

Reading

Language Arts (oral discussion)

Language Arts (drama and

Other

"Crazy Ideas"
Create a situation. i.e.. "a person
buys too many groceries to carry
home What can he/she do?"
Alternatives.
"Kick the groceries home"
Strap the eggs on the dog's
back"
Tell the consequences of each.

.0%

rolelaying)

Area:

Decision Making

Topic: Amy and the Surprise

Activity:

1

Grade:

K-1

"Here's Looking at You"

=1Mt1=
Resources

Evaluation

Activity
Activity Continued.
8. Chart may be used on an ongoing basis in
classroom whenever there is a decision to be
made, whether it be one students problem or
the whole group's, e.g., Problem' I don't want
to be with that group for reading. Alternatives:
* Do nothing
Do something alone
* Join another group If they are willing to have
yk u

The person who presented the problem can
chc-.)9e one of the alternatives.

9. Other questions could include:
What is there to eat in the morning?
* What could I do on Saturday?
What could I give my triend for her/his
birthday?

Teacher evaluation of

1

activity Please circle: Ugh!

2

3

5
-410- Wow !
4
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Amy and the Surprise
Amy is (5, 6, 7, 8) years old. Her grandmother is coming to visit and would like to do something special for Amy.
Amy and her mother make a list of things that might be special for Amy:
Jacket

Amy's jacket is too small for her now and the weather is getting too cold to just wear a shirt.

Dentist

Amy has never been to the dentist to have her teeth checked. There will be a special children's
dental clinic next week.

r3Icycle

Amy has been riding her friend's bicycle and would love to have ole of her own. There is a shiny
red one on sale this week.

Books

Amy loves to read. She goes tc., the library to borrow books but would like to have some of her own.

Trip

Amy has never been on a train. She has been to the train station to pick up her grandmother and
would love to go for a train ride.

If you were the person to choose Amy's surprise, what would you choose?

411
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Area:

Decision Making

Activity:

3

Topic:

Invasion

Grade:

SH
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The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(D) 1. Identify and define the problem.
(D) 3. Brainstorm alternative solutions.
(D) 4. Predict the consequences of alternatives considered,
(D) 6. Make a choice from the alternatives considered.
Prior to Class:

The day before this activity, pass role cards out to the students and complete steps #1 and #2.
Review open-ended discussion techniques.

Evaluation

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
Role cards

1. Introduce the activity. Refer the students to the
appropriate framework transparency and explain that this activity is on Decision Making.

From the Guide:
News Bulletin

2. Read the News Bulletin from the following
page to the class in preparation for the activity.
Remind students that when they come into
class tomorrow they will be the person that the
role play card says. The class will be meeting
as a community to discuss what can be done
about this problem. Distribute the role play
cards and answer questions.
3. At the beginning of class the next day, have
the chairs arranged in a circle or a horseshoe.
Review again the task of the group. The
teacher serves as facilitator. The facilitator's
role Is to be an impartial meeting chairperson.
Use parliamentary procedure to maintain order.
Begin the discussion by asking meeting participants to identify; 1) their roles when speaking, 2) to tell how the invasion is affecting their
lives, and 3) identify which drugs are needed 4)
to propose some actiol to be taken.
4. During the meeting, a few choioes will probably occur; the following are some of the
choices and their related questions:
a. A number of citizens will push to begin rationing food and this step would require
agreement upon organization. Who will
decide how?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Tear her evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity Please circle Ugh! --Po- Wow!

4
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Suggested Ways to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies
Research cultures which do not
use some or any drugs. Write an
opinion paper on this statement:
Drugs are not iiaturai and should
not be used.

Language Arts

Physics

Math

Home Economics

Chemistry

Have students write short stories
on a drug-free culture.

Biology

As a class, develop a list of home
products often not considered
drugs, which really are. Discuss
how to cope if these were no
longer available.

Psychology

Drama

Other

Develop a short play using the
roles provided.

42
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Decision Making

Activity:

3

Topic:

Invasion

Grade:

SH

Resources
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Activity

Evaluation

Activity Continued.
b. Other citizens want some drugs re-invented,
but how can the meeting decide which
drugs? Also, who will serve on the committee to select the scientists? Who should
make these decisions, medical authorities,
non-medical authorities, or whom?
c. Possibly a debate will occur regarding which
drugs are good ones and which ones are
bad drugs.
d. What should be done to get along without
certain life-keeping drugs?

5. Use the following open-ended discussion questions to debrief the activity.
a. What problems could arise in your life as a
result of the nonexistence of drugs?
b. What problems might be solved?
c. How could it affect personal life, social life,
job?
d. Would you vote for hiring some scientists to
start working on the development of new
drugs or bringing drugs back into society? If
so, which drugs? (List ten drugs)
e. What could you use as a substitute way of
meeting the needs drugs fulfill?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity Please circle: Ugh!--00- Wow!
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4

Area:

Decision Making

Activity:

3

Topic:

Invasion

Grade:

SH

Resources

Activity

Evaluation

Activity Continued.

7. Conclude by pointing out that all people use
drugs to some degree, but for the decision to
use a drug to be a responsible decision, the
drug must cause beneficial responses and
behavior in the individual. The effects of the
drug use on others must also be considered.
VARIATION:

Have students write their responses to which
drugs are needed and what action should be
taken rather than role playing without telling
who (hey are. Other students can attempt to
guess the identify.
OPTIONAL ASSIGNMENT:

If you were selacted to join a group of international experts who will determine which ten
drugs can be saved, which ten drugs would
you (or your small group) select? Why?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle: Ugh!
1

2
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News Bulletin
Aliens from outer space landed during the night and have consumed all
the drugs in our society, including coffee, tea, aspirin, marijuana,
over-the-counter drugs, birth control pills, prescription drugs, illegal drugs,
food additives and alcohol as well as the materials to make new drugs.
Government officials are trying to decide what to do. One suggestion from
Congress is to hire a group of key scientists to develop new drugs. The
community of
will meet tomorrow
to discuss this situation and to provide our collective voice to our
government representatives. Please come to the meeting prepared to
discuss this problem situation.
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Area:

Coping

Activity:

1

Topic:

Alexander's Day

Grade:

K-1
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The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(I) 1. Explain that stress ard dealing with stress are both natural parts of living.
(I) 4. Recognize how that stress affects him/her.
New Vocabulary: Problem, Feelings, Stress
MN

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
Book: Alexander
and the Terrible
Horrible, No
Good, Very Bad
Day, by Judith
Voirst

1. Introduce the activity: Refer students to the appropriate framework card, and explain that this
lesson is on Coping - Using What I Know To
Feel better.

Evaluation

2. Talk to students saying we all have good and
bad days. Share a few things about a good day
you had. Ask the students to share good days
they have had. How do good days make us
feel?

3. Ask if everyone has good days ail of the time.
What kinds of days do we also have?
4. Read the title of the book, Alexander. . .and explain that this is a story of one of Alexander's
bad days. Ask the students to listen to Alexander's story and think about similar experiences and feelings they may have had.
5. Read the story.
Re,er to
Yellow Pages:
Drug 22

6. Discussion questions:
How was Alexander feeling at the beginning
of the day? At the cad?
* What were some of the things that happened
for Alexander?
Have you ever had a day like Alexander's?
How did you feel?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle: Ugh!
1

2

3

4

5

Wow1
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Suggested Wye to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies

Art

Spelling

Math

Paint pictures of something that
happened on their "very bad day"
and design a bulletin board of the
artwork.

Science

4

Writing

Reading

4.

Language Arts (oral discussion)

Language Arts
(drama and role-playing)

Role play Alexander and his
feelings.

.

Other

Role play someone having a bad
day, i.e., broken toy, a puzzle piece
missing, bumping into a door jam,
etc. Ask another student to role

play how to help the "victim".
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Area:

Coping

Activity:

1

Topic:

Alexander's Day

Grade:

K-1

Resources

Evaluation

Activity
Activity Continued.
* What things could happen to you so your day
is a
"terrible, horrib!e, no good, very bad day?"

7. Make a list of how students might feel when
they have a bad day. (Use the feely head to
clarify).

8. Pick one feeling and explore with the students
what happens to parts of their bodies when
they feel that way. (Example: Feeling Mad your eyes get all scrunched up, your hands
make fists, your legs get wobbly. Feeling Bad
your eyes hurt, your throat gets dry, your nose
runs. Happy - you laugh so hard you get the
hiccups.)

9. Conclude by stating that we all can have not
so good days and sometimes we need to do
something to foe' better. The lesson tomorrow
will talk about ways to feel better.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity. Please circle: Ugh!---60' Wow!
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Area:

Coping

Activity:

3

Topic:

Where To Turn

Grade

6
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The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(D) 8. Identify and practice alternative ways of dealing with stress
Review objective(s): 1, 2

New Vocabulary:

Community Agency, United Way, AA, Alateen, Alanon

Prior to Class:

Duplicate copies of the "Where To Turn" worksheet. Read Yellow Pages on resources

Evaluation

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
Stressful Situation

1. Introduce this activity by referring students to.
the appropriate framework card. Explain that
today's lesson is on Coping - Using What I
Know To Feel Better. Summarize the preceding
coping lessons by pointing out that everyone
experiences stress and learns ways to deal
with it. Today the class will learn about helping
others to cope more successfully and responsibly, especially with drug and alcohol-related

Cards
Where to Turn
Board, marking
pen

stress.

From the Guide:
Worksheet
"Where to Turn"

From the School:
5-6 Telephone
Directory

2. Ask students what kinds of help others can offer when a person is in a stressful situation.
(e.g., good listener, support available, time
away from situation, genuine concern). Remind
them that often the problem cannot be solved,
such as when parents get divorced. List their
ideas on the chalkboard. Ask students what
kinds of help they might suggest for stress
related to drugs or alcohol.
3. Discuss the criteria a person n 'ght use to
select help from a particular source (teacher
-when upset about schooi; friend - when lonely,
etc.)

Refer to
Yellow Pages:
Coping

4. Distribute the "Whyxe To 7 urn" worksheets.
Explain the categories listed, particularly what
services the agendas might provide.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity. Please circle: Ugh!---4100- Wow!
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s
Suggested Ways to Incorporatz. This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

11Ns

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies
Use a map of your area to locate
the nearest alcohol "hdlp"
organizations.

Art

Spelling

Math

C

Science

Writing

Reading

Write a situation describing
someone who needs help with an
alcohol-related problem. Exchange
papers with classmates and write
solutions.

IMMEIMM.

Language Arts (oral discussion)
Prepare oral reports on local
resources available to aid with
problems relating to alcohol.

50

Language Arts
(drama and role-playing)

Other

Research skills

Locate through a phone book, etc.,
the addresses and phone numbers
of alcohol "help" organizations
nearest to your area. Compile and
post a list.

Area:

Coping

Activity:

3

Topic:

Where To Turn

Grade:

6

Resources

Activity

"Here's Looking at You"

Evaluation

Activity Continued.
5. Choose a situation card and read it aloud.
Students should fill in the "Where To Turn"
worksheet with the situation and feelings. They
should check all of the alternatives they think
might offer that help and circle the one(s) they
would most likely choose.
6. Continue reading several more cards. Then
have students write a few of their own situations. They may volunteer to have the teacher
read these to the class while all students fill in
their worksheets appropriately.

7. Share results of each group with the entire
class.

8. Choose from the following options to conclude
this lesson:
a) Have each group select a different source of
help from their list and telephone that
resource to find out more information.
Groups may share information by writing a
report or presenting orally.
b) Have each group contact the different
sources on their lists requesting information, pamphlets, posters, etc. Compile the
groups' research to make a class coping
help booklet.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

activity Please circle

1

Ugh!

2

3

4

5
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Area:

Coping

Activity:

3

Topic:

Where To Turn

Grade:

6
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IP

Resources

Activity

Evaluation

Activity Continued.
c) Have each group contact the different
sources and request information they could
present orally to the class.
Students can have the teacher ask community
resource speakers to talk to the class.
Generate questions and provide these to the
speakers before presentations.
POSSIBLE HOMEWORK:

Have students use a telephone directory to
generate a list of community resources
available to help people cope with stressful
situations related to the following: alcohol,
drugs, smoking, family and individuals,
"natural high" alternatives for coping, (YMCA,
Girl Scouts, etc.). List these with the agency
name, location and telephone number. The
teacher may assign one category per group.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle: Ugh!
1
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Area:

Self Concept

Activity:

1

Topic:

The Most Special Thing Is Me

Grade:

2-3

"Here's Looking at You"

The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(D) 1. Identify his/her physical characteristics.
(D) 2 Identify what is or is not important to him/her.
(D) 8. Identify his/her strengths.
Prior to Class: Make sure all students have their sack puppets from the information section.
1111M.I.MIMMIMMI1.-

Evaluation

Resources

Activity

Worksheet. "Some
Important Facts
Abollt. Me'', p. 24

1. Introduce the activity: Refer students to the appropriate framework card, and explain that this
lesson is on Self Concept - What I Know About
Me.

From the Kit:
"Must Special
Thing in the World"
box

From the School:
Constluction paper.
scissors, paste,
old magazine.

2. Have class sit in a large circle and display the
"Most Special Thing in the World" box. Explain
that the most special thing in thl whole world
is in the box. Encourage students to guess
what is in it.
3. Walk around the circle and show each student
the inside of the box.(contains a mirror). Instruct student to not tell anyone about what
they see inside the box.
4. After showing the box to everyone, lead a
classroom discussion with the following suggested questions:
Were you surprised by what you saw? Why or
why not?
Did you all see something different? What
did you see when you peeked inside the
box?

How can each one of you be the most
special?
Can you think of people who think you are
special for being "you"?
How does it make you fee; to know you are
special?

Refer (.,
Yellow Pages
Drug 23-27

Commer

1:tq
t

F

5. Distribute the worksheet "Some Important
Facts About Me" and have students begin
working on them.

1r Suggested Changes
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Suggested Ways to Incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Areas

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies

Sing the song, "Special Me".

Art

Spelling

Make "I am specia: or "MIP"
(Most Important Person) badges to
wear at school.

Practice positive feeling words;
such as happy, caring, sharing,
friendly, likeable, special, unique,
loveable, warm, great.

Math

T116

Science

Writing

"Self Discovery" Distribute one
hand mirror per two students.

Write about "Why I am unique and
special". Write about something
you do very well.

Reading

Emphasize the positive
characteristics such as "what a
great smile you have."

Language Arts (..ral discussion)

Discussion of what it means to be
unique and special.
Ask each student to find
something worthless and prove it.
Discuss whether or not anything is
"worthless". Apply this idea to
people-- is anyone worthless?

Language Arts
(drama and role-playing)

Other
Establish a SUPER STARS bulletin
board and display photograph(s)
and work by each student. Let
each student have a special
day/week to be first doing things.
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Area:

Self Concept

Activity:

1

Topic:

The Most Special Thing Is Me

Grade:

2-3

Resources

Evaluation

Activity
Activity Continued.
6. Ask students to take out sack puppet (information activity p. 14).
7. Have students cut sections out of Worksheet
"Some Important Facts About Me" and paste
on the puppet sack. (For example: Eye color:
blue). Children may draw or cut out pictures of
things they like and dislike and paste these to
their sack puppets.
8. Conclude by sharing puppet sacks with the
class. Note that the most special thing is me.
Comments or Suggested Changes
Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle:

Teacher evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity Please circle: Ugh!--I Wow!
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2
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Some Important Facts About. .."Me"!

Name:
Age:

Height:
Eye Color:

Hair Color:
Weight:
Birthdate:

Things I Like!...
Favorite Foods:

Favorite Color(s):

Favorite Game: (Sport)

Favorite Things:

Some Things I Don't Like!...

What "I" Do Best!.

rj
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Area:

Self Concept

Activity: 2

Topic:

Feel Wheel

Grade:

"Here's Looking at You"

SH

The learner will demonstrate the ability to:
(D) 2. Identify what is and is not important to him/her.
(D) 3. Recognize his/her feelings and how they are expressed.

Evaluation

Resources

Activity

From the Kit:
Feel Wheels

1. Introduce the activity. Refer student, to the appropriate framework transparency and explain
that this activity is on Self Concept.

Markers

2. Explain that an important aspect of learning
about ourselves is to recognize our feelings
and how they are expressed.
3. Have groups of 5-6 students circle around a
Feel Wheel.
4. Review parts of Feel Wheel and explain that
each time you read a statement they are to
place their marker on the wheel according to
how they feel about the statement. Note: If
students do not wish to express their feelings,
they can put their marker in the space marked
"sanctuary", if they have more than one feeling, the marker can be placed on "transition"
and if their feeling is not listed on the wheel
the marker can be placed in the "free zone."
Refer to
Yellow Pages:
Self Concept
Drug p. 23

5. Give each student a marker or have them use
their own markers. Select statements from the
list provided (see following page) or create
your own.

6. After marking their feelings, give the groups
time to discuss their reasons for their marker
placement. Allow groups to share their
responses with the entire class if they wish to
do so.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Te,3chor evaluaton of

activ.ty Please circle
4:s

1

2

3

.

5
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Suggested Ways to incorporate This Activity Into Other Subject Awls

Physical Education

Music

Social Studies

What feelings does music create
about alcohol? Select some songs
dealing with alcohol and attempt
to analyze the feeling the song is
trying to create.

Language Arts

Physics

Math

Biology

Home Economics

Chemistry

Drama

Other Environmental Education

Discuss how feelings influence
bk.;!ogical investigations (e.g.,
evolution, the DNA discovery,
genetic engineering).

Psychology

Analyze how feelings affect
human behavior.

Examine different environments
from the standpoint of how these
environments affect our feelings,
e.g., urban, rural, small group,
large group, etc.
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Area:

Self Concept

Activity:

2

Topic:

Feel Wheel

Grade:

SH

Activity

Evaluation

Activity Continued.

7. Conclude the activity by asking the following
Jestions:

* How can participation in this activity tell you
what is or Is not important to you?
.

VVI-iat did you learn about your feelings and
how they are expressed? (Are they always
the same as others, etc.)?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

2
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Situations
How Do You Feel About:
I.

Your minister who has been arrested sVtbrill times for drunk driving?
Your sister or brother selling marijuana to gradeschool kids?

3.

.skint; .otntun to buy }IT for you for a party?

4.

1)rinking champagmb at your sister's wedding reception?

wagers attending au unchaperoned kegger?

7).

ti.

Your parents ha% ing a drink before (finner?

Seeing s our teacher and his; ier family drinking beer and eating pizza at Shakey'.0)

.

S.

A \tar Nehool athlete who uses speed?

!I

Nrom date who does not drink alcoholic beverages at a party?

An alcoholic who has not touched a drink for three months?
I

I .

One of Vinir parents being arrested for drunk driving?

12.

Asir, on First Avenue who asks sou for money?

1.1.

A parent who allows his. her teenagers to drink at home?

14.

lour brother who brags about how much pot he can smoke?

Ili.

A

parent

A

babsitter who raids the liquor cabinet while MI the j01)?

ho beats up hi.s.'her children when heishe has been drinking?

lour lather w hn becomes the life of the party w hen he is drunk?
1:-.

A won._

Sonicui.
'1)

1.

who becomes 100d. obnoxious and insulting when she has becu drinking?
110 thinks smoking pot is the only way to have a good time?

A drunken dri er who kills your hest friend in-an accident?
girlIru.nd boyfriend who refuses to go home from a parts with you because Youre high?
.1 classmate drinking beer on school grounds?

23.

A I riend with a drinking problem who refuses to get help?

-I.

A pnlic ()t icer sclho smokes pot?

3.

lour aunt who use %idiom to get through the (lay?
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CONTENTS OF CURRICULUM GUIDE "YELLOW PAGES"

The "Yellow Pages" serve as a resource supplement for teachers and students. Classroom
activities are cross-referenced with the Yellow Pages when appropriate, so the teacher
can easily review information necessary to teach a given lesson. The Yellow Pages
contain over 150 pages of current information to enhance the teaching of the curriculum.
Content areas of the Yellow Pas include:
I.

II.

III.

Philosophy
Glossar y

Viyths about Alcohol and )ther Drugs
Properties of Drugs
Drug Dependence

Drug Patterns
Attitudes about Drugs
Drugs and Performance
IV.
V.

IV.

Decision Making

History
Brief Chronology of Drugs
Licit Drugs

Illicit Drugs
Industry
Big Business

VII.

VW.

Production
Marketing of Drugs
Taxation
Drugs and the Human Body
Three Drug Actions
Basic Anatomy and Drug Actions
Factors Affecting Drug Effects
Myth of the Magic Btillet
Drug Pharmacology
Drug Classifications
Ef fects of Selected Drugs
Drug Chart: A Summary of Effects
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IX.

Dependence

Overview

Definitions
Stereotypes of Chemically Dependent People
Causes of Dependence

Symptoms of PP-,endence

Effects of Dei,ndence
Alcoholism

X. Treatment of Drug Abuse
Overview
Detoxification

.

Present Methods
XI.

Overview of International, Federal, State and Local Drug Laws
International Conventions
Federal Legislation
Washington State Laws

XII.

Safety

Costs to Society

1

Drugs ana Daily Living
Drugs and Driving

Precautions for Proper Use and Handling of Drugs

Understanding Drug Container Information Labels
Combining Drugs

First Aid Procedures
XIII.

Drug Patterns and Trends

Drug Oriented Society
Current Use Facts
Demographic Data
Pnlydrug Use
Reasons for Using Drugs

Reasons for Not Using Drugs
XIV.

Resources

Washington State Drug Treatment and Prevention Programs
Emergency Services

Government lirug Resources, Training and Consulting Services

Sources for Instructional :viaterials
Bibliograpily
63
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Glossary
Absorption: The process by which alcohol enters the blood stream from the small intestine and stomach. The
rate of absorption is affected by rate of consumption, body weight, presence of food in the stomach, body
chemistry, and type of beverage.
Abstinence: Not drinking any alcoholic beverage.

Addiction: Physiological and/or psychological dependence on a drug. The overpowering physical or emotional

urge to do something repeatedly that an individual cannot control, accompanied by a tolerance for the drug
and withdrawal symptoms if the drug use is stopped. (See also physiological and psycological dependence.)

Alcohol (Ethyl): The intoxicating chemical (C2H5OH) found in liquors and produced by the action of yeast on
sugars and starches. Often referred to as "beverage alcohol ". as opposed to methyl alcohol which is not con-

sumable and is primarily used for industrial purposes. Alcohol is classified as a central nervous system (CNS)
depressant.
Al-Anon: An organization of spouses, relatives or friends of alcoholics who meet to try to provide each other
with support and to solve common problems.
Alateen: An organization of children of alcoholics who meet and try to provide each other with support and

solve common problems.

Alcoholics Anonymous ("AA"): An organization of alcoholics who wee: to discuss their problems in an effort
to control their addiction to alcohol.

Me.oholie: The term "alcoholic" has been variously defined at different times and by different people.
However, three aspects of the alcoholic have generally been agreed upon:
1. The alcoholic's drinking pattern is incompatible with what is expected by the other members of society.

2. Alcoholics have an urge to drink or to c..rtinue drinking once they start that they cannot control.
3. An alcoholic's drinking creates either social, economic or health problems for themselves, their family
and/or society.
Bender:

(slang) A period of continuous intake of alcohol with the intent of getting drunk.

Blackout: A period of temporary amnesia which occurs while the person is drinking. During a blackout, the

person is conscious and walks, talks, and acts but can't remember any Of the events the next day.
Blood Alcohol Content (BAC) (or Blood Alcohol Level): The percentage of alcohol in the blood stream at any
given time.
Breathalyzer: An instrument used to m-asure the alcohol ::intent of a person's blood through an analysis of

the person's breath.
Brewing: The fermentation of grains that results in beer or ale.

Cirrhosis: The replacement of liver- tissue with scar n.sue due either to malnutrition and/or excessive and pro-

longed alcohol use.
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Delirium Tremens ("D.T.'s"): A serious and sometimes fatal condition some alcoholics develop when they suddenl stop drinking, much like the withdrawal symptoms of other drug addicts./Symptoms can include
hallucinations ("delirium"), uncontrollable shaking ("tremens"), terror, and agitation, and fever.
Depressant: Any 'chemical \VI lidl diminishes the activity of the central nervous system, usually resulting in dulled reflexes, impaired thought processes, and distorted perceptions, when taken in lar.ge amounts. Alcohol is a
CNS depressant.

DetiAification: 1) Also cakd "drying out." The process of sobering up and withdrawing from toxic or
poisonous effects of alcohol.

2) The process carried out by the !iver in changing chemicals like alcohol into non-toxic
substances.
)gib

Distillation: Evaporation of liquid by heat and condensing the resultant vapors into a liquid.
Distilled Spirits (Beverages): Beverages made by the distilling process usually containing at least 20% alcohol by
volume. These include whiskey, gin, rum, brandy, tequila, vodka, liqueurs, etc.
Fermentation: The chemical reaction that produces alcohol when yeast and sugar are combined. The process by
which wine and beer are manufactured.
Hangover: The unpleasant physical sensations experienced after the effects of excessive drinking wear off.
SyMptoms can include nausea, headache, thirst, and fatigue. No effective cure is known.

Hard liquor: Term used to refer to distilled beverages as opposed to beer and wine.
Impaired Driver: The driver whose skill and judgmeut laye been decreased due to alcohol and/or some other
drugs or conditions.
Implied Consent Law: A law which stipulates that by obtaining a drive r's license an individual has implied
his 'her consent to submit to a chemical blood-alcohol level (breathalyze test upon the request of the police or
lose his/her license for a given period of time.
Intoxication: The physical and emotional effects of excessive drinking. In Washington, one is legally presumed
intoxicated if one has a blood-alcohol level of .10 per cent or higher.
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Big Business
Drugs ARE big business. Whether legally or illegally, American annually purchase and consume immense quantities of drugs in varying forms and combinations. Recent statistics indicate that:
1. 1,500,000,000 prescriptions were written in 1977 for a gross value of $11,000,000,000.

2. There are an estimated 500,000 heroin addicts in the U.S. spending approximately $10,000,000 daily.
3. 82% 01 adults (18-75) drink coffee.
4. Over 500 billion cigarettes are consumed yearly.

5. Marijuana smokers al estimated at 10,000,000 people.
6. Over 30 million Americans consume sleeping pills daily, usually of the over-the-counter type.

7. Inough a'cohol was consumed in Washington last year to equal
3
gallons of hard liquor,
4
gallons of wine, and
371/2. gallons of beer
for every adult in this state.

The Production of Drugs
Socially Acceptable Drugs
Alcohol

Ethyl alcohol, which is used in beverages, is produced by a fermentation process between yeasts and sugars.
Alcoholic beverages fall into the two categories of distilled and non-distilled. Beers and wines are non-distilled
beverages produced from fermented grain and fruits, respectively. Beer contains about 4% alcohol, and wine
about 13 6/o. Distilled beverages such as whiskey, gin, vodka, etc., are produced by further distilling fermented liquid.. "these distilled beverages are then stored in wooden casks or barrels. Distilled beverages contain about
50% to 80% alcohol, with some reaching as high as 100%.
Caffeine
Fhc moNt

common forms of affeine are coffee and tea. Most coffee is exported from South America and teas
from the Orient. Caffeine is also contained in chocolate and in a variety of cola drinks. The highest levels are
found in the coffee which contain two to three times the amount in tea, while a bottle of cola contains about
thr same amount as a cup of tea. Cocoa and chocolate contain minute traces.
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Nicotine
Nicotine is a naturally occurring liquid substance of the tobacco plant. It is found in products made from the
dried leaves of the tobacco plant such as cigarettes, cigars, pipe tobacco, enewing tobacco, and similar forms.

Illicit Drugs
A very important point to remember in considering the "manufacturing" of illegal drugs is that, unlike
prescription and over-the-counter products, no "industry standards" exist. It is very much of a "let the buyer
beware" market. Most of the drugs of abuse, at one time, had accepted medical uses and as a result established formulae for production. However, many of these drugs are now illegally manufactured with no controls on
actual content, purity, safety, effectiveness or potency. They may contain too high a dose for safe use, or be
cut with chemicals intended to mimic a drug's action, which may be potentially more dangerous than the product purported to have been purchased. For example: 1) virtually all the "mescaline" or "psilocybin" sold illegally is in fact LSD, 2) much of the "LSD" sold is really a combination of speed (amphetamines) and
belladonna; 3) all the THC (the active drug in b.arijuana) sold has been some other agent; 4) "heroin" sold on
the street is additives, often strychnine, which is usually the cause of sudden death following injection. Also,
heroin used in the U.S. is a low percentage grade than that purchased outside the borders, such as in Southeast
China.

Keeping this in mind, the following is a very brief look at how many of the illicit drugs are manufactured, in

their present forms:
Barbiturates and Amphetamines
Although sonic illegal manufacture does take place, the vast majority (80-90%) of barbituratev and amphetamines used for illicit purposes, are diverted trom the legal market by theft or forged prescription. An
estimated 13% of all legally produced drugs (195,000,000 prescriptions in 1977) are so diverted. Some of the
drugs are illegally produced and sold on the illegal market.

Heroin
About 80wo of the illegal heroin in the U.S. begins as opium in the fields of Turkey. There it is converted easily
to morphine and sent to France (especially Marseilles), Using sophisticated techniques and a well equipped

laboratory, it is converted to heroin. The pure heroin is sold to distribution in the U.S. who cut it with milk
sugar or quinine and sell it to street pushers. It is then further cut with various additives and sold on the street.
This dilution process increases the value such that 1 kilogram of opium in Turkey worth $300 is worth $250,000
on the streets of Seattle as heroin.

Hallucinogens (other than I.SD)
Nu "manufacturing industry" per se exists for the drugs peyote, psilocybin, DMT, morning glory, mescalin,
and other hallucinogens. All the plant products such as seeds and mushrooms, are grown primarily in South
America and Mexico.

History
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The Beginning
There are many stories bout how alcohol was first discovered by man. No one really knows when the
discovery was actually made. We do know, however, that alcohol existed on earth long before people were here

to decide whether to use it or not. Alcohol can form natvrally. All it takes is sugar, water, and yeast. These ingredients were available on earth over two hundred million years ago.
The use of alcoholic beverages by humans has been recorded from as early as the Neolithic period, which began
at least ten thousand years ago. Scientists speculate that someone left an unused portion of wild berry juice or
mash in an uncovered bowl and went hunting. Meanwhile, yeast fell from the air into the juice and acted on
the natural sugar to form alcohol. The berry juice fermented into wine. When the hunters returned, and tasted

this bowl of juice-turned-wine, they experienced the first intake of alcohol in the history of the human race.
The point of this story is simply that, as far as we can determine, alcohol has been with us for a long, long
time. Fermentation is a simple and entirely natural process and was probably the eat hest known method of producing alcohol.

Early Civilization
As civilization developed so did the making of various forms of alcoholic beverages. The making of the
beverage alcohol held great significance in these early societies.
Fermented beverage, whether grape wine, palm wine, or one derived from whatever the land might furnish
(cereals, grains, fruits, or flowers) was put to many uses, not the least of which was as a dietary adjuvant. In
the struggle for survival, men learned from experience that these beverages had more than nutritional value.
They made the water more potable, as well as safe; they were effective medicines; and they could be relied
upon to ensure the tranquility essential to a state of well-being. The more intellectual and more cultural people
used fermented dietary beverages with temperance and moderation, permitting themselves more liberal digressions only as prescribed by tradition and religious beliefs.

In the primitive polytheistic religions of early civilizations, wine played an important roleits use as well as its
abuse being rigidly defined. Wine had universal acceptance in libations, some civilizations requiring natural
wine, others a mixture with blood, while still others permitted the additon of spices and aromatic substances. In
fact, so strong was the symbolism of wine that it retains its aura of romance and unfathomable mysticism to
this day.

Aside from its role in relivion, wineor any other fermented beveragewas an element of significance on all
festive occasions: at bang ets and at birth, marriage, and death celebrations. On these occasions, too, its use
was carefully prescribed. in the symposium, the consumption of wine was defined by a tradition which required
strict adherence. On certain occasions, especially in the religious festivals nd often in celebration of a military
%,ictory, vine v4-as used to the point of excess.

Another important use of fermented beverages was in medicinemainly for its intrinsic values as a diuretic, a
tonic, or as a sedatie, and often as an agent to carry other medicinal substances, It was the only reliable
medicinal menstruum available to the ancients, and in this guise it has persisted to this day, at times with
stealth, unfortunately. Wine was also used to seal agreements and as a form of currency for paying for goods
and scn.ices.

l'iimitke man, there can be no doubt. drank hard. but the time, the place, and the manner of his drinking
a V's to ha \ been rigidly determined by custom. In almost every instance individuals did not drink

scent 411

alone.

I he casual use of alcohoi, like the .odi\ idual inebriate, is a product lit
hel=iin tit appear as early as the Mesopotamian civili/ation. As this casual drinking increased, so did the cmicern
ahoth thilikmY hch,o,lor. Recolik Intik:ate that NleNopolannit had icgulations foi the Opel
of the ta\eins.
1 here \%ei
lormali/cd ways of dealing with intoxication.
(th
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Various forms of control were tried in these early civilizations when it became evident that some people would
drink to excess outside of the accepted times and places. Most controls, however, still fell into the realm of
moral or social sanctions. Temperance wag the main theme. At this point in history, it should be noted that
temperance meant moderation, rather than abstinence. China recognized very early that to prohibit the use of
alcohol or to secure total abstinence from the use of it was, " , beyond the power of even sages."

Changing Patterns
As civilization became larger and more complex, alcohol consumption patterns began to change. One of these
changes was more freedom from the rigors of work. Rome was an advanced civilization which provided an environment of relative leisure, orgy, and extravagance. Wine was still used in festivals, religious rites, and for
medicinal purposes, but excessive use and use for pure personal satisfaction became the rule rather than the exception.
Another change occurred as a result of advanced technology. As scientists and medical researchers explored
new ways to cure human ills, it was only inevitable that new ways would be found to "improve" wine.
Although distillation was probably discovered in Western Europe by this method around A.D. 800, it may have
existed centuries earlier among Arabs and Chinese. It was around the end of the thirteenth century that the liquor resulting from distillation really gained a new level of importance. Arnaldus de Villanova, a professor of
medicine at the University of Montpellier refined the process of distillation and proclaimed his discovery (aqua
vitae) as the savior of mankind. It was the philosopher's stone, the universal panacea, the key to everlasting
life."
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Introduction
Some people drink and some don't! A very simple statement! However, the reasons for abstaining or drinking
arc as varied as the people themselves. Because of this wide variation it would be impossible to list all of those
reasons. It is important to realize that many people do or do not drink for similar kinds of reasons, including:

Reasons for Drinking
To heighten their pressure when they're having a good time.
Because they like the taste.
Continuing a habit acquired in youth.
Because their parents drank.
Becaty,c tnei like the way alcohol makes them feel.
Out of curiosity.
As a means of celebrating a special occasion.
To relieve worries and anxieties or tensions and fatigue.
Because of social pressures.
Because it is a family tradition to drink alcoholic beverages, usually wine or beer, with meals.
To feel closer to other people, share their happiness.

Reasons for Not Drinking
Because of personal convictions against drinking.
Because the religion which they practice prohibits its use.
Do not like the taste of it.
Because they are athletes and its use is against regulations.
L. too expensive.
Because of ill !lealth or because of an allergy to alcohol.
Because they choose not to consume anything that wilt impair mental and physical processes

It has been suggested by some that there are basically five "rational" reasons for drinking alcoholic beverages.
These reasons are:
To quench a thirst;
"I o savor the taste;
To relax;
To enhance socialization;
To serve a medicinal function.

It should he noted that each of the suggested "rational" uses of alcoholic beverages has limits, beyond which
continued use becomes "irrational" and inappropriate. For example:
People who state that they only drink to "quench a thirst" while at the same time consume a six-pack of
passed the "rational" limits. Would such people drink
heer on a hot afternoon after mowing the lawn,
72 ounces of water to "quench a thirst"?
India idual o% ho say they only drink because they ,me the taste of alcoholic beverages, and then admit to
Th_ `tational" limits of drinking for taste have been
consuming twenty beers or six to eight laixcd
passed because. physiologically, the depressant effect ... alcohol has deadened the taste buds to the point
that thcs can no longer actually taste the beverage.
D11111,111)2 for relaxation also has its limits. The individual who is arrested for Driving While Intoxicated and

a .36 blood alcohol content on a Breathalyzer test has passed the "rational" limits for the use of
al,:01101 a, a ela \ant.
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The individual drinking to enhance a social situation may also drink beyond the "rational" limits. Few persons would disagree with the conclusion that the thoroughly intoxicated individual is more anti-social than
social.

Finally, the medicinal uses of alcohol are extremely limited and excessive use for this purpose quickly gets
beyond "rational" limits. Alcohol is a depressant drug, but there are many other such drugs which are
more effective and safer for use as a medicine.

Patterns
Regardless of the reason, the fact is, people do drink.
Drinking patterns are primarily a matter of statistics, and it seems that statistical surveys about alcohol consumptions are "cheaper by the dozen."
Sometimes it seems like people can reach any conclusion they want depending on how the figures are juggled.
This paragraph is intended to serve as a word of caution before attempting to read the following tables excerpHealth, New Knowledge by
ted from the American Drinking Practices study by Don Cahalan and Alcohol and
the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism. Keep in mind that these are only 2 studies and they
recognizmay very well disagree with some other studies done by other people at other times. However they are
drinking
practices
ed by a number of professionals in the field as the best statistical studies of American study, done in t94 -65,
available. When professionals were asked about the current relevance of the Cahalan
the unanimous response was "the total consumption may have increased, but tilt, overall patterns have remained the same."

Sociocultural Correlates of Drinking
Sociocultural factors previously found to be associated with whether and how much a person drinks continue
such factors are sex, age, ethnic background,
to be strongly correlated with consumption patterns. Among
religious affiliation, education, socioeconomic status, occupation, and area of residence and degree of urbanization.
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The proportion of adult women who drink has been increasing steadily since World War II, and the results of
recent surveys indicate that this trend is continuing. About 47 percent of adult women now drink once a month
or more. However, men are nearly twice as likely to be moderate drinkers and three times as likely to be heavy
drinkers in comparison with women. In the study most men up to 65 years reported drinking at least once a
month. The highest proportion of heavier drinkers occurred among men aged 18 to 10 and 35 to 39. Women
aged 21 to 29 had the highest proportion of heavier drinkers.
33%

Lighter
Drinker

30%

Lighter
Drinker

12% Moderate
Drinker

240/0

Moderate
Drinker

Heavier
Drinker

HF aVler

Drinker

51%

Abstainers
and Infrequent
Drinker

31%
Abstainers &
Infrequen
Men

Drirker

Women

Figure 1 Percent 04. Drinkers and Types of Drinkers by Sex

Age

A larger proportion of drinkers is consistently found in the younger age groups (21 to 24 years) and a larger
proportion of abstainers is fouinl arnw-4.7 older persons. Despite the ino-ease in young adults between ages 21
and 24 who drink one :nowt. or more, heaviei- C.rinl:ing among men is higher in the 18- to 20-year group
than in the 21- to 24-year grout).
Similar proportions of young adult di inkier, and nondrinkers were reported in two recent nationwide surveys. A
1970 NUIACY Of young men 1 year after nigh-school graduation revealed that 67 percent drank once a month or
more. [he surkey results
o sham. ed an increase in the frequency .of regular drinking (once a week or more)
from 33 per cent during high ,chool years to 44 percent the following year. It is interesting that the amount of
regular drinking w:IN
among high-school students who joined the military (55 per cent) than among those
entered civilian jobs (48 per cent) or college (38 per cent). The military sample not only started out with
Inrher use rates
mo,i other groups but also showed the highest rate of conversion from abstinence to use.
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A 1971 Gallup survey of a national sample of full-time college students revealed that 60 per cent had drunk
beer during the 30 days before the interview; 52 per cent had drunk wine and 49 per cent spirits. Consumption
frequency had increased between ages 18 and 24 and was higher among men than women.

The overrepresentation of young adults in the drinking population was further corroborated by a survey of
2,938 Irish- and Italian-Americans. The use of large quantities of all beverages in both these populations
declines consistently with age. The 18- to 20-year olds reported the highest levels of frequent consumption of
five or six drinks at an occasion.
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X. Treatment of Drug Alvise
4

Overview
There is no known cure tse: :itvg abuse. This condition can be arrested, however, through treatment program.,,
Ind the abuser can ;:!arti to lead a !-ealthy and productive life without drugs. Current research indicates that no
ou.. approach to recovery is successful with all people. Each person has to be treated as an individual and a
treatment program chosen to fit his/her needs.

Patients may need to progress throuE, three general stages of treatment:

4`

fA.."?

Managing detoxification withdrawal to safely rid the body of the drug and to
help the body adjust to doing without it.

Corre-ting the chronic health problems that may have been brought on or
aggravated by heavy drug use.
Altering long term behavior so that destructive patterns of abuse are not continued.
Some of the major approaches to drug abuse treatment will be presented.in the
following se .ions:

Detoxification
Detoxification is the drying out or withdrawing phase of treatment. It is the first
step toward ridding the body of its need to use a particular drug. Generally, the
procedure is to provide the patient with medical supervision and medication to
counteract the convulsions, provide a healthy diet., and promote proper sleep as the body undergoes withdrawal
from the drug upon which it has become dependent. Detoxification can require only a few days or a number of
weLks depending on the chug. It is a relatively dangerous process for the patient and requires trained supervision. A few patients do die undergoing detoxification, but the vast majority do not, although they may feel like
they are dying.

To date there has been understandable reluctance to separate detoxification se vices from medical facilities.
Progress has been made, however, in distinguishing between addicts wt I require intensive medical care and
those who require only nursing care or supervised observation. As a result, three options are now available: intensi%,e medical care, supervised observation, in specialized centers, and ambulatory care.
To avoid the revolving door syndrome, further treatment beyond detoxification is required. In particular,
rehabilitation is suggested. Otherwise, the drug user withdraws from drug "A" and without further treatment,
W hin all probability, returns to using it. Steps are needed to alter the users lifestyle and support system so as
to promote nob-use of drug "A" (and hopefully "B", "C", and other drugs). Therefore, the major problem
in detoxification programs is not medical management but rather access into rehabilitation systems and the pro% kiOn of social supports.
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Present Methods of Treatment
Hospitalization
This treatment which takes place within a hospital setting begins with gradual withdrawal of the drug, by
decreasing the dosage over a period of one or two weeks, until the patient is drug-free. Withdrawal k followed
by a period of inpatient care, usually lasting several months, during which the patient remains isolated from
his/her former environment and from drugs, and receives psychiatric counseling, psychotherapy, group therapy
or work therapy. The third stage of the hospitalization,method consists of a period of outpatient aftercare in
which the patient lives in the community but continues to receive counseling, psychotherapy, or vocational
rehabilitation.

The precise degree of success or failure of these hospitalization programs is debatable, because follow -up
studies had difficulties with data collection and definition of ".success" or "failure" .if treatment. Despit C the
kOlal 1011
fact that a mental health approach and professional therapy were used, the emphasis on heLL11
atmosphere
in
many
of
,the
facilities.
Hospitalizaof the patients from the community resulted in a prison-like
tion is the most expensive method of treatment, and today it is generally believed to be the least effective
method, in view of the high relapse rates of most hospitalization programs over the years.
Methadone Maintenance.
In recent years, methadone maintenance has been the most widely used method for treating opiate - dependent
persons. Most large cities have treatment programs which provide in adonc detoxification and maintenance
services after a diagnosis of opiate addiction has been made. Since n st methadone maintenance programs offer treatment on an outpatient basis, it is a markedly less expensive method than treatment which involves
hospitalization or confinement.

it

The methadone maintenance technique uses methadone in sufficient dosage to create in patients a "blockade
effect." For example, if a patient used heroin while receiving daily dose of methadone, he or she would not experience the usual euphoria that accompanies heroin usage. In many patients this "blockage effect" tends to
discourage repeated illicit opiate usage.
Federal regulations now require that methadone maintenance programs provide additional treatment such as
group therapy, family counseling, vocational training, and social services. Eligibility is limited to persons 16
years of age or older who can demonstrate that they are opiate-dependent and have been for at least two years.
The general theory behind methadone maintenance :s to relieve the craving for heroin while engaging patients
in additional treatment aimed at helping them work aut a better way of living.

1

XIII. Drug Patterns and Trends
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Drug- Oriented Society
During the 1960's, Joel Fort suggested that our nation was a drug-oriented society. He pointed out that not only were young people involved with drugs but adult uses of socially accepted drugs were just thatdrug use.
His contentions were not accepted by and large at that time, but are more accepted today, especially by drug
professionals. An analysis of current drug statistics reveal one fact that stands out above all others, a lot of
Americans are consuming a lot of chemical substances. Moreover, as we learn more and more about prescription and over-the-coUnter drug abuse in the near future, we may be appalled by the true extent of our drugtaking behavior.

Current Use Facts
The following statistics offer a glimpse of the extent of drug usage as well as some of its special characteristics:

Fact: 91% of the population use coffee or tea at least once a day.
Fact: cigarette smokers make up 39a70 of the male population and 30% of the female population over 21.

Fact: 75% of twelfth-grade students drink alcohol at unsupervised parties.
Fact: 1,500,000,000 prescriptions are written every year.
Fact: 15

19% of students age 12-20 have used marijuana.

Fact: There are approximately 7,000 high-risk heroin users in King County.

The following chart, based on the latest estimates from the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the
Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) shows the relative dollar value of drugs consumed in the United
States in 1977.
Legal

Non-Prescription
$4,000,000,000
Prescription
$11,000,000,000

Illegal

Otr.er
$2.000,000,000

Cocaine
$3.000,000,000

Marijuana
$5,000.000.000

Heroin
$10,000.000,000
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Demographic Data
Additional trends in drug use are evident by age, sex, and race as indicated in the following graphs. Note: The
data in these graphs is obtainec from admission records to treatment and mental health centers and emergency
room facilities (from 1).S.11.S. figure in 1977). As such, it represents extreme abuse and misuse rather than occasional/recreational use. Sonie discretion should be exercised in drawing conclusions about the make-up of infrequent users.
Sex

In the following bar graph amphetamine, barbiturate and alcohol abuse are seen as atOin equal betweem.the
s:Aes. Abuse of tranquilizers is primarily female oriented, while males predominate in opiates, hallucinogens
and marijuana abuse.
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Grades K.1

List of Contents

e

Quantity

Item

Code
CA-1

Teacher's Guide

1

CA-2

Charts: Framework Components

5

CA-3

Cards: Drug Cutouts

15

CA-4

Display: Look-Allke

CA-5

Photoboards: Mr. Yuk

5

CA-6

Photoboards: Safe/Unsafe

4

CA-7

Pictures: How Much Is Too Much?

6

CA8

Hand Mirrors

15

CA-9

Sound Filmstrip: Circle of Feelings

1

CA-10

Feely Head

1

CA-11

Cards: Emotions

11

CA-12

Puzzle & Outline: You're One of the Bunch

1

CA-13

Chart: Alternatives

1

CA.13

Pictures: Alternativer

6

CA-14

Photoboards: Consequences

4

CA-15

Photoboarci: Experimentation

1

CA-16

Book: Alexander's Day

1

CA17

Film: Nothing Ever Turns Out for Me

1

CA-18

Book: The Story of Sam

CA19

Puppet: Froggy

1

CA-20

Cards: StorvStress & Coping

1 set

CA-21

Marking Pen

1

-s

"

1)

?

1

1
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Grades Z3
List of Contents
Item

Code

Quantity

Teacher's Guide

1

CB2

Charts: Framework Components

5

CB-3

Cards: Roleplay

8

CB4

Sound Filmstrip: Too Much of Anything is No Good

1

CB5

Photztoboards: Effects of Drinking

6

Box: Most. Special Thing

1

.CB-1

'CB-6
CB-7

Cassette: Feelings

CB-8

Book: Rosie and Michael

1

CB-9

Box: Groans & Giggles

1

CB-10

Individual Task Cards

25

CB-11

Photoboards: Safe/Unsafe

14

CB12

Film: Me and the Monsters

1

CB-13

Book: Yertle the Turtle

1

CB-14

Puppet: Gertrude Mc Fuzz

1

CB-15

Book: Amos & Boris

1

CB-16

Chart: Body

1

CB-17

Marking Pen

1

CB-18

Chart: Alternatives

1
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Grade 4

List of Contents
item

Code

Quantity

CC-1

Framewurk Cards

5

CC-2

Ground Rules PacKet

1

CC-3

Transparencies (3)

1 set

CC-4

1)

Drug Family Tree

2)

Profile

3)

What Would You Do?
set

Drug Articles
1)

National Habit

2)

Aspirin

I

CC5

"Who's Who" Gameboards ara Cards

8 sets

_

CC-6

Pharmaceutical Squares Card3

1 set

mi

CC-7

FilmstriplCassette: What Are You Going to Do About Alcohol?

I

i
I

Part I

1 set

CC-8

Myth Puzzles

15

CC-9

Myth Posters

18

CC-10

Poster: Your Special Person

1

CC-11

Film: I Think

I

CC-12

Film: Buy and Buy

1

r.C-13

Filrl: But They Might Laugh

1

CC-14

"Bottle of Questions

10 sets

CC-15

Drug/Alcohol Task Cards

2 sets

CC-16

Transparency Pei

1

ameboard and Cards

.
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Grade 5

Lis: of Contents
Item

Code

Quantity

CD-1

Framework Cards

5

CD-2

Filmstrip/Cassette: Me, Myself & Drugs
Filmstrip/Cassette: History of Drugs

1 set

8 sets

CD-5

Fishing for Information: Gameboard, Poles, Cards
Film: How Much Is Too Much?

CD-6

Factor Posters

1 set

CD-7

Books: AlcoholVv hat It Is, What It Does
Cassette/Scripts. "The Case of Zaciiery Daiquiri vs. The Interral

6 ea

Organs"

1 set

CD-9

T-Shirt Pattern

1

CD-10

Poster: It's Nice to be Liked Just the Way You Are

1

CD-11

Vocabulary Flash Cards

5

CD- 12

Transpaiencies
1)
Today I Decided

1 set

CD:3
CD-4

CD-8

Decision Making Steps
3) Decisions to Make
Film: I Dare You

1 set

1

2)

CD-13

1

CD-15

Film: Less Strer.s
Rolecards: "Claim to Fame" Game (4)

CD-16

Rolecards: "The Grctip" (5)

1 set

CD-17

Transparency Pen

1

CD-18

Drug/Alcohol Task Cards

2 sets

CD-19

I set

CD-20

Natural Things Posters
Argus Cards "I've Got To Be Me"

1 set

CD-21

Senate Hearing Role Cards

1 set

CD-22

Booklet: Drugs A Study Guide (Teacher's Use)

1

CD-23

Niyth Posters

1 set

CD-14

1

1 set

QI
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Grade 6

List of Contents
Code

Item

Quantity

CE-1

Framework Cards

5

C2-2

Myth Posters

1 set

CE-2

35

CE-5

Scripts: "To Tell the Truth"
FilmstriplCassette: Helpful & Harmful
Film: Thinking About Drinking

CE-6

Transparencies

1 set

CE-4

1)

2)
3)
4)
5)

1 set
1

Respiratory System
Today I Decided
Decision Making Steps
Decisions to Make
It's Up to You

CE-7

I.A.L.A.0 Button

1

CE-8

Book: I Am Lovable and Capable

1

.CE-9

Filrn: Square Pegs, Round Holes

1

CE-10

11

CE-11

Photoboards: Parental Attitudes
Film: Trying Times

CE-12

"Where to Turn" Boards and Cards

1 set

CE-13

Filmrtrip/Cassette: What Are You Going To Do About Alcohol?

1

Part c

1 set

GE14

Transparency Pens

2

CE-15

Drug/Alcohol Task Cards

2 sets

CF-16

1 set

CE-20

Trial of Mr. Alcohol Role Bards
Consequences Chart
Second Hand Smoke Pamphlets
Book: Drug: Facts on Their Use & Abuse
Learning CenterActivity #3 Information
Learning Centar Station Directions

9

CE 21

Template

1

CE22

Maze Boards

CE-23
CE-24

Cassette' Digestion
Book: Happi ass Is..

CE-25

Dial-A-Drug Wheels

CE-17
CE-18
CE-19

1

15
1

3
1
1

3
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Junior High
List of Contents
Code

Item

Quantity

CF-1

Framework Cards

5

CF-2

Myth Posters

1 set

CF-3

Booklets: This Side Up

15

CF-4

Pamphlets: Marijuana, Depressants, Heroin, Stimulants,
Opiates,

8 sets

CF-5

Deleriants, Hallucinogens, Cocaine (30 ea)
Posters: Reaction Factors

13

CF-6

THINK/DRINK GameBlood/Alcohol Wheels & Cards

7 sets

CF-7

Transparencies (3)

1 set

CF-8

CF-9
CF-10
OF-11

CF-12
CF-13
GF-14

1)

Male Cody

2)

Female Body

3)

Brain

Alcoholism Sharing Cards
Film. Getting Through Adolescence
RiFko Game Cards and Dice
Cards: Can Yc Sell Ii?
Advertisement Slides
Filmstrip/Cassette: Who Can Help You?
Film: All Bottled Up
Transparencies (4)
1)
Uri'g Tree
2) Decision Making Steps
3)

4)

6 sets
1

8 sets
1 set
1 set
1 set
1

1 set

:)ecisions to Make
Today I Decided

CF-16

Transparency Pen

1

CF-17

Film: Decision Alconol

1
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Senior High
List of Contents
Item

Code

Quantity

CG-1

Framework Transparencies (5)

1 set

CG-2

Myth posters

1 set

CG-3

Film: Psychoactive

1

CG-4

Booklets: Drugs of Abuse

15

CG-5

Pamphlets: PCP

15

CG-6

Pamphlets: Alcohol Abuse

35

CG-7

Article: Marijuana The Grasshoj.

CG-8

Photoboards: Responsible/Irre3ponf ble

CG-98

Book: Just So It's Healthy

CG-10

Pamphlets: Pregnancy: Before You Drink, Think

35

CG-11-

Transparency Pen

1

CG-12

Poster: Typical Drug User

1

CG-13

Feel Wheels and Markers

5

CG-14

Film: Alconol. Drugs or Alternatives

1 set

CG-15

Transparencies

1 set

1)

Today I Decided

2)

Decision Making Steps

3)

Decisions to M

Syndrome

1

1 set

CG-16

Film: It's My Hoz

CG17

Roiecards: Invasion

1 set

CG-18

Book: The Essential Guide to Prescription D'ugs

1

CG-19

Books: Coping With

1 set

CG-20

Cassette: Friends

.

.

.

Series (28)

1
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Title: DeCisionMakIng

"Here's Looking at You"

Day:

Activity Number, 22

Objectives ThP Participants Will Be Able to:
Describe the influence of risk-taking levels, feelings, and attitudes
in decisions we make.
List the steps of decision-making.
Assess their own risk-taking level in four categories: physical,
economic, interpersonal, and alcohol.

Identify their own attitudes about specific alcohol-related situations and how they may affect classroom instruction.
Identify their own behavior related to alcohol use.
Understand why the curriculum uses a der'sion-making approach
rather than just factual information.

Explain the concoct of responsible and irresponsible decisionmaking about alcohol.
TIme Required 11/2 Hours
Materials
Training Resources:
"Decision-Making .." (TR 22-1)

Par:icipant Handouts:
"Saturday Afternoon Football" (PH #15A)
"An Evening with..." (PH #15B)
"The Wedding Reception" (PH #15C)
"Alcohol Use, Self-Assessment. ." (PH #16)
.

Equipment and Supplies:
Overhead Projector and screen
Chalkboard and chalk
8 SHS Feel Wheels
Scratch paper
Primary Methods
Trainer lecture and small group interaction.
Procedure

Explain that in this activity participants will learn about the pro3FS of decision-making, especially thos9 factors that influence
it

2. Fxp'ain trends in drug education. Point out that most prevention
programs have moved away from scare tactics, one-shot guest
speaker presentations, and facts only approaches to more broadbased approaches. These ;goad -based approaches recognize that
students will be making their own decisions. Mention that AEP
deals with facts, but also with decision-making skills, including
attitudes, values, risk-taking, coping skills and self-concept.
3. Use trasparency entitled "Decision-Making and Coping Skills"
(TH 22.1) to explain the seven steps to decision-making, and give
examples of decision-making that do and do not fit the model.
Conclude by pointing out that rr ost people do not always follow
the formula.
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Title: Decision-Making
Day:

Activity Number: 22

4. Stress that dccisions are usually based on more than facts. At
least three factors impact decision-making:
Our risk-taking behaviors.
Our feelings and emotions.
Our valuon and attitudes.
Tell participants that this presentation will deal with these three
factors of decision-making. Refer trainees to the Yellow Pages in
the Teachers' Guide (pp 8.14) for an understanding of the correlation of the three factors upon decision-making, which they can
read at their leisure.

5. introduce risk-taking by indicating that this factor of decisionmaking deals with at least four categories of risk. lAlite them on
the chalk board:
Phy,;1,:al

Economic
Interpersonal
Alcohol
Furnish an example and/or story to illustrate each type, such as
skydiving and hang gliding for physical, purchasing a home cr
Oranging /ohs for economic, telling someone you love them or
they have spinach caught in their teeth for interpersonal risks, and
telling a family member that you think they should attend Alanc,n
or Alakeen to learn alcoholism coping skills would be another example of an alcohol related risk.

6. Have participants use -a sheet of scratch paper to identify their biggest risk in the four risk-taking categories. It should be a risk they
are willing to share with other participants. Allow about ten
minutes for writing. When writing finishes, have participants arrange themselves in groups of fourfive and share the risk exam:nos they have idPntified. Allow about ten minutes for sharing.
Atter listening to other examples. have them decide if they are
high. medium, or low risk-takers and in what situations. Follow-up
activity by asking participants to rate themselves through hand or
thilo,h ynting a-, a high, medium, or low risk-taker for the four
(PUS an over-all rating.

7 Ask the question, "How do you feel your attitudes towards riskditect your behavior with students?" Elicit participant
rPsuonc;es Dif,cliss advantages and disadvan ages of various
I ove's of risk-Liking. such as the risks a person ^kes with
::fodent:; wrrl cletEmnine one's teaching role, which in turn aff9cts
and their behavior.
8

1)r;tn:iute k)ne Feel Wt.e;" chart to each tat:e of four to six par-

t', -ftiots 1)(!tinr the fotlowing terms on the board:
`;anctuary you do not \i,ish to share feelings.
inytion you have changing feelings.
r,, :ono 110 category on the board fits your feelings.
partir;ipant to choose something as a marker that fits in
A
in., tool w.lepi spaces. such as coin money or a pen.
I

9

Irainer wads prepared questions about alcohol situations and
.articiiyint,i to place their marker on the feel wheel to int
ti,.ate their feelings about each statement. S&Itiple questions are:
rlo.r do vOii feel about someone under the influence who asks
for ,i gchiltel"
fir' r
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Title: DecisionMaking

"Here's Looking at You"

Day:

Activity Number: 22

How do you feel ,...)out a fellow staff member who obviously
has a drinking problem?
How do you feel about a person you know who is arrested for
DWI? One you don't know?
How do you feel about teaching alcohol education?
(For other examples of questions, see page thirty-one of the
Senior High Guide.)
Have participants share the reasons for their responses in small
groups after each statement or question is read by the trainer. Ex
plain that participants are free to "pass" and not share if they
prefer. Allow two to three minutes per question.

10. At the conclusion of the questions, summarize activity by asking
questions such as: How do you think that feelings affect our
decisions? Try to elicit answers such as: Often feelings and not
facts are the motivations of our actions and we need to understand them to determine how they influence our decisions.
11. ititroduce values and attitudes by saying that values provide us
with both direction and may be roadblocks to understanding the
cnoices made by others.
12. Have participants take out their training packet. Have them find
the responsible/irresponsible activity ditto entitled "An Evening
with the Johnsons," (PH #15A, B, C or 15A-C) "Saturday Afternoon Football Game," or "The Wedding Reception." Explain that
there are three different situations and they have been randomly
divided among the participants. Ask participants to group around
three tables by the title of the activity enclosed.

Have participants individually fill out the form as to their own
evaluation of responsibility and irresponsibility for each situation.
Without sharing those judgements, they should jot down a word
or two for the reasons in each case. Allow five minutes for this
activ;ty.
13. Invite participants to share their reasons in small groups. Allow
eight to ten minutes f' sharing.
14

Follow-up by asking if any group reached a consensus. Point out
that groups seldom agree on all questions because individuals
have their own values and usually do not change them much, if at
all. Then, ask whose values are we teaching? Pause and then
stress that when a teacher imposes his/her belief or value in a
class activity, it may atfect the activity results as it encourages
and discourages certain responses, rather than providing
students the opportunity to examine their own values. Also, ask
whether it is appropriate .0 share their attitudes at all.

15. Ask participants to find the "Alcohol Use Quiz" handout (PH Ii16)
in their training packets and assign participants to fill it out at
some time during the day regarding their own alcohol oehavior.
This is E. wided for self-assessment by participants.
16. Summarize that values are important motivators and bulwdrks of
behavior to an individual. They should be examined much like
fee :ings to determine their role in decision making.
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Title: Decision-Making

"Here's Looking at You"

Day:

Activity Number 22

17. Review the seven decision-making steps and effects of risktaking, feelings and values upon the process. Conclude by
stating that decision-making is a complicated process and one
that needs practice throughout life.
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Title: Closing

"Here's Looking at You"

Day:

Activity Number 23

Objectives

The Participants Will Be Able to:

Identify the strengths and weaknesses of the day's training session.
Time Required

10 Minutes

Materials
Participant Handouts:
"Daily Feedback Form" (PH #17)

Primary Methods
Directions by trainer and individual work.
Procedure

1. Request participants to leave their name tags on the registration
table as they leave. (Trainer should stand by door to personally remind everyone who forgets.)

2. Remind participants that the third day of training continues next
week, and state the exact day.
Ask participants to anonymously fill out the (PH #17) feedback
form as they did the previous day and leave it at the registration
table.
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Read the following situations. Check In the appropriate space whether you think the decisioi, about drinking
described in the situation is responsible or irresponsible. Then explain briefly why you answered as you did.

Saturday Afternoon Football Game

1. Robert, who is 16, is watching a football game on TV with his father. During a commercial his father gotis to
the kitchen for a beer and asks Robert if he'd like one, too.
Responsible

Irresponsible

Why?

2. Robert says yes and drinks the beer.
Responsible

! Irresponsible

Why?

3. Robert's best friend, Bill, 15, conies in during half-time. Robert's father offers Bill a beer which Bill accepts.
Father

Responsible

1 Irresponsible

Responsible

1 Irresponsible

Why?

Bill
Why?

9i I

9 (3
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Read the following situations. Check in the appropriate space whether you think the decision about drinking describer. in the

situation is responsible or irresponsible. Then explain briefly why you answered as you did.

An Evening With the Johnsons
1.

It is Friday evening and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson relax by drinking a cocktail at home before dinner.
Responsible

Irresponsible

Why?

2. Larry, who is sixteen years old, enters the living room and asks his father for a sip of his cocktail. His father hands him the

glass, and Larry takes a drink.
6

Larry

Responsible

Irresponsible

Responsible

Irresponsible

Why?

Father
Why?

3.

Larry, his father, mother and 17year-old sister, Jenny, begin eating dinner. During the meal both Larry and Jenny drink two

glasses of wine.
Responsible

Irresponsible

Why?

4. After dinner Mr. and Mrs. Johnson gc next door to their neighbor's for a beer.
Responsible

Irresponsiti

5. Mrs. Johnson continues to drink one beer after another until she becomes loud and begins shouting at Mr. Johnson. She

leaves the neighbor's house abruptly, staggers home and falls asleep in the bedroom with all her clothes on.
Respbnsible

Irresponsible
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Alcohol Use SelfAssessment Ouii
Here's a little quiz to find out what kind of drinker a person may be.

Yes

No
1.

Do you think and talk about drinking often?

2.

Do you drink now more than you used to?

3.

Do you sometimes gulp drinks?

4.

)o you often take a drink to help you relax?

5.

Do you drink when you are alone?

6.

Do you sometimes forget what happened while you were drinking?

7.

Do you keep a bottle hidden somewhereat home or workfor a quick pick-me-up?

8.

Do you need a drink to have fun?

9.

Do you ever start drinking without really thinking about it?

10.

Do you drink In the morning to relieve a hangover?

11.

Do you drink your drinks without really "feeling it"?

12.

When you drink do you tend to become a different person?

13.

Have yoU ever been arrested for an alcohol related charge?

14.

Have you missed some work because of your drinking?

15.

Co you dislike this quiz because it hits too close to horne?

On questions 1-15, there are no right or wrong answers However if you have marked yes to any of the items,
stop for a moment and honest:! ask yourself whether or not you might have a problem with alcohol! If so, ask

for helpit is available.

tr"
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Title: Drug Use Student Panel
Day:

Activity Number 8

Objectives

"Here's Looking qt You"

N

The Participant Will Be Able to:

Describe current drug attitudes and use by students in their
locality

L.

Answer questions about drugs from a student perspective
Time Required

1 hour

Materials
Training Resources:
Typical Drug Abuse Poster
Participant Handouts:
Student Drug Panel Wcirksheet (PH #8)
Equipment & Supplies:
Chalkboard and chalk

Primary Methods
Question and answer sOsion moderated by Trainer B
Procedure

1. Prepare for the'artivity by setting ..;p chairs for the student
panelists at the front of the room. Introduce the activity by
soliciting descriptive characteristics of the typical drug user ar.d
abuser from the participants. List on the chalkhoard. Show the
Typical Drug Abuser poster and ask
possible interpretation.
Point out that drugs are, in fact, used and abused by all types of
people: young, n' rich, poor, male, female, etc.

2. Indicate that t e purpose of this session is td examir e drug use
from the perspective of youths from this locality. Intl educe the
panelists by rirst name and grade level. "These sturrents represent
a variety of positions regarding drugs
from user, ex-user, and
non-user. They will be sharing their impressions of youth drug use
in this community. They are prepared to answer a number of questions which you will find listed on the Student Drug Panel
Worksheet (PH#8) as well as respond,to your individual
questions."
3. Review the ground rules intended to protect all par-

ticipantsstudents and teachers.
Ground Rules for the Workshop Participants:
Please do not ask personal questions, such as "Do you use
marijuana?"
Provide sufficient time for several students to answer any
questions.
Ask your questions of the entire panel, not'one student.
Ground Rules for the Panel
.
Please do not provide personal information, such as people's
names.

Attempt to distinguish what you have observed and what you
suspect.
Feel free to disagree with other panelists and indicate what
your reasons for disagreeing.
Your moderator will interrupt if someone is breaking one of the
ground rules.
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Title: litrug Use Student Panel
Day:

Activity Number. 8

4. One of the trainers (or a school representative) should act as the
panel moderator asking questions to warm up the panelists and'
prepare the workshop participants to ask their questions. Facilitate
the discussion to permit all panelists to respond and tc 'mit toe
dominance of any one student panel member or workshop participant.

5. After approximately one hour of questions and answers, sum
marize some of the responses and observations that were shared
and thank the panelists. Announce a break and indicate that this
will permit individual questions to be answered and personal appreciation for the sharing to be expressed.

6. After the break, allow participants to discuss for a few minutes
some of the surprising information and opinions that were shared
with them. Discuss cross-age teaching with the curriculum and
repeat the curriculum philosophy. Show hew the curriculum's approach relates to student comments, such as:
,many activities are small group oriented to allow students
opportunity to actively participate in their learning and to freely
discuss their ideas about drugs with their peers.
the curriculum assists in building decision-making and coping
skills as well as helping students feel good about themselves.
the teacher is a facilitator of learning and cne to turn to in time of
need, too.

"Here's Looking at You"
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Student Panel Questions
1)

What drugs are used most often?

2)

What trends/changes have you seen in drug use?

3)

At what age does drug use start?

4) How easy is it to get various drugs?
5)

What groups (stoners, jocks, etc.) use which drugs?

6)

Do students consider alcohol a drug?

7)

Do you sec many students in school who are drunk on some drugs?

8)

What problems do you see related to drug use at school and away from school?

9) How mach accurate information do students have about drugs?
10)

What has

11)

What do you think the schools should do about drug education ?,

12)

Where do students go for help with drug or other problems?

iur drug education been like?

13) How strong is peer pressure to use drugs?

14) How

ong is the sense of social responsibility (i.e. preventing a drunk person from driving) among
students?

15)

What is the extent of and attitude towards driving while under the influence of alcohol or other drugs?

16)

What effect if any, do television specials on alcohol and drugs (i.e. Afternoon Specials and "Get High on
Yourself") have on:
1) students who use drugs?
2) students who do not use drugs?

17)

Do students who use drugs/alcohol want or care to be educated on the adverse effects of drugs/alcohol,
or arc they closed-minded?

18)

If you could teach a program on drug information in your si:hool, how would you teach it, and what

wild you teach?

(-;

IJ
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TOOLS FOR EVALUATING THE "HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU TWO" CURRICULUM

Several instruments have been developed for use in evaluating t:he drug and alcohol
curriculum model. These instruments include:
Health behavior questionnaires for grades 4-6, junior high and senior high

Criterion-referenced test!, for grades 4-6, junior high, and senior high for both
"Here's Looking at You" and "Here's Looking a: You Two"
Teacher Training pre- and post-tests

A trained teacher post-curriculum and follow-up interview schedule
A classroom cbservation schedule

Copies of these instruments can be obtained for a minimal charge from Jeff Boyce,
Principal Investigator, Educational Service District 121, 1410 South 200th, Seattle,
Was')ington 98148.
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TYPICAL QUESTIONV.,ND ANSWERS
THE "HERE'S LOOKING AT YOU TWO"
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM

What is drug education? Drug education means many things to many people. The "Here's

Looking at You Two" project defines drug education as a,) organized and sequential
education program about alcohol and other drugs that extends from kindergarten through
sc_bool. It is designed to help students make responsible decisions about drugs. It

provi-k-i students with both information and skills. Students learn not only facts about
drugs and chemical dependencies, but also develop skills in decision making and coping
with problems. In addition, students have opportunities for understanding their attitudes
toward drugs and developing positive self-estem. The responsibility for these education
expriencrs is shared by the community and the family.

Why should drug education be taught in the schools?

Everyone in our society

is

continually faced with drug-related decisions. A school-based program offers one very

good opportunity to provide the information and skills young people need to make
informed choices.

Why begin the program at the kindergarten level? Most children don't learn'about drugs
throu,;11 design, but rather by default--through exposure to family or peer experiences and

attitudes at an early age, and through exposure to the subtle influences of the media.
This program operates on the assumption that learning about drugs should be by design and

should focus upon skills which--if taught early--will permit youth to ma',Ze responsible
decisions about alcohol and other drugs.

Where does alcohol and drug education fit in the school curriculum? The curriculum was

designed with flexibility in mind. It can be used in special alcohol and drug education
units and classes, or it can be integrated into existing curricula. It does not require the
establishment of a new curricu!' In area to be successful. Many elementary and secondary

schools have some type of health education/health promotion program where alcohol and

drug education can be easily taught. It can also be integrated with other subject areas,
such oF language arts and social studies. Some teachers combine both approaches.
Regardless of the approach, it is important to develop a program that is well planned and

which is integrated into the basic school curriculum to insure that the alcohol and drug
education needs of students are addressed on an ongoing rather than a crisis basis.
97
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Who should teach alcohol and drug education in the schools? Using guest speakers who are

only with students for a short time is inadequate. Specialists on a full-time basis would be
the ideal, but one for each class is not economically feasible. The most workable solution
is a trained classroom teacher who can provide alcohol and drug education on a daily

with assistance as nt.:.ded from local alcohol and drug agency specialists. This
facilitates a cooperative approach by capitalizing on knowledge and skills from a variety
basis

of resources to provide comprehensive alcohol and dreg education and services to youth.
It also avoids the pitfalls of one-shot, "band-aid" programs.
What is the basic philosophy of the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum project?

The basic premise of this model is that the incidence of alcohol and drug abuse
problen.s will decrease if people have a greater degree of self-esteem, are better

.ble to cope with life's problems, have current. facts about drugs and chemical
dependency, are more. skilled in handling interpersonal relations and have
practice in making reasoned decisions.

Students are confronted continually in their lives with problem situations.
Repeated practice in the development of coping and .decision- making skills is one

method that can better equip them to solve problems.

The curriculum
emphasizes identifying alternative approaches to problems and predicting the
consequences of these alternatives as two important decision-making steps.

The curriculum and its accompanying classroom activities emphasize student
needs and an instructional process that is student-centered. Students are
involved dynamically and not in a passive learning role.

The classroom teacher functions as a facilitator of learning and not as the
expert, authority, or director of learning. Teachers assist students in discovering
about alcohol and drugs rather than preaching to students.

For students to gain an awareness and understanding of their attitudes and
values, the environment of the classroom should be characterized by trust and
fairness so that opinions and feelings from all p, sitions of the spectrum will be
accepted and respected, without fear of reprisal. The teacher is responsible (and
trained) to foster this atmosphere of free student expression.

The curriculum promotes responsible attitudes and behaviors about alcohol and
utti'r drugs. TICe focus is making one's own decisions as well as respecting the

dciuons of Others. Chemical dependency is characterized as a treatable illness
.11-i Its of facts on individuals, families and society are studied.

"Here's Looking at You"

Since a curriculum is more often taught when materials are easy to use and
accessible, all alcohol and drug education materials are provided in ready to use
kits for teachers.

Since a curriculum is taught when teachers feel comfortable using it, teacher
training is provided.

The community, especially parents, need to be involved in the educational
process to reinforce the concepts in the curriculum. Likewise, public agencies
that deal with drug problems are incorporated into a cooperative approach to
drug education.

Why does the project provide complete instructional kits to teachers? Complete kits
provide a cost-effective way to provide instruction, because they can be easily shared
among staff members within a particular building and among schools within a district.
They provide the classroom teacher with organized resources and activities which can be
used with a ininimum of teacher effort. As a result, teachers and students benefit from
additional time being devoted to instruction rather than to acquisition and dev ?loprnent of
materials.
Kits offer a comprehensive program by providing all of the curriculum
cb.

materials, including films, transparencies, dittos, !Docks, charts and games. They also help
insure some uniformity of instruction.

How do teachers obtain these kits? Teachers and other staff can borrow grade level
teaching and demonstration kits from the district or regional library after they have
received alcohol and drug education training.

What are the project staffing requirements?

The size and function of the project staff

will vary depending upon:
the focus f the project (i.e., elementary, secondary or both)

the status of the project (originai development or maintenance)
the characteristics of the service delivery area (population and geographic size)

A variety of individual and organizations who care
about chilciri.sn and youth are potential s.,urces of funding, inclilding national, state and
local alcohol and drug agencies, various commercial groups, private foundations, local
How do you fund such a project?

service or,.!,anizations and local school districts.
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Why is teacher training considered so important? Teachers, like most other people, have

misconceptions about altohol and drugs and a variety of opinions about what should be
taught to students, As a result, they need accurate information and the oppoi.tunity to
explore their own feelings about alcohol and drugs. Teachers may also have had limited

opportunity t.) learn and practice skills in teaching decision making, coping, and values
clarification, and in leading open-ended classroom discussions. The teacher training is
designed to meet these needs and give teachers confidence in their ability to teach about
alcohol and drugs. The training also increases the likelihood that the curriculum will be
used as intenued.

What is the training format?

Teacher training is conducted in four day-long in-service
workshops 1..)r the staf f of a particular school district during regular school hours. Larger

c.litricts may require regional workshops to accommodate many teachers, while some
smaller districts can organize joint training. Sessions ;re taught by trainers, assisted by

specialists from the medical profession, alcohol and drug information and treatment
centers, law enforcement personnel, and classroom teachers who have utilized the
curriculum. Large and small group activities and film presentations comprise the training
format. Teacher training is usually organized in a 2-2 format: two consecutive days of
training followed 7-10 days later by another two days of training.

How is training provided? Training can be arranged during the regular school day if
release time is available. Other alternatives for providing training are after 5:.hool, in
evening or Saturday workshops. or during summer vacations, especially if they are offered
for college credit.
How are training participants selected or chosen for this inservice workshop? Typically,
the building principal is responsible for selecting training participants. It is preferable for
the principal to select a participant based on suds criteria as interest in alcohol and drug
education and rapport with students and staff. However, a variety of selection methods
have been used, including requesting volunteers, the principal selecting and asking a
staff member. or the staff selecting trainees.
Why do school districts get involved? Most school districts are concerned about the use of
firug,
nr students. Vanv receive pressure from parents and the community to do
a')o,it it .dill w.int It'll) in designing a solution.

st j:"

School di:;tricts in Washington

:fl! t'l.!t !ht. "1 iore', Looking .1t You Two training WOrkshOpS and (Air!' Icklit1;11
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materials provide at least a partial solution to this problem. It is relatively easy for a
district to get involved in this project. Whenever possible, workshops are held within the
school district to minimize transportation difficulties. Currici .fe materials for all
grades ire already developed and are available on loan to trained

Why do teachers get involved?

Participating teachers have the opportunity to learn

and/or refine classroom teaching skills while gaining information about alcohol and drugs.
They receive a free (to them) Curriculum Guide which includes prepared let..son plans for
4.

,srsicles

o Yth

Moreover, the training workshop provides an opportunity for professional
shoal time and not at a teacher's individual expense. Also, collr^,c.credit

or i): ot.-,sional training credit for the teacher training workshop can be altered to provide
an ads;,tiohal incentive for teachers to participate. Finally, teachers gain access to the
kit
only by going through the training.
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"Alcohol Education Curriculum"

Grade 4 III B

Thinking About Drinking

Alcohol in the Media
Method: Discussion

Topic: Attitudes Toward Drinking

Objective: Students examine the influence of media and advertising on their own attitudes toward alcohol and
alcohol use /nonuse.
Preliminary Consideriations:
Teacher may have pictures, ads, cartoons on file, but this activity is most successful if students have previously
been assigned to collect their own material. Again, the teacher may find that some students sensationalize,
equate drinking with drunkenness and are very negative about alcohol, particularly in discussion advertising.
The teacher should be prepared to present a more positive view of responsible drinking.

Materials Needed:

Magazine pictures and ads, cartoons
Description of Activity:
I. Students are assigned to collect all cartoons, jokes, comic strips and cards they i.ead and hear that describe
alcohol use. Students and teacher suggest good sources such as daily and Sunday newspapers, magazines, TV
and radio. Sample cartoons appear on the following page.
2.

After collecting sufficient materials, students break into small groups and do the following:

Examine each others' materials. Note if it was easy to collect or find materials, similarities, etc.
Decide and record what each message is or what the ad is "selling" besides alcoholic beverage.
c) Decide and record what the material is saying about alcohol or drinking.
d) Decide whether you think these messages are true or factual.
a)
b)

3.

Class discussion might follow on the subject of advertising alcoholic beverages:
a) Should it be allowed?
b) Are people influenced

more by ads for drinking or by drinking they see on the shows themselves?

Variations:
1.

2.

Students in group create their own ad or comic
Make a collage from comics, ads collected.
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Sample cartoons illustrating reasons people drink or abstain.
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Grade 6 V A

Wet or Dry

Weighing the Consequences
Method: Small group discussion

Topic: Responsible Decisions About Drinking

Objective: Students can state the possible advantages and disadvantages of an action by predicting consequences and evaluating risk factors before they decide which choice is best for them.
Preliminary Considerations:

It is probably wise for the teacher to model, before the class as a whole, how a small group might conduct this
exercise and arrive at a group decision (including an attempt to encourage disagreement). If this involves skills
beyond the class' sophistication, the students may respond individually in writing and then discuss in a large
group. The concept of "likelihood" will have to be touched onto prevent students from citing consequences
that are barely possible.
Materials Needed:

A balance-scale and weights
"Weighing the Consequence" sheet, attached

Desciiption of Activity:

First demonstrate how the balance works. The heavier side sinks, the lighter side rises and if two weights
1.
are equal, the scale is balanced. Note that many little weights can still be lighter than one big weight. Most of
the time, people can predict which of two objects will be heavier. However when more than two objects are involved, a person must consider quantity and weight. The teacher should now make the analogy between
weighing objects and weighing consequences before making a decision. Class defines "consequence" by
brainstorming all the things that might happen if:

the sun burnt out or
h) you woke up late one Monday morning or
(.) you decid d to eat a whole watermelon all by yourself
a)

2. Teacher uc.!s a balance-scale to illustrate thinking over or weighing the consequences before making a
two actions. Weights represent consequences. One side represents possible good consequences or
choice

gains, the other possible bad consequences or risks.

I
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Students writing in small groups are given 2 or 3 cf the following circumstances and list: (a) The good
things that might happen if I did it (GAINS) (b) The bad things that might happen if I did it (RISKS) (c)
Which "weighs" more? and what would I do? (See attached sheet.)
3.

ci

-

4.

Someone dares me to hang by me feet from the monkey bars
Asking my father and mother if I can have a drink at their anniversary party
Telling my mother I bloke a plate when she thinks my brother did it
Trying out for a big part in a play when I've never done it before
Getting a six pack from an older kid and drinking it with friends near the tracks

Small groups report and compare their decisions and reasons.

Weighing the Consequences

Gains

Risks

In This Situation I Would
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Know Your Stuff

Grade 9 111

Collages
Topic: Information About Alcohol

Method: Collage

Objective: Students demonstrate knowledge of physical and behavioral effects of alcohol and identify ways in
which printed media influence attitudes toward drinking.
Preliminary Considerations:

At he beginning of the unit, or even earlier, students should be told to search for appropriate pictures, wordi;,
N.

etc.

Materials Needed:
Magazines

Description of Activity:

Students are told in advance of activity the purpose of the collages and shown at least one example of what
is expected. Students cut pictures and/or words out of magazines and newspapers and paste them on poster
paper. Collages should have a single theme which can involve both physical and behavioral effects, reasons for
drinking, or ways that the alcohol industry promotes the sale of the product. Students are instructed to include
"good" effects and "bad" ones if they want.
I.

2.

Upon completion of collages, students break into small groups and are given instructions to:
a) Pass around and examine the collages in your group and decide what each one is trying

to say about alcohol.
b) Discuss, and record the group's reactions to the collages: Do members agree that

alcohol makes you more sexy, or popular, or that alcohol has mostly bad effects?
3.

Groups report results to class and respond to questions and comments from other students and teacher.
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How Much Is Too Much?

Crude 11 lit A

A Look at My Drinking
Topic: Drinking Behavior

Method: Class discussion/
Individual assignment

Objective: Students analyze their own drinking in a typical week and can state three aspects of their drinking,
including their behavior at various BAC levels, which are important in being aware of their drinking.
Preliminary Considerations:

Anonymity must be stressed and students encouraged to be honest with themselves. This activity is not being
graded. Students deserve an expl«nation for why this activity is useful: the relationship between awareness and
control. In discussing the coming week's project some students may be willing to talk about their drinking.
While people of all ages are prone to exaggerating or understating their drinking, the teacher should generally
take most students' reports seriously. Carefully avoiding moralizing or judging, the teacher should watch for
one-upsmanship in the telling of drinking stories, and try to get students to catch themselves in the act of bragging about drinking incidents. Finally, the teacher should be prepared to undergo the week's activity and otherwise equally share information about his/her drinking.
Materials Needed:
BAC Wheels

"Find the BAC," attached
"Drinking Schedule," attached
Description of Activity:
1.

Students review BAC wheel and its use. Then students fill out the sheet, "Find the BAC," to ensure com-

prehension.

Teacher distributes Drinking Schedules and explains its purpose and how to use it. Students are to record
the amount of alcohol, type(s), place(s), time spent, reasons for drinking, and BAC level. for each day of the
following week. Teacher should illustrate use of the schedule and students may want to predict their drinking
for the week.
2.

3.

The first 5-10 minutes of each subsequent class can be spent filling in the cards.

After one week, students write a short profile of themselves as drinkers ci n d comment on what they learned
from this exercise.

4.
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Find the BAC

BAC Level

Describe how

.00 - .05 %

.05 - .10 %

.10 - .25

%

.25 - .40 %

.40 111.*

%

.

,

.

FILL IN THE BLANK
c

Weight

70Ibs

1.

Number of Drinks

Hours

3

2

2.

20C

4

2

3.

90

6

1

4.

100

2

2

5.

80

8

6.

120

4

8. 115
9....\130

10.

%

4

7.

/1

40

2

.04
.05

6

4

Effect

BAC

.03
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For The Leader..
Within any group there is bound to be a range of personal values surrounding a given issue. Not all people in the
group will agree as to the relative importance or unimportance they place upon a particular value issue.
After considerable input and experience with these issues, people are prepared to make a value decision. The
decision on this single issue will probably have a close relationship to values held about similar situations.
As the individual becomes aware of those factors that are influencing this valunig process, they are able to look at
the things they value and compare their own values with those of others. Sometimes, when they find similarities,
this may s-rve to rengthen their position or the value they hold. If they find that there is a diversity or discrepancy
between their vats and the values of others, they may use this information in clarifying or changing their values.
This lesson is designed to help participants to become aware of the range of values surrounding common alcoholrelated situations.
.

Prepai ation
Befare the class is gathered together for this activity, the leader should prepare the following materials:
Duplicate the Values Survey sheets so that each member of the class can have two copies.
The Values Survey Summary may be used to make a visual or in any other way the leader chooses to tabulate
the responses of the class to t:.e VP!ues Survey activity.

(1)
(2)

Acti vity
(1)
(2)

Distribute a Values Survey sheet to each member of the group.
Ask each member of the group to fill out the Values Survey sheet, following the instructions at the top of the
she(

Give z tfs group from 10 to 15 minutes to fill out their Values Survey sheets.
Di-.:ribute to the class a second c..py of the Values Survey sheet asking each person to duplicate their responses
of the first sheet.
(5) Each member of the group should put his or her name on the first sheet and retain this.
(6) The duplicate Values Survey sheets which ill have no names on them should be passed to the leader.
(7) The leader should then distribute the nameless Values Survey sheets in a random fashion to the
(8) The leader should as:: each member of the group to indicate by a show of hands what response was ;flown in
each category for all i0 questions or the Values Survey. The leader may compose a summary of the responses
either on a visual transparency ,heet or on the chalkboard.
(9) The nameless Values Survey sheet may now he discarded and each mcmber of the group should refer to his or
her own Values Survey sheet to compare responses with the summary Jtals on the chalkboard or visual
transparency.
(10) The group should be given the opportunity to discuss any major differences which appear on the summary tally sheet. For example one statement might have overwhelming approval indicated by 26 who agreed, one who
is unsure and 3 who disagreed. On another statement there may be 12 who agree, 5 who are unsure, and 13
who disagree.
(11) After eiseussing the summary tab), sheet, each member of the group should be encouraged to compare his own
response, to those on the summary tally sheet. At the bottom of their Values Survey form they may wish to
" statement.
, or an I learned
, I feel
make an "I think
(3)
(4)

(12) At the close or the period allow an opportunity for those who wish to hare with the class any of their
responses or reactions to the Values Survey. It is important not to force anyone to discuss responses. This
should be entirely a voluntary sharing. In any values exercise, there is always the option of passing.
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Values Survey
Indicate by placing an X in the space provided whether you agree or disagree with the statements below. If
you are not sure if you disagree or agree with the statement, place an X in the "Uncertain" column.
Agree
1.

Alcohol u3ually has good effects
on people

2.

Alcohol usually has bad effects on

Disagree

Uncertain

people.
3.

Alcohol has some good and some
bad effects on people.

0

4.

It is socially acceptable fova person not to drink, even in situations
where other people are drinking.

0

5.

A couple of drinks on social occasions are good to help people

0

relax.
6.

The moderate use of alcohol will
have no bad physical effect' on
most people.

7.

Getting drunk occasionally will
have no lasting bad effects.

8.

If you don't drink with people who
do drink, they will not like you.

9.

If you do drink with people who
don't drink, they won't like you.

10.

People should not dpi. -1k< alcohol.

IJ

,
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Values Survey Summary
Agree
1.

Alcohol usually has good effects
on people

2.

Alcohol usually has bad effects on

'Disagree

E:

Uncertain

people.
3.

Alcohol has some good and some
bad effects on people.

4.

It is socially acceptable for a person not to drink, even in situations
where other people are drinking.

5.

A couple of drinks on social occasions are good to help people
relax.

6.

The moderate use of alcohol will
have no bad physical effects on
most people.

7.

Getting drunk occasionally will
have no lasting bad effects.

8.

If you don't drink with people who
do drink, they will not like you.

9.

If you do drink with people who
don't drink, they won't like you.

10.

People should not drink alcohol.
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For The Leader.

.

As described in Concept 4, we are proposing 5 steps in the selection of alternatives. In most instances, a person
selecting alternatives relies on his or her own personal resources. This is usually because they are accustomed to
making decisions within a short time frame.
While decision-making may on occasion require quick judgments, the process of selecting alternatives is a lifelong process. The first two steps, defining the situation and generating alternatives, do not have to be done by the
individual alone. Peers, friends, family and professionals are available to assist in this part of the alternative process

This lesson focues solely on the first two steps of the alternatives process.
The purpose of this activity is to have the participants generate a number of positive alternatives to alcohol use.

Preparation
Before the group is gathered,together for this activity, the leader should prepare the following materials:
(1) Prepare one copy of the "Uptight" letter fOr each member of the group.
(2) Prepare one coy of the "Troubled" letter for each member of the group.
(3) For .Steps of this activity, prepare a visual which lists the 4 categories of alternatives available. If you are
preparing a visual for the overhead projector, or a-chart, this should be done in advance. An alternative
method would be to write this on the chalkboard at the appropriate time.

Activity
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)

Divide the participants into groups of four.
Give each group a copy of the Dear Abby letter.
Explain to the groups that they are to compose a letter to respond to "Uptight."
Give the groups 10-15 minutes to complete this part of the-activity.
The leader should then explain to the groups that there could be four general categories of response to the
Dear Abby letter
a,
the beverage
b. change the situation
c. change the people
d. change the life style
Have a representative from each of the groups read the letter they composed as a response to "Uptight."
After each response, have the participants determine into which category that response logically should be
placed.

Do not discuss the responses or the classification of responses until each group has reported. After all of the
groups have read their "Dear Uptight" letters then discuss
a. why each group chose their particular response
h. were there other alternatives considered
c. what other alternatives might be v;able
(9) Distribute the second Dear Abby letter from "Troubled."
(10) I he leader should then assign each group a particular response category (changing the beverage, situation,
people. or life style). Each of the four categories should be assigned to at least one group so that all categories
of response will be co% ered in the reply letters.
(1 I ) (ik,e the groups from 10 to 15 minutes to draft a letter of response to "Troubled."
il2) I lay e a representative of each group read that group's response.
(13) Doc! mine if ceryone agrees that the response of each group followed the category of response which was
assigned to that particular group.
(14) Discuss the responses drafted by each group and try to determine which response appears to be the most appropriate one to the dilemma posed by "Troubled."
(8)
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Expanding the Activity
(1) Let the group think up other situations for both boys and girls and repeat the activity in the same way.
(2) Just for a change, let a group of boys compose an answer for one of the Dear Abby letters from a girl and let a
group of giqscompose an answer to a Dear Abby letter from a boy.

I 16
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Teaching Methods: Individual Work and Small Group Discussions
Topic: Feelings and Decisions
Approximate Time: 30.40 minutes

Page:

The student will be able to identify his/her feelings and attitudes about the use of alcohol, and understand
how they influence his/her decisions.
Special Preparation Steps:
Prepare copies of the worksheet.

Resources

From the Guide:

Alcohol Attitudes
worksheet, p.

Activity

Evaluation

1. Explain that this activity will give the students
an opportunity to explore their own feelings
toward alcohol and a chance to look at their
impact on safety and well-being.
2. Distribute the worksheets.

Instructor Provides
Chalk
Chalkboard

3. Have students rank the characters on the
sheet as the directions indicate.
4. When all students have completed their ranking, take a quick tally to see how many ranked
each character as #1 or #2 and how many
ranked each character as #7 or #8. This should
show the extremes. Write the tally on the
board.

5. Ask if there are any general comments.

6. Divide the class into groups of four to six.
7. Ask them to individually look at the "Driver"
and think of as many possible consequences
of this behavior as they can. Write these down
on the back of the worksheet. Then ask them
to do the same thing with the "Father."
Read Yellow Pages

DecisionMaking
p. 10-16

8. When completed, ask the students to share
within their groups first, the consequences of
the "Driver's" behavior and second, the consequences of the "Father's" behavior. Allow
time for discussion.

9. At the end of the discussion, ask the students
to re-rank their worksheets, if they would like
to, as a result of their discussion.
Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

activity Please circle

1

2

3

4

5

Ugh; : Wow!
119
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Alcohol Attitudes
Directions:

Read the description of the fictitious people listed below and rank them on the basis of how strongly you feel
about the behavior of each Individual. No. 1 would represent the individual which you feel has the most
negative behavior and No. 8 would be the least negative behavior. For example, one might rank a person who
deliberately gives a child an apple in which he/she has hidden razor blades as No. 1, and one who cheats on
his/her diet by having a candy bar as No. 8.
Group
Response

Individual Rank

..__.

Friend

An adult who buys beer in a grocery store to give to her/his friends who are
under 21 years of age.

Counselor

A student who comes to a counselor in school to tell him/her of his involvement with alcohol, and the counselor tells his/her parents.

Boozer

Person who comes to the office party drunk.

Teacher

Teacher who believes vary strongly that alcohol is bad and has told a few
things to his/her students that weren't true Just so they would be sure not to
drink.

Father

Father who drinks a couple of beers each evening to be sociable but yells
when he hears his 15-year-old son has been drinking at a party.

Driver

A 22-year-old giro who has been drinking heavily at a party and decides to drive
her friends home in her new car.

Police

Police officer who knows of a sophomore kegger but doesn't investigate
because he/she says, "Kids will be kids."

Alcoholic

Man who argues with his wife and causes family problems because he can't hold
a job.
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Teaching Methods: Lecture/discussion
Topic: The Law

Page:

Approximate Time: 50 minutes

The student will be able to: 1. identify the laws which relate to alcohol and driving in his/her community.
2. estimate the probable cost of being arrested for DWI.
Special Preparation Steps:
Make copies of the worksheet. Invite a state patrol officer or other law enforcement speaker (optional).

Resources

Activity

From the Guide:
"Monetary Cost of
DWI" worksheet,

1. Ask students to write down one question they
have about the laws relating to any three of

Evaluation

these areas:

p. 52

a. DWI

b. Minors and alcohol
c. Drinking in public
d. Being drunk In public
e. Having alcohol in a car
f. Penalties
g. Breathalyzer
h. License suspension or revocation

2. Discuss with the class the laws of the state of
Washington which relate to drinking and driving. Discussion should include the areas mentioned above plus (and not limited to):
a. Physical control
b. Deferred prosecution
c. Implied consent
d. "AIS

e. Habitual offender
f. Serving alcohol to intoxicated persons

Read Yellow Pages
Laws, p. 78-87

3. Ask the students to refer to their written questions to see if they were ail answered. Deal
with remaining questions.
Activity continued on following page.

Comments or suggested changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

activity Please circle: Ugh!

2

3

4

5

Wow!
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Page:

Teaching Methods:
Topic: The Law

Approximate Time:

Special Preparation Steps:

Resources

Activity

Evaluation

Activity continued.
4. Ask students to brainstorm what types of
costs might be incurred as a result of being arrested for DWI (e.g., fine, insurance, etc.).
5. For each category listed in #4, ask students to
estimate the actual approximate average cost.

6. Distribute copies of the worksheet, discuss
each category and the actual costs associated
with them.

7. Conclude by asking students to think of things
they could purchase with the money spent on
a DWI.

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle:
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"Monetary Cost of a DWI"
First Offenso
Cost
1.

Higher Insurance Cost - average cost is $800 per year (must carry at least three years)

2.

Lawyer Fees - Average cost is $250 minimum, $700 maximum. It may be as much as $1,000 with a
jury trial and appeal.

500

3.

Fines - Average fine is $300

300

4.

Cost of Alcohol Information School - Average is $50

50

5.

Bail Bondsperson - (approximate)

40

6.

Towing Fees - Statewide average fee

26

7.

Storage Fees

8.

Damages Your car (other car plus property damage if uninsuredmaybe a damage suit, too) Personal injuries to yourself or others?

9.

Time Off From Work - If you work, estimate the money that you would lose by being in jail (1 day),
time off from work for court (1 day)

10.

$2,400

$

Reinstatement of Your License

10

11. License Suspended (include bus fare here) for usually 30 days

12. Public Transportation

$

13. Other
Grand Total: $

Drd You Know? You can avoid all of the above by taking a short taxi ride home. You can take a taxi about 1500
miles for around $500. It's free to stay where you are until you sober up, or have a sober friend drive you home.
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Teaching Methods: Worksheet/Discussion
Topic: Risk Taking

Page:

Approximate Time: 30.40 minutes

The student will be able to identify his/her own levels of risk and the impact that might have on driving
behavior.

Special 'Preparation Steps:
Reserve overhead. Duplicate "Situations" handout.

Resources

Activity

From the Guide:
"Risk Situations"

1. Introduce by asking why some people take
higher and lower risks than others do. Have
students speculate about their risk-taking
theories. Explain that this lesson deals with
risk-taking and its impact upon decision-

handout, p. 55

Evaluation

making.

2. Distribute Situations handout to each student.
From the Kit:
F1'qk Levels

Transparency

3. Using the transparency, explain what is meant
by high risk-low gain, etc. Give an example
(e.g., most people would agree that a person
who shoots heroin on weekends would be In-

volved in a high risklegal, health,
economicand low gain activity).
4. Have students fill out worksheets independently, indicating their perceptions of risk and gain
in each situation.
Instructor Provides
Overhead projector

5. Have students form small groups and discuss
the risks involved and how to handle the situations listed.
6. Summarize their conclusions by discussing the
following questions:

Read Yellow Pages
Decision Making
p. 10-16

a. Why are some people more likely to take
risks than others in a given situation?
b. Expand on the statement that risk and gain
are both in the eye of the person contemplating the risk.
c. Would you agree or disagree that to learn or
gam or change, one must risk?
d. Is risk-taking good or bad? Why?

Activity continued on following page.
Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of
activity. Please circle:
124
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'

Teaching Methods:
Topic: Risk Taking

Page:

Approximate Time:

Special Preparation Steps:

VIM

Resources

Evaluation

Activity
Activity continued.
6. e. How might risk taking impact your drinking
behavior?

f. How might risk taking impact your driving
behavior?

Comments or Suggested Changes

Teacher evaluation of

1

2

3

4

5

activity. Please circle: Ugh!---Ow Wow!
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Risk Situations

Risk

High

Medium

Gain
Low

High

1. Driving home after drinking too much.
2. Having two drinks in one hour and then driving home.
3. Riding home with a driver who has been drinking.
4. Riding home with a drive- who has been smoking
marijuana.

5. Hitchhiking late Saturday night.
6. Taking a pain pill which was prescribed for your mother
last year.

7. Taking some "No-Doz" when studying late for an exam.
8. Using smoking as a method to keep your weight down.
9. "Borro.w" some vodka from your parents for a party.
10. Rock Climbing.

11. Hang gliding.
12. Taking a pill (you don't know what it is).
13. Reporting a friend for selling drugs.
14. Telling a friend he/she has a drug problem.

15. Telling a friend they have had too much to drink and
they can't drive.
16. Refusing to drink at a party.
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Low
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Myths About Alcohol
It has been relatively few years since scientists have begun to look closely at alcohol and the eft...cis that this
substance has on the human organism. Many of the things we currently believe about albohol are, therefore,
things that have been passed down to us through the countless centuries since alcohol was first used by human
beings. It is only natural that some of our beliefs would fall into the category of myths rather than scientific
fact.

some of the more common myths. You may want to look at other things you believe about
Listed below
alcohol in light of current research.
Alcohol and Performance
I drive better after a few drinks. Alcohol does not normally increase physical or mental skills. What it may do
is increase confidence and decrease judgment and s'lf-criticism. The drinker may feel as if his performance has

improved when in reality it may have declined. At least half of the fatal highway accidents involve drinking.
Alcohol increases sexual desire and ability. Contraty to popular belief, the more you drink, the less your sexual

capacity. The depressant action of alcohol lowers inhibitions. Therefore the drinker may respond more freely to
sexual stimulation. But, like other activities, too much alcohol reduces performance abilities.
Alcoholism
I don't know any alcoholics., Maybe you just don't know you know any alcoholics. Some of your best friends

may have drinking problems. They don't seem "different," and they usually try to hide their illness, even from
themselves. About one of every ten people who drink has a drinking problem.

Three to Four Drinks - (.05.to .10 BAL)
As more alcohol enters the person's blood, its .effects begin to reach deeper into the brain tissue, affecting the
cerebrum. After three or four drinks, the blood alcohol level reaches .05 to .08 and begins to produce a feeling
of relaxation as deeper areas are affected. At this point, some of the higher motor and sensory areas are also
affected. This causes a decrease in fine skills and a reduction of the person's ability to respond and perform.
People at this stage are likely to be more talkative, noisy, and moody, and to feel more alert and more capable
than normal, when in actuality, there has been reduction in their reaction time, judgment, and ability to respond to emergencies. Thus, as their actual ability to perform decreases, their confidence in that ability in
creases.
Five to Seven Drinks

`X XXX k x

X X XXXX1
(.11 to .18 .BAL) XY
X KA A

As the blool alcohol level approaches the .09 to .15 level, the effects of alcohol extend out of the cerebrum
and into tl.e cerebellum. This area of the brain is an essential link in coordinating sensory impulses and motor
activity. Alcohol's effect here is to greatly impair the person's ability to respond to stimuli. The drinker's senses
of hearing, speech, vision and balance are altered. Decreased sense of pain, staggered gait, and slurred speech
may also be evident.
Eight to Twelve Drinks - (.19 to .30 BAL)

st

01010NII
4.4

1

Vs ith eight to twelve drinks the blood alcohol level has reached the .19 to .30 level. The entire cerebellum,
which controls perception and coordination, as well as portions of the medulla, which controls involuntary
functions, may be affected. Reflexes are depressed, body temperature may decrease, and circulation is impaired. Unconsciousness may occur. At th4_ point, gross intoxication of all physical and mental faculties is oildent.
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More Than Twelve Drinks - (.30 and Above BAL)

.

Fortunately, most people in this condition are not in a position to drink anymcire. They are usually unconscious
and will remain in a coma until the body has disposed of enough alcohol so that the nerve centers controlling
consciousness may begin to function again. It is important to realize that drinkers in this condition are near the
point of death and may. die for one of two reasons if left unattended. One, if there is unabsorbed alcohol in
the person's stomach, the absorption process will continue even though the person is unconscious and can build
up the alcohol level in the body to the point of .40 to .50, which is enough to stop the breathing process. A second reason for death while in coma is vomiting, which may cause the unconscious person to choke. For these
reasons, a drinker in a coma should never be left unattended and medical help should be found.

1 3I
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Effects of Alcohol on Areas of .the Brain
Brain

I.

Cerebrum

Conscious or
Voluntary Control
Control of Reason

Medulla
Helps control Involuntary
responses (peristalsis, heart beat,
breathing, flow of digestive juices)

Cerebellum
Coordinating Skeletal Muscles;
Maintaining balance.

Spinal Cord
Center of reflexes below the neck

Key for Brain Diagram
*(See Pg. 41 to 42 for further explanations.)

One to Two Drinks (BAL .01 to .04)

Three to Four Drinks (BAL .05 to .08)

Five to Seven Drinks (BAL .09 to .15)

fofeyjMNII

ON*

Eight to Twelve Drinks (BAL .16 to .30)

*These blood alcohol levels are based on a 140 lb. person who has consumed alcohol over a
short period of time (1 to 2 hours.)
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Factors Which Influence the Behavioral Effects of Alcohol
When discussing the average effect of a given blood alcohol level on an average person, it is important to keep
in mind a number of factors which influence how people respond to alcohol. These factors include: the type of
alcoholic beverage, how much of it and how fast one drinks, whether one has eaten, body. weight and personal
body chemistry, the situation and mood one is in, one's attitudes about drinking, and one's drinking experience. (Explanations of other factors can be found on pages 27 to 28.)
Here are a few examples:
1.

Situation. Often, we unthinkingly regulate our beh 'avior when we're drinking, depending on where we are
and who we're with. A young person, having dinner with a friend, may feel slightly high after one drink.
But when having dinner with the boss the next night, one drink may have little or no effect. The individual
is keeping a tighter grip on his/her behavior.

2. Mood. People's emotions can also affect their drinking behavior. When at ease and comfortable, they are

likely to'stop after feeling the relaxing effect of one drink. But at another time, when they are tense or
angry, they might feel pressured to continue drinking until their minds no longer focus on their problems.
People's reasons for drinking can actually affect their reactions to alcohol, too. Someone who is drinking
to have an excuse for acting out may unconsciously exaggerate the effect that alcohol is having, while' people who boast that they can hold their liquor may succeed in masking the effects of the alcohol.
3. Drinking Experience. Those who are used to alcohol recognize when it is beginning to interfere with their

judgment and coordination. Certain reactions warn them when to stop drinking and when to control their
behavior.

Inexperienced drinkers do not have a clear picture of how they will react to alcohol nor have they learned
to control their reactions. In fact, since hey are expecting somethin,, to happen, they may purposely behave
with less control. They may also be unsure of when to stop and may drink more than they can handle.
Developing Tolerance to Alcohol

There are many people who believe that with practice a drinker can develop a tolerance or resistance to alcohol.
They point to the fact that experienced drinkers develop the ability to "hold their liquor" without outwardly,
showing the effects of it. Since there are sa,many misconceptions about this, we need to examine more closely
just what is meant by tolerance. There are two kinds of tolerance which outwardly appear the same but which
actually are quite different.
Tissue Tolerance. There is some evidence that prolonged regular intake of alcohol in large doses can create
what is called tissue resistance. The body's nerve centers, in a despei ate attempt to keep the body processes
functioning in balance, attempt to compensate for the depressant effect

I 10
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Which of These Things
is Not Like the Others?
Purpose:

To assist pupils in classifying
selected items into groups and
'o recognize the reasons why
certain other items do not belong
in that classification.

Objective

Pupils will be able to identify
commonly used beverages as
alcoholic or nonalcoholic.

Kindergarten Lesson Four
The teacher then distributes handouts to the
class, identifies each of the four items in each
grouping and asks pupils to indicate the one item
that does not belong in the group All answers are
accepted and discussed until the class and teacher
come to a common decision about what makes
the one item different. The pupils then circle that
item and proceed to the next grouping.

Answers for Groupings
Materials
Needed

Handouts: Which of These
Things Is Not Like the Others?
(pages 27-29); Teacher's
Demonstration Copy of handout
(page 25). Pictures of beer,
wihe, champagne (page 31),
crayons, one sheet of colDred
poster paper, magic marker.

Approximate

30 minutes.

Time:

Description:

This activity has been used on
the TV show Sesame Street. A
short song, with everyone joining
in should precede the children's

Group:

1) Three are fruits, one is a fish
2) Electrical outlet, knife and matches all could be
dangerous; a puppet usually is not
3) Baseball, football and soccer ball are all balls;
blocks are not
4) Milk, soda, and apple juice are beverages that
children drink; wine is not
5) Bikes, tricycles and cars have wheels; boats
do not
6) Beer, wine and champagne (sparkling wine)
contain alcohol; soda does not
7) Traffic light, stop sign and school crossing sign
are all traffic signals; a house is not
8) Meat, fruit and vegetables are healthful for you;
too much candy could make you sick

selection of each answer"One
of these things is not like tht:
others. One of these things
doesn't belong. Can you tell
which one is not like the others
before I finish my song?"
The Teacher's Demonstration
Copy (page 25) is to be used
as the example so that each
child is familiar with the meaning
of classification.

Discussion Questions:
1) What is an alcoholic beverage?
A drink that contains alcohol.
2) What are some alcoholic beverages that you
saw in your handouts?
Beer, wine and champagne.

Discussion Questions:*

The teacher then lists (on poster paper) beverages
which contain alcohol and tacks pictures of them
(Appendix and magazines) to the list.

1) Which of these things is not like the others;
which of these things doesn't belong?
Lollipop

3) What can alcohol do to a person who drinks it?
It can sometimes make people act differently,
and it may affect their health if they drink too

2) Why"?

You Smoke the others, and they ore not good
for ?nu
not be good for you?
'3) Could lopinobs

much.

Summary
Statement:

"We've discovered that some
objects are not like others, and
we have also learned that some

Y)s. If f eat too many

".

.

-..mou!C t)0 (

drinks contain alcohola
substance that may affect health
and behavior."

. vreC1 a appropru:e for increased

,. (:.!fs'ao:Plg
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Which of These Things
is Not Like the Others?
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Draw a line around the picture in each
box that is not like the others.
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Alcohol: Flow Much
is Too Much? and Jeopardy
Purpose.

To review basic information
about alcohol.

Objectives

Pupils will be able to identify:
1. reasons for variations of the
influence of alcohol
2. risk and rewards people
perceive in drinking

Matenais

Film. Alcohol: How Much Is Too
Much? (11-minutes, soundtrack
on pages 12-13), projector and

Needed-

screen
Teacher's Jeopardy Questionand-Answer Sheet (page 13)
Jeopardy Question Cards and
Game Board drawn on
chalkboard (pages 10, 35, 37, 39)

Approx.mate
Time:

45 minutes.

Description

The teacher introduces the film
Alcohol: How Much Is Too
Much?, explaining that the film
will review some basic
information about alcohol, its use
and effects. The teacher may
wish to ask some questions to
see how much the students
remember.

Discussion Questions:
1) What is an alcoholic beverage?
It is a drink that contains a drug called alcohol
2) Name some alcoholic beverages.
Beer, wine, whiskey, etc.
3) Why do come people drink alcoholic

Fifth Grade Lesson One
"We are going to see a film that reviewssome
facts about alcohol After the film, we will play a
game called Je ..y and try to answer some
questions relati
these facts. Pay attention to
the film so you'll know the answers."
The teacher shows the film and may wish to
discuss some of the major points before playing
Jeopardy.
"We have just seen a film that gave us a great
deal of information about alcohol and its effects.
Alcohol, like all drugs, can harm us when
misused. Let's see how much we know about
alcohol by playing a game called Jeopardy. Its
similar to the TV game show which some of you
may have seen, although I've changed the rules
somewhat. The object of the game is to score as
many points as you can for your team by giving
the correct answer to the questions on the game
board. The questions are divided
four
categoriesFacts, Effects, Risks and
and Drugs."

JEOPARDY
Facts

Effects

Risks

Drugs

10

10

10

F1°1-1

20

20

T0

30

30

40

L4°

40

50

L 5°

50

I

20

3°-1

E0

beverages?

To celebrate, forget problems. enjoy with
dinner
4) How does alcohol affect one's behavior?
It can make people do things they would not
normally do. Because it is a depressant that
puts part of the brain to sleep, our lodgment,
sell control, vision and muscle coordination

Set tip chalkboar:1,1;, illustrated Use Fun Tack."' putty
for affixing number cards to chalkboard. Pull point
card (when correct answer is given) and award to team
for final score tally

<1 re affected

5) Can you think of reasons why alcohol affects a
porr,on differently it different times?
Food in stomach, speed of drinking, mood
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Each question has a different point value,
depending on difficulty. The teacher divides the
class into three or four teams and chooses a
question card as an example. The first team selects
a category and point value under it.
The teacher reads the question in the selected
box of the game board. That team tries to answer
the question. Teammates can discuss the answer.
If they are correct, they receive the point value of
that answer and go on to pick the next question. If
incorrect, the question is repeated until either one
team responds correctly or all teams have passed.
If the correct answer is not given, the teacher
gives the correct answer.
The game ends either when questions from all
categories have been read or the predetermined
time has run out. The team with the most points
wins. The teacher should take advantage of
"teachable moments" throughout the game to
explain answers as appropriate. If time permits,
the game may be played again during a later
lesson.

Summary
Statement:

I 14

4

"We have learned that alcohol is
a drug with a variety of effects
upon individuals, and that too
much alcohol isn't good. In
our next lesson we will see the
effects of alcohol on some
unusual animals, and we will
have an opportunity to become
detectives for a day."

"Starting Early Curriculum Guide"
not drink or one of the even more millions sAh 1J do.
A shot of whiskey, a cocktail, a glass of wine, a

glass of beereach of these contain about the
same amount of ethyl alcoholabout one-half
ouncea powerful drug that changes the way the
body functions The human body, just as a
machine, will not function well with too much of
the wrong kind of fuel. Alcohol is dangerous when
misused. It must be used with respect and

maturity. When the time comes, if you decide that
you shall be one who drinks, that's not the really
big decision that requires maturity. With alcohol all
the little decisions are really big ones. For if a
person has respect for himself and others, every
time hP drinks he must be aware that the drink in
his hand contains a drug: and every time he
drinks, he must make the decision about how
much is too much.

Teacher's Jeopardy Question-and-Answer Sheet
ifFECTS

FACTS
I., ,lic f)1101 a stimulant

or a depressant?

10

Who would usually
feel the effects of
alcohol more. a 100 lb.
per;on or a 200 lb
person?

Vv't

PIMP

one can of
On.. 9:a:35
Or

0,

orii snot of

V.:o!,krly?

conLvn te

T

DRUGS

RISKS

Name two situations
where it might he
dangerous to drink
alcohol.

100 lb. person

Driving, bike riding,
working, walking in
traffic

Name three ways a
person might act if
drunk (intoxicated).

What is responsible
for the most deaths to
school-age children?

Stagger, slurred
speech, silly, show
poor judgment

traffic accidents

What is the only thing
that can sober up
someone who is
intoxicated?

Name two risks of
drinking too much.

Name two beverages
that contain caffeine
Coffee. tea, cola,
cocoa

Name three drinks that
contain alcohol
Beer, win(, whiskey,
cocktails, champagne,
gin, vodka

;3.1n1e ,amount

%%mat kind of al...ohol is

found in an alcoholic

30 dryly)
Ethyl ,alcohol

Accidents, get drunk,
pass out, death

What is the most
abused drug in the
United States?

Alcohol

Time

;in organ or part
of the body affected
by drinking alcohol.

40

t,,,

Kidney, liver.

tiow does a:co.ol (jet
no he r)100JStrarn?
(+! I ire! r; rolclly

50

What is the first thing
affected by drinking
alcohol'?

Judgment

V:nat are two factors
that change the effects
of ,,i,(.0hui on an
individual?
:30(1y SIZe. f('On

ihn

Name two diseases or
disorders that can be
caused by drinking
too much

Which beverage does

Alcoholism
Cirrhosis of the liver
Gastritis
Malnutrition
Gastric ulcers
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome

G'nger alo

WIly is drinking and
driving more
dangerous for

What do alcohol and
sleeping pills have in
common')

teisnager Sri

They tiuve less

dcf.k.-,,)

51011),10). (7100(1. S1){,f'd

(!ri)c1(f,11((!

0! dm 11. ing

and iess exponent.;, ,.1

doyncl

1n

not contain a drug
coffee, tea, beer, cola,
ginger ale, wine?

They are both
dodressants and can
;;.1! you to sleep. more
so 11 comhinfld

;VS.S

1,1,01Thynci-

Int?

f',I??:!.1;,11c0
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AL CO HOL Scoreboard

AL

Period
Celebrity Squares

Total

s

Find The Word
Question/Answer

Contest
Total Interviews
Crossword Puzzle
Total Paragraphs

Total Resources

Total Points

142

CO

HOL
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Activity:
MiniLecture

Total
Minutes
Minutes: Elapsed:

Description:

Following comments on the answers to the seven questions, the instructor
gives a short lecture conveying the following information. (This represents only
an outline of highlights; for more details refer to content overview for Lesson

10

30

Two and Lesson Three (pages 42-43 and 53).

1. BACwhat it is and how it Is measured.

1

2. One drink = increase of 0.02% in BAC.

3. BAC = 0.04 0.05%% = dangerous driving.
BAC = 0.10% = legally defined point for DWI in most states.
BAC = 0.15% = 25 times greater chance of causing a traffic accident.

4. BAC = 0.05% = 2 to 3 drinks in an hour; BAC = 0.10% = 5 drinks In an
hour.

5. Oxidation rate = one drink per hour.
6. Proof = twice the percentage of alcohol in a beverage.
Example: 80 proof = 40% alcohol

Whiskey
Wine
Beer

1-1/2

5
12

Ounces of
Alcohol

Percentage

Usual serving
in ounces

of Alcohol
X
X
X

40

.60
.60
.60

12
5

Therefore beer, wine and whiskey in usual servings contain the same amount
of alcohol and provide the same effect. Refer to visual, They All Pack the Same
Punch Per Drink. (Transparency is found in Supplementary instructional Materials
Packet.)
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Instruction

Activity
Collection

Total
Minutes
Minutes Elapsed

Description
Have each student submit a Crossword Puzzle and interview report identified
by AL. CO or HOL for proper credit. Points should be posted by the next

5

5

Discuss some of the words in the Crossword Puzzle. The Instructor then
announces the points scored for Find- the -Word, and ads for alcoholic
beverages, and shows them posted on the Scoreboard. (This is best performed
during class time in front of the students'for sustained Interest.)

5

10

MiniLecture
Review

A brief review of the Mini-Lecture from the previous lesson is given,
emphasizing BAC and oxidation. (See page 46)

5

15

Mix and
Match

The instructor then says: "As we become more aware of alcohol and Its
effects on the body and driving skills, we realize that BAC is an important
measure for someone who has been drinking. Let's see if we can determine
'BAC's In the following situation."

5

20

of Takehome

lesson.

Assignments
Crossword
Puzzle

Sue

Rick

Gail

1

6

5
Whiskey

Wine

4 PM

Beer

3 PM

1 PM

Stan
4
Beer

2 PM

"You had lunch with Sue, Rick, Stan and Gail at 11 a.m. After you left at
noon, they wero out drinking and drank the amounts listed under their names
on the chart I am pointing out to you. During the afternoon you met them
separately at the times shown on the clocks on my desk. If you used a
Breathalyzer on your friends, two of them would show a BAC of zero percent,
while the other two would have higher BAC's. Match thl clocks with the
names to determine which two friends had a BAC of zero, and at what time.
What is the earliest you coult.; have met them?"
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Activity

Total
Minutes
Minutes Elapsed

Description

Mix and Sue at one o'clock and Stan at four.
Match
(cont'd)

Other examples could be given to reinforce the concept of oxidation rate.

Risks
and

The Instructor then states: "Part of your take-home assignment was to ask
people why they do or do not drink, and on what (if any) occasions they consider
Rewards drinking appropriate. Using the answers along with all the other things we have
learned about alcohol, I'd like you to take this Risks and Rewards form and to list
In the appropriate column all the risks and rewards you feel are connected with a
decision to drink. This Is a private matter, so please keep your lists and choices to
yourself. (Allow a reasonable amount of time to complete the exercise.)

10

30

DRINKING
RISKS

REWARDS

1 tt
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Elimination Rate
.15%
I

I

Stops
Drinking

I

I

.12%

I

I

I

Legally Intoxicate(

Abb-

.10%
.

09%

Legally Impairec

.05%

.00%

.000o/0
5 p.m. 6 p.m. 7 p.m. 8 p.m. 9 p.m. 10 p.m.11 p.m.12 p.m. 1 a.m. 2 a.m. 3 a.m. 4 a.m. 5 a.m.

Hours

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

11601111=semd
Absorption

Elimination

*150 Pound Person Drinking on an Empty Stomach

TRANSPARENCY

5
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elimination rate
SUGGESTED WAYS TO USE THE TRANSPARENCY
This transparency shows a sample times. It can also be used to show
drinking experience from the start of that a drinker's blood alco' hol level
drinking to the linal elimination of actually increases after drinking
alcohol from the system. Since most stopsa point few people realize.
people fail to realize how long alcoWhy do blood alcohol' levels inhol slays in the system. this chart is
crease after a person stops drinkuseful to demonstrate eliminati.in
ing?
SUPPORT DATA
In transparency number 4. information was presented concerning the

For purposes of illustration, let's

look at a 150-pound person who

process and rate by which alcohol is consumes eight (8) mixed drinks
absorbed and eliminated from the during a three-hour period (5:00 p in.
licely. 'Future are other factors. how- to 8:00 p.m.) and reaches a BAI. of
.09 percent. In spite of the fact that
ever, that need to lie considered relano alcohol is consumed after 8:00
e to the manner in %dile), this ab- p.m.., and allowing for elimination
sorption and elimination occurs. As that is occurring at the rate of .015

stilted previously. %%.itliiii 20 to 40 BAI, per hour. the individual's blood
minutes alter a drink is consumed. alcohol level (DAL) rises to .12 perall of the alcoholic content has been cent before starting to fall. At this
absothed into the hotly. Further, av- point, anindividual is considered to
11.11;1! 111(111.1(1l1,11S %VIII ClinlindIC alhe le,tolly intoxicated.

O Do you think the average person

could tell that his or her blood
alcohol level was rising after they
stopped drinking?

O Why does alcohol take longer to
leave the system than to enter it?

If you shift the scale to the right
and imagine that the individual
starts to drink at 9:00 p.m. and drinks
until midnight, it becomes apparent

that the individual' would still be
impaired to some degree when returning to work the next day.
A discouraging phenomenon of alcohol is that once the blood alcohol

level has peaked and starts to diminish, individuals who have been
drinking see themselves much more
sober than is the real rose. This con-

III)111 !hell 11()(Ill's at the rate of

Further, as illustrated in this vis-

doltrommatelv .015 li.\1. per hour.
As .1 i estill. even I hote_th a person
druilont.t. hluod alt ohoi level

ual. the individual %vould remain impaired until approximately 2:00 a.m.

dition exists clue to the fact that their

In tact. alcohol will not be entirely
eliminated front the hotly until at

level Of intoxication. and not a com-

least 5:00

drinking.

c

(13.\1.1 will

time.

tintinum. to rise tor some

frame of reference is their worst
parison with their abilities prior to

14(
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1111=1111111M111

Three Defenses Everyone Has
Food

Amount and
Rate of Alcohol
Consumed

Time

TRANSPARENCY

7
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three defenses everyone has
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE TRANSPARENCY
O Why is it a good idea to eat before
or while drinking? Why do hosts
and hostesses serve I .acks when
alcoholic beverages are available
at a party?

0 What would you do if a party

trol their consumption of alcohol,

Of the three defenses shown,

what other defenses or options

there are v, ays to reduce the impact
of drinking.

which one do you think is most
effective?

can you use to avoid getting drunk
if you elect to :!rink?

This tran,,p.irency present,, informa-

tion concernue4 factors that influence the rate of absoiption and consequent [Aft id alcohol levels. It can
be used to demonstrate the fart that
if individuals elect to drink. but con-

were almost over but you felt that
there was a question of your ability to drive?
a Besides the three defenses shown,

SUPPORT DATA

II you are piing to drink alcoholic hour determines the blood alcohol
bevetages, then. aro three things that level and as a result the level of inyou c an do to c (intro! the rate of ab- toxication. Consuming three drinks
bot plum and the iesulting effects of in a one-hour period of time will
.11( oho!:
have a far greater effect than. will
three drinks consumed over a three1. Eat betore or %vhile drinking. hour period of time. Drinks that have
The dhsorption rile for ohul ce
a high concentration of alcohol and
511)%%ed IIV .1,, mu( II
one-third.
drinks that are carbonated tend to
ood,, that di,
(noted! and enter the bloodstream quicker. This
he,a
,tan
111111)11:Nr. Ill
in 1111.11 lilt WilSVS
01(0 at 1ViliCh
111111.1S1, I,11, ,111(1111:1 4111'

Inmost.

2. Control the rate 411 %% hi(11 you

i.onsunte arc ()Iodic bei'l'at;PS. Till'
A1111111111
Iil1s111111.(1 per

proximately .015 BA1, per hour. If
that person were to drink one drink
per hour, there would be little or no
risk of becoming legally intoxicated.

3. Wait before driving. Once a

dh-01101 is ilbSOrhUd ink) the bloodstream.

blood alcohol level has been established, time is `.he only thing that
can reduce it. The oxidation process
occurring in the-liver rids the bloodstream of i)O percent of the alcohol
present and is a constant process.
Again, this process will lower blood

The typical person can rid his or
almhol at the rate of an-

alcohol levels by .015 13A1, per hour
for most individuals.

her hoilv
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How Much is Too Much?

.15% BAL
25/1

Collision
Risk

7 Out of 100
Go This Way

10% BAL
7/1 Collision Risk

00% eBAL

1/1 Collision Risk
Result: 33% of
All Traffic Fatalities

TRANSPARENCY

12
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how much is too much?
SUGGESTIONS FOR USING THE TRANSPARENCY
The purpose of this transparency is
to present specific: information relati%e to the impact of heavy drinking
on highway traffic fatalities. It also

demonstrates the high collision
in% ol% einent of heavy drinkers.

o Why do you think that excep-

O Have you ever noticed extremely
impaired drivers in traffic? What
made you notice them? What are
O What community agencies can
some cues that other drivers may
help a person who has a drinking
problem? How do they help?
be drunk?
tionally heavy drinkers are overinvolved in traffic collisions?

SUPPORT DATA
In diu ussions regarding this subject.
\\O 11(1111? 111,1? at IV,ISt 0111! IRMO has

bemine Elea. Pei sons \vlio drink to
the limnl

are responsible for tar more than their
of

into i( dhoti

shale id the higlikvav bailie !Abilities
11
%var. Stu li poisons Mt' not
!you Al ot the driving poplar.
Consider %%.11,it toll klIM bout the
of1 Is (If til«11101.
"IR it the
111'411

How many people actually drink to
this degree? flow many of you seriously think that you could do a good
job of driving after drinking enough

yond .15 13Al.. This seven percent is

alcoholic heverage to raise your 13AI.

mon sense, if it existed, should tell an

responsible for 33 percent of all
highway fatalities annually. The 25
to 1 risk level is documented; com-

up to and past the .10 level? For individual not to drive in this conmost people. the time to quit driving and drinking comes long before
the .10 level has been leached. Yet
appin\ mixely seen percent of the
driving population drink to and he-

dition. However, for people in this
condition, common sense does not
exist. It has been anestheti7red. The
decision to stop drinking must occur
at much lower levels.
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Chapter 2

Parent Education

Introduction
Classroom education can play a vital role in young
people's alcohol and drug education. But what goes on
in the classroom is only part of a child's educational experience. Children also learn from their friends, their
community, and the society as a whole. And, perhaps
most important, children learn at home. Inevitably,

families expressthrough their words and actions
values and opinions about alcohol and other drugs. The

question is not whether alcohol and drug education
takes place in the home, but how. Are family attitudes
.and values expressed implicitly or explicitly?

Although young people can gain valuable information and facts, about alcohol and drug use and abuse in
school, educators are increasingly aware that "values
education" is the primary responsibEity of the family.
Schools can help young people identify choices regarding alcohol and drug behavior, but the job of defining l)
clear expectationx regarding alcohol and drugs and 2) a
value structure Within which young people can act must

be done by the family. For that reason, the role of
parents in alcohol and drug education is critical.
Since the late 60s, the movement to prevent alcohol
and drug abuse through parent education and involve-

ment has grown throughout the nation. However,
"parent education" means different things to different
people. At least four different approaches to involving
parents in alcohol and drug education programs can be
identified. They inclUde:
Informational Approaches. These efforts are
designed to provide parents with basic information
concerning alcohol and drugs, the extent of their
use among young people, signs and symptoms of
alcohol and drug abuse, and short- and long-term
consequences of abuse. The rationale for these programs is that when parent7 are better informed and
aware of alcohol and drug use issues, they can help
teach their children about alcohol and drugs and
recognize problems ai an early stage.
Skill-Building Approaches. Another common ap-

proach to parent education is to build parenting
skills through special training programs, such as
the Parent Effectiveness Training (PET) Program
and Systematic Training for Effective Parenting

(STEP). These programs are designed to build, improve, and enhance generic parenting skills on the
theory that this will improve family interaction and

communication and, in turn, reduce alcohol and
drug abuse.
Parent Support Group Approaches. A third approach involves the development of parent support

groups or parent peer groups. In these groups,
parents meet regularly to discuss problem solving,
setting limits and rules, and community-wide
responses to alcohol and drug problems. Examples
of these groups include. PRIDE, the PTA, and ac-

tivities of the National Federation of Parents for
Drug-Free Youth.
Family Interaction Approaches. This approach is
relatively new. It is based on the assumption that
alcohol and drug abuse can be prevented by having

familiesworking as a unitexamine, discuss, and
confront issues regarding alcohol and drug use and
abuse. Activities are designed to provide children

with information, skills, and insights which can
help them avoid alcohol and drug abuse. Parents
receive training on methods of conducting family
interaction activities with their children.
Although all of these approaches are valuable, this
chapter focuses on family interaction activities. It is the
least well documented of the four approaches and offers
great potential for schools and families to work together

to prevent alcohol and drug abuse. The specific program approaches described in this chapter are the family
interaction activities designed to be used in conjunction
with the school-based curriculum, ' ere's Looking at

You Two." This approach to parent ucation and
involvement was developed by staff of the Sumner
Tobacco and Alcohol Risk Reduction (STARR) Project
in Sumner, Washington, as part of their >anplenientation
of the "Here's Looking at You Two" alcohol and drug
abuse., prevention curriculum.

The Family Interaction Program
Program Overview

Parentsespecially parents of elementary age
childrenhave long been asking, "What can I do to
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prevent my child from getting involved in alcohol and
drug abuse?," and, "How can I work with the schools
to prevent alcohol and drug abuse?" In the past, answers to these questions have been vague, generalized,
and not very helpful. In 1978, staff of the STARR Project, asked themselves the same questions and came up
with an interesting approach. They decided to develop a

booklet of specific activities that families could do
togethei around the dinner table, in the car, or at home
in the :evenines. These activities were conceptually
designed; to parallel the "Here's Looking at You Two"
curriculum which was being implemented in the Sumner

school system. The idea was to create a team approachwith schools and families working together
and utilizing the same prevention concepts, approaches,

and terminology. Schools and parents would provide
mutual reinforcement in a common effort to prevent
alcohol and drug abuse. The program they developed
was called the Family Interaction Program.
The Family Interaction Program trains parents to
conduct prevention activities with their elementary and
junior high school age children. Parents use a "Family
Activity Book" which contains more than 20 activities
and is designed to involve all family members in alcohol

and drug ed nation. Like the "Here's Looking at You
Two" curriculum, family activities focus on four major
t epics: alcohol and drug information, decisionmaking,
coping skills, and self-concept,
The Family Interaction Program makes use of two
basic resource documents: 1) the "Family Activity
Book," and 2) a "Leader's Guide" which outlines a
four-part parent education program designed to help
parents learn how\ to effectively conduct the prevention

activities contained in the Family Activity Book. The
Leader's Guide also provides step-by-step suggestions
about how parents and schools can organize, publicize,
and present the parent training program.
Program Goals and Objectives

The goals and objectives of the Family Interaction
Program parallel those of the "Here's Looking at You
Two" alcohol and drug education curriculum. It is
based on the premise that the incidence of alcohol and
drug abuse problems among young people will decrease

if they have high self-esteem, are better able to cope
with life's problem., have current facts about alcohol,
other drugs and chemical dependency, are more skilled
at handling interpersonal relationships, and have practice in making reasoned decisions.

In addition, the program is based on the belief that
family participation in alcohol and drug education activities can reinforce and expand on prevention education provided in the classroom.
Objectives for parents who participate in training sessions include:
Alcohol and Drug Information. Participating
parents will learn to identify: drug categories and

their effects; alcohol and drug use trends among
young people; drugs and drug paraphernalia; and

the signs and symptoms of alcohol and drug use -and abuse. They will also gain knowledge about
community resources available to help families and
people who abuse alcohol or other drugs. Parents

will also learn how to model responsible alcohol
and drug use and non-use behaviors.
Decisionmaking. Participating parents will gain
additional information abou the decisionmaking
process and the human factors that affect decisionmaking. They will learn how to apply the decisionmaking process to alcohol and drug related situations and how to model the decisionmaking process
for their children.
Coping Skills. Parents who participate in the program will learn about methcds of coping with stress
and the community resources which are available to
provide assistance to people in stressful situations.

Parents will learn how to apply the coping processincluding refusal skillsto aldohol- and drugrelated situations and how to model the coping
process for their children.
Self-Concept. Participating parents will learn
about the connection between self-concept and the
prevention of substance abuse and be able to verbalize that interrelationship to their children. They
will also be more aware of parents' role in shaping
the self-concept of their children.
In addition, all the \ parents who participate in the
training program will learn how to conduct the activities

contained in the .Family Activity Book with their
children and otifei family members.

Special Features of the Family Interaction Program

The Family Interaction Program has a number of
features which make it an especially effective method of
involving parents in alcohol and drug abuse education
programs. They include:

The program parallels and reinforces the "Here's
Looking at You Two" school-based curriculum. It
provides a tangible method for families and schools
to work together.

The program includes specific family activities
which are presented in an easy-to-use Family Ac-

tivity \kook. The activities are fun and provide
families 'an opportunity to play as well as learn
together.
The program includes a specific training program
for parents to help them learn to use the Family Activity Book effectively. Parents and children can attend training sessions together.
The .)gram benefits both parents and children by

pi ovicling an opportunity to begin discussing
alcohol and drug-related issues.
It teaches specific skills (e.g., decisionmaking and
coping skills) that have application to many areas
of life.

The program is easy to use, sequential, and ap-
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propriate for use with young people of a wide variety of ages.
The program is designed for use by all types of
familiessmall, large, single-parent, and extended

activity whii can be done while riding in the car or
finishing dinner. Family members brainstorm alternatives for situations such as:
Someone offers you a beer but you don't drink.

families.

--Some people you know at school offer you a
The Family Activity Book

The "Here's Looking at You Two" Family Activity
Book contains more than 20 activities for all members
of the family. The activities focus on four major topics:
alcohol and drug information, decisionmaking, coping
skills, and self-concept. The book was developed for
pa ents who want to use "teachable moments" to help
children at the elemenary and junior high levels explore
alcohol and drug issues and develop decisionmaking
and coping skills. The activities can take place during or
after dinner, driving in the car, or during any lull in the
family's schedule.

The activities have been designed so that the only
materials needed are paper, pencils, butcher paper, or
crayons. Although each activity can stand alone, they

are presented in a logical order so that families car
move from establishing ground rules, to learning drug
and alcohol information, to practicing decisionmaking,
and then to expanding coping skills and improving their
self-concept. Samples of activities within each topic area
are described below.
Drug and Alcohol Information

Parents can help their children learn about
poisonous substances and how to use them safely

by participating together in an activity called
"Home, Safe Home." In this activity, children and
their parents Jo through the house with a checklist
looking fcr poisonous substances (or drugs) and
identify whether they are in an unsafe place or con-

tainer; whether they are no longer needed and
should be thrown out; and whether the house is
"poison proof." At the end of the activity, the
family is encouraged to post the local Poison Control Center number beside the telephone.
Parents and junior high school children learn about
the drugs they use as individuals and as a family in
the activity "All Our Drugs." Each family member

is asked to list all of the drugs he /she uses, including aspirin, coffee, chocolate, tea, cola, etc.
Then each member is asked to categorize the drugs
in various ways, such as prescription drugs, overthe-counter drugs, drugs for children only, drugs

cigarette.

You're at someone's house for dinner and you
don't like the main dish.
You got sent to the school office and you didn't
do anything.

Yoa need a ride home and the pay phone just
"ate" your last quarter.
Someone who has been drinking a lot offers you
a ride home.

Then family members choose a situation and
brainstorm all the possible choices in order to emphasize that in any situation there is mote than one'
possible choice and that other people can help identify alternatives.
For families with older children, the activity "The

Family Agreement" provides an opportunity to
discuss afAtptable and unacceptable behavior in
serious situations before they arise, such as what to
do if someone drinks too much and then wants to
drive a car. The family brainstorms responsible and

irresponsible behaviors related to alcohol and
drugs, and each member is asked to think in terms
of being 1) a driver, 2) a host at a party, 3) a guest
at a party, 4) a minor, 5) in school, 6) at home, etc.
These behaviors are then regrouped into three columns: responsible, undecided, and irresponsible.
The family members discuss the possible results of
behaving in a resi,ansible or irresponsible manner,
identify available alternatives, and develop 1) a list
of don'ts with associated penalties, and 2) a list of
responsible behaviors. The family can then write up
the conclusions into a "Family Agreement" which

family members (including parents) sign. The
agreement is then posted in a visible place in the
home.
Coping Skills

The activity "Not No! A Thousand Times No!" is

an activity which lets family members practice
handling situations where they may want to say
"no," but find it isn't easy. By practicing the art of
saying "no" in fantaiy situations, family members

for adults only, etc. The family then talks about

can become more experienced in coping with

what they have discovered from their lists, such as
1) which drugs they have in common, 2) how they
may have been influenced by TV advertising to buy

similar real-life situations, In this activity, family
members pretend that they are in a given situation

and act out how they would ge, nut of it or say

certain drugs, and 3) which drugs might cause

"no." They can identify their own situation or pick
one of the situations which are provided, such as a
friend asks if you want to: steal some candy, skip

problems for the family if abused.
Decisionmaking

"Looking at All the Choices" is a decisionmaking

class, run aw , or smoke dope; or a group of
friends you know and like want you to: steal a
copy of a test for them, share a joint with them,
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have your older brother buy them some beer, or get
drunk. Parents and children talk about what might
happen If you say no and stand up for your rights

(for example, loss of friends or feeling bad) and
what problems might occur if you don't say "no."
The activity "Scavenger Hunt" provides a way for
family members to learn about resources in their
community before an emergency arises. Using a

local phone book, family members conduct a
scavenger hunt to identify helping resources for the
following situations:

Someone is stung by a bee.

A friend's dad is drunk a lot; your friend wants
to help.
Your grandmother asks you to call a cab.
Somebody is breaking into your house.
Someone accidently ate a poisonous substance.
Family members contact local resource agencies
such as the community alcohol center or the police
station and find out how much each service costs,
where it is, when the building is open, and whether
they need an appointment or can just drop in. After
gathering all the Information, a list of resources is
written up and posted near the telephone.
Se lf-Concept
The activity "I Caught Somebody Doing Something Good!" lets family members encourage the
positive actions or new skills of children by giving
them recognition. A large piece of paper entitled "I
Caught Somebody Doing Something Good" Is hung
on the wall so that whenever anyone sees someone
in the family doing something good it is written on
the chart. The family can take time to comment on
all the good things that each one does and select a

"person-of-the-week" from the list and give them
special recognition.
"Scrolls" is an effective activity which helps family
members increase their feelings of being special,

Program and provides instructions for conducting
parent training. The Leader's Guide is organized as
follows:
I. Introduction: Why a Leader's Guide?

II. PhilosophyPrimary Prevention, What Is It?
III. Program Goals and Objectives
IV. Organizing and Getting Started
Who should be the Coordinator
Forming an Action Group
Touching base with school and community
Costs to consider
V. Tasks and Timelines

Choosing the time and place
Publicity
Registration and participant manual
materials
Refreshments

Child care
Resource people

Alternative highs
Evaluation
Follow-up and support
Suggested.timeline

VI. Preparing for the Training
VII. READY-SET-GO . . . Facilitator notes

for

four-session Family Interaction Program
VIII. Yellow Pages (samples, masters, facilitator's
information and resources)

Organizing A Family Interaction Program
The Family Interaction Program consists of a foursession series of parent training workshops which takes
place during the school year. The activities involved in

organizing and implementing a successful Family
Interaction Program are described in the following sections of this chapter.

Selecting a Program Coordinator
Given the many tasks involved in organizing a Family
Interaction Program, a coordinator should be selected

unique, and worth caring for. A personal "scroll"
is prepared for each family member. Everyone in
the immediate family, friends, neighbors, grandparents, aunts, uncles, and other special people
write down a positive statement about the person
on his / her scroll. When all the entrees are made,
the scroll is saved for a family dinner, a birthday

implementation process. The coordinator must be able
to help organize an Action Group and make initial contacts with school personnel and parent groups.
The program coordinator may be a concerned parent,
the program chairman of a parent-faculty group, com-

party or any time when someone needs a boost. The
scroll is presented to the "honored" person and the

munity member, teacher, counselor, school administrator, or member of the clergy. Coordinators should

comments are read aloud. The family concludes

be selected from people who are already knowledgeable

this activity with complimentary hugs, and the
scroll becomes the "treasured" property of the
honored person.

The Leader's Guide
Staff of the STARR Project have also developed a
"Leadfx's Guide" to the organization and implementation of the Family Interaction Program. The Leader's
Guide describes how to organize a Family Interaction

who can oversee the entire program planning and

about the school, involved with parents, and active in
the community. The coordinator must be free to spend
several hours a week for 3-4 months in developing the
project and have the following key characteristics:

Ability to work well with parents, young people
and school staff;
Enthusiasm for the Family Interaction concept and
at
program;
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Familiarity with parent organizations and groups;
Organizational skills;
Ability to chair and guide an Action Group;
Familiarity with community resources, organizations, and churches;
Availability during the day to plan and organize the
program; and
Availability during the evenings for parent training
sessions.

Organizing an Action Group
Because a large part of the success of a Family Interaction Program is based on its ability to involve a wide

range of parents, schools, and community organizations, program planning should not be carried out by
the coordinator alone. An "Action Group" of approximately 8-12 people should be involved in planning and
conducting the Family Interaction Program. Utilizing a

broadly based Action Group is important for two
reasons: 1) because many different skills are required
for planning and implementing a successful program,
and 2) the many tasks involved in implementing the pro-

gram are less burdensome if they can be distributed
among the members of an Action Group.
Typically, an Action Group should consist of key
people who represent parents, the community, and the
schools. For example, appropriate Action Group

members include: parents; PTA, PTSA, PTO or other
parent organizations members; community and civic
leaders and representatives of the business community;
teachers who are trained or interested in the "Here's

Looking at You Two" curriculum; school board
members; school administrators, principals, superintendents; school counselors; representatives of
alcohol, drug, or mental health agencies; ministers; and
members of such community organizations as Women's
Auxiliary, Jaycees, and Junior League.

In general, it's preferable that the program coordinator and members of the Action Group be drawn
from an existing parent-faculty group. In these cases,
program credibility among both parents and teachers
can be quickly and easily established.
In most cases, the first planning activity of the Action
Group is to meet with existing parent organizations to
explain the goals and objectives of the Family Interaction Program. Action Group members also meet with
key school administrative staff and faculty. Since the
"Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum was being
used in the Sumner school system, gaining school support for the Family Interaction Program was relatively
easy. School personnel were already familiar with the
curriculum materials and understood the rationale and
objectives of classroom alcohol and drug education.

However, in school districts which have not yet
adopted the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum,
the Action Group will need to explain the rationale of
the Family Interaction Program in greater detail. After

talking about the program with school administrators,

members of the Action Group may want to make a
short presentation at a school staff meeting and send a
note to each teacher inviting them to participate in the

program planning process and/or to attend parent
training sessions. Following initial contact with parent
groups and the schools, the Action Group can address
such planning issues as:

What is the target audience for the prog Nm (a
school, several schools, a specific neighborhood)?
What key school, parent, and community organizations are concerned about alcohol and drug use and
should be included in planning or publiciiing the
program?
Who are key parents and other people who may not
serve on the Action Group but whose support for
the program is essential or important?

Training Parents

The Family Interaction Program provides parent
training in four 21/2-hour sessions. Sessions are conducted 2-4 weeks apart. This provides both training continuity and time for families to try activities between sessions. It also makes it possible for parents to fulfill commitments without having to miss a training session.

The first sessionwhich focuses on alcohol and drug
informationis for parents and other interested adults.
Parents are encouraged to bring their children to the remaining three sessionswhich focus on decisionmaking, coping skills, and self-concept. STARR Project
staff have found that parents are more comfortable and
open to receiving basic information about alcohol and

drugs if they don't have to "learn" in front of their
children. However, since the Family Interaction Program emphasizes families working together as a unit,

the participation of children in the remaining three
training sessions is especially useful. In general, participating children are older elementary and junior high

students (grades 4-9). Child care is provided at each
training session for younger children.

Selecting Trainers. Each training session requires at
least two facilitators who attend all four sessions to provide continuity and a smooth transition from one ses-

sion to the next. If possible, at least one of the two
facilitators should be drawn from the Action Group
which is responsible for planning and implementing the

Family Interaction Program. The other facilitator(s)
can be drawn from:

Your school teachers, counselors, nurses,
psychologists who teach communications skills or

decisionmaking. Staff who have participated in
adult or parent education may also be appropriate.

If there are teachers in the school or community
who have been trained in the "Here's Looking at
You Two" curriculum, they might be willing to
facilitate the program together with a parent.
Your communitycommunity agencies (such as
151
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prevention. Their skills as training facilitators and

Training dates should be at least 2-4 weeks apart to
permit participating families to practice prevention activities between sessions. Whenever possible, training
dates should be scheduled to avoid holidays, other local
events, and poor weather.

their knowledge of community resources, net-

Publicizing the Training. One of the most important

youth service bureaus, community mental health
agencies, community alcohol centers, and private
counseling services) may have staff who are prevention / education specialists or who are interested in

works, and methods of making a referral can also
make them valuable parent trainers.

In addition to facilitators, resource people will be
needed to make specific presentation on such topics as:
drug paraphernalia; what illicit drugs look like and how
they affect users; alcohol and drug use incidence (both

national and local); decisionmaking skills; identifying
and dealing with stress; self-image and its role in alcohol

and drug use and abuse; and such "Natural High"
activities as aerobics, massage, yoga, games, etc.

Identifying the Training Site and Dates. A single
training site for all four sessions may be selected, or sessions may be rotated among various sites. The training

facility should have at least two large rooms available,
as well as an area which is appropriate for child care.
Most churches, schools, community clubs, and Ys can
provide adequate training facilities.

In selecting a facility, it is especially important to

functions of the Action Group is to publicize parent
training widely throughout the community. The Action
Group. will need to develop press releases, letters of invitation, and flyers or posters which describe the purpose, content, location, and dates of the parent training

sessions. The Leader's Guide provides samples of
publicity materials.
Publicity materials should be designed to address the
specific target groups selected for parent training sessions. Typical target groups include:
parent groups

school administrators
school staff, including teachers, support personnel,
counselors

Rotary, Elks, Kiwanis, and other fraternal groups
churches

establish a smooth and comfortable working relationship with personnel responsible for the facility. Ques-

women's clubs
youth clubs, youth groups, local Y s

tions that need to be answered prior to the selection of a

youth service bureaus

facility include:
Is the building/room easy to find? (Special signs

community mental health agencies

may be necessary.)

Who is responsible for giving permission to use the
facility?
Who has the keys at night?

Who will open and close the facility?
Where is equipment stored?
Does the facility have both a men's and women's
restroom? Are they open at night?
What needs to be done before closing the building

alcohol and drug agencies
community colleges, colleges, universities

parent education organizations

Action Group members should also develop and
deliver materials about the parent training sessions to
local radio and TV stations and newspapers. Articles
about the parent training can also be developed and

distributed to community organizations which have
newsletters.

after the session?

Training Content
The parent training is provided in four 21/2-hour sessions. Each session focuses on one of the four principle
topics of the Family Interaction Program: alcohol and

drug information, decisionmaking, coping skills, ard

description of the content and process of each training
session and provides masters for all participant handouts. Approximately 5-10 handouts are used in each
training session, and each participating family receives a
copy of the Family Activity Book to be used both during

self-concept. The Leader's Guide provides a detailed

the training and at home.

PARENT TRAINING SESSIONS
Session I

Program Overview
(15 minutes)

Wormation Skills Overview
(15 minutes)

History, philosophy, and development of the Family Interaction Program; objectives and expectations of the training.
Philosophy and review of the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum; introduction to the conceptual framework, including information, decisionmaking, coping, and self-concept; demoastration of curriculum materials from the information component.
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Drug Use Stitistics
(13 minutes)

Drug Categories and Effects

(30 minutes)

Drug Use Inventory

(20 minutes)
Information Skills Activities
(20 minutes)

Speaker provides general information on youth alcohol and other
drug use, including frequency of use, and types of drugs used; specific

information is also provided on the level' and types of alcohol and
drug use in the community.
Information is provided on drug categories, effects, what specific
drugs look like, and what living in a drug-oriented society trans for
young people. The film'Psychoactive or a speaker from a local drug
clinic or pharmacy is used.
This is an activity which provides parents with an opportunity to look
at thei. own drug use patterns and to reflect on themselves as models
of responsible drug use or non-use.
Participants receive a copy of the Family Activity Book and review the
introductory and information sections; partici'.sants are encouraged to

conduct at least or : activit:. from this section with their families
before the next session.

Decisionmaking Skills

Facilitators provide a short summary of the first session and an overview of the Family Interaction Program to new participants. Parents
have an opportunity to talk about their experiences in trying the information activities with weir families.
Facilitators provide information on the recisionmaking framework
presented in the "Here's Looking at You Two" curriculum. The steps
involved in the decisionmaking process are presented and discussed.
Discussion and analysis of various.decisiolis made by the participants;
includes a focus on factors which affect the decisionmaking process
(e.g., emotion, peers, values).
Participants are involved in an activity where they consider their op-

(45 miautes)

tions in an alcohol / drug problem situation involving adults and

Session 2

Orientation and Sharing

(includes

(15-30 minutes)

parents and
children)
Decisionmaking Skills
Overview (15 minutes)

Looking at our Decisions
(15 minutes)

young people. A trigger film or situation cards are used to stimulate

small group discussion of alternatives and possible positive and
Family Agreement

minutes)

Family Activity Book
Decisionmaking Activities
(15 minutes)
Orientation and Sharing
Session 3
(15-30 minutes)
(includes
parents and
children)

negative consequences for self and others.
Family members work together to et velop a list of apprcpriate behaviors which are incorporated into a "Family Agreement" that all
faintly members sign. The activity encourages family problem-solving.
An overview is provided of the decisionmaking activity section of the
Family Activity Book. Family members are given a step-by-step explanation of one of the activities and are encouraged to conduct activities
from this section at home before the next session.
(See Session 2.)

Coping Skills Overview

Facilitators summarize the "Here's Looking at You Two" coping

(15 minutes)

framework and demonstrate related materials from the curriculum.
Participants record situations in which they feel angry, sad, lonely, or
stressed, and identify ways they can cope with those situations.
During the normal break in the workshop, participants are encour-

Ways to Cope

(15 minutes)
Natural Highs Activity
(30 minutes;

aged to participate in a "Natural Highs" activity (aerobics, new
games, short movies, building blocks, finger painting, massage, etc.).
The Natural Highs activity is optional for parents but families are en-

couraged to play together during part of the break. The activities
begin during the break and continue for young people in the next
training topic.
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Session 4
(includes

Fun Things in My Life
(25 minutes)
(parents only)

Parents meet in small groups discuss those things or activities which
are Natural Highs for them. The activity provides an opportunity for
parents to begin to focus on family Natural Highs as an alternative to
drug use and to see themselves as positive coping models.

Family Activity Book
Coping Activities

An overview of the coping process activities is provided, and partici-

(15 minutes)

pants are given a step-by-step explanation of how to cond .:ct one
activity. The families are encouraged to select one activity from this
section to conduct at home during the week.

Orientation and Sharing

(See Section 2.)

(15-30 minutes)

parents and
children)
Self-Esteem Skills Overview
(15 minutes)

Self-Esteem: Why Its
Important (20 minutes)

You Are Special Activity
(30 minutes)

Parent Activity Book
SW-Concept Activities
(15 minutes)
Where Do We Go from
Here? (15 minutes)

Facilitators provisle a summary of the "Here's Looking at You Two"
self-esteem framework.

A speaker (mental health, drug professional, school counselor, or
teacher) presents information on how self-concept develops in young
people and the importance of self-concept in their overall development. Information is provided on the characteristics of people with
positive and negative self-concepts, risks associated with negative selfconcepts, and practical ways to improve self-esteem in oneself and
others.
Parents and young people have an opportunity to give each other positive feedback and to share what they wruld like to change about caw
other.
The facilitators present an overview of the self-atcem activities and
provide a step-by-step explanation of one activity.
This is a small group activity in which the participants car shP.re any
concerns raised by the Parent Education series and consider solutions
to these concerns; final questions and answers; evaluation sheets are
turned in.

The last three training workshops are designed for
both parents and children in grades 4-9. Child care is

provided during the training sessions for younger
children. The first session, which focuses on alcohol and

drug information, is not designed to include children
since the STARR Project found that many parents were
not comfortable learning basic alcohol and drug information in the presence of their children. Joint parent /
child participation in the last three sessions is an impor-

tant component of the training design and gives both
parents and children a chance to practice decisionmaking, coping, and self-concept activities during the
training session itself.
Each parent training session includes a break during

which refreshments can be served. Providing refresh-

ments helps participants feel comfortable and also
serves as a time during which parents can talk with one
another about what they have learned. Refreshments

can be kept very simplejuice, fruit, coffee, and

tion can be conducted 8-12 weeks after the final training
session.
Forms for evaluating the parent training sessions are
provided in the Leader's Guide.

Follow-Up and Support
Following the training sessions, your Action Grour
and participating families may decide that the program
should serve as a beginning for ongoing efforts designed
to involve parents in the prevention of alcohol and other

drug piublems among young people. Follow-up activities might include:

providing additional educational programs for

COOkies.

Evaluating the Training. Each parent training ses-

sion should be evaluated. Both written and oral partici-

pant comments can provide valuable feedback to
154

facilitators on the strengths and weaknesses of the train-

ing and help identify issues which participants would
like to have addressed during future sessions.
Evaluation activities can also focus on whether learning and behavior change has occurred as a result of the
parent :raining sessions. This type of outcome evalua-

parents using local resource people on such topics
as alcohol and the family, improving communications, positive discipline, Parent Effectiveness

s.

a
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Training (PET), or Systematic Training for Effective Parenting (STEP);
developing a support or
group for parents of
children who are experiencing alcohol or other drug
problems; and
aiding another school in your district or community
to implement a Family Interaction Program.
Getting Started

If your community, parent group, or school is interested in developing a Family Interaction Program,
the place to begin is by talking with parents and schoolpersonnel about the importance of training parents to
participate in alcohol and drug education efforts. Since

parent education means many different things to different people, we have included typical questions and
answers about the Family Interaction Program in the
Resource Pages at the end of this chapter. These questions and answers will help you provide basic information about the program to other interested individuals
and groups.
The next step will be to select a program coordinator
who has the commitment, enthusiasm, time, and skills
to provide leadership and support for the Family Interaction Program. You will also need to organize a
local Action Group to deal with the many details and
tasks involved in planning and implementing a parent
training program.
The cost' of implementing a Family Interaction Program is relatively minor. If the program coordinator is a

volunteer and the facilities used for the training are
donated, then the cost will be insignificant. To train 50
families, the costs would be:
Leader's Guide (1)
Training Materials: Si x 50 families
Family Activity Book: $3 x 50 families
Publicity (flyers, mailing, etc.):
approximately $50-100
Refreshments: $15 x 4 sessions

TOTAL

Other potential costs include honoraria for speakers
making special presentations, custodial charges,
audiovisual equipment rental, and child care costs.
Funds to support the program can often be raised as

donations from sponsoring organizations, through a
fund-raising event, by charging a nominal tuition fee, or

through do:,ations from families involved in the program. In some cases, the local school district may be
willing to absorb the cost.
Ideally, the Family Interaction Program should be
implemented at the same time that a school district
begins to utilize the "Here's Looking at .You Two" curriculum. However, it is possible to implement the parent
training program without the curriculum being
presented in the classroom.

It generally takes about 2-3 months to plan and
prepare for the series of parent training sessions. A suggested timeline for organizing a Family Interaction Pro-

gram in your community has been provided on page
777.

Both the "Family Activity Book" and the "Leader's

Guide" for the Family Interaction Program are
available from the Comprehensive Health Education
Foundation (CHEF), 20814 Pacific Highway South,
Seattle WA 98188, (206) 824 -2907. The Family Activity
Book costs $3 and the Leader's. Guide costs $20.

You may also want to talk to staff of the STARR
Project who developed and implemented the Family In-

teraction Program in Sumner, Washington. For more
information, contact: Elizabeth Woods Frausto, Com-

munity Coordinator, STARR Project, 1202 Wood
Avenue, Sumner WA 98390,

(206) 863-2201.

$ 20
50
150
100

60
$380

I
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Resource Pages
Chapter 2: Parent Education
Page
1, Sample Activities from the Family Activity Book
2. Sample Parent Training Publicity Materials
3. Sample Handouts for Parent Training Sessions
4. Feedback Form for Evaluating Parent Training
5. Typical Questions and Answers: The Family Interaction Program
6. Suggested Timeline for Organizing a Family Interaction Program
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"The Family Activity Book"

NNW

go:1

GHome

Go through the various rooms
in your house using the check
list on the next page. Throw
away any old prescriptions,
over the counter drugs or
unusable poisonous substances.
Move other items to safe
(out of reach) places. Label
all poisonous cleaners etc.
with Mr. YUK* stickers or
your own labels.

Safe
Home

2
Some questions to talk about:
What poisonous substances,
prescription or over-the
counter drugs did you find
in an unsafe place or
container?
Which ones were no longer
needed and could be thrown
out?

It's important for
children to learn about
poisonous substances and how
to use them safely. Many
accidents are caused by the
misuse of poisonous substances. Since here environment contains many of these,
it's a pod place to begin.

What did you learn by readirg the instructions?
Would a baby or toddler be
safe in your home?

3
You live in a safe home.
Make yourself a little
award and reward your
family with something
special.

OR TRY THIS:
For younger 'Children use this
activity as a scavenger or
"treasure" hunt to remove
unsafe items from the home.

To pcisn-proof our home

S

er4ir,;nment and make it a
place where even a baby is
safe.

6Information
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Look'

Your last pair of
clean socks are
different colors.

After ordering your pizza, you
realize you left your money
at home.

Someone stole something
from you and you think you
know who it is.

at All the
Choices

Some people you know at
school are smoking a marijuana cigarette and offer it
to you.
You got sent to the office and
you didn't do anything.

ckadr:

"Erainstorrning" means

corAng up with as many choices
as possible in a given
If we think about
situation.
it, there's usually more
vlan one or two alternatives
open to-us. Sometimes other
people in the family may think
of choices we hadn't
cc.sidered. Being able to
think of more than one choice
is helpful whir, we face
situations imilving alcohol
or other drugs.

0

You get to
work or school
and you notice
you have a hole
your pants.

You need a ride home and the
pay phone just "ate" your
last quarter.
Someone who has been drinking
a lot offers you a ride.

You're at someone's house for
dinner and you
don't like the
main dish.

You locked yourself out of
the house.
You hear that your friend has
told a lie about you.

The family is
supposed to go to
dinner at Aunt
May's house, and
you just found
out the school
carnival is the
same night.

Our family wants to go to a
movie, but can't decide which
one.

Our family has a free week
this summer and has to decide
what to do.

2.

To discover that in .any
situation there is more than
one possible choice and
to learn from each other.

go: 1.
When you're riding in the
r
nishinc dinner, as a
fd-ily, try to come up with
alternatives for the situation Lelow.
Remember... think
cu t what you could do, not
car

Select one or two of these
situations and discuss what
you would do.

Someone offers
you a beer, but
you don't drink.

.

wflat you would do.

3
Think about a situation someone (or the whol0family) is

After ordering
your pizza, you
realize you left
your money at
home.

(For
facing right now.
example: how to earn money
for summer camp, what to do
for grandma for her birthday.)
Brainstorm all the choices.

...44,m4.4

.11.1114

Decision Making
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"The Family Activity Book"

r

A friend asks you if you want
to:
ft

s*al some candy

GNo, no! A

skip class
run away
drink beer
smoke dope
cheat on a test
play a mean-trick on someone else
cheat on your taxes
drive when you've had too
much to drink
An adult stranger is trying
to get you to:

thousand
times NO!"

go for a ride with them
cover for them in a lie
buy some pills
disobey your parents
give them personal
information

ckady':

A group of friends you know
and like want you to:
sneak out at night to be
with them
steal a copy of a test
for them
share a joint with them
borrow your dad's car
for a party
have an older brother
buy them some beer
\ get drunk

We all experience situations
where we Want to say "no", but
sometimes it isn't easy.
The
more practice we have saying
"no" and saying why, the
easier it becomes.

This activity gives
family me7ters an opportunity
to practice saying "no'.

0.

After acting out each
situation, give each other
compliments about being
assertive. Ask if there are
other ways they could handle
the'situation and still
feel comfortable. Discuss
what might happen if you say
"no" and stand up for your
rights/opinions (for example,
loss of friends, feeling bad)
What are some problems you
might have if you don't say

1.

Select a few situations
from those listed below - or
make up one of your own. Have
one person pretend that he/
she is actually in that
situation and act Out ho4
they would get-out of it or
say 'no." Another person can
play the friend(s) or adult
stranger. Others can create
peer pres:.ure by taking on
otter roles. Try to make the

no?

situation, as realistic as
possible.
Give each person
a chance to say "no."

Turn the page
there's More!

..

Coping Skills
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Your friene wants to talk
to someone about a problem

Scavenger

You need to call your
brother at school

GHunt

Someone ate a'poisonous
substance

2.
Pick a resource like
Alcoholics Anonymous, Community Alcohol Center area
hospital, or police station
and call them up. Ask
question you have about the
place, like "How much does it
cost?" "Where is it?" "When
is it open?"
"How can you
make an appointment?" Report,
what you learned to the rest
of the
Try another
help resource that you're
curious about!

cReady:
Even though we may not have
problems ourselves, sometimes
knowing where to get information or help will be
valuable for someone in our
family or community.
It's
important to know how to find
information, how to "check it
out" or evaluate the usefulness of a resource.

set

3.

To increase your family'.s
knowledge of the help
resources available in your
community.

Make a list of resources like
your doctor, hospital, police,
community alcohol center...
Post it near the phone.

CO:

4.

Using your local phone book,
do a scavenger hunt to
identify help resources in
these situations:

Plan a family expedition to
an AA meeting, Poison Control
Center, or counseling center.
Call and make an "information
appointment" with a member or
staff person.

Someone is stung by a bee
A friend's dad is drunk a
lot; your friend wants
help

Ask questions and learn by
listening and b, just being
there.

Your cat needs shots
Someone is breaking into
your house

wnat did you learn that you
wouldn't know from reading
the name in the phone book?

Your grandmother asks you
to call a cab

Would you go to this place for

You have a question about a
person you know who uses

help?

drugs

Would you take someone else
there and why?

You need a lawyer

Co ping
I( 2
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"The Family Activity Book"

q Caught
Someone
Doing
Something
Good
himself (Ami)... Family
members who can't write yet
can have someone else write

`beady':
We spend a lot of time
bringing up the not-so-good
things people do. Many times
the good things people do go
unnoticed or unmentioned.

To notice the positive actions
or new skills of others and
give them recognition for doing
them

it or help. write it.

3
Take time as a fa.nily to
comment on all the good
things.
Pick someone to
read them aluud every so
often.

4.
Once a week or more often,
select a person-of-the-week
Give that
from the list.
person speci:1 recognition
for what the4 did. Set a
"special plate" at their
place at the table, have a
bud vase with a flower at
their place or a ceramic
Make a pin or badge
animal.
to wear for that day or week.

Pu! a piece of paper on a
d
! or wall. Title it
"I

;,.AUGHT SOMEONE DOING SOME-

THING GOOD."

2
Whenever anyone sees someone
in the fimily doing something
good, write it on the chart.
Make sure the person who saw
the good action writes their
name down, too.
For example:
I
saw Ami help Emily clean
up the room (Mom); I saw
TrAvis tiP hi< chnoc hv

.
Bring up what special thing
they did.
This is also a
good time to thank them or
praise them for what they
Hid

Self Concept
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"The Family Activity Book"

crolls

2.
Have everyone in your
immediate family, friends,
neighbors, grandparents,
aunts, uncles, and other
special people, write down
a positive statement on each
person's scroll. You can
have people call or write
their statements if they
live outside your home.
Write on everyone's scroll
but your own.

3
Ajott.,

1 Itikd
Each of us needs to be told
we',e special. Taking the
time to increase family
members' feelings of self
worth has positive effects
on the decisions they make.
People who feel good about
themselves are less likely to
abuse drugs.

boost.

11-166/

Set:
To help family members increase their feelings of
being special, unique and
worth caring for.

4.
Read the comments to the
person or let the person readtheir own. If you read the
comments to the honored person,
make sure they follow this
ground rule: They can only
respond with "Thank you,"
"You're right," or "I liked
hearing that, say it again!"

Conclude tht activity with
complimentary hugs.
The
scroll becomes the treasured
property of the honored
person.

go: 1.
C3et

When all the entries are made,
have one person roll up all
the scrolls.
Mark the outside with the person's name.
Save them for a family dinner,
a birthday party (a scroll
makes a great gift!!), or a
time when someone needs a

qkure!

a lane ciece of paper

each member of the fa-ily.
This will be their personal
"scroll." write the person's
nal:e at the top, and put the
scroll on a wall or a cony-

AND HOW ABOUT THIS:

Have each family member make
a'list of what they like
about themselves. Decorate

,0.

pof

t
7B,

self Concept
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"Parent Training Materials"

ALCOHOL
INTERACTION SERIE`,..

DRUG

FAMILY

AHD

A four-session series for parent awareness on drugs and alcohol will be sponsored by
the STARR Project and your Parent/Teacher Organization.

WHEN:

March 12, 26 April 10, 24
7:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m.

WHAT:

This program will be for families of Sumner elementary students,
and it will focus on PREVENTION of problems relating to alcohol
and drug use. The program will include information, sources of
Each evening will be different help, and communication skills.
try to attend all four!

WHERE:

- March 12
Session
(alcohol and drug information)

Maple Lawn Elementary
230 Wood Avenue, Sumner
(Multipurpose Room)

- March 26
Session
II
(decision making)

Daffodil Valley Elementary
1509 Valley Avenue, Sumner

1

(Arena Room)
Session III
(coping)

- April 10

Session IV - April 24
(positive self image)

I NFORMAT 10:

McAlder Elementary
15502 - 96 Street East, Puyallup
(Multipurpose Room)
Bonney Lake cJementary
- 80 Street East, Sumner
19815
(Multipurpose Room)

For additional information or registration, please contact your school
PTO or STARR Project (Lyn, Liz, or Lorraine) at 863-2201,ext. 66.

The STARR (Sumner Tobacco And Alcohol Risk Reduction) Project, a four-year
Project in the Sumner School District, is to help children make responsible
decisions on alcohol and drugs - includes school and community programs.
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NEWS RELEASE

CONTACT:

Liz Woods
Community Coordinator
STARR Project
863-2201, extension 66

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PREVENTION:

A FAMILY INTERACTION SERIES

Alcohol and Drug Prevention: A Family Interac'ion Series will be
thc topic of programs co-sponsored by Sumner Elementar,
Parent/Teacher Organizations and the STARR (Sumner Tobacco And
Alcohol Risi. Reduction) Project. Hosted by different elementary
sc!lools on each evening, the series will provide insights into
PREvFNTION of problems relating to alcohol and drug use. Parents
are encouraged to attend the First session by themselves and bring
their children to ,:,ession two, three, and four.
The progra-ls will include information, sources of help, and
co7-.unication skills.
Each sessio.: will be held from 7:00 p.m. to
9:00 p.n. on the following dates:
March 12, - Topic:

Alcohol and Drug Information
Maple Lawn Elementary (multipurpose room)
230 Wood Avenue, Sumner
March 26 - Topic:
Decision Making
Daffodil Valley Elementary (arena room)
1505 Valley Avenue, Sumner

Aril 10

- Topic:
Coping Skills
Mc....1d.::r Elementary (multipurpose room)
15502
96 Street East, Puyallup
April

21,

11,:=ey La'
1871 5
80

lopic:

Positive Selr Image

;ary (multipuri.ose room)
.e_t East, Sumner

For adJiticna
inforr,atio- please contact STARR Project,
E;.,3-2231, extension 66 or the PTO at the host school.
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"Sample Handouts for Parent Training Sessions"

Drug Inventory

Coding Symbols

List of Drugs

RX OTC Ill

2

X

PC

A

L

65

+?"

OAR

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

.

..

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.

20.

Conclusions
1 learned that:
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Myth or Facto

Directions: Ree.:: the statements below about drugs and test your knowledge in distinguishing between drug
facts and myths. If the statement is true (FACT), use a + in the blank. If the statement is false or partially false
(MYTH), use a
in the blank.
1.

Prescription drugs are safe.

It's okay to combine drugs.
3.

Tobacco is not a drug.

4

Once an addict, always an addict. (Note: Ail addict is someone hooked on drugs.)

____ 5. Marijuana use leads to use of heroin and other "hard" drugs.

_

.

6

You're not an addict unless you are shooting drugs.

7.

Drugs don't have an effect on pregnancy.

8.

Th.) number one drug of abuse in the U.S. is heroin.

9.

Drugs solve-probiams.

10. People who abuse drugs only hurt themselves.

11. Most alcoholics at

41 row bums.

12. You can't become an aiuoholic by only drinking beer.
13. Drugs are bad.

_

14. Black coffee and a cold chaser will sober up a person.
15. Eating foods cooked with alcohol can cause intoxication.
16. Everyone reacts the same if they take equal amounts of any drug.

.

_ _. 17. Alcohol speeds up the work of thg-brain.
18. Quitting cigarette Imoking after a long time is not beneficial to one's health.
_

___
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19.

! am more creative when I am high.

20. !f

friend takes a drug and says it's okay, thu, it must be safe for me.

"Sample Handouts for Parent Training Sessions"
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"Sample Handouts for Parent Training

,

Sessiong;

"Sample Handouts for Parent Training Sessions"

coping
Situations in which

I

feel angry:

Situations in which I feel sad:

Situations in which I feel tense:

What I do to cope:

What

I

could do to cope:

171.

"Sample Handouts for Parent Training Sessions"

I Am Speda1 Lets Count theWays
.

Name

STARR Project
(Sumner Tobacco and Alcohol Risk Reduction)
1202 Wood Avenue
Su "nor, Washington 98390
Feedback Form
Session I

1. Whas was your response to tonight's session?
Please marka X anywhere on the line that best describes your reaction.
Not Helpful

Helpful

Very Helpful

2. Did this program help you Increase your awareness of alcohol and drug problems among young people?
Not Helpful

helpful

Very Helpful

3. What part of the program was most helpful to you?
4. What part of ,the program was least helpful to you?

5. What issues would you like to see covered in future sessions that weren't covered tonight?'

6. Additional comments:

tr.
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TYPICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

THE FAMILY INTERACTION PROGRAM

What is the Family Interaction Program? The Family Interaction Program is a twopart
program designed to be used in conjunction with the "Here's Looking at You Two" schoolba-,ed curriculum. The two components oPthe project are:
1.

The Family Activity Book, which contains activities to be done by adults and
children together to develop insiF,hts and skills, and to learn the information they
need to prevent alcohol and drug abuse.

2. A Parent Training Program to teach parents how to effectively use the Family
Guide provides information and materials on how to
Activity hook.

condt the

training..

What if: the purpose of the program? The purpose of the program is to assist families and
schools in %. urking together with young people to develop the skills and gain the
Hy
information necessary to make responsible decisions about alcohol and drugs.
providing information, developing decision-making and coping skills, increasing self-

esteem, and clearly communicating expectations and limits, responsible alcohol and drug
related behavior can be achieved.

How is the program different than other parent programs? There are a variety of types of
parent programs. The four major types of parent education have been 1) providing
information to parents, 2) building general parenting skills, 3) providing support groups for
parents, and 4) family interaction activities. This program is focused on alcohol and drig

.-rbilse prevention thrf,ugh family interaction. Key characteristics of this program include:
It para.lels a nationally recognized, school-based curriculum model.

Both parents and children can participate in training together.
It pre,. vies specific activities fer families to do together at home.

It teaches kills as well as provides informa.ion.
A specific training design is part of the program.
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Who should coordinate the program? A training coordinator is responsible for organizing

the Family ihteraction Program. This person can be an employee of a sponsoring
organization or a committed volunteer. An Action Group provides the people power to
accomplish tasks (e.g., planning, publicity, refreshments, iclentifying resource people,
etc.).

How much does it cost and how do you pay for it? 'The cost of the program is minimal. If

tic training coordinator is a volunteer and the use of the training facility is free, then the
only remaining costs are for publicity, training materials, the Leader's Guide, refreshments, and the Family Activity Books. These costs should not exceed $7-8 per family.
Monies can come from sponsoring agencies, donations, fund-raisers, or a nominal tuition
fee for the training participants.
How do you get parents to come to training? Publicity is one key e'.emei t in the success
of this kind of program. Some ideas for getting people to come are:

Peak people's interests through articles in local papers highlighting local alcohol
and drug statistics. survey results and substance abuse incidents. Enlist the help
of your paper in pri.king related articles and advertisements. Also, work with
broadcast media to publicize the training.

Schedule carefully.

Avoid conflicts with other activities, holidays and bad

weather.

Involve students in your publicity strategy and in the presentations. Parents
come to see their children. Since children are invited to sessions 2, 3 and 4,
make sure they feel comfortable and welcome.

Provide child care so that families with young children can attend.

Have Action group members personally invite friends.

Promote the program

among community groups and churches.

Make sure your publicity posters are well designed and widely distributed.

How do you reach the parents who really need this kind of program? Project staff that
developed the program fou..:1 that any parent who attends this type of training needs it

and will gain from It. Some families may be in greater need than others; however, the
program is designed to assist any family that wants to be involved. Each family that
attends will affect others through the adults or children 'n the family. Often one family

will .attend

bring another family the (...'owing week. This is the positive ripple effect

which will develop a successful program.

What is involved in training? The training consists of four sessions, each approximately
2!: hours Ions. Each session deals with one of the four topic areas--information about
alCohol and drugs, decision-making, coping, and self-concept

and provides an opportunity

for families lo lo,rn about. discuss and pre.ctice skills or activities in these areas. There
is also time at the beginning of each session to share information from previous sessions
and from the family's experience in conducting activities at home.
Which should come first, classroom education or parent training?

Ideally, the parent component should parallel the child's exposure to the curriculum in the
classroom.

However, fami:y activities can also precede classroom instruction.

In this
sequence. the child has an opportunity to first understand what responsibility means in the
context of his/her family, and 'laces parent input first and school input .),..cond. If this
sequence is reversed. with the school curr.culurn coming first. a significant opportunity
still exists to help the child make respohsible decisions about the use or non-use of alcohol

and drugs together with his/her family.

How do you know it works? We don't. The program has been designed with state-of-theart prevention approaches in mind. Evaluation of the program is presently underway. But
training families to communicate more effectively about alcohol and drugs makes sense.

dr.
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SUGGESTED TIMELINE FOR ORGANIZING A FAMILY INTERACTION PROGRAM

Lead Time to Training

Tasks

2-3 months ahead

Identify Coordinator
Order Leaders Guide
Approval from parent/faculty group and principal/district
Identify Action Group
Hold initial planning meeting
Decide on site and dates
Reserve site(s)
Order Family Activity Books
Identify and confirm co-sponsoring group(s)
Invite and confirm resource people and speakers
Order film
Reserve audiovisual equipment
Duplicate (design) brochure and posters
Dist! ibute brochure (mail, students)
Display posters
Distribute press release, radio spots
Plan refreshments
Duplicate participant materials
Assemble packets
Contact with site personnel
Final publicity
Final arrangements for site
Reconfirm equipment, test
Final arrangements registration
Final arrangements refreshments
Thank you' notes (payment?) to resource people, speakers
Reporting to co-sponsoring organizations, principal, superintendent,
and local press on program
Maintaining contact with participants
Planning additional activities/action based on participant feedback

1 month ahead

1 week ahead

After the training

Person
Responsible

Coordinator
Coordinator

Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action 3roup
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group
Action Group

Community Approaches

Introduction

Chapter 3

is discussed in Chapter 4.)

Involving the community in alcohol and drug abuse
prevention programs can be just as important as involving schools and parents. Clearly, young people are influenced by the conunun,
within which they live and
grow. Community attituues regarding appropriate and
inappropriate alcohol and dr g use and abuse exert both
overt and subtle pressure on young people. And young
people's alcohol- 'and drug-related behaviors have an
impact on the community 'as a whole. 'Thus, any com-

prehensive approach to alcohol and drug education
must involve the commuity as well as the schoc' and
the home.
The development of community-based prevention approaches can play an important part in breaking down

the counterproductive "us vs. them" mentality which
often characterh es school and community perspectives.
They can reinforce the positive awareness that schools

exist within communities and that each affects the
other. Community prevention approaches can also be
important in explaining and reducing opposition to
other elements of a comprehensive.prevention program
(e.g., the introduction of an alcohol and drug education
curriculum hi the classroom). Finally, they can be used
to address, specific youth - community problems related
to alcohol and other d. ag use (illegal access to alcohol,
drinkirr
.d diving, and other behavioral problem;
assec ..
wifa alcohol and drug abuse).

The S'IARR Project
In 1980, the Sumner school district in Pierce County,
Washington, organized a comprehensive program
desitrk.:41 to reduce the risks associated with alcohol and

dreg abuse and smoking among young people. Titled
the "Sumner Tobacco and Alcohol Rtsk Reduction
Project" (STARR. Project), this program consisted of a
variety of components with -funding provideci by the
Center for Disease Control's Bureau of Health Education. It utirzed the "Here's Looking You Two's curriculum to provide classroom alcohol and drug ecicatim. It developed a patent education program and
utilize :he Natural heipt:s early intervention program.
(Parent education is descibed in CI- -Ater 2 of his
report. The Natural H-Iper, early intervection program

In addition, the STARR progam has designed and
implemented a variety of community-based prevention

approaches which involve a broad range of local individuals, agencies, and institutions in alcohol and drug

education efforts. It utilizes a variety cf community
outreach techniques to identify local wohol, drug
abuse, and teenage driving problems, to design community intervention approaches to addre,s those
problems, and to work with a range of community institutions to implement them.
The community-based prevention approaches used in
the STARR Project are not unique. Many communities
have experimented with similar programs. Some of the
community-based prevention activities designed for the
STARR Project may not be appropriate for all communities; but the STARR Project does represent a well
conceived and implemented effort to involve the corn=
niunity in prevention activities.
The five community-based prevention approaches involved in the STARR Project are:
Alternate
to alcohol and drugs
Positive role models
Vendot education 0.
Use of the mass media
Lew enforcement / highway safety
Each of these five community prevention approaches
is described in this chapter.

Alternative, to Alcohol and Drugs
Sumner, Washington, is a sinail, rural community of
approximately 20,000 people located 30 miles from
Seattle and 12 miles from Tacoma. Althou3h originally
an agricultural community, many of its blue and white
collar ,Aorkers now con:mute to Tacoma or Seattle. ft is
part of a rapidiy growing area of Pierce County.
The Sumner school district is a small one. A total of

4,400 young people attend its foie K-6 elementary
schools, its two i;rades 7-9 junior high schools and its
one 10-12 high school. Alcohol use. among local young
people is slightly higher than average and tb,:ir us of
other drugs a bit lower than a-erage.
Like many small or rural communities, there arc few
179
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recreational alternative. available in Sumner. Many
high school students work, and drinking is a favorite
recreation for young people.

A common complaint among young people in
Sumneris in many other American communitiesis
that there is "nothing to do but drink or take drugs."
The Alternatives to Alcohol and Drugs component of
the STARR Project (called the "Natural Highs" program in Sumner) was designed to address this complaint.
Staff of the STARR Project (the STARR Project has
two staff members who are located in the school district
administration building) organized the Alternatives to
Alcohol and Drugs component through three activities:
Assessing the need
Working with community groups -to-fill the need
Publicizing alternatives to alcohol and drugs
STARR stuff members do not attempt to plan and
sponsor activities for local young people. Instead, they

"STARR News."
The STARR staff facilitates the activity planning
process of community gioups and agencies, encouraging them to involve young people in the process from

the beginning. The staff and students also promote
"Natural Highs" activities with organizations in the
local area and throughout the county, working to insure
that activities are appealing to young people and that
duplication is avoided.
A number of "Natural Highs" activities have been
planned and implemented in Sumner. They include:

A "No Alc,.hol/ Drug Battle of the Bands"a
battle of local rock bands held at a nearby university. The price of admission was a can of food for a

local hunger project and the non-possession of

alcohol and drugs. Adults and students who
planned the event were also responsible for insuring

that the event was drug- and alcohol-free. These

monitors were identified by a "don't drink"
button. (The button showed a bottle with a slash

view their role as "brokers" and "publicists"trying
1) to bring young people and community groups
together, and 2) to publicize activities that are locally

through it.) The event attracted 4,000 young people
(to the amazement of its planners) and no alcohol

available.

providing a good time for the young people who
came, the event generated a great deal of publicity
about alcohol and drug problem prevention. This
event was planned by a coalition of ye nwpeople,

Assessing the Need. STARR Project staff began by
conducting informal personal interviews with young
people. They asked them: "What do you do 'A) have
fun? Where do you go?" In addition, through the
cooperation of teachers, they distribute an "Interest
Survey" to fourth-ninth grade students (students who
do not have access to cars). The survey asks students to
identify activities which they enjoy doing alone, with
friends, and with their families. It also asks the young
people to identify problems that constrain their participation in :dentitied activities (e.g., lack of money,
lack of transportation). Finally, the survey form asks
them to identify other activities which they would like to
have available locally.

In addition to asking young people about the activities in which they a: t interested, STARR Project
staff survey churches and other community organizations to determine the range of activities which are
currently available.

Working with Community Groups to Fill the Need.
Having identified activities in which young people arc
interested and the range of available activities, project
staff talk with community groups to make them aware
of unmet needs. Presentations on the survey results are
made to local city councils and civic °ionizations to let
them know what activities ("Natural Highs") young
people want to see in the community as alternatives to
alcohol and drug use. The results of the survey are also
shared with such organizations as the local YMCA, 4-H
groups, Rotary and local fraternal organizations, the
PTA, and local churches. In addition, a summary of
survey results together wife information on existing
"Natural High" activities is sent to every family in
Sumner in the STARR Project's wellness newsletter, the

and /or drug incidents occurred. In addition to

the Evergreen Alcoholism Council, the Pierce
County Health Department, and Shared Health, a
community alcohol center:
A Mobile Discothis holiday youth dance was also
a student planned and innlem.nted no-alcohol or
at a local VFW-donated
drug permitted event. r
hall, the disco attracteu wore than 100 area young
the Puyallup Valley Youth
people. Sponsors vt
Service Bureaus the STARR Project, and community youth. Disco r.4uipment was provided free
by a local radio station.
A "VIDIOT" Video Game Centerwas opened by
the local youth service bureau. The VIDIOT Center
was housed in the bureau, and use of the video
games provided partial funding for local preve
tion activities. Young people could enjoy %idea
games in a supervised setting after school and on
Saturdays. The center was staffed by comrnu, ity
volunteers and youth counselors.

publicizing Alternatives to Akohc an Drugs. One
STARR Project
of the most important roles played
staff in the development of the "Natural Highs" program is publicizing existing activities which can serve as

alternatives to alcohol and drug use. The project staff
have developed a "Natural Highs" cplendar for the
holiday season and included infewmation about the
"Natural Highs" program in 'As quarterly newsletter to
every family having children in the Sumner school
district.

Although the "Natural Highs" program represents a
modest efforts, it has produced important benefits. It
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involved students in planning successful non-alcoholand drug-related events and showed them that those
events can be popular with their peers. It has strengthened thrties between the schools and the community.
And it has generated credibility and publicity for alternatives to drug and alcohol abuse for young people.

generally involves:

1) teachers are given the opportunity to talk to a
SuperSTARR before his/her appearance. This
allows the teacher to prepare the class for the
appearance and to give the SuperSTARR some
indication of the composition and interests of the
class;

Positive Role Models
The STARR Project has also designed a positive role

2) the SuperSTARR makes a presentation which
generally takes approximately 15-20 minutes,

models component (called "SuperSTARRs" by the
Sumner Project) for young people in grades 4-8. The
purpose of this prevention approach is to bring young
people together with positive adult role modelspeople

with the rest of the class period devoted to

whom they admire, who can make interesting classroom
presentations and are models of positive lifestyles. The
program is aimed at young people in grades 4-8 since

ences. Following the SuperSTARR appearance,

this is a time when children are most open to "hero

T-shirt, a "hug pass (entitling the Super-

identification."

STARR to hugs from his/her audience), and a

questions and answers. SuperSTARRs are en-

couraged to relate their accomplishments to
health decisions, lifestyles, and work experithe teacher evaluates the SuperSTARR. Each
participating SuperSTARR gets a SuperSTARR

letter of thanks from the class or individual

The positive role model prevention component is
made available only to trained teachers who are presenting the "Here's Looking at You Two" alcohol and drug
education curriculum in then classrooms. SuperSTARRs are provided as a bonus for teachers who use

the curriculum. In the relatively small Sumner school

system, approximately 30 teachers have access to
project SuperSTARRs.
The positive role model component is simply organized. The key steps in the process are:
Student Survey.

STARR Project staff survey

both elementary and junior high schooi students to

identify people whom the students admire and
would like to meet. The survey asks the students to
identify people who have made a con ~ibution to

the community or the world through their work,
health behaviors, etc. Students typically mention
teachers, local or professional athletes, business
people, artists, disc jockeys, authors, parents,
relatives, or neighbors.
Adult Survey. The STARR Project staff also

surveys key community individuals and groups,
parents, and teachers and school staff to identify
other potential SupeesTARRs.
Screening. Project staff then review the names
suggested by botn students and adults aid call in-

students.

The response to the SuperSTARR program has been
extremely positive among Sumner teachers. The

teachers indicate that they like to use SuperSTARRs
becaiirl their classes find them interesting, and that
SuperSTARR appearances generate high energy levels
among their students. Participating teachers emphasize
the need for adequat:: class preparation beeore SuperSTARR appearances and "processing" the experience
with the class after the SuperSTARR has left. They
typically have the students write follow-up letters to the
SuperSTARRs.
In general, Sumter has found that the best

SuperSTARRs tend to be individuals who can talk to
students at their own level and who are comfortable
responding to questions whenever they arise rather than
only at the ,.nd uf the presentation. In addition,
SuperSTAk its who are willing to admit when they don',

know the answer to a question are especially popular
with teachers and students. Since SuperSTARR appearances may lead a student to talk about problems
which he/she dr the family is baying with alcohol or

other drut

students are also provided with help

resource (.ardi with telephone )numbers of resource
agencies and crisis hotlines.

dividuals who are likely to be willing to participate.

The purpose of the SuperSTARRs program is ex-

Vendor Education

lained, and staff send interested individuals a

In addition to prevention ap,roaches designed to
reduce the demand for alcohol, a comprehensive
alcohol abuse prevention program should include
strategies designed to reduce the rsoply of ale& ' to
minors. In Sumner, STARR Project staff work with
local vendorstavern owners and bartendersto iden-

screening form and a SuperSTARRs information
sheet. Project staff review the information provided by SuperSTARRs and evaluate their ability
to make effective presentations for young people.
A final list of SuperSTARRs is prepared and
distributed to participating teachers together with a
form on which teachers can request a
SuperSTARR.
SuperSTARR Appearances. STARR Project
staff handle the logistics for SuperSTARR

appearanes in the Sumner schools. The process

tify the problem of underage alcohol purchases and to
develop an education program designed to address that
problem.
The STARR Project vendor education initiative is
based on the belief that what happens tr young people is
a community responsibility. People who sell alcohol-
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as part of the business communityneed to be involved

in finding solutions to alcohol abuse among young
people.

STARR Project staff plan the vendor education program by conducting an informal survey of local vendors. They interview tavern owners and bartenders (in
Washington State there are no private liquor stores.)
Project star discuss the problems which vendors have
with underage buyers (e.g., young people using false
IDs, adults buying for minors, and such problems as
young people drinking In parking lots and stealing from
local commercial establishments). Since the STARR

Project also focuses on smoking prevention, it also
surveys vendors about minors having illegal access to
cigarettes.
After a series of informal interviews to determine the

range of the problems, STARR Project staff conduct a
written survey of local vendors to determine whether
they are interested in participating it a training program
on limiting minors' access to alcohol.
Although the State of Washingtonlike other
States offers some vendor training through its Liquor
Control Board, information and training is typically
provided at the request of a tavern owner. Bartenders
typically receive little if any on-the-job training about

how to prevent illegal sale of liquor to minors.
Employee turnover rates in taverns and markets is also
very high.

needs and provides a non-threatening service to local
tavern owners and bartenders. 'irtually all States have
alcohol beverage commission staff who can conduct
similar training. The STARR Project's role in develop-

ing the vendor education programas in other community prevention initiativesis to identify the need for
a program and help to make existing resources available
to meet that need.
Use of the Mass Media
One of the most important aspects of any alcohol and

drug abuse prevention program is to publicize both
alcohol and drug abuse in general and prevention activities in specific. The Sumiier STARR Project uses a
variety of mechanisms to inform the community about
its activitier. It publishes a quarterly newsletter which is
mailed directly to the parents of every child in the school
system. Each issue of the newsletter has a basic health
theme (e.g., stress, alcohol, drugs, tobacco, physical

fitness). Topics and information are drawn frOm a
Washington State sourcebook, "Healthy Choices." The

newsletter has a family focus. It describes STARR
Project activities, qther health-related community activities, and local alcohol and drug abuse prevention
and health resources.

In addition

the newsletter, the STARR Project

attempts to generate local news articles and other
publicity on alcohol and drug abuse prevention and

On the basis of local vendor interest, staff of the

highway safety events. The goal is to heighten the level

STARR Project contact the area representative of the
state liquor control board and organize a special training session for Sumner area liquor vendors. STARR
Project staff arrange the logistics for the training session, and a letter of invitation is sent to each tavern
owner from the mayor. In additiqn, STARR Project
staff visit each tavern to personally Invite participation.
The vendor training sessions are often attended by as
many as 50 people. They include a welcome from a
member of the city council and a description of the
alcohol education project. A state liquor enforcement
officer presents a slide show on practical information
about methods of identifying authentic and phony IDs.
A question and answer session follows on such topics
as: leafing with situations in which adults are buying
liquor for minors, laws on access to cigarettes, ways of
identifying people who have had to much tr, drink and

of general community awareness about alcohol and

.....ys of refusing service.

Following the vendor education training session,
STARR Project staff provide local vendors with a
poster which tavern owners car display about
able forms of identification. They also involve local
vendors in STARR Project law enforcement /highway
safety initiatives. (See a discussion of these.activities in
a later section of this chapter). Follow-up training sessions are typically requested by both, atteideet and
others who hear about the vendor education program.
The STARR -endor education program is simple and
straightforward. It responds to vrcei red community

drug use and abuse and to encourage parents and other
eo nunity individuals and organizations tc become

more concerned and involved in local prevention
efforts.
STARR Project staff has also been actively involved

in utilizing the mass media to increase community
awareness about alcohol abuse in general and drinking /driving in particular. It has made extensive use of
two sets of mass media materials which have proven
especially effective with young people. They are: 1)
materials developed for the 1982 NIAAA Alcohol
Abuse Prevention Campaign, and 2) "Friday Night
Live"a multi-image media presentation designed to
prevent teenage drinking 'r.d driving
The 1982 NIAAA Alcolv,I Abuse. Pre...mtion Campalp

The NIAAA campaign de. eloped a wide ramie of
mass me Ala materials on three topics (Youth ond
Alcohol, Women and Alcohol, and the Fetal A1colu..1
Syndrome) for release beginaing in 1982. The NIAAA

materials include TV and radio public service announcements and such print materials. as: powers,
magazine ads, brochures, and pamphlets for pexticipating organin:ions. STARR Project staff have participated in the dissemination of campaign materials
and made special use of the NIAAA materials aimed at
youth. These materials ' nclude:
Four TV public service wurourrementsaimed at
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teenage boys about alcohol use and abuse and
drinking and driving.
Three radio public service announcementswhich

"Friday Night Live" is a multi-image, slide /tape

paralleled the basic messages of the TV spots.

presentation funded by the Washington Traffic Safety
Commissiun which is designed to educate teenage

"Play It Smart: Facts for Teenagers About Drink-

drivers and prevent drinking and driving behavior.

ing" (brochure)a brochure which presents basic
questions and answers about alcohol use and abuse
for teenagers.
"Talking to Your Teenager About Drinking and
Driving"(pamphlet)a pamphlet aimed at parents
of teenagers which describes how they can deal with
drinking and driving topics in conversations with
their children..
"Swerve"(poster)a poster which visually depicts
.

a swerving car and a conversation between the
driver and the passenger about the dangers of
-drinkiti-and driving.
o

"Friday Night Live"

"Swerve"(magazine ad)the magazine ad version

of the poster.
STARR Project staff participate in the dissemination
of these campaign materials by: 1) working with local

radio and TV stations to ensure that the television and
radio spots are broadcast on a frequent basis; 2) including information about the NIAAA campaign in the
STARR newsletter; and 3) working with the schools and
other local organizations to sponsor campaign-related
prevention activities within the Sumner community.
For example, STARR Project made the NIAAA TV
spots available to district teachers and utilized them in
the teacher training conducted on the "Here's Looking
at You Two" alcohol education curriculum. Teachers
were urged to utilize the TV spots as "trigger" films in
the classroom to stimulate discussion about alcohol use

and abuse. In addition, STARR Project staff and interested teachers helped students design and develop
their own prevention campaign materials as part of a
school class assignment. The project also worked with
other school districts to develop a statewide school
poster contest on alcohol abuse prevention themes.

Finally, Sumner students developed a logo for an
alcohol abuse prevention T-shirt.
The STARR Project has found that the use of mass
media materials can significantly increase local aware-

ness of alcohol and drug abuse prevention. Coupled
with local prevention activities, media print materials
can increase the visibility of local prevention initiatives
and can generate enthusiasm by giving local teachers
and other staff members the opportunity to participate
in a national campaign.
Copies of the 1982 NIAAA Alcohol Abuse Prevention Campaign materials can be obtained from the State
Alcoholism P uthority in each State, or from the
Natiogal institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism,
Department of Health and Human Services, Parklawn

"Friday Night Live" is a fascinating, 20-minute, multi-

image slide/tape presentation which provides facts
about drinking and driving in a straightforward way. Its
effectiveness is in part based on its high-technology appeal to teenagers. It features rock music pushed through
200-watt speakers and a 9-projector, computersynchronized, multi-image show that is projected on an
8-foot by 24-foot screen. The other thing that makes it
so effective is that it relates to teenagers on their own

level, using their own music, language, and spokespeople. It provides information with emotion, but
without a lecture.
The "Friday Night Live" presentation illustrates the
effects of alcohol and drugs on driving skills. It shows
how a number of drinks over a period of time slows
driver reaction time, distorts vision, and gives the driver

a false sense of control. It encourages teenagers to be
responsible for their friends and to think twice before
letting a drinker drive. The presentation emphasizes the
consequences of drinking and driving by letting two
young people tell their own stories: On a first date,
Scott had too much to drink and h. -t control of the car
on the way home. Cindy, his pas,
dr, lost her eye in
the automobile accident and was .figured for life.

The STARR Project has found that the "Friday
Night Live" slide/tape presentation is an extremely effective one. The presentation is generally made at a
spec: high school assembly. Although young people

often are cynical about assemblies which focus on
health-related topics, "Friday Night Live" has nroven
to be an impressive exception. Its powerboth visually

and emotionallyn tkes it

emely effective.
As good as "Friday Night Live" is, most research in-

dicates that one-time presentations on the effects of
alcohol and drugs on driving don't often result in actual
behavior change. For that reason, the Washington Traffic Safety Commission also sponsored the development
of an instructional support package which accompanies
"Friday Night Live." The package consists of materials

describing a series of "pre-showing" activities, including a survey of drug use and 'drinking/driving
behavior, and school-wide promotional strategies
designed to increase students' interest and receptivity to

the messages of "Friday Night. Live." A "postshowing" package included a range of activities which
reinforce the messages of the multi-image presentation.
These classroom activities are designed for implementation in language arts, social studies, health education,
traffic safety, and other classes. To implement pre- and
post-showing activities for "Fyiday Night Live," each

Building, 5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857,

school identifies a coordinator who takes the lead in

(301; 443-3860.

organizing the assistance of students, staff, and faculty.

/87
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The "Friday Night Live" instructional package includes
10 folders which contain over 100 pre- and post-showing
activities.
Pre-Show Activities

The instructional package includes a coordinator's
folder which identifies the project's goals and objectives

and provides a preparation checklist for the show, a
coordinator's evaluation, form to be completed and
returned to the Washington Traffic Safety.Commission,

and several logos which can be used On publicity
materials for the "Frit. lay Night Live" presentation.
Other pre-showing folders in the instructional packet
include the following activities:
Six weeks prior to showing. Approximately six
weeks before the showing, the coordinator contacts
the state police officer who will be showing "Friday

Night Live" at the school to deal with logistical
issues. The coordinator also 'forms a committee of
faculty, student body, administration, and parent
representative.; that will be involved in pre-show activities. Specific acitivities which take place at this
time include collecting data on local alcohol / drugrelated accidents; taking slides of local "hangouts"
to be used in the show; identifying a recent victim
of a local alcohol /drug-related driving accident;
and attending a preview show.
Four weeks prior to showing. About a month
before the show, the coordinator enlists students in
developing publicity materials to genet ate interest
in the coming "Friday Night Live" presentation...
The students also obtain a copy of the song "Betty
Lou's Getting Out Tonight," the music used in the

slide/ tape presentation. The coordinator also
schedules a preview of the show so the program
committee can see it before its presentation at the
high school. The instructional package also provides details on such pre-show activities as planning

a faculty meeting; planning a pre-show survey of
student knowledge, attidudes, and behaviors about
drinking and driving; displaying a wrecked car at
the school; preparing promotional material such as
a news release for the school and local papers; and

given to all faculty. It suggests activities that they
can undertake in the classroom to follow up on the
messages of "Friday Night Livt." Different ac, tivities are suggested for different classes (e.g.,
social studies, language arts, health, home
economics).
Showing "Friday Night Live"

"Friday Night Live" is generally shovn at a schoolwide high school assembly. A representative of the
Washington State Patrol presents the show and is
available to answer questions and to make follow -up
presentations in classes. The showing takes 20 minutes

and is generally followed by a question and answer
session.
Post-Show Activities

The instructional packet for "Friday Night Live" includes a variety of folders which suggest activities appropriate for classes in such subjects as math, science,
traffic safety, the arts, health, home economics, PE,
language arts, and social studies. The instructional
package also includes a folder which presents activities
which focus on the entire school. Although post-show
activities are aimed at a specific class, faculty, are encouraged to select any activity from the master list

which may be appropriate for their subject area.
School-wide activities focus on maintaining awareness
about the serious consequences of drinking and driving
and include: follow-up survey, holding a film festival,
conducting a drinking and driving demonstration, sponsoring a drug-free dance, using music and ideas from
the "Friday Night Live" show at school dances to maintain highway safety awareness, organizing emphasis

patrols, featuring a student panel on drug use for
parents or faculty, and /or organizing a school team to
work on alcohol /drug issues.
The "Friday Night Live" presentation has been ex-

tremely effective in Sumner and other areas of
Washington State where it has been shown. The presentation can also be used in other States with minor

conducting a brainstorming session for other

modifications. Information about "Friday Night Live"
is available from Watts /Silverstein the producers of
the multi-image presentation. For further information
on "Friday Night Live" you can contact: Watts /

prevention awareness ideas.

Silverstein, 1921 Second Avenue, Seattle, WA 98101, or

At this time, news
releases on the preseptation are sent to local media
outlets and a promotional tape is sent to local radio
stations. Informational displays about the presen-

call (206) 625-1875 For information on the support
package used to enhance the impact of "Friday Night

Two weeks prior to showing.

tation are set up in the local high school and a
faculty meeting familiarize 1,igh schbol staff with
the upcoming presentation. In addition, a personal
letter is sent to "high risk" students inviting them
to attend the show, and the coordinator orders

blood alcohol content cards for use in the postshow Nriod.
One tv( ek prior to showing. During this week, a
compre'tensive evention / eciucation activity list is
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Live," contact the Washington Traffic Safety Commission, 1000 South Cherry Street, Olympia, WA 98504, or
Roberts and Associates, 9131 California Avenue SW,
Seattle WA 98136, or call (206) 932-8409.

Law Enforcement/Highway Safety
A difficult issue for many school districts involved in
alcohol and drug education programs is how to deal
with law enforcement. Often the relationships between
school 'districts and local law enforcement agencies is
characterized :/y mutual wariness and suspicion. School

personnel may view law enforcement agencies as too
"hard-line." Law enforcement officers, on the other
hand, may feel that the schools are not dealing effectively with alcohol and drug-related violations of the
law.
The STARR Project has not developed a comprehen-

sive approach to utilizing law enforcement agencies in
its alcohol and drug education efforts. However, it has
developed a cooperative school/law enforcement approach to one serious problem: drinking and driving
among teenagers and oung adults. As in many communities, drinking an driving is a serious problem in
Sumner. Local offici s estimate that over half of local
highway deaths are alcohol-related. Many local young
people drink in the privacy of cars and admit to driving
after they've had a lot to drink.
The STARR approach to this problem is to involve

law enforcemehi officials in the development of
"special emphasis patrols" aimed at deterring drinking
and driving during the holiday season. The major activities involved in the planning and implementation of
the special emphasis patrol included:
Program Survey. STARR Project staff conducted an infOrmal survey of law enforcement of-

ficials, liquor control board enforcement officers,

and students to determine times- of-the year in
which youthful thinking and driving seems to be a

special problem. On the basis of this survey,
STARR Project staff selected two weekends at the
beginning and end of Christmas vacation as traditional times of heavy teenage drinking and driving.
Other high drinking and driving times which were

identified included: prom night, the end of the
school year, other school vacations, nights on
which pep dances are held, and sports playoff
weekends.
Program Planning with Local Law Enforcement

STARR Project staff worked - ith two
local law enforcement agenciesthe police department in Sumner and in the neighboring tcwn of
Bonney Lake. Project staff discussed the results of
their survey with local police and asked that both
police departments conduct special emphasis
patrols for drinking and driving on the two weekends which had been selected for the pilot test. A
Agencies.

"special emphasis patrol" involves the police
department allocating additional patrol cars to a
given area and being especially alert for drinking
and driving activity. Project staff encountered
some initial resistance, since the establishment of a

special emphasis patrol requires that the police
department reallocate its officers and patrol cars
from ordinary patrol areas. Police and project staff

staff explained that the purpose of the patrols was
not to arrest young people or to make an example
of anyone, but to deter young drivers from driving
if they were going to be drinking and to offer alternatives, si as assigning a driver who will not be
drinking or enjo$ing an activity without alcohol.
Publicizing the 'Special Emphasis Patrol.

Since

the purpose of the special emphasis patrol experiment was not to arrest drunk drivers but to deter

them, on, of the major activities undertaken by
STARR Project staff was to widely publicize the
fact that there would be a special emphasis patrol
on the two weekends selected. High school students
desigred a flyer entitled, "Don't Do the Crime if
You Can't Do the. Time." This flyer was widely

distributed at the local community high school
several weeks in advance of the special emphasis
patrol. It was also posted at such community teen

hangouts as ice cream stores and video game
parlors. The flyer cited the problem of drinking
and driving during the holiday season and the
deaths which resulted from the drinking and driving accidents. It announce that, because of this
problem, local police would be heavily patrolling
the community on weekend nights during the holiday season. Finally, the flyer presented a number
of alternatives to drinking and driving, including:
"Let a sober person drive home; have friends over

for a party without alcohol; invite that special
friend over to watch `Love Boat'; go see 'Raiders
of the Lost Ark' for the ninth time; challenge your
best buddy to the World Asteroid Championship."
Implement Special Emphasis Patrol.

The two

participating police departments implemented the
special emphasis patrol on the target weekends. An
informal survey of the police, students, and local
merchants indicated that the special emphasis
patrol and the advance publicity which it received
did seem to deter drinking and driving during what

had been a problem period. It alsg encouraged
young people to consider alternatives to drinking
and driving at any time. Local merchants were
especially enthusiastic about the program, since it

decreased the vandalism often associated with
teenage drinking. Following the initial experiment,
special emphasis patrols have been organized for
other times of the year when youthful drinking and

driving tradit:nally peaks.
Variations on the Theme. The special emphasis
patrols organized by the STARR Project represent only

one way in which law enforcement agencies can be
positively involved in alcohol and drug education ef-

forts. Other ideas which the STARR program hopes to
patrols. In addition to agreeing to cond6ct special , implement in the future include:
Local law enforcement agencies can work with
emphasis patrols, the two local police departments
schools
to identify locations and times at which law
also agreed to explain the purpose of the patro,k to
enforcement patrols should be %isible to deter
its officers -and to have, them keep records gficeach
alcohol and drug abuse (t.g., parking lots where
person stopped during the emphasis patrol. Project
eventual

agreed on a way of struct9ring the
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alcohol or drug use or sales is a problem; bus stops
at which young children may be pressured to buy
drugs; in the parking lots outside school dances).

Law enforcement officers can participate in the
parent education component: They can discuss
their perspective of alcohol and drug use and abuse

among young people. The goal would be to get
parents talking to law enforcement officers before
their children are in a crisis situation.
Law enforcement officers can also be used during
teacher training on the "Here's Looking at You

Two" curriculum or in conjunction with teacher
presentations in the classroom.
Law enforcment officers can serve on community
advisory boards for alcohol and drug education
'programs.
Law enforcement officers can also be trainees in
the "Here's Looking at You Two" teacher training.
workshops.
Seatbelts Activities

Several media presentations and demonstration activities

can be used in conjunction with law en-

"Are You Convinced?" "Are You Convinced?"
is a film available from the National Highway Traf-.
fic Safety Administration which addresses many of
the myths and misconceptions related to the use of

safety belts. It is a 5-minute, 16mm.,film which
begins with slides of three auto accidents. It
presents information indicating, damage costs, extent of injuries, and Information about the use or

non-use of safety belts. The scene switches to a

safety belt demonstration site where a young
woman is sitting on a machine called "The Convincer." Occupants strapped in their seats travel
down a short ramp at 10 miles an hour and stop
suddenly at the bottom of the ramp. Commonly
held myths are expressed by four people in the
following sequences. Those include the belief that

safety belts cause injury, that it is better to be
thrown clear in the case of an accident, and that
good drivers don't have accidents. After expressing

his / her particular belief (myth) each individual
takes a ride on "The Convincer" at 10 miles an
hour. After the experience, each individual reconsiders his-or her opposition to the use of seatbelts.
"Are You. Convinced?" can best be used in con-

forcement / highway safety initiatives. Several which
have proven effective include:
"A Matter of Time." TIfia is another multiimage, slide-tape presentation produced by Watts/
Silverstein. Sponsored by the Washington 'Traffic
Safety Commission, "A Matter of Time" attempts

junction with an actual demonstration at the school
using "The Convincer" machine. Under the supervision of a Highway Safety instructoror a member
of the State Patrol, students ride "The Convincer"
and experience what it's
to beln. a 10- mile -anhour accident while wearing seatbelts. Information

to increase' seatbelt usage among teenagers by

about the film "Are You Convinced?" and "The

dramatizing the lives of two young people who are

Convincer" machine is available from the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration, Occupant
Restraints Materials, MTS-14, 400 Seventh Street
SW, Washington, D.C. 20590.

seriously iijured in automobile accidents and
whose injuries could have been prevented or

mitigated if they had worn seatbelts. For informa-

tion about "A Matter of Time," contact Watts /
Silverstein, 1921 Second Avenue, Seattle, WA
98101, or call .(206) 624-1875. For information or
how the program is implemented throughout the
State of Washi..gton, contact Chuck Hayes,
Washington Traffic Safety Commission, 1000
South Cilerry Street, Olympia, WA 98501.
"Staying Alive." This is three-screen, tr
image resentation developed by the Wisconsin Office for Highway Safety. It features a young crash
victim, Gary Ericson, who sustained seriow
physical and brain injuries in a 1967 crash. ..:tary
tells his story and talks about his altered feelings
about alcohol, speed, and safety belts against a
background of youth-oriented music, street scenes,
and party scenes. "Staying Alive" is presented at
junior and senior high schools throughout Wiscon-

sin. For more information on "Staying Alive,"
contact Julie Hughey, Department of Transportation, Office for Highway Safety, P.O. Box 7910,

Room 936, Madison, WI 53707, or call (608)

Other Community Prevention Approaches

Although the STARR Project has, implemented a
number of innovative and effective community-based
prevention approaches, there is no/magic in the activities which they selected. Activities and materials used
by the STARR Project staff are logical extensions of the

district's overall alcohol and drug education goals, but
they are only a beginning.

The list of effective community-based prevention
activities is limited only by the imagination of local
program planners. Zr planning community prevention
approaches as part of :our school district's alcohol and

drug education program, feel free to use the ideas
developed by the STARR Project. But also feel free to
modify them or to come up with a whole range of new
prevention ideas. If you'd like more information about
the STARR Project's community outreach efforts, you

can contact: Elizabeth Woods Frausto, Community
Coordinator, STARR Project, 1202 Wood Avenue,
Sumner, WA 98390,(206) 863-2201.

266-0550.
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INTEREST SURVEY

The purpose of this survey is to identify what young people in Sumner enjoy
This survey is
doing in their leisure time, and to develop future activities.
anonymous and voluntary'.
I

Grade
1.

Male,

10.11

Alone

With Friends

Female

.What activities do you enjoy' d
.

)k ,

Bike riding
Walking

With Family

.

,

Swi

11in

B a

in

...
,

Hlkino
Reading
W vting
Music

.

Wing

.

Dancing

iTETTJWITITT-,grafts

.-

.

Ice skating
Sports, (what kind:
UEIng to the movies
Going to. plays
Going to concerts
Going to the zoo
Playing tennis
Playing softball
Huntiqg
Gardening
Camping
tether
2.

.

.

.

.....

.

,

. ,

_.

.

What gets. in yOur way when you try to participate in activities that are
fun (for example, money, lack of trensportation)?
In Sumner. area

Outside Sumner area
3.

What'acti-vities would you like,to have available in Sumner?

hank, you

(List)

The STARR Project

or your help!
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STARR Project
(Sumner Tobacco and Alcohol Risk Reduction)
1202 Wood Avenue
Sumner, Washington 98390

Sumner Church Youth Activities Questionnaire

Phone.

Church:
Pastor'

1. Do you have special recreational programs for young people in your congregation?
Yes

No

Not Sure

(If No, stop here.)

2.-Who is the contact person for Information for these activities?
Phone:

Name

3. Are some of the recreational activities cpan to nonchurch young people, or might they be?
Yes

No

Not Sure, Haven't Thought About It

Comments:

4. What schedule of activities are planned for this fall (through December, 1981)?
High School:
Dates:
Times:

Junior High:
Activities:
Dates:
Times:

Elementary:

Activities:
Dates:
Times:

5. Which of these activities could be part of a community "Natural Highs" calendar for young people?
All of the above
Some of the above (specify)
None of the above

(OVER)
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6. Do you see a need for additional recreational programs for young people in your congregation or in the Sumner
community?
Yes

No

Haven't Thought About It

Comments or Suggestions:

7. General comments or suggestions:

Thank You for Your Time!!

*Please use back of questionnaire if you need more space.
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Summert-ime is a great time to discover more about yourself and the world
It's a time to think about
around you.
the things you do, would like to do,
and how to make them more a part "of
Knowing what you enjoy and
your171-ife.
actu6lly doing them is a great way to
relax, reduce stress and increase the
positives in your own and your family's life.
.

One way to recall what ya like
to do is to write them down.
in the space below.
5 THINGS
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

I

Try it

LOVE TO DO

JUNE, 1982

What do you notice about what you
Which ones have you done in
the last month? Which have you shared
with family or friends? Which cost
money? Do they require special equipment or transportation?
iisted?

she Sumner-Bonney Lake-Lake Tapps
area is a good place to have fun.
What are some enjoyable things you've
been meaning to do but you haven't
done yet? Check out the Point Defiance Zoo, go for a family hike on
"the Mountain," learn to swim,
visit a new restaurant.
'

GO FOR ITI

On the next page is a
summary of comments from
Sumner School District
students on how they
spend their free time
and what activities
they'd like to see
available in Sumner.
Check it out.
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eallarhat i do for fu-An interest questionnaire was given to
150 students'iii the Sumner schools from 4th
grade through 9th grader The questionnaire
asked (1) what young people enjoy doing,
(2) what activities they would like to see
available here, (3) what aresome of the

,

barriers they have to having fun in Sumner.
Highlights from the results are
shown below.
Items mentioned by more
than 75% of students surveyed are marked
(*).
Items mentioned by more than 50%
of students surveyed are marked (0).

WHAT I LIKE TO DO
4-5-6

7-8-9

*Brke riding with friends
*Swimming
*Movies

*Swimming
*Movies
*Bike riding

Video games
Going to the zoo

Concerts with

Crafts

Video games
Hiking and camping

friends

Baseball, soccer, basketball, tennis
Fishing

Listening to music

Softball, baseball,
soccer, track
Parties
Going to the zoo
Gymnastfts
Fishing
Karate
Boating

WHAT I'D LIKE TO SEE IN SUMNER

7-8-9

4-5-6

*Outdoor swim pool
*Roller skating.
*Movies
Hobby shop
Bike trails bike races

Ice skating
Clubhouse
Softball, soccer
games
Modeling/dancing
school

*Video arcade
*Swim pool.
*Movies

Roller skating
Bowling
Intramural sports
Mall

WHAT GETS IN THE WAY OF HAVING FUN
4-5-6

*Lack of transportation
No time, chores
Lack of money
No bike, no sidewalks
No bus to Lake Tapps area

7-8-9

Transportation
Lack of money
No bus to Auburn
Have to babysit, do chores
No one to go with

WHERE DO WE GO FROM HERE?
What could we do to develop more non-chemical natural
highs for young people in our community? How could we
provide more movies or sports in our area? Do we need
to encourage organizations in the community to sponsor
activities or a city recreation coordinator to develop
program for Sumner and Bonney Lake? What do you
Please write or call the STARR Project with
think?
your ideas.
.

where it's ' PP

Many students asked for specific information on where fo get swimming lessons and
where to g
information on hobby shops and various sports. A partial listing is provided below.
If you have additional information, please contact the STARR Project.
HOBBY SHOPS
Hobby Hdqtrs, SeaTac Mall
Arlen's, Puyallup
All Hobbies, Puyallur

839-2310
845-4740
841-0089

MOVIES (Inexpen'sive)
Liberty Theatre, 116 W. Main,

845-1038

Puy., Fri-Tues $1 admission
Rialto Theatre, 310 S. 9th,
Tacoma, St admission
SeaTue Six Theatres, SeaTac
Mall, Twilite Shows 51.75
4-H CLUB INFORMATION
Pierce,Co. Cooperative Ext.
Call 8:30-4:30 for info.

627-0385
839-3050

593-4190

FISHING
Gino's, Ludden's,
Licenses:
Breen's Pharmacy, Western Auto
Dr. Ernie "I'd rather be fly
fishing" Louk suggests:
Skate Creek, near Packwood
Tilton River (stocked) near.,Morton
and Indian Hole Campgrounds
Mineral Lake - past Alder Highway
Lake Sawyer - near Milton
Also Buckley Pond- young people only
Good source of information: Gino,
Gino's Sports & Electric
863-4285

ROLLERSKATING
Tiffany's Skate Inn, 1113
Meridian No., Puy.
Pattison's West Skating Ctr.
34222 Pac. Hwy. S., F. Way
Tacoma Skate King,
6817 27th St. W., Tacoma
Melody's Skating Center, Aub.

848-1076

838-5788
564-8381

838-4040

ZOOS
Point Defiance Park Zoo, Tac.
591-5335
10:00 AM
7:00 P.M.
Admission:
75C-$2.00, under 5 free
Woodland Park Zoo, Seattle
782-1265
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M.
Admission:
75c-$2.50, under 6 free
PARKS

riaming Geyser State Park
and 3 mile hikes
Nolte State Park

931-3930

1

Wkinc trails
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Palmer State Park (new Park) 886-0148
Hiking trails
Rainier National Park
565-2211
General park information,
trails, camping, fishing,
recorded info - 24 hours
569-2343
Metropolitan Perk District
551-5300
of Tacoma, general info.
Titlow Park and Lodge
591-5297
Fitness trail,basketball,
tennis, swim pools
Point Defiance Park
591-5297
Zoo, aquarium, hiking
trails, 5 mile bicycling
drive, tennis courts
Snake Lake Nature Center
591-5939
Puyallup Parks and Recreation 848-2343
Pioneer Park & Grayland Park, ages 6-14
Supervised playground activities,
crafts, skating, pool swimming

825-4646

CONCERTS
Puyallup Valley Family YMCA
841-2442
808 Valley Ave. East
Youth Christian concerts
Call for info.
once a month.
June 26, 8 PM "CYPRESS" FREE
.

SOCCER
Sumner Soccer Association
Player Clinic after school
June 7, 9, 11 (M,W,F)
McAlder Elementary School
Registration for teams June 12,10-12A.
Sumner City Hall
Contact people: Candy Jewett 863-1392
Gary Zevenbergen 845-5869
BASKETBALL AND VOLLEYBALL (Members Onlyy
841-24
Puyallup Valley YMCA

SOFTBALL (City of Sumner)
Dave Roller
Contact person:
TENNIS (City of Sumner)
Contact person: John Anderson
Also Puyallup Valley YMCA

531-5343
Ext.

863-2201,

01-2442

SWIMMING
863-8110
Sumner High School Pool
Swimming lessons $12-14 for
10 40-minute lessons. AvailLble
mornings and evenings. Advanced
lifesaving course. Blue Marlin swim
Gordon Unruh, Supvr.
teams.
Info:

BUS SERVICE:

PIERCE TRANSIT

593-6291

New service on Bus *406 includes Bonney Lake, Prairie Ridge and Buckley.
The *406 route will.be changed in the Sumner downtown area during June,
Call Pierce Transit for details. Roving van service is planned for the
Contact Greg Mykland, Service
Lake Tapps area during the coming year.
Planner, Pierce Transit, Box.5738, Tacoma 98405, if you or your Family
have comments about new service needs.
O

TwO publications that discuss poisonous plants
(what they look like and what they.do) are:
PLANTS THAT POISON (D.S.H.S., Occupational
Health, Mall Stop LD-11, Olympia 98504 and
PLANT POISONING-EM 4207, (W.S.U., P.C. Coop.
Extension, 593-4190).

The purpose of this newsletter is to share
ideas, information and resources for personal wellness and health among families
in the Sumner area.
Send your ideas to the STARR Project, 1202
Wood Avenue, Sumner, WA 98390, or call Lyn
Benaltabe or Liz Woods at.863-2201, Ext. 66.

BULK RATE
U.S. POSTAGE PAID
Permit No. 105
Sumner, WA
NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

Sumner School District No. 320
STARR Project
1202 Wood Avenue
Sumner, WA 98390
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DEEMER, 1981

30

FOLK ART CHRISTMS Sin, Western Washington Fairgrounds,

5 .g 6
.

6

7

60 local craftspeople will participate.

HANDEL'S rESSIAH, 4:00 P.M., University of Puget Sound
250 voice choir from 50 area churches
-Field House, Tacoma.
will perform this holiday favorite. Ticket information:
$2 general admission, students
UPS, Music School, 756-3253.
or seniors $1, family $5.

Third Annual CHRISTMAS CONCERT, 8:00 P.M., Kilworth*Chapel,
Vivaldi's GLORIA and carolling with the Brass Quartet.
UPS.
FREE!

8

13.

PRACTICAL PARENTING, An Evening with Margarita Suarez,
7:00-9:30 P.M., Daffodil Valley School,
family counselor.
Enjoying Your Family
1509 Valley.Avenue, Sumner. Topics:
More, Helping Young People Deal with Peer Pressure, Make
$1 at the door.
Decisions, and Grow. All Invited.
Carol
Bernsten,
863-1888.
Information:

Opening Night "VIDIOT" CENTER, 6:00 P.M., Puyallup Valley
Youth Service Bureau, 1005 East Main Street, Puyallup.
Supervised video game center for young people. Will be
Information:
open Mon-Thurs 4-10 PM, Fri and Sat 4 PM-1 AM.
Jackie Dixon, 848-5538. Volunteers to staff center needed.

19

OLDE FASHIONED CHRISTMAS CAROLLING THROUR SLYNER,
Meet at Sumner Animal Grub on Traffic Avenue.
2:30 P.M.
(after carolling)
25 horses, haywagon and bus. 6:00 P.M.
refreshments around the fireplace at the Animal Grub.
Age no barrier!
All invited!

2n

HOLIDAY YOUTH PALACE, 8:00 P.M. American Legion Hall,
KNBQ Roving Disco. $1
East Pioneer Avenue, Puyallup.
For
No alcohol or other drugs permitted.
admission.
information or tc volunteer as a chaperone, call Mary
Mason, PVYSB, 8.48-5538.

SEASON'S GREETIrGS FEW TIE SUER TOBACCO AT ALCOHOL RISK FTEUCTION (STARR) FE liECT
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STARR PROJECT
(Sumner Tobacco And Alcohol Risk Reduction)
1202 Wood Avenue
Sumner, Washington 98390
ELEMENTARY

QUESTFONNAIRE
The STARR Project staff is interested in having you identify someone you ad
o
would like to meet. This person should be someone who has made a contribuLlo.
the community or the world through their work, health behaviors, or whatever. This
person can be a teacher, local or profession'al athlete, businessperson, artist,
disc jockey, author, parents, relative, or neighbor.
Please list below the people who come toomind, where/how they may be contacted,
and any comments you might have:

Name

Where They May Be Contacted Cif known)

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.

COMMENTS:

st3
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STARR PROJECT
(Sumner Tobacco And Alcohol Risk Reduction)
1202 Wood Avenue
Sumner, Washington 98390
1,7

JUNI01 HIGH

QUESTIONNAIRE
The STARR Project staff is interested in identifying individuals who students in
the SumnerSchools would-like to meet. The person should be:
1.

Someone who has made a positive contribution to.the community (or the world!)
through their work, health behaviors, attitudes, Artc. For example: teachers,
athletes, businesspeople, artists, disc jockeyetwriters;,parents.

2.

Someone who you would actually like to meet and would learn from meeting.

3.

omeone-who could relate to students easily.

4. - omeone who lives in Pierce or King (Seattle) Counties.

Please list below the people who come to mind, where/hoW they may be contacted
and any comments you might have:

,

3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.
9.
1

10.

COMMENTS:
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Name

Where They May Be Contacted

I

SuperSTARRS

Positive adult role models can play a vita', role in diveloping good
Talk to anyone who Jogs or has
health-related habits. in young people.

stopped smoking or eats wisely and chances are you'll find that their
lifestyle was influenced by someone else.

The STARR Project staff would like help

in

identifying community

and/or regional "SuperSTARR's" - people who are:
1.

'2.
3.

outstanding examples of a healthy lifestyle,
successful (or famous!) in their professional life,

open to sharing theCrr experiences with young people in
the Sumner School District.

need to be available for only one school

The SuperSTARR will

day

SuperSTARR nominees .will be contacted
between January
and
June.
individually, given additional orientation, screened and invited to speak
at their convenience.

If you know someone who would qualify and who might be interested in
being a SuperSTARR, please fill out the form below.
Please include
whatever information you can and include your own name, as sponsor (or
nominate yoUrself1).
Thanks fbr your help!

Liz Woods, Community Coordinator, STARR Project
1202 Wood Av9nue, Sumner, WA 98390 (206) 863-2201

YOUR NAME

BUSINESS PHONE*

NAME OF NOMINEE

NAME OF NOMINEE

TITLE/ORGANIZATION

TITLE/ORGANIZATION

ADDRESS

ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP

CITY, STATE, ZIP

PHONE

PHONE

,

(2
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SUPERSTARRS INFORMATION SHEET
0

Upper elementary and junior-high teachers who are using either
Here's Lookingiat You or Here's,lookilp at You Two with their class- .
rooms can haveia person who is a positive role model or "SuperSTARR"
spend one class period with their students.
WHAT IS A SUPERSTARR?
A SuperSTARR is someone who is

1) an outstanding example of a healthy lifestyle,
2) successful in their.professionalf life,

3) soMedne who has overcome a problem through their own efforts
or a decision to change their life.

All SuperSTARRS have experience and are comfortable talking with
They are interested yin. sharing their experiences on particustudents.
Most need about
lar health or professional topics with your students.
two weeks notice to be scheduled in your classroom.

1.1

HOW CAN

6

I

ARRANGE FOR A SUPERSTARR TO SPEAK IN MY CLASSROOM?

Select two who
Look over the attached, summaries of SuperSTARRS.
would be most interesting to your students -- a first and second choice.
Then call Lorraine Richardson at 863-2201, Ext. 66, with the names, and
the datqand time you would like to have a speaker in your classroom.
Or send the attached sign-4p sheet to the STARR Project at the District
The STARR/Project.will contact
Two weeks lead time is best..
office.
the speaker and confirm the date, time an.d.speaker with you.

WILL SUPERSTARRS BE EVALUATED?
Each time a SuperSTARR is involved in the classroom, the
teacher is asked to fill out the enclosed evaluation form. This should
be returned to the STARR Project with your kit materials or under separate cover. Additional SuperSTARRS will be added to this list during
the school year.
Yes.

CAN

I

NOMINATE SOMEONE TO BE A SUPERSTARR?

Please send or call in the person's name, organization and
phone number to the STARR Project, District Office, 863-2201, Ext. 66..
Yes.

Thank you!
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V

4.

.

.Request for'SUperSTARR,Speaker

.

Teacher's Name

IN

Grade

School
4

.

r

SuperSTARR Requested as Speaker:
1st Choice

2nd Choice
4

I
<1r

Date Speaker

equested:

1st Choice

2nd Choice

204

.

titi

SuperSTARR Evaluation Sheet

Grade & School

Teacher's Name
SuperSTARR

Good

Excellent

Fair

Poor

Appropriateness
Effectiveness

O

Reaction of Students
I

would invite this person back into my classroom next year.
Yes

No

Comments:

I would recommend this person as a speaker.
Yes

No

Under certilA conditions (age group, etc.)

General Comments:
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VENDOR SURVEY

What are some of your concerns re young people'and alcohol?
Problems with:

phony I.D.'s
adults buying for minors
parking lots
stealing
cigarettes to minors * chew?

How could some of these problems be solved?

Are you familiar with the "I.D." training offered by the Liquor Control
(Explain if needed.)
Board in Tacoma?

If this training were available in Sumner, would you be interested in
attending and/or sending your employees?

If so, how many employees (Including self) might attend?
(given that it is at a convenient time)

Would you be willing to pay your employees for time spent?

What times of the day and days of the week would be best?
A.M.

Mon

P.M.

Tues

Evening

Wed

Other

Thurs

No preference

Fri

No preference

Name

Business

Phone
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Recognizing and Dealing With Intoxicated Persons
RCW 66.44.200 - Sales to Persons Apparently Under the Influence .of Liquor. No person shall sell any liquor
to any person apparently under the influences of liquor. WAC 314-16-120 states it is a violation for a licensee
or his employee to allow an intoxicated person to remain on the licensed premises.

This is easy to say; yet, difficult to deal with for both the Liquor Control Board and the lincensees of
Washington.

The key factor in dealing with the subject is education. The sale and service of alcoholic beverages is a privilege
business and service employees must understand the responsibilities it entails, even if this leads to refusing service to customers.

The following tips for good licensee/customer relations are provided for your use in educating employees in
recognizing and dealing with intoxicated persons. These tips appeared in the Sgptember 1, 1977 issue of the
California Beverage Beacon.
0

The Basics

Keep count of the number of drinks consumed.

Keep close watch for behavior Jatterns after each drink is served. Quit, often you can sense or feel that the
customer is becoming intoxicated. Don't hesitatedecline further service. There is always the problem of a
negative response from the patronbut better obviously insulted than obviously intoxicated. The Key: When in
doubt, don't serve.
20 Basics Signs of Intoxication
1. Becoming drowsy.
2. Drinking too fast.
3. Becoming loud, argumentative, mean, obnoxious.
4. Becoming entertaining, animated, boisterous.
5. Careless with money on the bar or table.
6. Complaining about drink prices or check.

7. Spilling a drinkall or part of it.
8. Complaining about drink strength or preparation.
9. Overly friendly to customers and/or employees.
10. Altered speech pattern.
11. Slurring words.
12. Annoying other customers.
13. Losing eye cciitact, concentration, focus.
14. Lighting more than one cigarette.
15. Letting cigarette burn without smoking it.
16. Difficulty in lighting ciwctte and/or pipe.
17. Losing muscular control, becoming clumsy.
18. Gait/walk changing.
19. Becoming detached, brooding.
20. Making too many comments about other people in lounge.

2U6
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C. Refusing Service

Assuming that you have determine that your customer should not have another drink, how do you decline
service?

It is your responsibility to refuse service when it becomes apparent that the customer is becoming intoxicated,
even a little bit so. Use the "20 Basic Signs of Intoxication" as a guideline, but remember that the list is not
infallible.
The important thing to remember when declining beverage service is to use tact, and attempt to be diplomatic.

Never use the word "drunk" when conversing with a customer, as invariably this avokes immediate negative
response.

The dialogue used for refusing further beverage service must be structured witit a concerned, caring attitude
rather than an abrupt, gruff denial. Some examples of your conversationand these are examples onlymight
be:

"I'm sorry, b.:t I don't think you should have another drink, as you may encounter a problem driving
home."
"I'm sorry but I believe it is advisable that you do not have another drink. It appears you are becoming a
little intoxicated, and this could create unforseen problems for both you and others. We are concerned, and
we want you back as a customer."
If this approach does not elecit a positive response, than it may be necessary to bring the following to the attention of the customer:
"Driving Under the Influence" violations could involve:

I. Jail (mandatory 1 day in jail for a first conviction, 7 days mandatory jail time upon second conviction).
2. Fine.
3. Attorney fee.

4. Department of Licensing record to include:
a.

First offense - 30-day license suspension unless court recommends no suspension.

b. Second offense - 60-day license suspension.
c.

Third offense - revocation of license.

.5. Possible cancellation of automobile insurance.
6. Insurance premium rate increase.
7. Possible serious injury or death to customer or others.

In closing, it must be re-emphasized that education of your employees is the key to approaching this difficult
problem. For forther guidance and assistance, feel free to contact your local liquor enforcement officer.
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ACCEPTABLE FORMS F R
IDENTIFICATION
Must Show Age, Signature, and Photograph of Bearer
1.

Driver's License or Instruction Permit Issues
N
by any State or Province of Canada
.

2. United States Active Duty Military I.D.
(Green Only)

3. Merchant Marine. I.D. Card Issued by the
United. States Coast Guard

4. Official Card of Identification Issued by the

Liquor Control Authority of any State or
Province of Canada

5. "Identicard" Issued by the Washington State
Department of Motor Vehicles or Identification
Card issued by any State or Province of Canada
6. Official Passport Issued. by any Nation

7. Washirigton Driver's License with eY
date deleted (punched out, cut off, etch)
or hole punched in red seal covering the
date of birth together with a valid Temporaioy
Driver's License.
LO 317.33 /M. 5/41
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AGE?
' ask u
to s II you bee !

THINK TWICE.

.

.ABOUT DRINKING

Volume No.

Sumner, Washington

1

STRESS
Stress is one of the most common com'plaints from people today.
It is usually
related to change in our lives: jobs, home
life, vacations, weddings, world politics,
and local events. Generally, stress can be
Change can
a positive force in our lives.
be fun, but when it comes too often in a
short period.of time, it places demands on
our physical and emotional health that can
lead to illness. Warning signs of stress
include:
irritability, deprecelun, dryness
of the mouth, impulsive behavior, the inability to concentrate, accident proneness,
feelings of unreality, dizziness, insomia,
nervous tics, fatigue, unusual appetite
changes, and increased use of life habits
like:
drinking, smoking, or the use c,f
drugs.
LEARNING TO COPE WITH STRESS

.

*

Find healthy ways of dealing with change.
Learn relaxing techniques.

*

Become a positive asserting person rather
than a negative reacting person. Assertiveness is behavior that allows you to
act in your own best interests and stand
up for your rights in positive ways without creating more stress.

*

Talk to others about stress as a method
of putting it in perspective.

*

Allow
Look at how you manage your time.
yourself more leeway in dealing with
stressful events.

*

Find activities that broaden your interests, increase your satisfaction, and
involve you in the world apart from the
daily "grind."

Stress management is making choices for
.yourself that will give you more "living
room" while respecttng the rights 0 others.

We need to find ways of dealing with
stress that occurs in our daily lives.
Here is a stress mahagement prescriltion
that can help you approach stress:
*

Accept stress as a real factor in your
life - not imaginary, and recognize it
as potentially harmful.

*

Deal carefully with life changes, realizing that too much change over a short
period of tirT can be unhealthy.

February, 1981
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WHAT IS THE STARR NEWS?
The purpose of this newsletter is to share ideas,
for personal wellness and nealth among families in the
sending your ideas to STARR Project, 1202 Wood Avenue;
or call us (Lyn, Liz, or Diana) at 863-2201, extension
core'in May!

MINI -WAYS TO WELLNESS
Watch a sunset
Lapgh at yourself
Have a good cry
Donate blood
Watch the sunrise
Sit by the fire
Daydream
Bake bread
Call a friend
Visit a friend
Say no
Visit a grandparent

information, and resources
Join us by
Sumner area.
Sumner, Washington 98390
66. Our next issue will

SUMMARY
*

You have the right to make choices for
yourself.

*

Personal wellness is achieved through
recognizing healthy choias and living
those choices.

.

SUBSTANCE

There are few people in the United
We are a,
States who are not drug users.
drug-oriented society, very much dependent
on chemicals for our well-being. Consider
the common use of tobacco, alcohol, caffeine
R_IGNTS'
aspirin, sleeping pills, tranquilizers, laxatives, antacids, diet pills, or-cold mediA roster of rights is a part ov stress
-cations,
for example. To talk about substance
You have the right to tilke
management:
use
means
acknowledging that you are a subdecisions!
'stance user, and choosing to be responsible
in your drug use.
* The right to be treated with respect..0.
A drug is any substance that when taken
* The right to have and express xpur own
into the body, changes the body function.
feelings and opinions.
Responsible drug use means using a drug in
such a way that no harm comes to the user or
*. The right to be listened to and taken
How you use a drug is as imanyone else.
seriously.
Any drug can
portant as which drug you use.
* The .-ight to set your own priorities.
be abused.
Laws and regulations attempt to control
guilty.
1h2
right
to
say
no
without
feeling
*
much of our drug use, but the ultimate re* Thc! right to ask for what you want and
I9
sponsibility lies with the individual.
neeL:
thinking about your own use of drugs, conSider the following questions:
*" The right to get what you pay for.
ti

ROSTER OF

*

The right to ajk for information from
professionals!'

*

The right t'

*

The right to choose NOT to assert your-

make mistakes.

*

Why am I using this drug?

*

Is' there any other way of acWeving what
I want without this drug?

self.
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Can I get well, relax or have a good
time withObt it?
What is the potential for harming myself or others if I use this drug?
-Consider the risks associated with this.
drug.

How can I reduce the potential for harm
if I use this drug?

yourself - each of us responds to
drugs in different ways.

- Know

.Could I, or would I recognize problems I might be having if I use this
drug?
- Friends and family can be a help in
assessing possible problems.

Do I know where to get help for myself
or others if I become aware of prob- ,
lems from drug use?
-Sooner or later you will probably come
across someone who is experiencing
drug related problems. Wouldn't it be
nice to be able to help?
Our personal well-being depends upon'
responsible decision-making colcerning substance use/abuse.

Services, through the Office of Health Education, and is housed in the Sumner School
District's Administration Building, 1202
Wood Avenue, Sumner. The Project's three
staff members are: Lynette Benaltabe, Project Coordinator; Liz Woods, Community.
Coordinator; Diana Thompson-Cooper, Project
Secretary.
Project activities to be phased in our
four years are:
SCHOOL EDUCATION:. Starting in February,
1981, kindergarten through twelfth grade
teachers will be trained in alcohol and
drug prevention curriculums which fOcus on
information; coping skills; decision-making;
self-image; and dealing with peer pressure.
These curricula were developed at the
Educational Service District No. 121 (Pierce
and King Counties), and are used throughout the United States as Model programs,
PUBLIC EDUCATION: A variety of public information activities, hosted by the Elementary schools, will be offered, including
a "Parent Awareness" Series in March 1981.
This three-session program will provide information; communication skill-building;
local experts and resources; and an oppor'Inity to see the materials mentioned above.
The three-session program's schedule:

March 12

7-8:30 pm.

Maple Lawn Elem..
Multipurpose Room

March 19

7-8:30 pm.

Daffodil Valley Elem:
Arena Room

March 26

7 - &:30 pm.

SOURCES FOR HELP
Al-Anon/Ala-Teen
Alcohol Information & Referral
Community Alcohol Center
Parents Anonymous
Puyallup Valley Youth Service
Bureau

272-3081
-863-2291
863 -2291

848-5538
I

W H A T

I S

THE STARR PROJECT?
Funded through a special grant to the
schools, the STARR (Sumner Tobacco And Risk
Reduction) Project is an organi,ed,,conprqhensive approach to reducing r'iks associated with alcohol and smoking mong adoSumner wa., chosen for
lescents in Sumner.
the project site because it is a small eistrict with little exposure to the proposed
program and interested school staff and
community members. This four-year project
was funded by the Department of Social
212

-01cAlder Elem.

Multipurpose Room

472 -838
7-8:30 pm.
April 9
(Pollow-up Session)

Bonney Lake Elem.
Multipurpose Room

YOUTH INTERVENTION: A peer counseling program will be developed in the high schools,
and in the second year of the Project, an
information and referral staff person will
be hired for the high schools.
POSITIVE ROLE MODELS: Adult positive role
models will be used in conjunction with the
school program. Also, older children will
be used as models in a cross-age teaching
program.
Local police departments will'
ENFORCEMENT:
work with Project staff members to coordinate emphasis patrols on evenings when
youth, drinking drivers are especially numerous.
Present health-related
SCHOOL POLICY:
policies will be analyzed and updated to
insure early intervention.

PUBLIC INFORMATION: This newsletter will be
ibuted on a regular basis to all parents in the umffer-School-DistriqL It

will include information on Project aCM-vides, health and wellness resources in
the Valley, and our useful information.
COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD:
The STARR Project has a Community Advisory Board which
is made up of community members, agency
staff, parents, students, and school staff.
This Board will advise the Project on each
of the Project Components.

RESOURCES!

HOW:

COST:

'WHAT:

pay.

WHAT:

Ala-Teen for kids with alcohol pro

WHERE:

-02samaTliiiimental Health Center

WHEN:

407 - 14 Avenue Southeast, Puyallup
Wednesday evenings at8:00 p.m.

COST:

Parentin Class - dealing with diferent age groups.
Good Samaritan Mental Health Center
407 - 14 Avenue Southeast, Puyallup
Friday mornings
10:30 a.m. to Noon, ongoing
$2.00 per session

WHAT:

Public Information Series:

WHAT:

Adolescent Health Screening and
WHEN:

WHERE:
WHEN:

WHAT:

WHY:

Sumner Community Center
1202 Fryar Avenue, Sumner
March 10, 2:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.
(second Tuesday of each month)
Provides health screenin and
assessment; health ntormaiTan
counse ing and referral for individuals (ages 11-21) in Pierce
County; immunization; and testing
for hearing, vision, blood, urine,
and sexually transmitted disease.
School sports, physicals, general
health assessments, minor physical
concerns, nutritional problems or
questions, and.family or social
problems.

Educational Service District No. 121
1410 South 200 Street
Seattle, Washington 98148
AND
STARR Project
1202 Wood Avenue
Sumner, Washington 98390

Iiiiffiatzations_are $2.00, and other
services are provided on-ari4-id-

ing scale fee based on gross family income. No one will be denied
services because of inability to

WHERE:
I

An appointment is necessary to atIf you would like
an examination or to talk to a
staff person, call 593-4807.

_tend a clinic,_

7Tairstanding YouriiifNnd Others"
WHEN:

WHERE:

COST:

Tuesdays, 10:00 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
March 3 - Topic:
"Guilt"
March 10 - Topic:
"Stress"
March 17 - Topic:
"Life Transitions"
March 24 - Topic:
"Health And Drugs"
Good Samaritan Mental Health Center
407 -.14 Avenue Southeast, Puyallup
(for additional information and
directions, call 848-5571).
$1.00 per person

BULKRATE
U.S. POSTAGE
PAID
Permit No. 823
Seattle, Wash.
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1982 Alcohol Abuse
Prevention Campaign

.3

Client: National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholisni

Title:

SPORTSTORY

Length: 30,seconds

1.1
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44
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I

0

.
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kk

I

2.

Joe: "You nervous about the game

.

tomorrow night?"
Barney. "Sure."

Joe: "Worried about the party
afterwards?"

Barney: "Huh?"
Joe' "We're in training, you know. And
remember the last party? All the booze?"
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.1

Barney "It's OK for ball players to drink.
Haven t you seen the commercials on

-

I

4.

Joe: "In the commercials, man, all those
ball players are retired."

TV?

Barney "Ohhhhh

Joe "Yeah. but haven't you noticed?"
Barney "Noticed what 2.

Narrator: "Play it smart. Don't retire
before your time
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1982 Alcohol Abuse
Prevention Campaign

/

Client:

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism

Title: TEST TRACK

Length'? 30 seconds
r

tb

;"

1,4

4.4

EIM
t

tif:

t'ipt
:trA

-

I.

A car swerves defly around a row of
oversized liquor bottles on a test track.

/Mr

Z.

Driver: "Everyprofessional driver knows
how to jump on it."

4.

The car fishtails around and comes to a
stop less than a foot from the last bottle.

14A" t
" V-, I

1-

Ardikuto

a

"t
3.

Driver "But the smart drivers know
when to lay off the gas

1'

..
.

5

Driver "That's called control and I like
that feeling, You know. It's the same with
drinking You -ye got to know when to lay
off And when you re driving is one of
those MPS.

.6.

4

He kicks over the last bottle.

Driver "So play it smart. Don't drink
and drive."
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1982 Alcohol Abuse
Prevention Campaign
4

National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism

Client:

0

SATURDAY NIGHT

Title:

Length: 30 seconds

it
I

...1111

..1

I.

Teen: "Just a little while ago, there I was
.
. cal full of buddies. cruisin', radio
blastirl', a little drinkirt', you know."

2.

Teen: "Well. that was a little while ago.
Nobody wants to be around for the
music f gotta face now."

=1".

Amidi10.012r4Mii.
L.

,

1,44

1

a.

ft'

r
3.

4.

Teen: "Worse than that, even. Dad's

car . .."

Teen: "Drinking and driving . .. me
. . stoopid."
.

IL 1AX
IP*

viz.

\I"
USK is 1.,/

111111111.1.

S.

He turns around to greet his father, who
is upset.

Teen "Hi. Dad'"
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6.

Narrator "Play it smart. Don't drink and
drive

1982 Alcohol Abuse
Prevention Campaign
National Institute on Alcohol Abuse
and Alcoholism

Client:

Title:

SATURDAY NIGHT

Length:

10 seconds

Ira

r

pol

1.

Teen' "Dad's car ..."

2.

;

"Drinking and driving
stoopid."

Teen_ :
. . .

me

111_,L111111
Pit
'410,

et

'A

.0 r
3.

Narrator: "Play it smart . ."
Teen: "Hi, Dad . ."

4.

.
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Narrator: "Don't drink and drive:4

Friday Night Live
Who?
Counselor'/Photographer

What?
Take slides of a local "hangout" to be used in the show.

Why?
As a result of these efforts:
Students and parents will watch the showing with open minds.
The showing will be personalized for each school.

How?
Note: The slides taken in this activity will be
incorporated into the "Friday Night Live"
show in order to personalize the show for
.students in your school. Experience has shown
that when students recognize a local picture
within the content of the show, it helps to

hold their attention and to make the entire
show more relevant _to them. If no slides are
taken, stock pictures will be used.

1. Identify one or two places in the community
that are considered "hangouts" for senior high
students 'on weekend nights. The ;ie might
include a drivein restaurant, theater, ice cream
parlor, etc. It should be a place that students
will be able to identify easily. Consult students
for ideas.

2. Select a person to take a series of 35mm slides
of the places chosen. If possible, ask a professional photographer to donate his or her time
and talent. Other possibilities include a student
or staff person experienced in slide photography or a local newspaper photographer.

a. Shoot at dusk in order to be consistent with
other pictures in the show.
b. Incorporate the name of the location into
the pictures for recognition (e.g. a sign or
logo).

c. Include people and cars into the picture;
however, students should not be able to
recognize any individual.
d. Use high speed Ektachrome film.

4. Develop and preview the slides.
5. Select the best two or three slides based on
the quality of the picture and the ability to
recognize the location.

6. Have slides available one week prior to the
showing. At this time they should be given
to the person setting up the show. He or
she will make the final decision regarding
which, if any, of the slides will be used.

3. The pictures should be taken in the evening
when young people are present. Several
different pictures should be taken using the
following guidelines:
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Music or Drama teacher and students

What?
Prepare a promotional tape

Why?
As a result of these efforts:
Students and parents will be motivated to attend the showing.
The showing will be personalized for each school.

How?
1. Identify-a person whose voice would be well
suited for a cassette tape promoting the "Friday
Night Live" show. Ideas include a local disc
jockey or television personality, a well-known
athlete, musician or other celebrity, a respected
member of the faculty or student body, etc.

2.Arrange for a recording session and the necessary eguipment. If possible obtain professional
recording equipment; however, the school's
cassette player and microphone will do if none
can be obtained.

3.Record the script found on the back of this

e. at any school assembly, concert, or other

large gathering
f.

at P.T.S.A. meetings

g. at faculty meetings

h. be creative!:

5. For a variety of short spot announcements,
each paragraph of the script-can be taped with
the date, time, location, and other information
added to the end.

6.The tape can also be sent to local radio

page, making changes as desired.

4.The final recording should be ready two weeks
prior to the show. It can be used in any of the
following ways for the two weeks before
the show:

a. several times over the school P.A. system
as part of the daily-announcements

stations for airing.

7. A professionally recorded script, minus local
date, time, etc., is available to check out and
copy. Contact the person presenting the show
for details.

b. at the beginning and end of lunch periods
in the cafeteria

c. at the sart or halftime of sports events
d. at school dances

continued on other side
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Public Service Announcement
Hi

.

This is

Ever notice that whenever anyone wants to
talk to You about drinking and driving it's
always a boring lecture full of one-sided scare
tactics? Don't do this! Don't do that! It seems
like they believe you can't make up your own
mind.

"Friday Night Live" is different. It features
the music of Bob Seger and the Silver Bullet
Band and the sensational imagery of Watt/Silverstein.

This is no ordinary show!! Backed by 200
Watt stereo Klipsch speakers, this nineprojector, computer-synchronized, multi-image
presentation almost comes alive from its 8-ft.
by 2-1-11. rear projection screen.

There's no scare tactics! No preaching! No
blood and guts! Just fifteen minutes of high
impact images and music. And when it's all
overnobody is going.to tell you what to do.
"Friday Night Live" will be showing at
on

it's guaranteed to be the most amazing fifteen
minutes you'll spend this quarter.

Be sure to see it. And when it's all over
remember the choice, as always, is up to you!
Another W.T.S.C. production.
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Friday Night Live
.

Who?
All Factilty/Staff

What?
Send a personal letter to "high-riik" students

Why?
As a result of these efforts:
Students and parents will be motivated to attend the showing
Students and parents will watch the showing with open minds

How?
NOTE: This idea is best presented at a
faculty/staff meeting rather than by memo
only. Present it as an option, not as a
requirement.

1. Distribute the idea on the back of this page to
all faculty and staff.

2. After people have identified those to whom
they plan to send letters, allow time to discuss
which students were chosen. This should be
done to:
a. identify any obvious omissions

b. identify who might get more than one letter
(which is fine) in order to avoid sending
letters which might sound too much the
same.

c. allow hesitant faculty to see that others are
willing to take the risk of writing a note
O

3. If there is time, allow people to actually write
their letters. If not, they can write them later.

4.Emphasize the need to avoid writing a "form
letter," and the need to personalize each one.
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Think about it
Each of us knows one or two kids who are likely to drink/take drugs and drive. We hear and see things
which make it no secret who they are.

The "Friday Night Live" show is especially relevant to those students. Unfortunately, they are the ones
who will skip the assembly, come but laugh it off, or come to it high.
A personal note or word from a faculty/staff member might cause them to take a much more serious look at
this very serious issue.
What can you do?

1. Write down the names of a few students who you feel are in this "high-risk" group.

2. Write a personal note to each of them. That note should be positive rather than condemning and could
include any of the following:
a. an expression of some positive things you see in that student
b. an expression of why you feel he/she is an important and worthwhile person
c. the fact th:it you feel the show is important for him/h.a. to see
d. your hope that he/she will go to the assembly, and watch the show with a clear and open mind

c. you are available if they have any questions or want to talk after the show
These should be stated in your own words and style. The same exact letter should not be sent to two
different students to avoid appearing like a "form letter." You may want to check with other faculty/staff to
see who is also sending letters to that student, to avoid the "form letter" problem.

3. Present the note to the students one or two days before the show.
4. If you would rather not write a note, select a student and tell him/her in person.
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Friday Night Live
MASTER. ACTIVITY LIST
This is a listing of all the classroom activities
included in the Friday Night Live-Support
Package. The activities have been given to the
teachers in the subject areas indicated.
Although some of the activities could be used
in several classes, they were included under
only one subject area to avoid students doing
the same activity over and over again.

If an activity is of interest to you, but was
given to a different teacher, contact the
appropriate person to determine if they are
using it or not, and whether or not to include it
in your classes.

P.E.
Test Reaction Time
Discuss Drinking/Drugs, Driving and Sports
Learn Roadside ;alcohol Impairment Tests

TRAFFIC SAFETY STUDENTS
Discuss Blood Alcohol Content
Investigate Local Accidents
Discuss Responsible versus Irresponsible
Choices
Create a. Flyer On Safe Ways to Get Home
Review the D.W.I. Law
.Examine Mk-Taking Behaviors
DRAMA
Role Play Peer Pressure
Discuss Alcohol/Drugs Among Professional
Actors
-Improvise-a-D
Incident-

Project Coordinator

SOCIAL STUDIES
Discuss Social Responsibility
Research Drinking/Drugs and Dri' ing Laws
Host a Panel on the Extent of the Problem
Take a Field Trip to Traffic Court
Conduct a Mock D.W.I. Trial
Develop a Student Government D.W.I. Program

LANGUAGE ARTS
Prepare a Newsletter
Write Position Papers
Complete a Story
Maintain a Daily Writing Journal

HEALTH '
Discuss Attitudes about Alcohol/Drugs
Practice Brainstorming Alternatives and
Consequences
Discuss Drinking, Drugs and Driving
Situations
Role Play Peer Pressure Situations
Identify Alternatives to Drug Use
Participate in Various Field Experiences

HOME ECONOMICS
Plan a Menu for a Non-alcoholic Party
Discuss Alcohol/Drugs Driving Experiences

ART
Create an Anti-Alcohol/Drug and Driving
Poster
Create Alcohol/Drugs and Driving
Advertisements
Create a Message Discouraging Driving
While Under the Influence
Design a Car for Intoxicated Drivers

MUSIC
Observe Behavior of Local Disc Jockeys
Find Musical Expressions of D.W.I. Related
Ideas
Discuss Alcohol/Drugs Among Professional
Musicians
Listen for Alcohol/Drug Messages in Popular
Music
Arrange and Perform Music from the
"Friday Night Live" Show

MATH
Calculate Blood Alcohol Content
Graph Alcohol Related Risk Factors
Analyze Statistics On Local Alcohol Related
Accidents
Design a Computer Program on Alcohol and
Driving .
Analyze Survey Data
continued on other side
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SCIENCE
Study Factors Influencing Alcohol's Effects
Investigate Fact-vs-Rumor
Discuss the Effects of Alcohol/Other Drugs
on Driving
Evaluate Pocket Breathalyzers

BUSINESS
Discuss the Costs to Industry
Draft Contract Related to Alcohol/Drugs and
Driving

FOREIGN LANGUAGE
Maintain a Daily Journal
Complete a Story
Discuss Drinking/Driving Laws in Other
Countries
Discuss Drinking/Drugs/Driving

fE

COMBINED SOCIAL STUDIES,
LANGUAGE ARTS, ART, PHOTOGRAPHY,
DRAAIA.AND
(In the miscellaneous folder)
Produce a Show On Drinking/Drugs and
Driving
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Traffic v eery Students
4. .

What'?
Examine risk - taking behaviors

Why?
The student will demonstrate the ability to:
Assess his/her current method for dealing with alcohol/drugs and driving situations.
Identify the factors which influence making decisions, and better control the influence of these factors.

...1.

How?
1. Ask why some people take higher acid lower
risks than others do. Have students speculate
about their own risk taking. Explain that this.,
lesson deals with risk takings and its impact
upon decision making.

2. Distribute the Risk Situations handouton the
back of this page.

3. Explain the different categories of:
High Risk - Low Gain
High Risk - High Gain
Low Risk - Low Gain
Low Risk - High Gain

7. Summarize their conclusions by discussing the
following questions:
a. Why are some people more likely to take
risks than others in a given situation?
b. Expand on the statement that risk and gain
are both in the eye of the person
contemplating the risk.
c. Would you agree or disagree that to learn
or grow or change, one must risk?
d. Is risk taking good or bad? Why?
e. How might risk taking impact your drinking
behavior?

f. How might risk taking impact your driving
behavior?

4. Ask for examples in each category.
Emphasize that risk and gain are relative and.
may not be the same for each person.

5. Have students fill out the worksheets
independently, indicating their perceptions of
risk and gain in each situation.
6. Have students form small groups and discuss
the risks involved and how to handle the
situations listed.

continued on other side
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RISK SITUATIONS
Risk

Gain

High Medium. Low

High Medium Low

.

.

.

1. driving home after drinking too much

2. having two drinks In one hour and
then driving home

,

,

'

3. riding home with a driver who has
been drinking

4. riding home with a driver who has
been smoking marijuana
5. hitchhiking late Saturday night
.6. taking a pain pill which was prescribed for your mother last year
7. taking some ",No-Doz" when
studying late for an exam
8. using smoking as a method to keep
your weight down
9. Stealing some vodka from your
parents for a party
10. rock climbing
11. hang gliding
12. taking a pill (you don't know what

.

.

_

.

it is)
13. reporting a friend for selling drugs

14. telling a friend he/she has a drug
problem

_

15. telling a friend he/she has had too
much to drink and shouldn't drive
16. refusing to drink at a party
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Traffic Safety Students
A

en,

I

What?

Discuss responsible versus irresponsible choices

Why?
The student will demonstrate the ability to:
Explain what is or is not important to him/her.
Assess his/her current method for dealing with alcohol/drugs and driving situations.

How?
1. Distribute the worksheet on the back of this
page.

2. Ask students to complete the exercise is the

prevalence of some of the irresponsible
behaviors among the students at your school.
Discuss what things the students could do, as
individuals, to reduce those behaviors.

directions indicate.

3. When all the students are finished explain that
the room will now be used as a continuum,
with "Very Responsible" on one side of the
room and "Very Irresponsible" on the
opposite side.

4. Select one of the situations from this

worksheet, read it and ask the students to form
a line across the room indicating how
responsible or irresponsible they feel it is. As
the students take their places, they must ask
the people next to them how they feel and
then change places accordingly.

5

)(

Repeat the "human continuum" with the other
questions.

6. Have the students sit down, and then Cqcuss
Which situations they felt were most responsible/

irresponsible and why. Also discuss the

continued on other side
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"RESPONSIBLE?" "IRRESPONSIBLE?"

Very Responsible

Very Irresponsible

Place the number of the situation on the
continm below ranging from Irresponsible to
Responsible.
Each situation involves an eighteen year old

person who
1. Drives to a party, drinks heavily (3-4
drinks every. 1-2 hours), and then drives
home.

e.

5. Drives to a keg party, does not drink, and
then drives home.
6. Drives to a party, drinks heavily, and then
calls parents for a ride home.

2. Rides to a party with a non-drinking friend,
drinks 1-2 drinks, and then rides home with
the same non-drinker.

7. Rides to a party with a non-drinking friend,
drinks heavily, and then rides home with
the same non-drinker who did sot drink.

3. Drives to a party, drinks 1-2 drinks, waits
2 hours after the last drink, and then drives

2. Has one beer at home with parents and
then watches a movie on TV.

home.

4. Rides to a sister's wedding with a nondrinker, drinks one glass of champagne
during the reception, and then rides home
with a parent.
.,

Option: For each question how would you
respond if the persort were 21? What
if it were marijuana instead

of alcohol'

19kkw#P
11114i
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Health Education Students

What?
Identify alternatives to drug use

Why?
The student will demonstrate the ability to:
Identify and practice alternative ways of dealing with alcohol /drugs and driving.
Assess his/her current method for dealing with alcohol/drugs and driving.

How?
1. Distribute the worksheet, "Listening to Myself:"

2. Have students list on the worksheet ten
activities they really love to do.

3. Students individually completerthe worksheet
by

in each column that applies.

b. Use the list in "a" to produce a flyer on
"alternative highs." Make copies and
distribute to the entire student body.
_
c. Create a class collage from magazines,
newspapers, etc. The collage should reflect
all the ideas included on the list in "a."
Use the poster as part of a schooVisplay.

4. Discuss the answers on the worksheet,
including the following topics:

a. What did you learn about yourself?
b. What activities were more important to you
than others?
\c. How do peer influences affect our choices?

Options:
a.

List all the "Things People Love to Do" on
a largesheet of butcher paper. Add to the
list as students think of more ideas. Put the
sheet in a conspicuous place. Ask students
each week to place a check mark next to .
any of the things they did that past week.
Set a class goal that all the things on the
list will be done by at least one person
during the semester.

continued on other side
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...THINGS I LOVE TO DO!
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1. Costs $5 or more each time you do it.

.

2. Done primarily alone

.

3. Done primarily with others

4. School or job related
5. Can still do this after age 40
6. Requires good health to do

.

7. Done when I am already happy

.

8. Date I last did this activity (write in
the date.
9. Activity usually includes alcohol or
!other drugs.

10. My parents do this act:vity
.11. Degree of risk involved (high, medium,
low)

.-

12. Done primarily when I am depressed

.
1

VC,- 4
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Health Education Students

What?

Role play peer pressure situations

Why?
The student will demonstrate the ability to:
Identify the factors which influence making decisions, and better control the influence of these factors.
Assess his/her current method for dealing with alcohol/drugs and driving situations:

How?

1, Ask for six volunteers from the class to

2
3,

perform the peanut gallery role play (he sure
they like peanuts). Give each one a re'
description from the back of this page. They

d #1: How did you feel about pressuring the
others? Was it easier when #2 joined you?
(QUESTIONS FOR CLASS):
e. How did you feel watching the peanut

should follow the role directions and not
discuss these with each other or the class.

f. Why do peoplepressasrothers into

Give character #1 a jar of peanuts.

g. What can you do to resist peer pressure to

making decisions?
make decisions that you don't want to make?

Role play: the si: students will role play the
peanut gallery ;:tuation with character #1
trying to pressure other members to eat the
peanuts. (The class may add pressure by
clapping, cheering, etc. if the teacher chooses.)
The role play should conclude when #3 and
#4 have joined characters *1 and #2 in
eating the peanuts (allow approximately ten
minutes).

4,

gallery lole play?

5.Tell students that everyone will have a chance
to practise dealing with peer pressure. Divide
Imo small groups (four students per group).
Have group members number off one through
four and ask them to remember their numbers.

Oh,

6, Explain the peanut gallery situations. The
teacher will read a pressure situation indicating
the number of the person who acts as the
"pressure person." That person will have
three minutes (use an egg timer if available) to
pressure /influence as many other group
members to agree with him/her as possible.
Group members will resist. Some ground rules
niay include: no personal attacks allowed,
rbal or physical; give eech person a chance
to participate.

Open-ended discussion questions: (Questions
for characters)
a. #5. #6: How did you feel about being
pressured to do something when you kept
saying, "No, I won't?"

b. #3, #4: How did you feel when you
resisted? How did you feel about giving in?
c. *3. #4: How did you feel when *2 gave
in and started pressuring you?

continued on other side
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PEANUT GALLERY
SITUATIONS

7,, Discuss student reactions to being the pressure
person and being pressured. Ask for the
methods they used in persuading and in
resisting.others. Discuss the usefulness of
considering peer pressure situations before
they occur.

Situation #1:
You and your three friends are driving
home from school. You ask them if they
want to smoke some pot. You've got a joint
in your pocket. Now would be a great time
to get high.

3, Conclude the activity by pointing out that
making responsible decisions requires being
aware of the pressures around us and
developing ways to deal with these.

W.>

Option: Reverse the situation so that 3

#1: Pressure the others to join you!

students are pressuring the one student to do
the action.

Situation #2:

PEANUT GALLERY
ROLES

You've been asked to go to a kegger
Saturday night. Everybody will be there.
You ask your three friends to go with you.
You'll drive.

.

Person #1

Person #2

Person #3

Eat the peanuts slowly and try to
get everyone else to enjoy the
peg: luts, too.

#2: Pressure the others to join you!

You will be offered peanuts and
though you say they're not good
for you, but you accept. Take
your time eating them. Then help
convince others to enjoy them.

Situation #3:
You and your three friends are going to a
concert Friday night. You think it'd be a
great idea to go stoned. You have some
dope at home.

Others will try to persuade you
to cat the peanuts. Resist their
arguments. Wait for awhile and
then give in.

#3: Pressure the others to join you!

Situation #4:
You and your three friends are at the
basketball game. During halftime, your
neighbor comes up and asks you if you'd
like to go cruising. He has some beer.

Person #4 Others will try to persuade you
to eat the peanuts. Resist their
arguments; Wait for awhile and
then give in.

#4: Pressure the others to join you!

Person #5 No matter what. dc not take any
peanuts!
Per.mn *6

No matter what, do not take any
peanuts!
'
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Language Arts Students

What?
Complete a story

Why?

*Pm

The student will demonstrate the ability to:
Identify and practice alternative ways of dealing with alcohol/drugs and driving situations.
Predict the consequences for a given alternative.

How?

1. Using the scenarios on the back of this page,
have students write a brief conclusion to one
of the stories, focusing on the key character
(underlined). Their paper should encompass
the criteria and elements used in all of your
class's written work. Inform them that the
conclusion will be discussed during class. All
students should write on the same scenario.

both the positive and negative consequences
for both the key character and the other people
in the story.

7. This second paper can be discussed in a
manner similar to steps 3 and 4.

8. Collect, evaluate, and grade all papers using
the normal criteria for your class.

2. Allow sufficient time to complete the writing
or assign it as homework.

S. Use other scenarios for additional writing
assignments.

3. Ask the students what course of action the key
character took in their stories. Make a list of
these courses of action on the board.

which were not
rn
4.. Brainstorm alternatives

included in the list. Encourage creativity! Ask
students to consider courses of action which
they might not like themselves, but which are
still options and could be done.

5. When the brainstorming is complete, ask each
student to select one alternative different from
the one included in his/her original paper.

&Ask them to then write a one-to-two-page
conclusion to the same story using the newly
selected alternative. With the new conclusion,
students are to include a variety of consequences of having taken that particular course
of action. Those consequences should include

continued on other side
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SCENARIOS
I. This is the first time .Inc has been to a kegger and had to drive home. He feels a little funny and different
as he drives his parents' new car. He doesn't want to stop driving because he really wants. to show off-his
new license..On the other hand, he doesn't want to get in an accident or lose his license because of a
D.V.I. If he can find a good excuse, he is willing to pull over, lock the car and hitch, but he's too
embarrassed to ask one of his,three passengers to drive.

At the next corner ...

rot

2. Sara drove to the party and will have to drive home. All her friends are there, and they are having a
great time. Some are drinking and smoking dope. Usually she would join them. Someone offered her a
beer and a couple of her friends are watching. She hates to look like a "NURD," but she does have to
drive home.
Behind her
r.

3. Michelle and her date are getting a ride lame with her friend and her friend's date. They are in the front
scat and she is in the back. The guy is driving and he is pretty drunk. He has run a couple of red lights
and stopped at a green one. He keeps crossing the center line and just missed hitting one car. It's eight
miles to home.

Nlichelle's date says

. . .

4. Lee is the parent of a son your present age. The son has just pulled into the driveway after going to a
drive-in three miles away with friends. He comes into the house obviously drunk. The car is his, paid for
by working this summer.
As the door closes
.

.

Terri is at a party with Tony. It's their first date and Terry has really had fun. Terry never drinks
alcohol, but Tony has been drinking wine. It's 1:00 a.m. and everyone is leaving. Tony is a little drunk,
but not really smashed.
On the way to Tony's car

234
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Friday Night Live
Who?
Language Arts Students

What?

t.

Write position papers

Why?
The student will demonstrate the ability to
Explain what is or is not important to him/her.
Recognize his/her feelings about alcohol/drugs and driving.

How?

lesson uses the position statements on the
1 This
back of this page. They can be copied, written

1. Having students find a partner who
wrote with an opposite point of view, or

2. Forming small groups according to
topic and having them discuss both
sides of the issue, or
3. Conducting a general class discussion
on each of (or some of) the issues.
d. When students select their two position
statements, have them pick one they agree
with and one they disagree with, and then
write their papers.

on the board, or read to the students.

2. Ask students to select two of the position statements which closely reflect their own opinions.

3. For each of the two statements chosen, ask
the students to write a two-to-four-page paper
in support of that point of view. Statements
made in the papers should be supported by
fact or experience or some explanation of why
the student feels that way.

e. When students select their two position
statements, have them pick two that
represent opposite sides of the same issue,
and write their papers accordingly.

4. Allow sufficient time to prepare and write the
papers.

5 Collect and evaluate, using existing criteriefor
your classes.

a. Keep the papers on file and ask students to
write a one-page paper on the same topics
several months. later. At that time return
the original paper and discuss whether or
not there were any changes and why.
b. Stude9ts who wish to get into greater detail
can choose to do one paper, 4-8 pages,
rather than two short papers.
c. inform the students in advance that there
will be a discussion of issues during class.
After the papers have been written, organize
a discussion by:

continued on other side
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POSITION
STATEMENTS
Con: Current penalties in this state for

1. Changing drinking and driving lawsPro: Our state's penalties for D.W.I.

people convicted of driving while
intoxicated are satisfactory and
should be left alone!

(driving while under the influence)
arc too soft and there are too many
loopholes. They must be made
more severe!

II. Stopping the drinking driver
Con: If people want to drink and drive,
it's their choice and you and I
should not get involved. The
drinker, not you and I, is responsible for his/her actions.

Pro: If you see someone who is drunk
and about to drive, you must do
whatever it takes to prevent him/her
from driving. If necessary, you
should call the police, even if it is
a friend.

III. Prohibition of alcohol
Con: It's not the alcohol, it's the people,
and they have a right to make their
own choices, Preventing the sale of
alcohol is absurd.

Pro: Alcohol is the number-one killer
on our highways. For this and other
reasons, the sale of all alcohol
should be prohibited.

IV. Lowering the drinking age
Con: The drinking age should be left
at 21.

Pro: The drinking age should be
lowered to 18.
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Friday Night Live
Who?

(gb

Activities Coordinator

What?
Use music and ideas from the show at school dances

Why?
As a result of these efforts:
The topic of alcohol/drugs and driving will remain visible for several months.
Students will demonstrate the ability to identify and practice alternative ways of dealing with alcohol/
drugs and driving situations.

How?
,For the next dance or concert, contact the
performing group and ask them If they can
incorporate into their performance the song,
"Betty Lou's Getting Out Tonight" by Bob
Seger and the Silver Bullet Band. This is the
introductory music from the "Friday Night
Live" show. If they can't, skip *2.

14

2. Ask that the song be played as the final song
or at least near the end of the evening.

3Also, ask the group if they would be willing to
say a few words before the song and at the
end of the event, asking students to think twice
and not to drive if they have betz drinking or
taking drugs. Some ideas are on the back and
can be copied and given to the group (this can
also be done by someone from the school).

continued on other side
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SCRIPT ENDING
SCHOOL DANCES
If you got a little high tonight, we
hope you won't drive.; If you're
straight, we hope you'll make sure
your friends don't drive if they're
not. Call a cab, let someone else
drive, or call a friend.

We've enjoyed. being here!

You're a great audience!
The next song is by Bob Seger.
Its called "Betty Lou's Getting
Out Tonight." It was the intro
music for the show "Friday Night
Live" which was at your school

We'd like you to be able to come
back the next time we're here.

on

(date)

We hope you'll all make it home
safely tonight.
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Remember Friends don't let
friends drive drunk!

Friday Night Live
Who?
Counselor

What?
Feature a student panel for faculty and parents

Why?
As a result of these efforts:
The topic of alcohol/drugs and driving will remain visible for several months.

How?
NOTE: This activity can be arranged for
faculty or parents or both:
1. Schedule a date and time when the adults
would be able to attend (Plan it to coincide
with a faculty meeting, PTA meeting, etc.).
Allow one hour.

2. Publicize the event using normal methods.
3 .7ontaet 5-8 students who would be willing to
participate on a panel on drug use at your
school. The stucknts should represent a variety
of groups including the jocks, the stoners, the
student leaders. the "straight" kids, etc. If
students from your school are hesitant ask
students from a nearby school.

4, Meet with the students before the panel begins
to explain the intent of the panel, to go over
the ground rules (see below), to review the
sample questions and to put them at ease.

c.

Everyone has the option to pass on any
question.

d. It's okay to disagree so long as you don't

put someone down for his/her ideas.

7. As facilitator, use the list of questions on the
back to start the discussion. The first two
questions on the list seem to work well. Allow
adults to ask questions, and fill in the quiet
spaces with more questions from the list.

8. End the panel when it appears that things are
beginning to wind down. Thank the students
4 for their willingness to be open and take a risk.

9. After the students leave, the adults may have
some additional questions or the need to
discuss certain issues.

la, Send "Thank you's" to all the panel members.

5.Set

up the room so that students are behind a
table (it provides some security) and so that
chairs arc in a "U" shape. Provide-name tags
for students with first name only.

6.At the

start of the meeting with the adults.
explain the following rules which apply to
both students and adults:
a. Do not use the names of people or give
away their identity.
b. Do not ask personal questions such as.

"Do you smoke pot?" or "What is the
name of the local dealer ?"

continued on cher side
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Student Panel Questions
I. What drugs do you see being used most
often?

2. At what age does drug use start among
the kids you know?
3. What trends/changes have you seen in
drug use?

4. How easy is it to get various drugs?

17. Do students who use alcohol/drugs want.
or care to be educated on the adverse
effects of alcohol/drugs, or are they
close-minded?

18. If you could teach a program on drug
education in your school, how would yom
teach it, and what would you teach?
19. What are the qualities of a "good" teacher?

5. What groups (stoners, jocks, etc) use
which drugs?

6. Do students consider alcohol a drug?

7. Do you see many students in school who
arc drunk or high?

ei

8. What problems do you see related to drug
use at "school and away from school?

9. How much accurate information do
students have about drugs?
10. What has your drug education been like?

11. What do you think the schools should do
about drug education?
12. Where do students go for help with drug
or other problems?
13. How strong is peer pressure to use drugs?
14. How strong is the sense of social responsibility (i.e. preventing a drunk person
from driving) among students?

15. What is the extent of and attitude toward
driving while under the influence of
alcohol or other drugs?
16. What effect, if any. do television specials
on alcohol and drugs (i.e. Afternoon
Specials and "Get High on Yourself")
have on:
a. students who use drugs?
b. students who do not use drugs?
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EMPHASIS PATROL CHECK LIST'

Instructions:

Please record the following information for each person stopped during
the Emphasis Patrol: Under the person's Ige category, record marks (checks
or slashes) to indicapil the type of viola-aim whether alcohol was found
In the car,. whatbas..th, person was alaN77iOnney.Legairemht, and
action(s) taken by the officer.
Thank you vary much for your assistance!

Violation:

Undue, er 16

16-18

11:11.

22+

Mechanical (auto)
Speeding

Recklessinegilgeni driving
Brunk driving

0.1

Alcohol/drugs in car?
Yes

411pMe

No

1111111M

Sumner/Bonney Lake residen!?
Yes

01.....

11111

No

Action(s) taken:

Verbal warning

.1111111

Written warning
Citation

41=1.11111MIMIp

111.0111.10

.11,1 a

Vs

Arrest
Remove alcohol/drugs

Please record any specific comments on the reverse side of page.
011111.....ipmmomm

4..
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VAC Ca*
AIL

DID YOU KNOW:

- That more deaths occur on our streets during holidays than any other time?
- That over 1/2 of these deaths involve driving while intoxicated?
- Because of this, the local police will be heavily patroling the local
area on thy* Friday and Saturday nights during the upcoming weekends.

WHAT COULD YOU DO?

Let's consider the alternatives to driving while intoxicated:
- Let a sober pftson drive home.

- Have friends over for a party without alcohol.

- Invite that special friend over to watch "Love Boat."
- Kick back and play Space Invaders.
- Go visit Grandma.

- Go see "'Raiders of the Lost Ark" for the 9th time.
- Make Christmas cookies.

- Ask your special friend to the Christmas Dance Dec. 19th:
- Pull out your favorite textbook and read a chapter.
- Call a cab.

- Go for a walk

Go to bed early and read a good book
- Play Yahtzee with your iittle brother
- Challenge 'dour best buddy to the World As,.!..):.!

And fira!!y:
-

IF VW CAN'T :0 TH: TIME, :C'HI'T

TrIE
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BEST COPY AVAILABII.

0.7

ON JUNE 4 and 5, BEWARE!
POLICE. WI a PAT ROL EVERYWHERE
Bypass. the port ies, but, don't feel

neglected,
/Choose an option we selected
TAKE A CRUISE ON YOUR RAFT

PUMP SOME IRON

NAVE A FRISBEE TOURNAMENT
GO SEE YOUR FAVORITE MOVIE AGAIN

HAVE A BARBEQUE IN THE BACKYARD

Go CAMPING
SHOOT SOME HOOPS WITH YOUR FRIENDS
HAVE A PARTY AT YOUR HOUSE

PIG OUT AT CHUCK E CHEESE
Go TO THE PARTY:

0
0

WORK ON YOUR MJSTANG

rn

PLAY PACJAN UNTIL YOUR HANDS FALL
OFF

E;

BURN SOME WEINIES AT THE BEACH
PLAY CARDS WITH THE GUYS
BEAT A FRIEND AT FACE/MON
-c

LISTEN TO LIVE TIME ON KISW

ASSIGN A DRIVER WHO WON'T
DRINK ALL EVENING

0
rn

STAY UP LATE AND WATCH "SECOND CITY"

z

CALL A CAB, A FRIEND, YOUR FOLKS

V.

X

FASTEN YOUR SEATBELT

z
cti

co

z

m

/'

r-7

.DID YOU
1.4!

0
r-

000 YOUNG PEOPLE DIE IN EVERY YEAR IN ALCOHOL-RELATED ACCIDENTS

m
m

VICTIMS ARE OFTEN PASSENGERS, OR DRIVERS WHO HAVEN'T BEEN DRINKING
140,000 YOUNG PEOPLE ARE CRIPPLED OR INJURED FOR LIFE

X

m
z

BECAUSE OF THIS, ADDITIONAL POLICE WILL BE PATROLLING IN THE SUMNER, EONNEY LAKE
AND LAKE TAPPS COMMUNITIES OVER FRIDAY AND SATURDAY EVENINGS, JUNE 4TH AND 5TH.

PLAY IT SMART... Don't drink &drive
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Chapter 4:

Early Intervention

O

r.

Any good alcohol and drug edu' adon. program will
increase awarenesswithin the school, the home, and

the communitabout issues involved' in the use and

intervention: one which uses "natural" helpersyoung
people and adults within a school to whom students
already are tuning for help. The second type of program utilizes professional counselors-within a hool
setting. These two approaches are based on diff est
perspective. The natural helpers approach attem
to
identify people who are already credible sources of
assistance to young people and then provide them with

abuse of alcohol and other sirup. Successful pr ention
programs get students, their parents, and members of
the community thinking about alcohol and drugs, and
they encourage people to be more open about talking
about those problems. Golid prevention programs give
people permission to admit and confront alcohol and !additional helping skills. The use of professional
drug abuse issubs and concerns.
counselors takes professimpdly trained helpers, brings
One measure of the success of a local prevention pro- them into a school setting, and attempts to build
gram is the degree to which.it surfaces alcohol and drug credibility ind support for Counseling activities,
prbblems. Students are often encouraged to admit and
The two programs described in this chapter are 1) the
confront the fact that they have alcohol or drug abuse "Natural Helpers" program developed in Washington
problems. Participating students whose parents are State, and 2) the Student Assistance Fromm developed
alcoholics may be more willing to seek out help in cop- in Westchester County, NewYork.
.

ing with their stressful family situations. Not just
student's are affected, Teachers, parents., and other
adults in the community may also become more willing
to confront alcohol and drug abuse problems which affect them, their families, or friends.
One of the most important issues which needs to be

confronted in designing a comprehensive prevention
program is what to do when these alcohol- and drugrelated problems surface within the schools. If local
prevention .efforts have encouraged students to admit
that they have a problem with alcohol or drugsor in
other Preas of their liveshow can the school provide
help? Many people who have developed school7based
prevention programs feel that preventkm alone is nbt
enough: "It's important to give kids ecod information

.

.

.

The "Natural Hdpers" Program
Program Overview
The Natural Helpers program was developed as a way
of helping adolescents within a school environment deal
with the problems Which-they confront. Mood changes,
problems with friends, families, schools, and.drugs are

typical struggles for teenagers. The effecti of these
struggles often show up in school as poor grades,
absenteellm, and alcohol and drug use. Some young
people try to handle their stresses alone. If they seek
help, it is usually from their friends who share Imilar

values, expectations, and experiences. The friends do
the best they can to help. However, sometimes they
about alcohotand drugs and to help give them the skills\ don't recognize the seriousness of the problem or they
to make good decisions and to cope with problems. But \ lave incorrect information. Somet) tes they don't know
if we're any good at that, kids are going to start talking what to do to help and end up as involved In the probabout their problems and we've got to be ready to help
tas the friend who asked for help.
them. We can't just tell kids to face up to their problems
a group, teenagers tend to distrust adults. When
and then turn our backs when they ask for help."
asked why they don't discuss their problems with adults,
For this reason, early intervention programs are a the most common response is, "They wouldn't underlogical and necessary part of any comprehensive school- stand." Teenagers may hesitate to discuss day-to-day
be.sed prevention effort. Early intervention programs struggles such as fights with parents or boyfriends with
pyride help to young people who have problems with anyone except a friend. Yu, these seemingly small issues
alcohol and drugs. Many programs also offer help to can have a tremendous effect on their behavior at
young people with other problems, since they can even- school.
tually lead to alcohol and drug abuse.
The Natural Helpers program is based on a simple
This chapter discusses two basic approaches to early premise: within every school, an informal "helping netv

4,"47
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,

work" exists. Students with problems naturally seek out

3. To identify typical problems faced by students and

other studentsand occasionally- teachers or other

to provide helpers with information relevant to
those problem areas.

school staffwhom they trust. They seek them out for
advice, help in getting assistance, or just to provide sympathetic listening. The Natural Helpers progam utilizes

this existing helping netwqrk and provides training to
stip 'cuts and adults who are already serving as informal
helpers. It gives them the skills they need/to more,effectively provide help to young people who seek them out.

Natural Helpers include a cross- section of students

and adult staff members. They are identified and
selected through an anonymous school-wide survey of
both students and adults. After they are identified; they
are invited to participate in the Natural Helpers program. They receive at least 31) hburs of training in corninunication skills so that they can listen empathetically

and help others make their own choices. They also
receive information on local resources and training on
identifying their own limits so that they can make referrals when necessary. They are not professionally trained
therapists or counselors.
Natural Helpers work in a variety of roles within the
school, from providing one-to-one listening, support
and referral, to leading discussion groups and organizing school-wide prevention activities and education pro-

,_grarns. They may concentrate on one issuesuch as
alcohol and drug abuseor offer help in all areas of
concern.

Leadership for the Natural Helpers program is provided by an in-school coordinator. He/ she is assisted by

student coordinators and by an Advisory Committee.

The cost for the program varies depending . on the
number of participants, training format, and program
goals. An average figure is $3,000 per year to train and
support about 35 Natural Helped.
The Natural Helpers program was first developed and
pilot tested in Washington State at Mercer Island High
School in 1519 and. at Sumner High School in 1980.

Program Goals and Objectives
The general goal of the Natural Helpers program is to

provide skilled listeners in a school settiiii; so that
students get the help they need. The help may include
listening, suppoTting, providing information, referral,
or intervention. \
The original N4ural Helpers model was designed for
helping high school students concerned with alcohol- or
drug-related problems, but it quickly;expanded to address other problems identified through the survey. The
model may also be. applicable to other age groups and
settings. The general process objectives of the Natural
Helpers program are:
1. To identify stiff and students who are currently

helping others in the school with personal or
academic problems.

2. To provide training to these individuals in com
munication skills, decisionmaking, problem solving, referral, and other helping activities.

4. To establish programs and situations where
Natural Helpers can use their skills to help others.

5. To provide support to the Helpers regarding their
own problems and those they encounter in helping
others.
Special Features of the Natural Helpers Program
The Natural Helpers program was designed to build
on the strengths of past experiments with peer .counsel-

ing programs. Some of the effective and innovative
features of the Natural Helpers program include:
It uses a survey to identify Natural Helpers, thus

assuring that the students and staff who are
selected 'are already viewed by their peers as
trustworthy people.

It capitalizes on the existing peer network in the
school by increasing the knowledge and skills of
those people most often used as sources for help.
It can result in students better utilizing professional

help available both in. school and in the community. Natural Helpers receive training in how to
make a referral to appropriate community
resources; they provide a link between their peers
and professional help.
It focuses on specific issues of student concern as
identified by the survey. Natural Helpers receive
special training on problems frequently mentioned
in survey results.
It reduces feelings of alienation by providing easy
access to helpers who share similar values. The pro-

gram contributes -to a positive school climate by
bringing together representatives of different factions within the school and helping them see their
similarities. It also allows students and staff to see
each other as human beings instead of in "we" and
"they" terms.
It is a flexible program which can be tailored to
meet the needs and budget of each school and the
particular strengths and interests of participating
Natural Helpers.
Natural Helpers' Roles
typically utilize
Unlike many peer programs wh
young people in a single capacityas tutors or leaders

of rap groupsNatural Helpers select their own roles

after they are trained. They a4 encouraged to select ac;
tivities and roles which are the most comfortable for
them. Some of the typical ways Natural Helpers have

been utilized in the school districts which have
plemented the program are:

Natural Helpers become more aware of people
around them and reach out more often to help
others outside of their own friends. For example,
Lisa is more aware of quiet people and loners. She
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approaches students who look concerned and asks,
"Is everything OK? You seem worried today." Bob
thinks be has become a friiIndlier person after training. He says, "Hi. How's it going?" to more people in the hall and is ready to listen to the answer.

Helpers to deal with students in crisis. One asked a

Natural Helpers are more aware of the seriousness
of some problems and how to make referrals. For

munity. For example, a school district which was
training its teachers to use a drug education cur

example, Jerry knew his friend had been heavily in-

riculum asked a group of Natural Helpers from the

volved with drugs over the last year. During the

high school to-come to their .program and talk
-.- about drug use as they see it among their peers.

NaturallHelpers training, Jerry realized he couldn't

provide Ian the help that was needed. He said, "I
want hereto talk to somebody who can help her. She
,deeds a counselor who has the training to help her

get totally off drugs, not just a friend." Jerry
helped her make CI fi appointment with a counselor

at the Youth Service Center. Leslie, another
Natural Helper; recognized that another student
might really be serious about suicide. She went to
the school nurse to discuss the situation. Together
they intervened and got the student to a local Crisis
Clinic counselor.
Natural Helpers get involved in projects to improve
the school climate. For example, at Mercer Island

High School, the Natural Helpers had a Hug Day.

They handed out "hug passes" and gave people
hugs to create s friendlier atmosphere and cut
through some of the cl;ques and isolation. At
Sumner High School, Natural litlpers decorated
halls for major holidays and invited others to join
them in gener .ng school spirit. They also wrote a
"Dear Abby" type column in the school newspaper
so that problem could be discussed anonymously.
Natural Helpers assist in leading rap groups and
drop-in centers.or example, at one high school,
special discussion i7.roups were offered for staff and
students to share their feelings after several student
deaths had occurred. Natural Helpers acted as co-

facilitators of the small groups. Another school
operates weekly rap groups in the evening, at which

Natural Helper to talk with a girl who ran
hysterically into the restroom after learning she was

not selected for a part in the school play.
Natural Helpers serve on student panels in the com-

Another group was asked by a health clinic to serve
on a panel discussing thy concerns of adolescents.

Junior high counselors have also had Natural
Helpers come to their schools to talk with ninth
graders about life in high school.
Selecting Natural Helpers.

The effectiveness of other programs which utilize
peers has often been constrained because participating
students were volunteers or were Selected through fac-

ulty recommendations. In many cases, participating
peers represented only a minority of the student groups
within a school and were not trusted by others.
Natural Helpers are selected through an anonymous

schoolwide survey conducted once a year. Separate
surveys are conducted of students and school staff to
identify student and adult Natural Helpers. This selection process has a number of advantages. It makes it
possible: 1) to identify individuals from all segments of
the school population who are already helping others; 2)
to identify the qualities which people look for in selecting a.helper; and 3) to identify major problem areas and
concerns faced by students in the school.
Schoolwide Survey.

Two survey forms are used

one for students and one for school staff. For ease of
scoring, the surveys can be usal with a computerized
answer sheet---except for the list of personal names
which must be hand tabulated.

problem, such as addictions.
Natural Helpers make themselves available to

To assure schoolwide representation, it is essential to
all staff (including teachers, administrators,
ies, aides, kitchen workers, etc.), and all
sect
studen (including independent study and alternative
*school st dents) on the same day and at the same time.
This req
the careful coordination of schedules and
am planners need to decide such issues
materials. P

teachers and counselors for special assignme,...s.

as the best tim of year in which to survey; the class

Mrs. Burn has a list of Natural Helpers. When a
new student enters the high school mid-semester,

period when most udents are in school; the number of
forms which will be
the process and individuals
d collecting the surveys so
involved in distributi
nn
that all are completed at th4kame time; and instructions

students can come and share .their feelings and
problems. Some of the groups are open to whatever

topic is of greatest interest to those who come.
Other groups focus on a specific, predetermined

she can match him / her up with a Natural Helper to

introduce the new person and help him/ her get
comfortat :n the school. Mrs. Burn also uses
Natural Helpers to provide support to and monitor
behavioral contracts with students who are working
on specific problems. Mr. Lanes, a special education teacher vises Natural Helpers as special friends
for his stuuents. The Natural Helper has lunch with
the special needs student and provides friendship

and help. Several teachers have used Natural

su ey

to the faculty about the procure for conducting the
survey.

After the survey has been condlitted, 41 must be
tabulated and a list of staff and studenti identified as
helpers must be compiled. The tabulation process takes
approximately 5 hours, depending upon the number of
people involved and the size of the school population. It
is important that all survey results be kept confidential.
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Selection Proem The selection of Natural Helpers
should be ,made by an Advisory Committee for the
Natural Helpers program. The Advisory Committee

Questions and Answers
The in-school coordinator also contacts students and
staff who were invited to participate as Natural Helpers

should consist of 10-14 people who are involved in planning, implementing" and monitoring the Natural

but who do not attend the orientation meeting. This
contact is to assure that they meived the letter inviting

Helpers program on an ongoing basis. The Advisory
Committee should typically consist of: a school administrator; a Counselor; a nurse; two-three faculty

them and that they definitely do not wish to participate.

members familiar with students from each school grade
level; two parents; two-three students representing each

grade; and a representative of a community agency
which provides services to school -age students.
The total number of Natural Helpers selected should
be based upon the budget available for the program and
the amount of time which the in-school coordinator for

the program can devote to program activities. In
general, approximately five-sixths of the Natural
Helpers should be students and one-sixth should be
drawn from school staff. In selecting student Natural
Helpers, the criteria which are typically used include: 1)
achieving a balance of males and females; 2) achieving; a

balance of each high school class; and 3) achieving a
balance of subgroups within the school (jocks, musicians, thespians, "hoods," student leaders, intellectuals). Some students who represent small subgroups
should be selected even hough their names may not appear as often on the surveys as others, due to the size of
their subgroup.
In selecting. staff to serve as Natural Helpers, the
criteria which are typic lly used include: 1) achieving a
balance of males and females; 2) achieving a balance of
different subject arcs; 3) achieving a balance of exposure to students in different -grades; 4) total time
available to students within the building (full-time staff
should have preference over part time); 5) previous
training in helping skills; and 6) the likelihood that they
will return to school next year.
When the selection process is completed, the inschool coordinator for the Natural Helpers program
mails letters to the selected participants explaining the
program and Inv/king them to the Natural Helpers and
to attend' w c.ienzation meeting.
.va Meeting. An evening orientation
On
held for staff, Students, and parents of
meeting
students , lhed to participate as Natural Helpers. The
purpose of ti e meeting is to provide additional information about the Natural Helpers program so that the people who have been invited to participate can decide if
they are willing to make the commitment. A typical
agenda for the orientation meeting is:
Welcome and introductions
Explanation of the Natural Helpers concept and
program objectives
Survey process and results

Overview of training programdates, location,
content, cost (if any)
Commitment forms for program participants

The coordinator is also responsible for insuring that
parent permission slips have been signed for all students
who have agreed to participate as Natural Helpers.

Trebling Natural Helpers
All Natural Helpers receive 30 hours of training. The
training involves: 1) a 21/2-day retreat at a site away
from the school, and 2) four follow-up training sessions
of 2 hours each conducted at the school. A maximum of
40 Natural Helpers are trained at a given time.
The training objectives for Natural Helpers include:
1) to get acquainted and establish trust; 2) to define the
elements of a healthy helping relationship; 3) to improve
communications skills; 4) to become familiar with the
decisionmaking process and how to use it in a helping
relationship; 5) to recognize one's strengths and limits
as a helper and methods of referring troubled people to
other resources when necessary; 6) to learn how to use
helping skills in a school setting; and 7) to gain information about handling specific problems of concern to
.students as identified through the schoollide survey.
Beginning the training with a retreat is important
because it allows participants to concentrate on the irk.
formation being provided andfor a timeto divorce
themsdves from their school and home responsibilities

and whatever feelings or attitudes they produce.

Everyone is on an equal basis and can begin to establish
trust and relate to each other as friends and het. as. The

retreat format also provides greater continuity than

once a week or all-day training sessions, since most of
the skills taught in the training build upon one another.

By talking, eating, learning, sharing, and playing

together, the Natural Helpers build a close and trusting
relationship with each other and thus increase the effectiveness of the training. If an ova night retreat is not
possible, other options include Saturday sessions, afterschool sessions in 4-hour blocks, and a weekend miniretreat at school with participants returning home at
night.
Selecting Trainers. The number of trainers required
depends upon the number of Natural Helpers who are
participating in a given training session. In general, approximately 5 trainers are needed for 35 participants. A
single person should coordinate the training staff and
insure that there is a balance of male and female trainers
at the retreat to provide adequate dorm supervision and
serve as role models. All trainers should be skilled in
group process, communication skills, decisionmaking,

helping relationships, an' referral to community

resource agencies. For the four follow-up ..mol sessions, trainers need to be knowledgeable about relationships and self-esteem.
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Trainers can be drawn from either school personnel
or representatives of community agencies who are will-

ing to donate their time as trainers or to charge a
nominal fee. Possible trainers may be drawn frOm:
Your' schoolteachers, counselors, nurses,
psychologists, or others who already teach communication skills and decisionmaking: Students
and staff who were trained in previous years or in
other school districts can also serve as trainers.

Your communitycommunity agencies (such as
youth service bureaus, community mental health
agencies, community alcohol centers, and Private

counseling services) often have staff who are
familiar with referral, resources, and helping rela-

tionships. They may also be able to provide
speakers in specific content areas such as drugs,
self-estrem, etc.
Training Retreat. The 21/2-day retreat should be
conducted at an appropriate site. Camps (scout, church,
Friday

Getting Acquainted
(11/2 hours)

private) are often ideal. The site selected should provide

a warm, comfortable environment with good food; a
location far enough from school to discourage people

from coming and going but not so far that time is
wasted on travel; flexible meeting space for large- and
small-group work and physical activity; ample dorm
facilities to permit separating males and females (dormtype rooms are preferred over individual rooms since
they facilitate getting acquainted); indoor and outdoor
recreational activities for free time; and be reasonably
priced.
Training Content. Major subjects covered at the
21/240 training retreat are helping relationships, communication and decisionmaking skills, resources, and
referrals. The content of etch major training activity is
summarized below. (training- activity descriptions,
drawn from the Natural Helpers training manual, are

included in the. Resource Pages at the end of this
chapter.)

Participants are introduced to each other and the retreat sett
Camp rules and the agenda for the weekend are expliaed.
ticipants are Involved in four get - acquainted activities which con

Group Activities
(2 hours)

both large-group interaction and sharing with a partner. Partid
and trainers get to know each other, and an atmosphere of
created to encourage everyone to feel relaxed, be themselves,
work together.
This session explores what is and is not involved in a helping relatio ship. The importance of knowing oneself and building trust with
others in order to be an effective helper is stressed. Through large group discussions and two "trust" activities, participants learn the
characteristics of a helping relationship.
This session provides a variety of recreational activities for participants to try either on their own or with others. This is unstructured
time to allow the Natural Helpers to relax after a full day, as well as to
build relationships in an informal setting. Activities offered include
such things as: 1) an art project (finger painting, painting a t-shirt, coloring book, block building, building towers out of straw), 2) records
and taped music or singing with students who brought musical instruments, 3) a library to review books on topics of interest to helpers,
or 4) movies for humor and /or discussion. Some participants may
choose to just talk, go for a walk, or go to sleep. This is a flexible
period of time and can be adapted to include whatever the trainers can
create. Snacks and bedtime follow this activity.

Communication Skills
(3 hours)

This session focuses on the development of effective communication
skills to facilitate the role of a helper. Through large and small group

Helping Relationships
(11/2 hours)

Saturday

interaction and experimental activities, the participants learn to

Decisionmaking
(3 1/2 hours)

recognize roadblockkto communication and to utilize reflective listening techniques. Role-playing and small-group practice sessions reinforce the new skills.
This session helps the participants to understand the decisionmaking

process and be able to use it in a helping relationship. Through lecture, individual, and group activities utilizing an eight-step approach
to decisionmaking, the Natural Helpers are given the opportunity to

practice the process on a personal problem of their choice. Participants also practice using the decisionmaking process in a helping
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relationship, utilizing the communication skills taught earlier in the
day.

saadsw

Sharing Time
(approximately 2 hours)

The purpose of this session is to allow partidpants to share themselves
through something special they have brought from home
(photographs, poems, toys, musical instruments, etc.). Inithily, each
person has 2-5 minutes to share with the grOup. Each person is asked
to first say something about themself that they like, and then discuss
their special object. This activity brings the group closer together by
creating increased understanding and support for each other.

Knowing Your Limits
(3 hours)

This session helps participants increase their awareness of factors

What's Next?
(30 minutes)

Closure Activity
(2 hours)

which could limit theh effectiveness in assisting others. Evaluating tl e
seriousness of a problem and knOviing how, when, and where to ref
people for more help are stressed. The influence of personal values
time, energy, and personal problems are also discussed. Through rol
play, the participants practice how they would handle different sit
dons, utilizing the communication and decisicaunaking skills learn

the previous day. The Natural Helpers are encouraged to r
their limitations and to refer- situations to other people as st
without feeling guilty, put upon, or overwhelmed.
The session gives the Natural Helpers an opportunity to sel the
topics to be covered in the four follow-up training sessions at pool
and to choose the time and days when they will meet. The atural
Helpers brainstorm other activities or roles they would like to ume
within their school setting and 'evaluate the weekend retreat.
The final session helps participants make the transition fro the intensive 24 -day retreat to their homes and school. The group 'scusses
mood changes and situations as they say goodbye and read] t to their
regular routines at home and school. A personal scroll with positive

comments about them is written for each participant to keep as a
momento of the weekend. Final cleanup and goodbyes en the retreat.

Follow-Up Training. Four 2-hour weekly follow-up

training sessions are held at school after the retreat.
These training sessions may take place after school or in
the evening. Training topics focus on the most prevalent
problem areas which were identified through the schoolwide survey. In each session, a speaker presents back-

ground information on a given problem area, leaving
20-30 minutes for questions and follow-up discussion.
The Natural Helpers role-play helping people in similar

situations. Both special speakers and the Natural
Helpers trainers are available to participite and suggest
additional referral resources. Natural Helpers are also

encouraged to think about optional types of involvement for helpers and to pick a role with which they are
comfortable.
In-School Coordinator
The Natural Helpers program is supervised by an inschool coordinator. Ideally, the coordinator should be
seected early in the planning process by the school prin-

cipal or by the Advisory Committee. The in-school
coordinator oversees the entire Natural Helpers program, beginning with the schoolwide survey. He/she
should plan and coordinate the training and lead the

follow-up sessions for' all program participants.
It is essential that the Natural Helpers coordinator be
dram from inside the school, rather than from an outside agency, since he/she must be available on a regular
basis to provide support to individual Natural Helpers
and the people they are assisting. Since the coordinator
plays a vital role in any Natural Helpers program, it is

essential to choose a coordinator carefully. Criteria
which should be used in selecting a coordinator include:
Ability to relate well to students and staff
Enthusiasm about the Natural Helpers concept and
program objectives

Counseling skills and familiarity with school and
community resources
Organizational skills
Knowledge in at least some of the major areas of
concern listed on the student survey and a willingness to learn more
Availability during most of the school day to assist
Natural Helpers
Ability to occasionally work in the evenings or on
weekends to conduct training sessions and special
Natural Helpers projects
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In general, a school counselor, nurse, or other sup-

port staff is more effective as a coordinator than a
classroom teacher who must spend most of the day
teaching and is therefore less available to provide
backup assistance. The coordinator may need to be
compensated either in salary or in time for the extra
work he /she does. In some districts, this can be ac-

they did before, but with new skills and insights. Others
are more interested in participating in such ongoing activities as rap groups and developing new student programs. Both formal and informal activities are provided
to maintain the Natural Helpers program.
Formal activities include monthly meetings of the en-

complished through supplementary contracts, such as
those offered coaches and club advisors.

tire Natural Helpers group, additional training, and
meetings on special projects. The monthly meeting of
Natural Helpers provides a chance for them to share

Program Maintenance
Following training, some Natural Helpers will melt
back into the student body and help theitown friends as

their successes and problems in whatever roles they've
chosen for themselves. The Natural Helpers also provide written data on their helping relationships by coinpleting the following feedback card.

Sample Feedback Card
Month
How many people have you helped this month?
How many deal with a problem?

Emergency?

Crisis?

What problem areas have you had to deal with?
Achieving in school

Career or college choice

Depression

Relationships with friend

Drug / alcohol

Sexuality

Family relationships

Stress

Loneliness

Weight control

Academic help

Other

Other activities as a Natural Helper: (rap groups, new students, etc.):

.;

How are you feeling as a Natural Helper?

Whenever possible, monthly Natural Helpers
meetings are conducted during the school day. The inschool coordinator is responsible for organizing each

monthly meeting and for arranging speakers and

monthly feedback cards.
Anecdotes from parents, staff, and students can be

collected from interviews, questionnaires, and

groups or new student orientation programs.

spoken or written comments.
Surveys can be used to determine how the student
body perceives the Natural Helpers program.
Pre- and post-tests car evaluate changes in Natural

Program Evaluation

pencil tests, videotape, and / or audiotape.

materials needed by the group. Additional informal
meetings may also be organized for those Natural
Helpers involved in special °programs, such as rap

There are a number of ways to evaluate the effectiveness of a Natural Helpers program. Evaluation
techniques include:
Subjective evaluation, using open-ended questions

and rating scales can be used to evaluate the
weekend and follow-up training sessions.
Statistics about the number of people helped and

the kinds of problems can be compiled from the

Helpers' knowledge and skills, using paper and
-

Getting Started in Your School
If you are interested in starting a Natural Helpers program in your school, you should probably begin by talking with your district and school administrators abbut

the program. A number of typical questions and
answers about the Natural Helpers program have been
provided in Resource Page. They can help you consider
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the program in a systematic way.
Schools Web are interested at tuganiziug a Natural
Helpers MOMS should be "dittos tO make at brat die
following conimllments:
Select an in-school coordinator (who is paid a stipend) who his the enthusiasm, time, and skills to
provide le idership and support for Nat 'cal
Helpers.
Provide in-school time (at least 1 hour a month) for
Natural Helpers to meet, and provide Jan

appropriate tatting space.
role(s) Natural Helpers will take in
Determine
the school and how they will fit in with existing support services (counselors, etc.).

Provide an adequate budget so that Natural
Helpers do not need to put their major emphasis on
money-making projects.
Agret to maintain the program on an ongoing basis

for at least a 2-year trial period so that it can
establish itself.
In consi4s,ng the cost of a Natural Helpers program,

you should estimate that it will take approximately
$3,000 a year to conduct the in-school survey and to
Helpers. If outside contrain and coordinate Nat
sultants and trainers need to be paid, this amount will
increase slightly. Schools which have implemented a
Natural Helpers program have typically generated funds

from such sources as: student body funds; eistrict
funds; fundraisers (car wash, bake sale); parents/
faculty clubs; special grants (foundations); and donations from the community (individuals, organ. rations,
businesses, clubs).

Organizing a Natural Helpers Prop. ant. If you

decide you want to start a Natural Helpers program,
you should first begin by organizing an Advisory Com-

mittee to plan and implement the program. An Advisory Committee should consist of approximately
10-14 people, including the principal, school counselors

or nurses, faculty members, parents, students, and
representatives of community agencies. The Alvirory
Committee should set specific goals and objectives for
your Natural Helpers program and should agree in advance about program procedures and operations. You
will also need to select an in-school coordinator for the
Natural Helpers program early. in your planning

'.'

They can be reached through Roberts and Associates at:

(206) 90-8409.

The &Went Assistance Program
Program' Overview

The Student Assistance Program, . which was
developed \in Westchester County, New York, utilizes 41,0r.

different approach to early intervention. Based on

14)

employee assistance program model, the Student
Assistance l warn uses professional counselors to provide alcoholaad drug abuse intervention and prevention
school students who: 1) have alcoholic
services for
parents, 2) ve been abusing alcohol or drugs, and
3) exhibit be avioral. mid academic problems or are ex:,
that could be related to parents' or
periencing s
student substance abuse.
Initially implemented in 6 high schools through funding provided b the New York Division of Alcoholism
and Alcohol Abuse, the Student Assistance Program
had been implei7nted in 22 school': as of September,
1982.

The Student Assistance Program provide.. lour type,
of early intervention. They include:
1) Group counseling sessions for student,: with
alcoholic parents. These group sessions are
designed to help students better understand and
cope with their drinking parent and the resulting

stresses in their own lives. Since children of
alcoholic parents are at special risk of developing
substance abusie problems, this element of the program focuses on increased self-esteem and improved .aosclanic, behavioral, social, and emotional functioning.
2) Individual, fifthly, or group counseling services
for students who are using alcohol or drugs
dysPrctionally. These counseling services are
provided by the student assistance counselor working in the schools. Students needing treatment are
referred to a community treatment program.
3) Counseling service for students who exhibit poor
school performance. These students are not
known to be using alcohol or drugs dysfunctionally

and are not known to have alcoholic parents but
exhibit school performance problems. This includes decreased academic performance, increased
class cutting, behavioral problems, increased

process.
A detailed manual on organizing and implementing a

truancy, not completing work assignments, or
other behavior that', concerns school mrsonnel

Natural Helpers program is available from the Comprehensive Health Education Foundation (CHEF),

(e.g., social isolation, chronic sleepiness).
4) Working with parent and community groups to

20814 Pacific Highway South, Seattle, WA 98188, (206)
824-2907. The manual is titled: "Natural Helpers," and
costs $25.00. It provides detailed advice about organiz-

ing the program and all the materials needed to train
Natural Helpers.
In addition, you may want to talk to individuals who
have trained Natural Helpers, served as in-school coordinators, or actually participated as Natural Helpers.

develop different was of handling problems
related to adolescent al hol and drug abuse. Staff

of the Student Assistance Program also meet with
parent groups and such community members as

clergy, police, and /or recreation personnel to
develop better ways of preventing adolescent
substance abuse and dealing with alcohol and drug
abusing young people.,
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Provsna Organisation
The Student 'Assistance Progriun provides services
through trained counselors who *are employees of the
Westchester County Department of Community Mental
Health. Student assistance counselors usually work full-

School Participation in the Student Assistance Program
Since the Student Assistance Program is an in-school

program conducted by a community mental health
agency, it is vital that it be grounded on a clear
understanding of how participating schools will support
the program. During the development If each Student
Assistance,Program, the project director (an employee

ime in the schools. However, schools with less than 500
students may have a part-time counselor..
The organizational structure of the Student
Assistance Program represents a response to a number

of the local community mental health agency) meets
with the school principal and the superintendent of the

school district. The. objectives of the program are
reviewed and the participating school, principal, and

of serious problems which have constrained the provision of early intervention services in other communities.
These constraints include:
Confidentiality. New York state law requires all
school records to be open to parental rcview. This

school district superintendent agree on the objectives

and rocedures of the program. Each participating
school agrees to accept the following responsibilities:
Office space with a telephone, a locked desk, and a
file cabinet are provided for the student assistance
counselor.

requirementand similar requirements in other
States often makes it difficult to assure the confidentiality which is vital to an early intervention
program. As a result, the Student Assistance Pro-

o A written policy statement describing the Student
. Assistance Program is distributed to high school

gram utilizes counselors who are not school
employees. They maintain no official school

students and parents during or before the first week
of each school year.

records of student contvts, since the counselor/
student interactions are not for the purposes of

A mandatory faculty meeting explaining the pro-

making education plans for the student. Any

gram is held within the first month of the new

clinical notations made are the personal property of
the counselor, and thus counselor /student contacts
can be kept confidential.

school year.

The school agrees to provide information regarding
attendance and grades of participating students for
purposes of evaluation.

Parental consent.. New York state law requires
parental consent for treatment purposes. .fowever,
the Student Assistance Program is defined as an
educational and motivational counseling program

The school agrees to release students from class to
participate in rotating group counseling sessions.
The school agrees to comply with the confidentiality
requirements of the program.

and is therefore not a treatment program. As a
result, no prior parental consent for participation is
required. The school does notify parents about the
-.xistence of the program, and counselors involve
parents in problem solving, if the student agrees.
Guidance counselors. The use of school guidance

The school agrees not to reduce any existing pupil
personnel services without a corresponding
decrease in student ei..ollment wftile the school is
participating in the Student Assistance Prbgram.

counselors to .provide counseling on drug- and
alcohol-related issues is often unsatisfactory, for
several reasons: 1) since guidance counselors
typically write student letters of recommendation

The agreement to release students from classes is
often controversial for both teachers and parents. The

to colleges and employers, students are reluctant to
discuss personal difficulties with them; 2) guidance

meetings so that each week the student misses a different class. Individual counseling sessions are also
scheduled for students' free periods. In addition, if a
teacher complains about a student missing his or her
class, the counselor seeks to rescheduk the student's

counselors typically relate closely to parents and
other teachers, and students often have a hard time
trusting that their discussions will be kept confidential; and 3) some States require that guidance counselor records $`2 open to parents, making it difficult

Student Assistance Program diminishorz the negative im-

pact of release time by rotating the time of group

for them to maintain confidentiality in problemsolving situations.

The Student Assistance Program in Westchester
County has avoided these constraints by having the
student assistance counselors work for the County

Department of Community Mental Health. This
eliminates the need for prior parental consent, insures
confidentiality, and provides professional counselors
who are specially trained in working with young people
who are experiencing stress.

appointments.
Selecting Student Assistance Counselors

Since they are employees of an outside agency, the
relationship between the student assistance counselor
and the school principal is key to the success of the program. For this reason, both the project director for the

Student Assistance Program and each narticipating
school principal have equal power to hire/ tire each student assistance counselor. This insures that a student
assistance counselor is accountable both to the community mental health agency which employs her / him
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facilitate later referral of students needing outside

and to the schools within which he/she is based.
The project director for the Student Assistance Program interviews applicants for each counselor position
and Selects the five most likely, sandidates. These can-

assistance..

Student Referrals

didates are then intertriewed by the principal, who

Students are referred to the Student Assistance

makes the final hiring decision.

Program through one of three ways: 1) confidential
referral, 2) self-referral, and 3) mandatory referral.
Confidential Referral. Any student or adult within

Explicit criteria are utilized in the selection of each
student assistance counselor. Requirements include:
The student assistance counselor must be
knowledgeable about adolescent development,

or outside of the school can make a confidential referral
to the Student Assistance program. Students and school
staff are urged to make confidential referrals in any case

methods to engage and sustain adolescents in

in which they think a student has a problem. The stucounseling, and available community resources.
--dent
assistance counselor calls in a student who is conHe /she must 'be able-to -work -effectively -with
fidentially
referred without revealing the source of the
other, in a counseling relationship and relate well
referral. In general, as the Student Assistance Program
to school staff.

The counselor must have a Masters degree in
counseling, psychology, or social work and the
equivalent of 2 years of full-time post-Masters experience, which has included work with
adolescents.

A more detailed description of the qualifications and
duties of the student assistance counselor is included on)

pages ??????.
The selection process for each counselor involves an
oral interview which involves answering clinical questions and role- playing situations which may arise in the
treatment of adolescents. '
Training Counselors
All student assistance counselors participate in
3-weeks of intensive training prior to their placement in
the schools. Following this training, they meet once a
week for 1 IA hours of individual supervision and twice a
month in staff meetings which address both adminisd common problems which surface durtrative issue
ing counseling activities.
.

The initial 3-week training program Includes the
following topics:

the medical, psychological, social, and cultural
aspects of alcohol and drug abuse;
special issues related to alcohol abuse, such as child
abuse, depression, and the risk of suicide;
children of alcoholic parents;
working with adolescents;
confidentiality, statistical record keeping, and
generating referrals;
public speaking skills;
strategies for implementing the Student Assistance
Program in the school.
Training is conducted by the Student Assistance Program project director and outside consultants from
community agencies. Student assistance counselors visit
..immunity treatment programs as part of their training
and develop a working relationship with agency staff to
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gains credibility and becomes accepted within a school,
confidential referrals 'decrease as students and staff are

more willing to tell the student involved that they are

referring his/her name to the Student Assistance
Program.
SW-Referral, Any student within the school' can
enter the Student Assistance Program through a selfreferral. Students are encouraged to talk to the student

assistance counselors not only if they are having alcohol
or drug problems, but also if they are experiencing any
other type of problem for which they would like some
help.
Mandatory Referral. Students enter the program on
a mandatory basis if they are found under the influence
of alcohol or drugs on the school grounds. For the fitst

incident, the student is required to see the student
assistance counselor for one to three counseling sessions
in order to identify postible problems which led to the
substance use and to seek assistance in addressing those.
problems. If the student is high or drunk a second timeb
s longer term counseling program is mandated. A third
incident results in the automatic suspension of the stu-

dent. Suspended students, together with their parents,
must meet with the student assistance counselor prior to
the student's reinstatement.
The success of the Student Assistance Program in encouraging voluntary self-referrals is largely dependent
upon the visibility and credibility which the program has
in the eyes of key faculty, staff, and students themselves.
The student assistance counselors hold frequent meetings
with key school administrative staff (e.g., assistant prin-

cipal, deans, staff responsible for discipline, guidance
counselors and other pupil personnel staff). In part,
these meetings are used to distinguish the role of the stu-

dent assistance counselorirom the roles of other staff
responsible for working with students. Informal
meetings are also held with faculty members to solicit
their perceptions about drug and alcohol issues within
the school and methods of reaching troubled students.
Counselors are encouraged to become visible to the
Whole school, spending time in the lunchrooms, faculty

lOunges, and hallways. They typically attend faculty

meetings and departmental meetings throughout the
Year to encourage dialogue between teachers and
counselors. The student assistance counselors also meet
individually with new teachers to explain the purposes
of the program and to solicit their participation.
It is also important for student assistance counselors

to clarify their roles to students. When a Student
Assistance Program 'Mesta. it is often common for
students to classify the counselor as a "narc" or
,

"disciplinary figure" whose goal is to ruin theii fun. To
build credibility with students, student assistance
counselors make brief, IGArninute presentations to
classes, which Stress what the program is for and how
confidentiality is protected. These class presentations
are used to emphasize that the counselors are available
for personal crises, including boyfriend /girlfriend

problems, fights with parents, and generally feeling
down, as well as drug and alcohol issues.
Counselors go c ut of their way to be seen in the halls

with all types of Ltudents (e.g., "freaks," "brains;"
"jocks") as well a. with "cool" teachers and -staff.
Counselors also frequent teenage hangouts inside and

outside the building as well as sports events, plays,
student council meetings, etc.
Finally, counselors maintain program visibility within
the community. They make presentations to the PTA,

youth serving agencies, the local clergy, and other
groups to explain the purpose of the program and to
develop referral networks.
Counseling Activities

The primary method of providing assistance to
students participating in the program is through counseling groups. However, student assistance counselors
also see students on an individual basis when -they are.
not ready for group interaction or when there are not
enough students with the same type of problem to con-.
stitute a group. Typically, a group consists of six-eight
students. Students are seen individually before their first
group sessions. The counselor determines the student's
needs and the possibility for successful stoup
participation.
The duration, compOsition, and style of the groups
are determined by the counselor in each school and are
modified according to the students' needs. The general
goal of all groups is to help students reduce their alcohol
or drug use and increase their self-esteem through a
better understanding of themselves and the particular
problems they face; and to improve their functioning in
school and with peers and family members. Groups
typically meet for 8-10 weeks, and students can elect to
recontract for another group series. A variety of types

of groups arc conducted during the school year, including groups of studenti involved in alcohol and drug

abuse, children of alcoholic families, senior groups,
newcomer groups, short-term crisis groups, and parental conflict groups. Groups held for seniors,
newcomers, students in crisis, and students experiencing

parental conflict are formed as preventive groups to

tf

deal with the stresses students experience in these areas
and to help them find ways of coping without resorting
to alcohol and/or drugs. They are also a useful way of
involving students who are having alcohol or drug problems but who will not come to groups formed explicitly
to deal with those problems. Membership in the groups
is closed after the first three sessions.

During the process of working with students, the
counselors make decisions about involving parents and
making referrals for = additional services. Student
assistance counselors attempt to involve parents
whenever possible, but only if the student gives his / her
approval. Parents must always be Involved if the student has been mandated to see the counselor because of
being drunk or high on theschool grounds, or if the student is judged to be suicidal. Student assistance

counselors also conduct family sessions for no more
than three meetings in- order to gather information,
assist in problem identification, and to assist the family
in locating community resources for ongoing help.
Referrals to community treatment agencies or private
practitioners are made when intensive treatment is warranted. These referrals are made for both students and
parents.

Program Evaluation
The Student Assistance Program. was. evatuatad.134--outside consulting firms during its first 2 years of operations. During the first year, the evaluation showed a
statistically significant improvement in school attend-

ance for students. with, alcoholic parents who participated in the program. All participating students
reported a greater decrease in substance use or abuse
than members of a control group. However, only the
treatment subgroup of substance abusing children of
alcoholic parents showed statistically significant

decreases in drinking, in the use of marijuana, being
high at school, and the use of non-heroin narcotics.
The second year evaluation showed a statistically
significant decline in all levels of substance use for
students participating in the program. A decline in
substance use was found in the control group as well.
Developing a Student Assistance Program

If your school district is interested in developing a
Student Assistance Program, one of your most important decisions will be organizational. You will need to
identify the degree to which the laws in your State permit counselors who are school employees to 1) maintain
confidentiality and 2) avoid explicit parental consent
prior to the provision of counseling services to students.
If they don't, the Westchester County approach may
meet your needs. By having counseling staff work for an
outside community mental health agency, confidentiality and the avoidance of prior parental consent can be
achieved.
The cost of developing a Student Assistance Program
will depend to a large degree on the existing community
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rate for hiring skilled counselors as well as the number
of hours which counselors are involved in the schools.
In 1981, the Westchester County Student Assistance
Program was implemented in six schools for approximately $220,000. Of this amount, an estimated $30,000
was allocated to the evaluation cbmponent, and approximately $40,000 for central administration. Each
counselor cost an average of $23,000 a year. By prorating the cost of evaluation and administration over the
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six schools, the average cost for the program was
$36,600 per school.

If you would like more information about the
Westchester County Student Assistance Program, contact: Ellen Morehouse, Student Assistance Program
Director, Westchester County Department of Community Mental Health, 234 COunty Office Building, 148

Martine Avenue, White Plains, NY 10602, (914)
682-2699.

OPINION SURVEY
(Students)

v

This survey affects you! Please take time to complete it carefully. Results from this
survey will be used to select and train certain Individuals within the high school to provide
help to students who want it. What you write here is confidential and anonymous.

READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY: Responses must be written with a /12 pencil.
Make sure you carefully and completely fill In the box fof the response you want.
1.

2.

,

I am in grade: (A) 10 (B) 11 .(C)s 12
I am a: (A) Female (B) Male

IF THE RESPONSE APPLIES, FILL IN BOX A. IF THE RESPONSE DOES NOT APPLY
FILL IN BOX B.
If I have a Problem I seek others to:
3.
4.
5.
6.

.

1

Help me understand my problem better (mask A if agree; mark B if disagree)
Give me suggestions about what to do (mark A If agree; mark B if disagree)
Tell me what I should do (mark A if agree; mark B if disagree)
Listen to my feelings in an understanding way (mark A if agree; mark B if disagree)

MARK BOX A FOR YOUR THREE (3) CHOICES.

The three major problems students in this school are likely to want help on are:
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Achieving In school
Depression'

Drug and alcohol use/abuse
Family relationships
Loneliness

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

Making a career or college choice
Relationships with friends
Sexuality
Stress

Weight Control

0

* NAMESIMPORTANT

If I had a personal problem (for example, relationship with a friend or parent, drugs,
loneliness) and wanted help, I would feel most comfortable talking with the following
people at school:

Please list the names of students on the lines provided on the back of this card in section
A.

Please list the names of staff on the lines provided in section B on the back of this card.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELPIII
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OPINION SURVEY

(Faculty)

We would appreciate your help in identifying people 1r your school who demonstrate the .
ability to heliS others. We are Interested in a cross-section of people, not just the "stars
or brains." Results of this survey will be used to offer training to.sselected individuals to

Increase the quality of help they can provide.

Your answers are confidential and

anonymous.
4

READ EACH QUESTION CAREFULLY: Responses must be written with a #2 pencil.
Make sure you carefully and completely fill In the box for the response you want.
1.

2.

I am in grade: (A) 10 (B) 11 (C) 12
1 am a: (A) Female (B) Male

IF THE RESPONSE APPLIES, FILL, IN BOX A. IF. THE RESPONSE DOES NOT APPLY,
FILL IN BOX B.
If I have a problem I seek others to:
Help me understand my problermbetter (mark A if agree; mark B if. disagree)
3.
Give me suggestions about what to do (mark A if agree; mark B If disagree)
4.
5. Tell me what'l should do (mark A if agree; mark B If disagree)
Listen to my. feelings In an understanding way (mark A If agree; mark B if disagree)
6.
6

MARK BOX A FOR YOUR THREE (3) CHOICES.

The three major problems students in this school are likely to want help on are:
12. Making a career or college choice
Achieving in school
7.
13.
Relationships with friends
8.
Depression

-,14. Sexuality
15. Stress
16. Weight Control

9.crug and alcohol use/abuse
10.
11.

relatiOhships
Loneliness

* NAMESIMPORTANT

If I had a personal problem (for example, relationship with a friend or pareht, drugs,
loneliness) and wanted help, I would feel most comfortable talking with the following
people at school:

Please list the names of students on the lines provided on the back of this card in section
A.

Please list' the names of staff on the lines provided in section B on the back of this card.

,
THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP!!!
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MERCER ISLAND HIGH SCHOOL

January 16, 1980

-Staff

TO:

FROM:

-REGARDING:

Larry Smith, Principal

Administration of the Natural Helpers Program Survey

PLEASE ADMINISTER THESE SURVEYS TODAY (JANUARY 17) AT THE BEGINNING OF
SECOND PERIOD. The yellow survey is for you to complete and the green
survey is for the students.
Remember:
1.

The classroom atmosphere is important. Please ,read attached student
instructions aloud to the class before giving the survey.

2.

Allow ten minutes for survey completion.

3.

Have students fold their completed survey in half and put in the
envelope provided.

4.

Add your completed survey to the envelope.

3.

Envelopes will be collected from each room before the end of second
p4rIod today.

THANKS FOR YOUR COOPERATION!
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N Educational Service Disttict No.121
SEATTLE OFFICE: 1410 S. 200th. Seettlo, WA. 98148

(206) 242.9400

February 1, 1980

40.

Dear

You are one of the people whose name was frequently listed On the recent student and staff Natural Helpers
Survey at Mercer Island High School. You are someone to whom students feel they can turn for help with their
academic and/or personal problems.'
The survey indicated that students are coping with a. variety of problems throughout high school. Knowing how
to help, and when and where to refer someone are essential skills for an effective helper. If you agree to par-.
ticipate in the Natural Helper's program, you will receive some additional skills training and information on
specific problems and resources. This training will occur during an intensive weekend session and several afterschool meetings.

Please come to the Natural Helpers Information Meeting on Wednesday, February' 13, 1980 at 730 p.m. in the
Mercer Island High School library. The purpose of the meeting is to provide you with additional information
and answer your questions before you make a decision about your willingness to get involved. Parental permission is required for your participation in this program. We request that at least one parent attend this information meeting with you. Since final arrangements for training will be made based on the results of your decisioni
after this meeting, your presence is essential. We will a&sume if you don't attend, that you will not be participating in the program this year.

If you have any questions prior to the meeting, feel free to contact Jane Wilson at the R and R Place between
8:00 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. Her phone number is 232-1883.
Sincerely,

The Natural Helpers Advisory Committee

Jim Lang
Carol Mooney
Clay Roberts
Larry Smith
Jane White
Jane Wilson

Jane Akita
Lois Buhman
Stephanie Finch
Carolyn Givan
Jackie Hallett
Bobbie Hanson
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Mercer Island Natural Helpers Project
Outline
The Natural Helpers Project is a cooperative effort among Mercer Island High School, ESD 121 and Mercer
Island .Youth Services. Funding will be provided by ESD 121, with leaders* and staff supplied by the agencies
previoiusly mentioned as well as by the Advisory Committee.

A. Goal: To implement a "Natural Helpers" program at Mercer Island Senior High on a pilot basis involving
up to 20 stild.nts and five staff during second semester, 19t10. The program purpose is to help meet the
following needs:
1.

To increase referrals to approiate sources of students who have alcohol/drug problems themselves or
are concerned about those problems in their families.

2. To reduce student stress levels by providing empathetic listeners for students with school or personal
problems. The role of the listeners is to be supportive and to refer students who need more help to ,appropriate people.

3. To help new students make friends and feel part of the school.
4. To promote feelings of concern and warmth and positive climate among students and staff.
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Natural Helper
What is the Role of the Natural Helper?
A natural helper is a person who cares about other people and talks with them about their thoughts and feelings. Through training in communication skills, decision-making, self-assessment and resources for help,
natural helpers promote personal growth, development and decision-making through their helping relationships.

_
q

A Natural Helper Does:

A Natural Helper Does. Not:

Facilitate TRUST, OPENNESS, COMFORT,
EMPATHY

Dominate, preach, tell people what to do

Accept people as they are

Judge people, try to change them

Listen, clarify, help people see alternatives for
decision-making

Give advice, offer solutions

Give support lid encouragement to take positive
action

"Rescue," do for a person what he/she should
do independently

Validate people without' being phony

Put people down

Respect confidentiality

Gissip about what was said in working with another
person

Realize that not all problems can be solved
and not all people want to be helped

Expect all problems to be resolved quickly
and easily

Work with people who have normal developmental
("growing up") problems

Work with seriously disturbed people

Refer troubled student to a professional person:
counselor, nurse, community agency

Attempt to provide services beyond what he/she
is qualified to provide

Adapted from:
Myrick, Caring & Sharing

Center for Human Development, Positive Peer-Power
I give permission for my son/daughter,
to participate in the Mercer Island Natural Helpers Program.

I am aware that neither the Mercer Island School District, nor Educations. service District 121, nor Mercer
Island Youth Services will be liable for any injury and/or accident which occurs while my.son/daughter is involved in any activity related to or sponsored by the Natural Helpers Program.

Parent Signature
Date
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Scavenger Hunt
This is a person to person scavenger hunt. Walk around and try to find someone in this group who matches
each question. Have them sign their name on the line next to the question. This is your chance to get to know
everyong hare. Have fun!
1. Someone with the same color eyes as you.

2. Someone born n the same state as you.
3. Someone who lives in a house where no one smokes.
4. Someone who has the same aetrologIcal sign as you.

5. Someone who likes to sing in the shower.
6. Someone who has the same favorite dessert as you.

7. Someone who has lived outside of Washington state.
8. Someone who has 7 or more letters in their first name.
9. Someone who likes to exercise (what kind?)
10. Someone who watches less than five hours of TV per week.
11. Someone who can cross their eyes.
12. Someone who has been told in the last week that he/she is loved or is special
13. Someone who feels it is okay to cry.

14. Someone who walks to school
15. Someone who has 6 or more people in their family.

16. Someone who is the youngest In their family
17. Someone who loves comic books.
18. Someone who would like to write a book. (about what?)
19. Someone who can speak two languages. (which ones?)

20. Someone who delivers now..apers.
21. Someone who has been hugs 'd by a teacher.
22. Someone who ha:, a pet.

23. Someone who has seen he some movie at least 3 times.
24. Someone who likes to COOK

25. Someone who loves to laugh.

26. Someone who is a Natural Helper!
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Values
Sumner students have Identified problems with relationships, drugs and alcohol, and achieving in school as
some of their major concerns. Theqe value statements may be useful to you in assessing your personal beliefs
and how they might affect your role as a helper. This sheet is for your use only.

Use the columns on the left to Indicate your belief at this time.
SA

A

Strongly Agree

Agree

SD

Neutral

Disagree

.

Strongly Disagre.

***** Ot* **************** fil
SA

A

N

D

SD

1.

A helper must keep all Information coilfidential.

2.

Teachers should be concerned only with their subject and a student's performance
In class.

3.

Running away from home is okay.

4.

Boyslmen should not cry or express emotions...

5.

If there are children In the family, parents should not get a divorce.

6.

It's okay to Ile to avoid hurting someone's feelings.
A person in need is more Important than your school schedule.

8.

It's real important to be popular at school.

9.

People under 18 are not mature enough to enter a sexual relationship.

10.

Sex should only happen between people who love each other.

11.

Birth control should be available to anyone who wants it without parental
permission.

12.

Abortion Is an acceptable consideration for an unwanted pregnancy.

13.

Homosexuals are sick people who need help.

14.

It's okay to openly discuss sex.

15.

individuais.. who are raped contributed to the situation.

16.

It's normal to experience depression once in awhile.

17.

Suicide Is immoral.

18.

Drug users are weak people.

19.

Any drug use Is wrong.

20.

Chewing tobacco Is okay.

21.

It's okay to experiment with drugs as long as you don's abuse them.

22.

Smoking cigarettes is okay.
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SA

A

N

D

SD

23.

Smoking pot is less hari;iful than drinking alcohol.

24,

Quit',..nu school is a possible solution to some students' problems.

25.

Finishing high school Is more Important than having/raising a child.

26.

A college education Is essential to.getting a good job.

la
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Checklist for Communication Skills
No one Is perfect. All of us are trying to improve our skis s. The checklist is a way,of helping us measure our
progress.
I. Listener's Body Language
+
uses affirmative head nods

face rigid

calm, yet expressive face

stares blankly

direct eye confect

looks away while others are talking

body turned toward speaker

extraneous face movements

comfortable spacial distance

body too close or too far from speaker

IL Listener's Understanding of Talker's Message

Ideas of talker Identified accurately

Feelings of talker identified accurately
III. Listener's Use of Active Listening Skills
0
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open questions

closes (yes/no) questions

clarifying

interpreting, analyzing

reflecting

giving advice

understanding

Judging, criticizing

summarizi

directing, ordering,

DECISION-MAKING.

1.

IDENTIFY AND DEFINE THE PROBLEM OR DECISION.

2.

GATHER INFORMATION.

3,

B

4.

PREbICT CONSEQUENCES.

5.

CHECK THE. "FORGOTTEN FACTORS"

INSTORM ALTERNATIVES.

ATTITUDES, VALUES

FEELINGS, EMOTIONS
PRESSURES:

PEER, ADVERTISING, FAMILY

RISK LEVELS
HABITS
6.

CHOOSE AN ALTERNATIVE.

7.

IDENTIFY AN ACTION PLAN.

8.

ACT.

9.

EVALUATE.

1

"10
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Natural Helpers

WEEKEND EVALUATION

1.

How worthwhile was this training session?
4

2

/

very
worthwhile

worthless.

2.

5

.

How helpful were these training sessions for you?
your response:

Please circle

not
helpful
Getting Acquainted

Helping Relationihips
Communication Skills
Self Awareness

o

2

3

4

5

41

2

3

4

5-

1

2

3

4

5

1

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

5

2

3

4

S

1

3.

What did you'like best about the weekend?

4.

How was the weekend structured/organized?
1

2

helpful

1

Decision Making/Problem Solving
Knowing Your Limits'

very.,

4

v.

5

great

awful
5.

What areas were not covered that you would like to see covered
in follow-up sessiuns?

6.

Suggestions/comments/questions/jokes/etc.

7.

How are you feeling about being a Natural Helper?
4
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I.

Name

OPTIONS FOR NATURAL HELPERS INVOLVEMENT

1.

Melt back into the student body.

2.

Work on committees or groups (big sisters, brothers,.rap sessions,
planning committees, etc.)

3.

Assist in the R and/it place.

4.

Other (Please specify):

=.

How,should we publicize your availability as a natural helper?
1.

Article in the school newspaper.

0111111111MIMID

di

2.

List in the counseling center.

3.

Name in the R and R place
posted

not poste&
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4.

Word of mouth.

5.

Helper box

6.

Other (Please specify):

6

)j
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TYPICAL QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

THE "NATURAL HELPERS" PROGRAM

,1

Who are the ti tural Helpers? Natural Helpers are a cross\ksection -of_ students and staff
identified throu h a school-wide survey as per..ple with who41 it's comfortable to discuss
\
personal problems. They are warml supportive, trustworthy p ople who care about others
and talk with them abdut their thoughts and problem4. They ar not professionally trained
therapists or counselors.

What is the purpose of the 7rogram? The purpose of the Natural Helpers' program is to
improve the health and Well-being of young people through peer iducation and referral.
By 1) identifying students and staff who are already seen by the student body as helpful
people, and 2) providing them with some additionall training, the program increases the
likelihood that students will receive appropriate help with "heir problfms. The result can
be healthier students and. staff with lower stress levels, a more posiive school climate,
and better utilization of school and community resources by those wh? need professional
help.
N

How do you use Natural Wipers? Natural Helpers choose their own, style, proactive,
reactive or both. Reactive helpers function as listeners and helpers with their own
friends. They also respond to requests to help other students made by counselors, youth
services staff, teachers and administrators. Proactive helpers take on additional projects:
they may serve on teen pai.els for school and community meetings, discussing topics
pertaining to adolescents; sponsor speakers for the student body; lead ,rap groups for
fellow students during and after school; write articles or write a "Dear Abby" type helping
coiumn for the school paper; decorate the school for holidays to improve the school
climate; welcome new students and show them around the community and school; sponsor
fun nights for students and parents to promote good health and positive attitudes.
What are the benefits of the Natur,-.1 Helpers pr Aram? The program benefits the Helpers.

the people they help. and the school. The Natural Helper grows in self-esteem just
knowing he/she was selected by his/her peers. The training provides them with some
additional insights about themselves as helpers and valuable skills in developing positive
relationships with others including acceptance of difigrent subgroups. The rest of the

n b
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student body benefits as well from the development of a more positive school environment
and from the help given by the Natural Helpers through one-to-one or group interactions.

The Natural Helpers can also be a sounding board for the school, and along with student
leadership, seek changes they feel will improve their schOol climate. The school benefits
because students realize that the staff and administration. and other students care enough
about them to spend time working cooperatively on common problems and projects.

How is this program different from other peer programs? Peer programs vary greatly.
Some of the key characteristics of this program are:
Both students and staff are used as Natural Helpers.

Participants are already perceived by their peers as helpful people.
Natural Helpers are selected through a school-wide survey.

Training takes place through a combination of a weekend retreat and afterschool 4essions.

Natural Helpers choose their own roles based on their strengths. interests, time
and needs of the school.

How do you make sure Natural Helpers are really seen as helpful people by their peers?
An anonym .s survey is conducted yearly, asking all students and staff to list the names
of two students and two staff in the school with whom they would feel comfortable

The survey results are tabulated. Final selection of
approximately 25 student ands staff participants is made by an Advisory Committee,
making sure there is a balance among grade levels, sexes, and cliques. In a large school, it
is not uncommon for many of the people selected as Natural Helpers not to know each
discussing a personal problem.

other prior to training because their peer groups don't mix. However, It quickly 'becomes
appare-t in training that although they are very different people, they share common
traits of being warm, supportive, trustworthy people, and good listeners.

Students continue to use
counselors as before. Natural Helpers try to reach those students and staff who would not
likely turn to professional help by t' Iemselves or who are dealing with problems that are
Do Natural Helpers replace counselors?

Definitely not.

not too involved. The counselors are the primary person(s) to whom Natural Helpers turn
when faced with a nrob4em which they cannot handle.
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Who provides the leadership? An inschool coordinator is responsible for program
leadership and support. He/she is assisted by student coordinators elected by their peers.
An Advisory Committee provides general guidance on policy and selection of participants.
What is involved in the training? The initial training takes about 20 hours followed by at

least four 2-hour follow-up sessions. Additional informational meetings are set up
depending upon the needs of Natural Helpers. The basic training involves communication
and decision-making skills, self-esteem, community resources and Natural Helper roles.
Follow-up sessions focus on the areas identified in the survey as major areas of student
concern, such as drugs and alcohol, relationships with friends and family, and depression.

*How much does the program cost? The cost varies depending upon the number of participants, the training mode, and the resources available in the community. In general, a 2y:-

day weekend retreat plus four follow-up sessions at school work best for creating
"togetherness" and developing skills. The retreat represents most of the cost (see sample

In addition, other expenses include a stipend for the Program Coordinator,
money for paying trainers, postage, paper, transportation, etc. An average cost (using
volunteer train rs) is $3,000 to train about 35 students and staff. Cost for teacher release
budget).

time, if needed, would be additional.

Are the problems too big for students? Before being selected as a Natural Helper, most

participants are already helping others.

They can du an .excellent job of reflective

listening, which is all that is needed in most cases. Some of the problems, such as suicide,
are too big for anyone without professional training. During training sessions, Helpers

learn to assess situations and to refer the more difficult problems to others. They also
learn more about referral sources in their community. The in-school coordinator and
school counselors are also available to provide support as needed.

How do you know it's effective? This is difficult to measure and still maintain confident'ality. Here are some comments about tne program from Natural Helpers:
"I have really learned a lot. Things seem a lot clearer to me about how to help

I realize the mistakes I have made in the past and can learn from
them. I have really learned a lot about myself and other people and I think I
have a better understanding of human feelings and love. I think Natural
Helpers is the best thing that I've ever' been a part of and I hope other people
someone.

will benefit frcm it in the future as much as I have. Thanks!!!"
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"It has brought me closer not only to friends, but to others. I think that it is a
really neat program and I've gotten to know a teacher a lot better and we have
become .friends because of it. Thanks!!!"

.

"I still feel really honored. My training has really opened my eyes. I can pick
up on 'negative vibes' and I know when someone's down. I'm a much better
listener and have better responses. I also feel I'm more caring a.nd accepting.
I love it! Thanks for the chance."

"Being a Natural Helper means knowing how to relate and respond to the
problems people tell you about and the problems in your life. It's good to know

you're in control of a situation and you can rely on your training to get you
through. It also helps you attar- confidence when you can help someone. You
form new friendships .

it's a worthwhile experience."

"Natural Helpers is an ,ultimate experience in love."

Subjective evaluation forms were tgaed to evaluate the caining program, as well as on
end-of -the.year evaluation. Program ratings were extremely positive.

Anecdotes from staff and parents have shown that Natural, Helpers have intervened and

provided help in a number,,of serious situations, especially involving suicidal students.
Natural Helpes have been sought out by students and staff alike. Parental response has
been most positive. Some parents have stated that it is the hest and most positive
experience in which their child has been involved.
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SAMPLE BUDGET FOR A NATUR.d. HELPERS PROGRAM

Housing and .food for retreat: $40 x 40 people
(2 nights and 6 meals for 35 Natural Helpers
and 5 trainers)

$1,600

Transportation: 8 cars at $25 each for 120 miles
(depends upon location of retreat)

200

Materials (paper, hand-outs, training materals, etc.)

100

25

Postage

Trainers honoraria (if most of the-traineis donate their time)

200

Computer cards and time (for survey analysis)

100

1n-SchoC. Coordinator stipend

600

Snacks (if not volunteered) for after-school sessions

30

Miscellaneous

50

$2,905

TOTAL

Other costs may include: teacher release time or compensation (if they participate in the

training), special training for the program coordinator, training materials, and outside
consultants and trainers.
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SUGGESTED TIMELINE FOR ORGANIZING A NATURAL. HELPERS PROGRAM

Lead Time to Training
3-6 monthi ahead

3 months ahead

Person Reponsible

'Tasks

Gain approval of district/community
Establish Advisory Committee for program support
Select In-School Coordinator
Develop survey form
Establish criteria for selection of staff and students
Establish date of survey
Start planning training sessions
.

Orient faculty to program
2 months ahead

Coordinator
Coordinator and
Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee

COnduct survey
Compile survey

Select participants
1 month ahead

Principal
Principal
Principal
Advisory Committee
Advisory Committee
In-School Coordinator
Coordinator with
Advisory Ccmmittee
Coordinator and Principal

Send letter to potential Natural Helpers and parents
Hold orientation meeting
Finalize training weekend

Coordinator'

Coordinator and
Advisory Committee
Coordinator and
Advisc0 ,Conimittee

WEEKEND RETREAT TRAINING

Coordinator and Trainers

The week after training

Hold get-together for all Natural Helpers

Coordinator and Trainers

2 weeks following

Four follow-up training sessions at school (2 hour each)
(could be twice a month or weekly)

Coordinator

1-2 months following

Have Natural Helpers evaluate training thus far and
decide what role(s) they wish to take

Coordinator

Each month

Provide ongoing support--meet monthly

Coordinator

End of school

Evaluations and changes for following year

Coordinator
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STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM SUMMARY

Introduction
The Student Assistance Program has been designed to demonstrate to the participating
high schooli that thir. model enables a school to more effectively and efficiently carry out
its function of educating students. The program will be considered effective and. efficient
if the following hypotheses are sOstantiateds
1.

Providing supportive counseling services to students with alcoholic parents
reduces absente4ism and alcohol and drug consumption while demonstrating

improved academic performance.
2. Early detection and intervention with students who are abusing alcohol and drugs

will reduce absenteeism, the .self-reported amount and frequency of alcohol

and/or drugs consumed, and improve academic performance.

Program Description

The Student Assistance Program provides alcohol and drug abuse intervention and
prevention for high school students who have alcoholic parents, who have been abusing
alcohol or drugs, and who have behavioral and academic problems.. The services of the
Ftudent Assistance Prograrfi w'll be provided by Student Assistant.; Counselors (SACs). A
Student Assistance Counselor will be assigned to each of the participating high schools in
Westchester County. In some schools, the Student Assistance Counselor will supervise
graduate student interns from graduate psychology, social work or counseling programs.
Students will enter the Student Assistance Program through a referral process or be selfreferred.
The Student Assistance Program will have four components:

I. The first component is supportive, educative group counseling sessions for

students with alcoholic parents. These groups will help students better understand and cope with their drinking parent and the resulting stress -,s on their own
lives. Increased self-esteem, and Improved academic, behavioral, social and
emotional functioning will result. hopefully lessening the chance that the student
will turn to alcohol or drugs. Participation In this component is on a voluntary
basis. Students can be referred by school:pc sonnel, peers, parents, or refer
themselves.

These groups will meet for a minimum of eight sessions and a

maximum of twenty sessions and include 6-10 students. The size and durati )n of
each gror will be determined by the Student Assistance Counselor it each
school. Membership in these groups will remain closed for the duration of the

group. Therefore, it is anticipated that as students are referred over the year,
new groups will form.

The Student Assistance Counselor will follow a student individually until there
are enough students to form a new group. Students in the group will be.
encouraged to try Alateen meetings. Upon completion of the group, students
needing more ;ntensive counseling services will be seen individually by the
Student Assistance Counselor or referred to appropriate treatment agencies.
2. The second component will be directed at students who are using alcohol or drugs

A written policy statement describing the program and the
rrocedure involved will be sent to every student arld their parents at the
dysfunctir ally.
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-beginning of the year. School personnel will receive an orientation to the
program. The orientation will Include training on how to Identify a student who
is intoxicated or "high" in class and how to proceed.

Students who are using alcohol or drugs dysfunctionally will receive individual,

family, or group counseling, or be referred to a treatment program In the

community. If a student appears "under the influence" of alcohol or a drug in
class or on school grounds, s/he will be sent to the nurse's office. The nurse will
examine the,student, call the parent, notify the principal, and send the student
home for the remainder of the day on medical grounds. When the student returns

0

the next day, s/he will report to the nurse immediately and then report to the
Student Assistance Counselor for one to three required sessions to determine if
there are problems which led to the substance use and offer counseling or help in
remedying the problem.

,

If a student appears "under the influence" a second time, -the same procedure will
be followed except the student will be required to see the Student Assistance
The Student Assistance Counselor will determine the number,
Counselor.
_

frequency, and kinds of contacts with the student including meeting with the
parent or referring the student to other services.

The third incident will result in nOtifying, the school principal and automatic
suspension will result. When the student returns, he/she will be required to be
accompanied by parents and the parents will be required to meet with the
Student Assistance ebunselor. If the parent fails to meet with the Student
Assistance Counselor, the school principal will take further appropriate action.

Students or parents requiring more intensive treatment will be referred to
outside agencies but will be followed by the Student Assiitance Counselor as
well.
Any behavior requiring disciplinary action such as fighting, selling drugs, cutting
class, in addition to intoxication, will be handled in the usual way by the school.
Students who are using "hard drugs" will be referred to appropriate drug
treatment agencies.

3. The third component will involve students who are not known to be using alcohol
or drugs dysfunctionally, and are not known to have alcoholic parents, but show
poor school performance. ; This can include decreased academic rerformance,
increased class cutting or behavioral difficulties, increased truancy, not h r..ling
in assignments, or some other behavior that concerns school personnel, i.e.,
isolation, sleepiness. etc. These studerits will be referred to the Student
Assistance Counselor for three sessions to determine if there is drug or alcohol
involvement by the student or his parents, or a need for counseling services.

4. The fourth component will involve meeting with parent. groups and community
groups upon their request and with the permission of the principal to help parents

and community members such as clergy, police, and recreation personnel develop
a uniform way of handling problems related to adolescent alcohoLand drug abuse.

In summary, Westchester County Department. of Community Mental Health is interested
in implementing a demonstration school-based alcohol and drug abuse prevention and
intervention program to:
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1.

reduce the number of new cases of high school students whose alcohol and drug
use causes them difficulty in bask parts of daily lifer

2.

reduce the number of high school students who are abusing alcohol and drugs; and

3. demonstrate ,to school districts that prosding alcohol And drug abuse prevention
and intervention services in the school is rest effective and enables the school to
more effectively carry out its job of edutating students.
In addition, we hope to demonstrate that the Employee Assistance Program model used in
industry can be adapted to a high school student body to accomplish the above goals.
Outcome Evaluation

To insure objectivity and confidentiality and assess comparability with other programs,
.
They have done
the outcome evaluation will lie subcontracted to
numerous adolescent and prevention studies.

Objective 1: Students with Alcoholic Parents
As a result of the Student Assistance Program, non-alcohol and drug abusing '
children of alcoholic parents will:
a.. increase4tbeir rates of school attendance
b. improve their academic performance
c. self-report a decrease in quantity and frequency of alcohol or drug use
Sampling:

All participants in weekly group sessions or individual sessions who are
children of alcoholic parents.

Methods:

1. Attendance. Obtain attendance records for all program participants for
the year preceding the program. Determine attendance rate of participants. Obtain attendance rate of participants during program year.
Compare the rates for the two years and compare with average
attendance rate of school.

2. Academic performance. Obtain grade point average of participants
during previous school year. Obtain grade point average of same
students during program year. Compare the two sets of grade point
averages of all participants and compare with control group.
3. Self-report use and abuse of substances. Ae.ninister a "coded''' selfreport instrument covering use and abuse of alcohol and drugs at the
time of entry into the Student A3sistance Program. Readminister at the
end of program year. Compare the two instruments and compare with
control group.
Objective 2: Students who are Abusing Alcohol or Other Substances

As a result' of the Student Assistance Program, students who are abusing
alcohol or other substances will:
a. increase their rates of school attendance
b. improve their academic performance
c. self-report a decrease in quantity and frequency of alcohol or drug use
Sampling:

All students referred to the Student Assistance Progearn because of alcohol
or drug related problems.

9 84

.

.

.

1. Attendance. Obtain attendance records for all program participants for
the year preceding the program. Determine attendance rate of participants.' Obtain attendance rate of participants during program year.

Methods:

Compare the rates for the two years and coNere with average

attendance rate of school.

2. Academic performance. Obtain grade poi ht average of participants
during previous school year. Obtain grade point average of same
students during program year. Compare the two sets of grad: point
averages of all participants and compare with control group.
3. Self-report use and abuse of substances. Administer a. "coded" selfreport instrument covering ust and abuse of alcohol and drugs at the
time of entry into the Student Assistance Program. Readmirister at the
end of program year. Compare the two instruments and compare with
control group.

Strategies for Attaining Goals
1. Mandatory faculty meeting for the purpose of:
,a,.

descrbing Student Assistance Program; and

b. providing information on how to identify a student who is using alcohol or
drugs, how to confront the student, and how to make a refe ral to the Student
Assistance Program.
2. Informing students and parents about the Student Assistance Program through a
written policy statement.
0
3. Individual, group, or family counseling sessions.

4. Consultation to pupil personnel staff, administrators, and faculty members upon
request. Information about a student seeing the Student Assistance Counselor
will be shared only with the Student's permission.
5. Referral to treatment agencies when necessary.
Responsibilities of the School District
1. The school agrees not to reduce any existing pupil personnel services without a
corresponding decrease in student enrollment while the school is participating in
the Student Assistance Program.
2. Office spac e with a telephone, a locked desk,. and a file cabinet will be provided
for the Student Assistance Counselor."
3. A written policy statement describing the Student Assistance Program will be
distributed to high school students and parents during or before the first week of
school.

4. A mandatory faculty meeting explaining the program will be he within the first
month of school.
agree t9 provicfr information concerning attendance and grades
5. The school
of parti sting students.
6. The-school will agree to allow students to participate in rotating group sessions.
7.

The school will agree to' implement the provisions of the program and comply
with the confidentiality regulations as specified..
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QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES OF THE STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM COUNSELOR

t.

General Statement of Duties: Serves as Student Assirance Counselor at, the school.

The Student Asslitance COunselor will be ;an,
employee
of the Department of Community Mental Health which ill do the recruiting
_
and selecting. The Department of Community Mental Health will b responsible fOr the

DistingUishing Features of the Class:

Student Assistance Counselor's clinical iwork and wil!'provide traini g and weekly\ super-

visory sessions. However, each school principal will make the final decision on who will
be placed in the school. The Student Assistance Counselor will be/a-Ccountable to the high

school principal and may be terminated by the principal 'a/ter consultation wi h the
Department !of Community Mental Health. The Counselor will work on a school schedule
with the eception of occasional evening h-ours' to see parents or be available for
presentations to community groups.
Examples of Work:

May be required to supervise graduate student interns and attend supervis4ry training at
the-graduate school;

Will be kpowledgeable of community resources and refer students to them when
appropriate with the knowledge of the school principal;

Will provide individual, family and group counseling sessions as required;
,

Will keep progress notes on each student and keep records of all student contacts. These
records are to be kept confidential and are for the sole purpose of monitoring students'

involvemelt;
Will be available to the school staff for consultation and training;

Will proviq the principal or designate with a weekly report of the names and times of all
)

students se n.
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QUALIFICATIONS AND DUTIES OF THE STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM COUNSELOR
I
O

General Statement of Duties: Serves as Student Ass (stance Counselor at/the school.
.

/
Distinguishing Features of the Class: The Student Assistance Cpunselor will be ,an
cpployee of the Departm*nt of Community Mental Health which ill do the recruiting
;..

and selecting. The Department of Commtinity Mental Health will b responsible for the
Student Assistance Counselor's clinical iwork and wil!'provide traini g and weekly\ supervisory sessions. HOwever, each school principal will make the final decision on who will
be placed in the school. The Student Assistance Counselor will beCcountable to the high
school principal and may be terminated by the principal .a ter consultation wi '1 the
DepartmentI.of Community Mental Health. The Counselor will work on a school schedule

with the eception of occasional evening hours. to see parents or be available for
presentations to community groups.
e

-

Examples of Work:

May be required to supervise graduate student interns and attend supervisry training at
the .graduate school;

Will be krowledgeable of community resources and refcc students to them when
appropriate with the knowledge of the school principal;

Will provide individual, family and group counseling sessions as required;
Will keep progress notes on each student and keep records of all student contacts. These
records are to be kept confidential and are for the sole purpose of monitoring students'

involvemer
Will be available to the school staff for consultation and training;

Will proviq the principal or designate with a weekly report of the names and times of all
i

students se n.
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Required Knowledge, Skills,-Abilities, and Attributes: The Student Assistance Counselor

will be knowledgeible of adolescent development, methods to engage and sustain
adolescents in counseling, and community resources; be cable to work effectively with
others in a team relationship, and be able to relite well to school staff.
Minimum Acceptable Training and Experience; Graduation frOm a recognized college or
university with a Masters Degree in Counseling, Psychology, or Social Work, and, in

addition, the equivalent of two years of full-time post-Master's experience which has
included work with adolescents.

0
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Chapter 5

School Policies

Introduction
Any school district considering the development of
alcohol and drug abuse prevention programs will also
need to have clear policies which are consistent with and
nipport those programs. Yet few districts have adequate

alcohol and drug policies in place. A 1980 review of
whoal drug policies for the National Institute on Drug
Abuse found that "they tend to be reactive and crisis
oriented, and, consequently narrow and legalistic."

In some cases, school districts or individual administrators, do not follow established policies. Often,
policies which are rigid and harsh are simply ignored
because their implemehtation would cause serious opposition from parents, teachers, or the community. In

many cases, "informal" policiesthose which govern
actual responses to day-to-day situations bear little

resemblance to the "formal" policies of a school
district.

School administrators and teachers seldom see the
development of school alcohol and drug policies as a
positive experience. Policy development often is ignored

for a variety of reasons: an aversion to the perceived

"red tape" of formal policies; concern about union
reactions to changes in teachers' roles and responsibilities; a fear of parent opposition; and a fear of
lawsuits.
However, the dt velopment of effective school alcohol

and drug policies is not a hopeless task. A number of
federal agencies and state departments of education
have been focusing on school alcohol and drug policies
in the past few years, and their experience can provide
valuable assistance to local districts involved in policy
formulation. This chapter describes the need for alcohol
and drug policies and indicates some of the guidelines
which local districts can use in developing their own set
of policies.

The Need For School Alcohol and
Drug Policies
Schools need alcohol and drug abuse policies for
variety of reasons:
The absence of clear policies regarding alcohol and

school personnel, parents, anti the community.
And confusion often leads to inaction or to arbitrary and inappropriate action.
Without policies, young people lack a clear
message from adult authorities about expectations
regarding the use and abuse of alcohol and drugs.
This can make it diffic t for young people to resist
peer pressure to experiment with or frequently use
alcohol and drugs.
Alcohol and drug abuse among students or school
personnel interferes with the proper climate for
learning in schools. It undermines the educational
environment bothof the students who use alcohol
and drugs and the majority who do-not.

The absence of clear alcohol and drug policies
makes it niore difficult for school personnel to provide assistance to students involVed in alcohol and
drug use. They are more vulnerable to lawsuits and
opposition from both parents and students.

The situations in which 'alleles are needed range
from the mundane (e.g., pol.cies regarding release time
for the teacher's participatinit in alcohol and drug cur-

riculum training sessions) to the very serious (e.g.,
policies for dealing with students who are caught selling

drugs on campus). School districts interested in implementing one or more of the prevention approaches
described in earlier chapters of this guide will also reed

policies which enable them to participate in a given
prevention -approach. The following chart indicates
some of the policy issues which may be involved in implementing alcohol and drug education programs which

consist of classroom education and teacher training,
parent education, community approaches, the Natural
Helpers Program, or a Student Assistance Program.
Prevention
Approach

Classroom
Education

Policy Issues

Curriculum approval awl adoption
process

Emphasis on "back to basics" versus
affective education approach I imitations on discussing family's private

drug abuse leads to confusionamong students,

lives
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Pest ici ing materials availability to trainedteachers

I caviler

I raining

Provision of release time for participation
in training
Use of school facilities and equipment by
outsiders (trainers)
o..ision of food for training sessions
Approval o`. college credit or continuing
education credit for training

Pa , ent

Use of school facilities and equipment by

i.drication

outsiders

Utilizing or restricting controversial
speakers

.1)111111111111 y

Approaches

Providing release time for students to
conduct activities outside of class
Utilization of :nrveys during school time
Use of police on campus
Use of school mailing list for newsletters
Use of school time tc, develop media
materials (newsletters, posters, etc.)

Natural
I(elpers

tit dent
ANsistance
Pr ogi

Provision of release time to participate in
!raining
Provision of release time to conduct
Natural Helpers activities
Providing extra pay for in-s,hool
coordinator's work
School's liability concerning Natural
Helpers' activities
Referral procedures for students
Confidentiality provisions
Release time for students to attend
s:ounseling sessions

In general, the policy issues listed on the chart are
"facilitating" issues. Depending on the policies of your
distr'ct, they will facilitate or constrain the
implementation of alcohol and drug abuse prevention
programs.

However, If your uktrict does implement successful
prevention programs, t iore serious policy issues will
arise. For instance, cla,..room alcohol and drug education and teacher training activities will raise the level of
,is artiness of students, teachers, and school staff
regarding alcohol and drug issues. And this increase in
awareness is likely to lead to the identification of both
students and teachers who are abusing alcohol or other
drugs. Your school will need clear policies which answer
such questions as: What happens when a student is
drunk or under the influLace of drugs at school'? What
happens when students sell alcohol or drugs on campus?

What happens when teachers are abusing alcohol or
other drugs, and it is affecting their work?

Developing School Alcohol and Drug Policies
Basic Guidelines

6

In an effort to help local school districts develop effective alcohol and drug policies, the Drug Enforcement
Administration of the U.S. Department of Justice has

developed a booklet entitled "School Drug Abuse
Policy Guidelines." It contains some general guidelines
for the development of an effective alcohol and drug
education and intervention policy. The DEA guidelines
for policy development suggest that:

It is important to include effective preventive
education as an integral part of the school curriculum. Alcohol and drug education programs
should "enable students to clarify their values,
cope with their feelings, make sound decisions, and

develop a positive self-image." The curriculum
should also "include information on existing
legislation" to help young people "develop an
understanding of legal process and the legal
system.''
School personnel should "be able to identify users
of psychoactive substances at an early stage and
provide early intervention."
School authorities "should develop pro-active as
well as reactive measures to avoid the
perpetuation" of substance abuse problems.
A method must be developed for referring
substance abusing "students and/or their families
to qualified human service agencies."
School policies should clearly define the types of
cases which will be referred to the criminal justice
system and those which will be handled in less
formal ways by the school or the family.

Policies should be clear regarding the "extent of
confidentiality between students and .counselors
and teachers."
Clear channels should be established through which
the school will communicate with the family,

human service agencies, and law enforcement
agencies.

The single most impprtant guideline for any school
district attempting to develop realistic alcohol and 'drug
policies is that policy implementation must be coupled

with effective prevention and early intervention programs. Rules and policies alone will not eliminate
alcohol and drug abuse. School policies and local
prevention programs should be developed together; they

should be mutually supportive and reinforcing.

Avoiding Pitfalls
There are a number of pitfalls which need to be
avoided in developing alcohol and drug policies within a

given school or district. Too often, policies are extremely general. For example, most school districts have
a policy which indicates that alcohol and drug informa-

tion should be presented in the classroom. But stating

the policy in such general terms leaves it to the discretion of the local administrator or teacher to decide what

type of information is provided and how. This can
result in a haphazard approach to alcohol and drug
education which has no lasting benefit.
In other districts, broad policies.(e.g., what is to be
done) are stated without attention to procedures (e.g.,

how the policy is to be implemented). If a student is
discovered under the influence of drugs and the school
policy calls for "referral to the appropriate agency, '
how does the referral take place? Are the student's
parents notified? Is law enforcement notified? What
role does the school play in making the referral and
monitoring the provision of services? Are records of the

referral confidential? Under what circumstances may
the student return to school? Without answers to these
procedural questions, general policies remain vague, ineffective, and vulnerable to legal attack.
Organizing a PoAcy Task Force

Alcohol and drug abuse is a complex prollem, and
the development of school alcohol and drug policies can
be a difficult task. For these reasons, ari interdisciplinary approach to policy development is often the

best one. The first step is usually to develop a policy
task force which encourages collaboration by including
represencatives from the following groups;
1
school board members
administrators
teachers
school counselors
students
parents
zorAmunity alcohol, drug, and mental health
agencies

medical personnel

law enforcement, prosecution, and/or judicial
personnel
public officials

business and industry personney
13y

involving

a wide range of individuals and

organizations on your policy task force, you car: 1) improve the political, economic and social climate within
the community; 2) avoid misunderstandings, inconsistencies and "turf disputes" (e.g., school policy vs. law
enforcement policy); and 3) provide a better identifica-

tion of community resources available to provide

mented in all elementary and secondary classrooms;

school alcohol antidrug abuse prevention efforts
will include parent education, community approaches, and early intervention as well as basic
alcohol and drug education;
, all appropriate community resources will be made
available to students with
problems;

alcohol and drug

liaison arrangements will be established between
the school, resource agencies, law enforcement
agencies, and parents;
school authorities will develop pro-active as well as
re-active measures to avoid perpetuation of alcohol
and drug abuse problems.

Reviewing Existing Policies and Procedures

Once your school district has defined goals for the
development of alcohol and drug policies, the task force
should examine existing school policies to identify the
degree to which they are addressing their stated policy
goals. The task force should ask such questions as: Are
existing policies consistent with our overall policy goals?

Are there major gaps in existing alcohol and drug
policies? Are there inconsistencies among policies? Are

school policies consistent with confidentiality, search
and seizure and other legal requirements?

In addition to reviewing existing policies, the task
force should review the proceduresboth forrrial and
informal-L--by which existing policies are being implemented. In many cases, implementing procedures are
nonexistent or vague. In some cases; they may violate

students' rights or the very goals which the policy is
designed to achieve.
Defining New Policies
After it has reviewed existing policies, the task force
can begin developing new policies or modifying existing

ones. Although the list of potential alcohol and drug
policiei§ is long, some of the most important issues
olicies should cover include:
Studen dr k or high at school
Sale of al-ai l or drugs on campus
Sale of prescription drugs on campus
Teachers/staff with alcohol or drug problem:,
Teachers involved in the sale of alcohol or drugs

Legal drugs, look-alikes, and over-the-counter

assistance to alcohol or drug abusers.

drugs

Clarifying Policy Goals
The policy task force should begin its work by identi-

Content of an alcohol and drug education cur.

Staff use of drugs at school and out of school
riculum and teacher training program

tying its goals for school alcohol and drug policies.

Content of other school alcohol and drug abuse

Your policy goals might include:
an effective alcohol and drug education curriculum

prevention program%

invoking alcohol and drug information, decisionmaking, coping and self-concept will be imple-

In addition to defining alcohol and drug policies, the
task force should develop clear procedures which will be
utilized in implementing the policies. In developing pro291
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cedures, consideration needs to be given to the role of
teachers, administrators, law enforcement personnel,
human service agencies; and parents. Issues of
documentation and confidentiality, the rights and
'responsibilities of students, when and how to involve
law enforcement personnel, types of suspension, procedural differences in the handling of first and later offenses, and responsibility for paying for the treatment
of students and /or teachers also need to be clarified.

Examples of School Policies and Guidelines
for help. The first is to the kit titled, "School Drug
Abuse Policy Development Guide: for School and Community Officials," published by the U.S. Department of
1405

I

Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20537, (202) 633-1333. It

lays out basic guidelines for developing school substance abuse policies and provides step-by-step suggestions for organizing a local policy development process.
The section of the DEA policy development guide which
describes the process of organizing a school./ community

conference on substance abuse policies is especially
helpful. It is reprinted on pages ??????. DEA also has
developed two slide -tape presentations on "The Need
for a School Drug Abuse Policy" and "How to Develop
a School Drug Abuse Policy" which can help you begin
developing school policies in your community. They are

available on a' loan basis from: NIDA Resource
Audiovisual Center, National Institute on Drug Abuse,
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockville, MD 20857:
In addition, several States have recently developed excellent alcohol and drug policies which are comprehen-

sive and consistent with the prevention approaches
described in this. guide. For example, the Governor's
Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse and the Pennsylvania Department of Education publisheu "Responding
to Student Drug Use: Guidelines for School Personnel"
in 1980. It contains legal information on alcohol and
drug abuse and recommendations for school personnel
about: I) "responding to drug situations," 2) "considerations for conducting searches," and 3) "what to
do if you confiscate a substance." I: also discusses
prevention approaches and issues involved in adopting a
K-12 alcohol and drug education curriculum.
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goals, and responsibilities. This kind of 'curriculum'
helps young people develop clear positions on drug use
and helps them test these positions in hypothetical but
realistic situations."
The Pennsylvania guidelines go on to discuss the im-

portance of such education techniques as: values

As you begin the process of developing school alcohol
and drug policies, there are several places you can turn

.Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration,

Thc Pennsylvania guidelines call for the presentation
of a comprehensive alcohol and drug curriculum. The
guidelines state, "Rather than simply provide information about drugs...the principle task of drug education
is helping young people gain knowledge while considering questions about drug use in relation to their values,

clarification, building self ester ii, role-playing, decisionmaking and problem solving, peer and cross-age
tutoring and counseling, and peer counseling. Copies of
the guidelines are available from; ENCORE, P.O. Box
2773, Harrisburg, PA 17105, (800) 932-0912).
Another excellent et of guidelines for alcohol and
drug policies was recently developed by the Maryland
State Department of Education. Titled "School Policy:
Alcohol and Other Drugs," the guidelines focus on:
educational prevention programs;. teacher training;
rights of students; referral and treatment; emergency
health care; roles of school staff; disciplinary actions;
liaison with law enforcement agencies; and student,
parent, and community involvement. In addition to
describing the elements of an effective alcohol and drug
education and teacher training program, the Maryland

guidelines provide a realistic, detailed approach to
providing help to students who have alcohol and drug
problems.

The guidelines also deal with disciplinary action
directed toward a student who violates alcohol or other
drug policies. The disciplinary guidelines are designed to
insure that student's legal rights are maintained. They
describe: general nrineples for disciplinary actions; a
procedure for suspension and expulsion; due process
concerns; and procedural recommendations. The
Maryland guidelines are available from the Maryland

State Department of Education, DiNision of Instruction, 200 W. Baltimore Street, Baltimore, MD 21201.
Other States which have recently developed comprehensive alcohol and drug policies include New York,
Minnesota, and California. You can contact the Department of Education in those States to get copies.

gISVX.V.

Resource Pages
Clptaer 5: School Policies
Page

1. Sample Section from "School Drug Abuse Policy Development Guide: For School and Community Official " (U.S. Department of Jus ice, Drug Etforcement Administration)
'2. Sample Sections from "Responding to Student Drug Use: Guidelines for School Personnel"
(Governors Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse and the Pennsylvania Department of Educaion, April 1980)

'4

3. Sample Sections from "School Policy: Alcohol and Other Drugs" (Maryland State Department
of Education, 1982)
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SECTION III:

PROCESS ISSUES

INTRODUCTION
If a policy is to have true widespread community support,

it

must be designed and bUilt by all groups and individuals using or
affected by it.
Because schools and their administrators have so
often been the scapegoats for community youth problems, they have
reason to be apprehensive if the issue of substance abuse and the
responsibility for developing a policy are placed entirely in
their hands.
It
is
therefore essential to emphasize the total

community involvement aspects of this conference project in both
the policy and the process issues.
this

examine the step-by-step process
involved in developing and conducting a school/community conference which will place the problem of substance abuse in its
proper perspective:
a community problem which requires community
In

section,

will

we

action.

'"

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS AND'ADMINISTRATION INVOLVEMENT'
As

stated,

in

the

Coordinator's

guide,

support

from

the

Superintendent of Schools is critical-.to the successful develop-ment of a conference.
If possible, the conference process should
be initiated by'the Superintendent or a designee, and certainly
it must have his/her full support.
If
possible during the initial stages of conference planning,

Superintendent

address members of the School
Board and principals of the various _schools, acquainting them of
the conference design, soliciting their ideas and obtaining their
the

support.

The

entation,

available

School

should

Drug

through

Abuse
DEA

Policy
on

loan,

Slide
is

Guidelines
a

Pres-

useful. tool

in

describing the concept of a policy conference.
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very important that not only the Superintendent but
also the School Board and principals support the conference. The
School Board must endorse the policy befoye it can be implemented
at all and the principals must accept the policy if -it is to be
is

It

implemented fully.,
act
,.
The Superintendent, can als'o actas a support to t
should
Not in
person in soliciting conference participation.
the Superintendent be able to identify key persons, his or her

active endorsement will also lend additional credibility to any
request for participation.
The extent to which a Superintendent participates in conference development will, of course, depend upon a great many
variables which cannot be generalized; however, in virtually all
cases, the rule-"more is better" is a good one to follow.

RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE CONTACT PERSON

The Coordinator's guide discussed the "essential" elements
This
which must be considered In selecting a contact person.
person will have the responsibility for inviting necessary participants, enlisting skilled group leaders, securing the conference
site, and arrangin.g logistical supports.
One possible means of selecting the most appropriate contact

person involves asking the Superintendent of Schools to prepare a
list of suitable ,candidates (preferably professional and school

persons closely involved in school activities), then
contacting critical persons for their opinions about the list
(i.e. juvenile court judges, public defenders, district attorney,
mayor, faculty, student body president, heads of major substance'
abuse programs, chief of police and sheriff, hospital adminisstaff

and

trator,

chosen

mental

contact

health

person

representatives,
must

have

parents,

time. available

etc.).
to

devote

The
to

The position is not ceremonial; the contact
conference plannino.
person must be prepared to invest a great deal of energy and time
if the conference is to succeed.
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ROLE OF THE INITIATORS:
Having

chosen

the

DEVELOPMENT OF A COMMITTEE
contact

person,

the

initiators

of

the

conference should then consult with that person to form a "core
committee" which can give the contact person the necessary logistical support to insure a successful conference.
Depending upon time and resources, this' committee which can

be part of t;e group who will participate in the conference, can
perform a number of background roles while the contact person is
The committee could
investigating potential tconft:rence members.
develop materials for the conference such as:
a summary of local and state laws and statutes relating
to conference isiues;.

information about the community substance abuse problem;

simple needs assessments;
brief descriptions of existing

substance

abuse

pro-

a

grams;

l

available counseling or special programs services; and
an assessment of community sentiment.

VARIABLES TO TEST
In forming the master plan for a conference, many triggering
mechanisms have been discovered which will indicate whether or
For example, one
not the community atmosphere predicts success.
should determine what, if any, parental concern can be enlisted
is .presently being displayed. Ideally,
parents should play an integral part in any pre-cooference planA concerned parent alerted to an existing problem may well
ning.
and

to

what

degree

it

be the catalyst for a successful conference.

the conference organizers may find some resistance from long entrenched social or political agencies which may
feel that the conference is invading their "professional turf."
Rather thin fight this attitude 'and become embroiled in the controversp, it would seem far better to include all such agencies
Initially,

.
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rather than generate professional jealousy.

not itself been Part of the
initiating process, It can be involved by giving the Superig,
tendent,,assurance that a well structured, comprehensive School
Substance Abuse .Policy developed in such a- conference setting
system has

If the educational

will provide a community answer to what needs to 'be recognized
r.

a

By approaching the Superintendent in this.

community problem.

way, initiators can assure the Superintendent that his/her participation will .show the current administration to be "on top of
the problem" rather. than 'ducking the issues.
in

can, suggest

turn,

responsibilit

to

that their roles and
by. this procedure and their

his/her personnel

be

will

The Superintendent,.

rights and duties clearly defined.
,

Each school system and community 'must be considered unique.
Variations in geographic location, ethnic background or religious
affiliation must all be considered..' 'The cOntact, person and

initiating committee must recognize that 'there are a great many

be considered *n testing a particular area or popqFor
lation for its acceptance of a Substance Abuse Policy.
increasing or decreasing school enrollment and' its
example,

variables

effect

to

on

population,

student

the

parents,

and

teachers

may

itself be a factor in conference success.
*vv.

CONFERENCE "TIMING

known among conference Coordinators that there
are certain times during which conferences should not be planned:
pei
Jds just prior to Christmas, near Easter vacation, prior to
income tax duedates, at the beginning of summer vacation, and
Other times which may hinder
towards the beginning of school.
It

is

attendance

well

of

mid-term grades and
hold

personnel

school

conferences

include

the

two

weeks

before

Generally, the best months to
and
through mid-November
mid-September

final exams.

are

mid-March through mid-May.

The conference ordinarily shulld not be scheduled with less
than three months lead time.
Exceptional problems, requirements,

1X)

.and highly:-eficient personnel

of course bring off

cc

a

con-

,

ference in less. time.

LOGISTICS AND $UPPORT

,

.

111

simple..logistics

The

fluence

whether"-. the,

conference

the

of

attendees

conference

will

can

stt:-.-agly

write

a

in-

useful

policy, or whether the conference deteriorates into a gathering of
6
individuals who simply- swap ideas and opinions for two days.
A

LOCATION:

One

common "characteristic

of

successful

conferences

Sixty-seven
that they were convened in a school.building.
percejt of the conferences which produced completed policy were
convened in school buildings, and only one did not result in an
was

officially adopted-policy.
While
space,

school

a

secretarial

generally

Building

time,

can

provide. adequate

typewriters and other necessary equip

However,
the building itself,
the critical variable, we believe, is the message of commitment,
administration., By providin6-,
to the conference by the school
space, staff, equipment and lunch, *the school administrAtion has
"this conference is important." The feeling
directly affirmed:
ment, 'there

is .no magic aura

in

easily transferred to th'e participants themParticipants will be more willing to become involved
selves.
in all likelihood, actually
knowing that what they 'produc,
The contact person .must at all
be used by those who need it..
times emphasize. the. task-orientation of the conference, as a

of affirmation

is

gentle dissuader to those who may be interested in listening but
not actively participating.
Whatever conference site is selected, it should have readily
available the following:
1.

One

room

large

enough

and

comfortable enough

to

ac-

c.omodate all participants;
2.

Three or

four smaller rooms which will accomodate six

to ten participants each;
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-An

urea 'convenient

meeting

room where one or
more typists can type the products of the'conference as

3.

to

the

they are completed;
4.

Copying .)equipment so that the completed drafts can be
reproduced .fillmedfately for distribution 'to all part cipants; and

5.

Staff of student typists and messengers who can produce
and. carry 'to participants typed draft policy and procedure statements for review and revision.

PARTICIPANT SELECTION
After the initial work' of establishing a solid rationale for
commitment to the conference, care must be taken in selecting
the specific individuals to be invited.
The contact person may

.a

conduct the selection process alcine or may convene a small select
committee representing a cross -sec on of the community which
would,

the necessa y
zation's of the community-at-large.
in

turth,

identify

individuals and organi-

In' previous conferences,

the average number of participants
was approximately 40, though some conferences have. included as
many as 73 persons.
Typical conferdncet consisted of 13 community pers,ons, 0 schoolp administrators,/ 11 students, 4 teachers, and 4 cffmin41 justice personnel.
Although

we

have

stated

the, Coordinator's
guide, we re- emphasize here that the contact person or invitation
committee should keep in mind these essential attributes:
this

in

Participants should have a firm belief in community
responsibility,
integrity
and
accountability.
This
will. insure that sound, realistic'options and alternatives for youth and youth systems are discussed during
the conference.
Participants

should be willing and prepared to work
toward achieving the conference goals over an extended
period of time.
The complete process, from initiating
conference to policy implementation may well take a
1

full year.
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Participants should .be willing and able to bind their
respectiye organizations to policy agreemekits.

ParticipanS should reflect
perspectives, including

all

pertineilt

community

teachers,
administrators,
and non-prbfessional staff;
security and
school
Law Enforcement personnel:
juvenile police;
juvenile court judges, ':roJudicial ,personnel:
and court, diversion
staff,
'prosecutors,
bation
or alternative program personnel;
directors of municipal youth
Municipal Leaders:
organizations;
programs and civic
of
Chamber
the
members ,of
Business leaders:
Commerce and representatives of business and fraternal organizations;
Religious leaders;
Medical personnel from the schools and local hospitals and clinics;
Representatives and staff of youth counseling
mental health personner,
and activity programs:

1. School personnel.:
2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

MA, etc.;
9. Parents; and
10. Students

PARTICIPANT ROLES
In

the previous conferenbes,.cert.

as central

roles were identitied

t., conference success:
the
administrative support
of
kind
and
amount
critical;
Superintendent lent to the conference was
The

Principals' attendance at the conference was essential
unless the principals were invested in the con'ference process, the policy stood a good chance of not
for

being fully implemented;

The school attorney was crucial to interpret "in loco
parentis,' confidentiality, and liability issues;
The prosecutor's office was invaluable in constructing
mutually agreed upon
plaining those areas
cutor's discretion;

definitions, as well
that are subject to

exin
as
the -pr..bse-

The local judge could state what kinds of issues would
go to which court, what kinds of treatment differing
offenses were likely to receive, etc.; and
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Students provided the
generated
participant

vitality and creativity
interest
and
explained
students views and attitudes toward the problem.

that
the

CONFERENCE DESIGN
Those

who

design

the conference must plan it in accordance with community size, location, culture, etc.; and must
understand the applicable laws, regulations and ordinances (including

knowing

procedures).
lating

will

Because

interpretations
to

of

existing
state

substance

to

consent

about

and

issues
such

treatment,

formal
local

policies
laws

(possession,

issues

search

as

and

and

and

ordinances

sale,

use,

community

to

community,

those

conference

must

be

aware

of

applicable

regulations

community

has

its

re-

and

parental

seizure, teacher's liability,

from

Each

etc.)

"confidentiality,"

vary

etc.

informal

who

design
and

the

laws.

characteristics with special
distinctions existing betWeen urban, suburban, rural communities
and resort communities.
The educational structure, the political
and

own

authority structure,

the resources available, the needs of
different community factors (business, parents, police, etc.) all
reflect the types of considerations that should be made in design
development.
Knowledge
of
existing
policies,
their current
usefulness,

and

the

awareness

of

such

policies

by

community

persons reflect Important considerations.

The review of previous conferences indicated that urban and
rural communities could often be differentiated by their initial
knowledge of resources available in substance education. With the
urban communities, conference group leaders acted more actively
dS
facilitators, focusing the group on task, clarifying and

mobilizing existing resources, and insuring that individuals were
heard.
In
rural communities, group leaders functioned more as

resources to the participants, informing them of recent developments

in

resources.
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curriculum

and

law,

and

as.;isting

them

in

locating

Resort communities also present unique characteristics with
their seasonal changes in population. The presence of an unusual
atmosphere" during certain months in these communities
created special problems which were often translated into sharply
particularly since the "party atmolines,
defined political
"party

sphere" also constituted the "life blood" of most resort comThis, then, became the background and context for every
muiites.
community issue, including the process of school substance abuse
Understandably, resort communities tend to
policy development.
place heavy emphasis on community education.
Whether the conference design will focus on the single issue
of development of a substance abuse policy or take the broader

approach of
deperd

will

"school
on

Sane

need(s).

an

violence and disruption" and related issues
accurate determination of community/school

communities focused their policy

on

alcohol

and

drugs, others drugs alone, and others implemented a "broad brush"
approach depending on the prevailing community understanding of
the

problt-m(s).

de..:ign

lies

in

A distinct advantage of the overall conference
its adaptability to any problem under the rubric

of 'llegal activity on school grounds.

SUGGESTED CONFERENCE FORMAT
The

conference

format

which

follows

proved

to

be

a

pro*/

Reports received
duct-producing process at the 20 conferences.
from the communities which participated in the conferences indicated that the format was sound and effective in accomplishing
An interesting and important fact is
the conference objectives.
responses from conference participants showed little, if
any, concern about problems relating to actual conference format.
that

Rather, they focused on the factors that influence the design and
act as the foundation upon which it is built (i.e. site, participants, focus, knowledge of the community, etc.).
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SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE POLICY

DEVELOPMENT CONFERENCE FORMAT
DAY ONE

8:30 - 9:30: OPENING

Introduction of staff and all participants.
Overview of conference goals, tasks, and procedures.
Fill out evaluation form (what individual expects to

gain from conference), collect and collate data.
9:30 -

10:30: PLENARY SESSION
Identify

existing

practices

regarding

school-related

substance abuse (prepared reports read by school, enforcement court, and community resources).
10:30 - 10:45
10:45

-

BREAK

MIXED GROUPS

12:00:

Groups

divide

sonnel,

into

criminal

the

four

justice,

categories:
students,

and

school

per-

community

resources.

Identify present problem areas (from each perspective)
and what outcomes relative to these problems are expected from the conference.
Recorder will be appointed, data organized into major
working areas, and feedback given to plenary session.
12:00

1:00 -

-

1:00

1:45

LUNCH

PLENARY SESSION

Reports from morning group are read; during this time,
conference leaders organize the material
into
three
topical areas:

1 06

Rights and Responsibilities
Training and Education
Community/School Liaison
Mixed

groups

discipline

are

formed

assuring

equal

representation; morning groups will meet to determine
allocation of personnel to new groups.

1:45 - 3:00

MIXED GROUPS

Identify all the elements necessary for a comprehensive
school substance abuse policy.
Finalize

agenda

and,

3:00 - 3:13

BREAK

3:15 - 4:00

PLENARY SESSION

if

time

allows,

begin writing.

Groups report data to plenary session.'
Discussion of items.

Reports are typed, copied and distributed on following
morning.

4:00 - 4:15

CLOSURE

Assessment of Progress,

Feedback,

Evaluation Data and

Future Direction.
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DAY TWO
8:30 - 8:45

OPENING

Identify new participants.
Assignment of tasks.
9:15 -

DRAFTING GROUPS

12:00

Groups will
them

to

draft specific policy statements and feed

typists

drafted,

as

who

will

maintain

three

separate lists.
12:00 1:00 -

LUNCH

1:00

2:30

DRAFTING GROUPS

Committees continue to develop and revise.
Synchronize

schedules

and

reallocate

tasks

if

nec-

essary.

Preamble
group
both

one member from each
preface/preamble to policy that will
purpose and capture the spirit in

committee

to draft
indicate

a

its

appointed

-

which it was written.

select two members from each group to meet
as a nominating committee; they will draft a steering
committee whose purpose will be to finalize the document and oversee it through Board approval; then the
steering committee will meet and set their procedures
and the date for their first meeting.
Staff will

2:30 -

3:00

BREAK

All drafts copied and disseminated.
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3:00 -

4:00

PLENARY SESSION
Were

Participants must reclaim their.evaluation form.
expectations realized?
Group

review data and entertain questions

will

not

-

commentary!
Steering Committee members are announced..

Complete evaluation forms.
Superintendent or designee

presents

certificates

of

participation.

4:00 - 4:15

CLOSURE

Closing Remarks.

TASK DELINEATION FOR SMALL GROUPS

I.

should

Rights and Responsibilities

address

the

following

issues:
What should a student, faculty member, administrator do
in the case of:
suspected use and known use?
a)
suspected possession and known
b)
c)

What are

possession?

suspected sales and known sales?

the rights and due process accorded students

in these situations?
What

liabilities

administrators

do

incur

students,
by

being

faculty
involved

members
in

the

and

above

situations?

Policy components

1,

2,

3,

4,

and

5 should be covered.
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Education and Training should address the following issues:
What should the goal of a drug education program be?

II.

.What should the' curriculum contain?

What kind of drug specific information, if any, should
be available to teachers in regard to orientation to
new policy as well, as generic drug education?
Who are the best people to teach both of the above?
Define the role of student organizations in this process.

What

counseling

provisions

should

including alternative schools or

be

made

available

in-house suspension?

Components 6, 7, and 8 sflould be addressed.

III. Inter-Agency Liaison

group

should

address

the

following

issues:

Define

of community resources and the communication procedures for utilizing those resources.
Define the role and function of an advisory council.
the

Explicate

role

communication

and

implementation

of

the

policy.

Define procedures for medical emergencies.
These issues will cover components 9 through 15.

*
The format itself allows for the inevitable "hashing out" of

agency and role stereotypes between participants while attending
to the task at hand.
By describing the existing problem and the
current practices of the various disciplines, there is an immediate sharing of important information which, most often, leads
to discovery by
each respective discipline of policies, procedures

and constraints previously unknown or little understood.

3) 0
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the three topicalareas
of "Rights and Responsibilities," "Training and Education," and
"Community/School Liaisonthe various problems and needs can
into

cross-discipliries

By grouping

easily and directly be addressed. The remaining design structure
open dialogue among participants and
or
continues to allow
A
demands mutually attained agreements on policy statements.
consistently stimulating effect of the design is its ability to

achieve ongoing cross fertilization of ideas and, by "mutual give
and take," to establish guidelines that adequately consider each
respective discipline 'and its formal
practicing particular role functions.
Often

cited strengths

of

the

and

informal

design made

by

methods

of

participants

were:

participant
required
focus
oriented
centration or the major issues at hand;
The

Group

task

con-

Leaders were "task driers" but gave no impres-

sion of presenting themselves as "knowing all;"

The mixed grouping of persons from varied disciplines
achieved a positive result which was, generally, not
anticipated as a major objective of the conference
(i.e. growth of, mutual respect and understanding which
opened doors to healthy working relationships in relation to other problem arias); and
The limitation of time and the demands of the tasks
tended to disallow the dominance of the conference by
any one person who brought to the conference a par-

ticular personal view.

CONFERENCE TIME CONSTRAINTS AND PRIORITIES
In

virtually

all

vi

instances, .conference

participants

felt

that two days was t)o short a time lo address the multiple issues
in creating a comprehensive substance abuse policy. On the a"erage,

the

conferences

addressed

onty

nine

of

the

15

gilidr.Iine

issues; and participants felt that time constraints forced then
to choose items to address.
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possible way of easing the time crunch. as
suggested
earlier in this Section, would be to
prepare materials in advance
concerning

such

crucial

information

as:

legal

statutes, interpretive variations, resources available, background
on local
substance abuse *problems, medical
information, etc.
By having
this information readily available
or, if possible, having ,it
before the conference opens,
participants can avoid detours'and
focus more readily on task.

Similarly, by sending a task outline, issues sheet,
or list
of pertinent
questions to conference participants before
the
conference begins, conference planners
may be able to spur preliminary thinking which carirthen be
focused once the conference
convenes.
For eiample, the questions included in the CONFERENCE
FORMAT:
TASK DELINEATION FOR SMALL GROUPS could
be revised as
needed and distributed to participants.
However, it should not be expected
that z,l1 participants
will have read, or even if read, have
comprehencftd all the material provided.
Clear summaries, verbal or written, will have to
be prepared.
This means that the
conference leadership must
understand ;he total conference format,
objectives and process.
Advance preparation by thesa people is
essential, even to the
extent of a "dr.) run" with other staff.

PRE-CONFERENCE PUBLICITY
Publicizing' the

conference may or may not be 'appropriate
depending upon the individual community
atmosphere.
Conference
planners should assess community sentiment
and the likel!hood of
adverse reactions should the conference
be publicized
Even in communities where
opposition to the conference idea
is

riot

expected,

press

releases

should focus on the generic
nature of the issues rather than highlightilA
the substance abuse
aspects and risking sensationalism.
Substance abuse is a highly
controversial subject which c,osses religious,
ethical, legal and
pJliticul lines:
a
press release or article slanted in a provocative manner could be yery.disruptive
to the conference and
the implementation of any developed policy.
312
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however,

If,

it

is determined that publicity will

be bene-

a number of methods can be explored:

ficial,

A series of articles in the local newspaper (again, the
writing must be objective and the focus generic);
surveys. conducted
Publishing of any
prevalence, trends, etc.;
Interviews of Superintendent
local television;

and

attitudes,

on

person

contact

on

Letters to the editor;
Speaker

presentations

to

local

interest

groups;

and

Publicity in local media via the mayor's office, local
senator, congressman, town council, etc.

USE OF CONSULTANTS

the use of outside' consultants in the conference process is
not always necessary. As a community concern, the conference can
often be successful if it remains .entirely a community effort.
Most communities will have all the resources they need (including

trained group leaders/facilitators); however, .if outside assistance

is

desired or necessary, there are At least three sources

of consultants for such conferences:.
PYRAMID Project
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Pacific Institute for Research and Evaluation
3746 Mt. Diablo Blvd. Suite 200
Lafayette, California 94549

4

Single State Agencies (see risour!.:e list)

Departments of Education
(the most useful consultants are those who have information or experience in developing policy or, administering policiessuch as the ones described).
are to be used, their aid must be solicited
Further,
Jie process of conference preparations.
provided with the conference agenda, mat ,ials,

If consultants

very early
they

must

in

be

313

objectives and specific roles.

Most of the persons in this field
who can provide valuable expertise and insight have heavy achedules 'of commitments and so it is important to arrange their

participation very early in the planning.
that consultants be aware of the purposes

It

is also important

and processes of the
conferense.
If they have "other agendas," or are ;Inexperienced
in producing a "product" (the policy)- because they are too "pro.cess oriented," they will
not be an asset to the conference.
REFERENCE MATERIALS

Prior to the conference and in consultation with the various

participants, specific reference books useful
can

be 'Obtained

and

made

available

on

a

to the conference
table or book shelf.

STEERING CONNITTEE/ADVISORY COUNCIL

The steering committee appointed at the conference will take
the conference product (the draft policy) and shape it into a
final draft which can be presented to the School
Board after
adding
agreed-upon
procedures and
cross-referencing existing
procedure as necessary.- Therefore, the composition' and timing of
this committee is critical to the successful completion of the
policy.
Composed of conference members, the committee should
include

ages and be professionally and
ethnically diverse.
These persons must be willing to devote the
long hours necessary to mold a draft into a policy.
Where the
steering committee has been haphazardly constructed, given ambiguous directions, or is subject to poor leadership, policies
ail cross-section

of

all

have either not emerged or have not been comprehensive.
In establishing the committee, a specific time should be set
for
its
initial
meeting at the conference.
In
this way the
momentum of the conference will not be lost and participant
energy will be channeled toward School Board approval of the
policy.
314
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The steering c'ommitted will become the Advisory Council once
The tasks with which thiS ongoing Counthe policy is approved.
cil will then be charged include:
.

Continuous updating

the materials pertinent to the

off'

issues;
1

Definition (and redefinition) of

the problem

(scope);

Distribution of information to the 'community;
Establishment
jectives);
o

of

policy

specific

a

and

(goals

ob-

,

T.

Updating yearly of committee goals;
Continuing study of current policy;

Compilation of all conference materials; and

Exchange of information with other advisory committees
(through

City, .State,

and

Nktional

levels)

to

obtain

informationend additional data.

PUBLICIZING THE POLICY

Once the policy is School Board approved (not before formal
acceptance is given), the policy should be well and openly publicized.

In particular.:

Students,

parents,

teachers,

and

school

staff

should

each receive a copy of the completed policy;
pertinent agencies
receive policies;
All

and

law

enforcement

shOuld

The community should be informed via radio, newspaper,
etc. and given directions on how to obtain a copy if
desired; and
All

conference participants

should

receive

copies

of

the policy.

The completed substance abuse po- icy should become a public
community members with the redocument which acquaints all
participating
the
various
of
and
limitations
sponsibilities
groups.
US
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then meet,
a designee should
Superintendent
or
Further,
imit
discuss the policy and
to
principals
with the school
Principals. should then me4t with
each
school.
in
plementation
students (or a
teachers should .meet with
staffs,
and
their own
the

general assembly can be called).
the principles
this dotument is one of
The public nature of
implemented if
The policy can only be
work.
will
it
on which
it and ,expects certain procedures
knows
about
'everyone concerned
resources to be available.
to

bejollowed and

EVALUATING THE POLICY
Council will be
ongoing%Advisory
furktions
of
the
One of the
This evaluation is essential
required.
the
pclity
as
to update
Regular
to 'meet community needs.
continue
to
is
policy
if a
be scheduled.
twice yearly basis, should
on
a
meetings, perhaps
following pages .a sample questionon
the
included
We have'
simple evaluation so
a
how
to
conduct
naire andAescription of
to the subassessed for its reaction
cb.munity
can
be
that the
stance abuse policy.

MONITORING THE IMPLEMENTATION
OF A. SCHOOL DRUG POLICY

EVALUATION:

Proaddress the 15 Policy and
Assuming that
monitoring
in Section II, the follow-up
detailed
issues
cedUre
they have
concerned parties to see if
should periOdically,sample
relating to the policy and, if so,
situation
had contact with any
and procedures
indicated that the policy
contact
has
whether that
and to
degree were they effective.;
to
what
have been effective;
in
from policy and/o a change
deviation
a
what extent would
than if the
the same, Gr worse
better,
as
viewed
procedure be
should answer the needs of
This
survey
followed.
policy had been
periodic review of
is responsible for
a

the

policy will

Advisory.Board which

procedures,

and which will

the policy and
analysis to the School Board and staff.
3i6

3.14

provide the data and

the amount of data collected to a
Too much data either involves wasting much of
,reasonable'limit.
it or being unable to afford to extract the information which has
The size of the sample and the size of the
been collected.
instrument will both affect the cost of the monitoring.
Feedback is an essential component of the monitoring system.
All the participants in the survey should receive at least simple
This is an important, natural kind of reward for past
tallies.
.

It

is

important

to

keep

Monitorparticipation, and a stimulus to future participation.
efing should help the involved parties to understand what is
fective and ineffective about policy implementation and how the

policy or

its

implementation can be revised to make significant

improvements.

Once having defined the sample, it is 'important to try to
If, for example, data
get a high percentage of representation.
one
is being. collected from 20 students selected at random as
strata of the sample, one must be concerned if 25% or more of the

.

students fail

to participate.

a significant

bia-s.

Such a circumstance would reflect

(No single list
WHO ARE THE SPECIAL PARTICIPANTS TO BE SURVEYED?
will apply to all contexts, and this one attempts to have maximum
breadth, assuming thatany school or school system will scale it

down to their needs and will add in any missing elements.)
School Board members;
a.
The Superintendent, and any members of his /her staff
b.

who are particularly responsible for the implementation
of a particular phase of the policy, such as Head of
School

Security,

the

Attorney

of

the

Board

of

Edu-

cation, etc.;
c.

Prircipals

and relevant staff

members

of schools

in-

volved;
d.

Teachers of schools involved;

e.

Counselors of schools involved;

f.

Other types of workers at schools involved;
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g.

Students at schools involved; and

h.

Parents cf students at schools involved.

Even when an instrument indicates that something especially
gaod or,.bad is taking place (or something is failing to occur),
the instrument often does not by itself clearly indicate the
It
is usually valuable to check the
nature of the situation.
indications provided by the formal monitoring with observation,
interviews (formal or informal), and other means of
discussion;
Some of
collecting collateral data through formal monitoring.
this .can 'take

through

place

feedback

formal

the

process

and

but other ways to get at collateral data will sugthemselves according to the nature of the results of the

discussions,
gest

formal monitoring.
If

abuse

in

efforts

the
a

of

a

school

system

to

deal with substance

fair and effective manner are to succeed, they need

If it is worth doing,
revitalizing to keep it alive and strong.
it is ,worth doing well, and this requires a monitoring effort.
The

following

pages

will

detail

two

survey

items. for

a

assumed that the
is
It
of monitoring instrument.
school district has limited facilities for statistical analysis.
Districts with more sophisticated 'research resources may wish to
Any instrument should be
develop more elaborate instruments.
simple

form

soecifically tailored

to

the nature of the particular substance

abuse policy and goals.

SAMPLE PARENT AND STUDENT SURVEY INSTRUMENT
INTRODUCTORY LETTER

As you may be aware, the School Board of the School District
adopted a new (or newly revised) policy and procedure reThe purpose of
garding substance abuse on school property.
this policy is to deal irth the proolem of substance abuse
so that:
(1)

it
does not get Out
quality of educatiori,

ztx
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of
and.

control

and disrupt the

(2)

handled

fair,

just

manner that is
supportive and helping, and punishment is employed
only when absolutely necessary.
it

is

in

a

(A summary of t12:e policy goals should reflect the
actual goals of the School District.)

The purpose of this

survey

is

to

contact persons as-

sociated with the school
district--including employees,
students and parents--to obtain information on the substance
abuse problem and how well the pdlicy and procedure is
working in dealing with substance abuse.
The information
that you provide in this questionnaire will be kept strictly
confidential.
It will not be included in any record, official or. unofficial.
The information you pr.ovide will help
us
to do a better job.
Whether you are a student, parent,
teacher, counselor, or otherwis'e involved with the schools,
your perspective is important in helping us to know what is
working Well and what is working poorly. Please fill out the
following questionnaire as accurately as you can and turn it
in at
Thank you for your help.
.

QUESTIONNAIRE
1.

The Policy as a Whole

Codes

Before seeing this questionnaire, were
you aware that the School District had a substance
abuse policy?
(Check one)
I.

Yes

(1)

No

(2)

(n)

If you answered "yes", please continue with question
two.

If you answered no, please skip to question 4.

Do you think that the substance abuse policy is
doing a good job in helping to control substance abuse
in the School District:
2.

Yes

(1)

No

( 2)

(n)

Please explain why you answered as you did.
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3.
Do you think that persons who are discovered to
be involved with abuse of drugs at school, have been dealt
with fairly and justly since the adoption .of the substance
abuse policy?

Yes

(1)

No

(2)

Please explain why you answered as you did.

Codes

Policy Components and Procedures

2.

For each of the following areas, indicate whether
you think that the present activities of the school
district implementing the substance abuse policy
are effectively addressing the needs of the students,
teachers and other involved persons.
(After each multiple choice question, space is provided
for you to discuss your answer, if you wish.)
4.
During the past semester, how well have the
school personnel dealt with the problem of reporting
actual or suspected illegal substance activities?

(Choose one)
Well
Poorly

I

(1)
(3)

Average

(2)

No opinion _(4)
have no information on this
(5)

During the past semester, how well have
students rights been protected by use of due process
safeguards?
5.

320

31

(n)

(Choose one).

Average
No Opinion
Poorly
have
no
information
on this
I
Well

t

(2)
(4)

(1)
(3)

(n)

(5)

During the past semester, how well has the
6.
school handled the suspension or expulsion of students
with serious substance abuse problems? (Choose one)
Average
No
Opinion
Poorly
(3)
have no information on this
Well

I

(1)'

(2)
(4)

(5)

(n)

During the past semester, how well has the
school system dealt with the problem of staff who have rot
complied with the school substance abuse policy?
7.

Well

(1)

Poorly

(3)

I

Average
No Opinion

have.no information on this

(2)
(4)
(5)

(n)

During the past semester, how well have the
school's courses presented information and understanding
to help students and others deal with substance abuse?
8.

Well

Poorly
I

(1)
(3)

Average

No Pinion

have no information on this

(2)
(4)
(5)

( n

9.
During the past semester, how well has the
school made use of input from student groupi, such as
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the student members of the substance abuse Advisory
Council or the student council of the High School, in
the implementation of the substance abuse policy?
Average
Well
(I)
No
Opinion
Poorly
(3)
I
have no information on this

(2)
(4)
(5)

(

n

During the past semester, how well has the
school dealt with the confidentiality of communications
regarding substance abuse between students and counselors,
students and teachers, or students and administrators?
10.

Average
Poorly
No Opinion
I
have. no information on this
Well

(1)
(3)

(4)
2)
(

(5)

During the past semester, how well has the
11.
school handled substance related medical emergencies?
Average
No
Opinion
Poorly
I
have no information on this
Well

(1)
(3)

(2)
(4)
(5)

During the past semester, how well has the
school handled the referral of students with substance
related problems to agencies that can give them help?
12.

Well

Average
No Opinion
have no information on this

Poorly
I

(1)
(3)
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(2)
(4)
(5)

(n)

During the past semester, how well has the
school communicated its substance abuse policies and
procedures to the par.ents of students and to the
community?
13.

Average
No Opinion
Poorly
I
have no information on this
Well

14.

(2)
(4)
(5)

(1)
(3)

(n)

Your -name

Relationship to school district (mark each une yes or
15.
no, depending on whether it describes you or not).
Yes
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

9h.
i.
j.
k.

School Board Member
Administrator
Staff
Teacher
Counselor
Nurse
Security Person
Custodial Person
Parent
Student
Other
Please explain

(Thank

provide you

you

for

'completing

the results of this

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
-(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)

No

_(2)
(2)
--(2)
(2)

_(2)
(2)
(2)'

(2)

()
C)
(2)

(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n)
(n).

_...

this
questionnaire.
survey as quickly as

We

will

we can.)

*
The

strument
Faculty.

following questions can be added to the previous
when sampling School Board, Administration Staff

inand

Codes
1.
During the past semester, how well has the
school system provided effective in-service training
for teachers, administrators, and staff in the area of
substance atpise prevention, education and counseling?

323

321

Avekage
No Opinion
have no information on , this

Wel 1

Poorly
I

(1)
(3)

(2)
(4)
-74 (5)

(

During the past semester, how well has the
school system performed in terms of establishing working
relationships with community substance.abuse agencies
and in terms of making effective referrals to these
agencies of students with substance abuse problems?
2.

Well
Average
(1)
No Opinion
Poorly
(3)
.1 have no information on this

(2)
(4)
(5)

(n)

3.During the past semester, how effective
has the school system been in implementing procedures
and guidelines for working cooperatively with nonschool agencies and personnel with regard to the
substance abuse problem?
Average
No
Opinion
Poorly
(3)
have no information on this
I
Well

(1)

(2)
(4)

(5)

(n)

During the past semester, how successful
has the school system been in developing
cooperation with law enforcement agency personnel?
4.

Average
Well
(1)
Poorly
No Opinion
(3)
I
have no information on this
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(2)
(4)
(5)

(

n

During the past semester, how effectively
has the school system communicated its substance'
abuse policies and programs to parents and to the
community?
5.

Average
No Opinion
have no information on this

Well
Poorly
I

(1)
(3)

(2)
(4)
(5)

(n

)

During the past semester, how effective has
the Advisory Council on substance abuse been in
supporting the School Board in terms of policy
development and of policy implementation?
6.

Average
No
Opinion
Poorly
have no information on this
I
Well

(1)
(3)

During the past semester, howp.,effe:tively
has the school system been in soliciting input from
school, law enforcement, community, student and
parent groups regarding the substance abuse policies
and practices and their need for revision?
7.

Average
No Opinion
Poorly
have no information on this
I
Well

(2)
(4)
(5)

(1)
(3)

(n)
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To conclude this discussion of monitoring the implementation
the school substance abuse policy, the following are a few

observations on simple research techniques.
The instrument illustrated is
Instrument Construction:
1.
designed for simple coding and entry into a data processing

The structured questions each have a number associated
These questions are 'each folwith the alternative responses.
lowed by an entry in the "Codes" column, which permits the code
number of the response to be copied in the coding column. After
system.

.these

codes

have

been

copied,

data

conversion, into

a

digital

done directly from the questionnaire, precluding
This is designed to simthe need for a separate coding she:t.
plify the data conversion process, reduce the number of errors,
format

can

be

and reduce costs.
Data Conversion:
2.

the previous paragraph,
the instrument is designed for some type of automated data analyThis could involve a computer with a simple statistical
sis.
package, or even a card sort machine. Although the small number
of

items

could

be

handled

As

by

noted

a

in

calculator,

assuming

that

the

number of persons being surveyed is small (e.g., -less than 100);
data prbcessing, if available, should reduce the cost of data
analysis and improve the accuracy of the computations.
assumed that certain
is
It
Selection of the Sample:
3.
categories of persons will be totally included in any sample--for
the members of the School Board, all of the members
of the Advisory Council on Substance Abuse, all principals, etc.
In addition to these "necessary" groups, it will be advisable to
One might, for exsample other groups on a selective basis.

,example,

all

ample, decide to include 50 students, 25 teachers,

10 counselors,

each group to be selectively sampled, it is important
to employ ,random sampling in order to prevent systematic biases
from entering into the sampling process.
Random sampling is accomplished by ordering each group to be
sainpled in the form of a
list and assigning a number to each

etc.

For

member of the list.

For example, a list of two thousand students

':6
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could-be assigned numbers from 1 to. 2,000.. Then one, obtains a
copy of a random numbers table (found in almost every statistics
sequence of random
text, and on some calculators) and draws a
Each time a number coincides with the number assigned
numbers.
to an unchosen person, that person is added to the sample.
Once the data are collected and
Statistical Analysis:
4.
converted,

the

last

phase

involves

the

analysis

and

in=

Since
terpretatlon of the data in order to produce findings.
these data are being collected ovPr'time, there are sophisticated
analyses that can be performed such4as time series anal:sis. This
It is assumed
brief exposition cannot explain such procedures.

.that most school districts which wish to cai'ry out such analyses
can find knowledgable individuals on their own staffs, or on the

faculties of nearby colleges or universities.
districts which wish to perform simple
schoo.1
For those
of simple
analyses and interpretations, we recommend the use
One can, especially with the' help of
descriptive statistics.
data processing, produCe frequency counts for each of the questions (e.g.-, how many persons said "yes" and how many said "no"
One can also calculate means and/or medians,
on question one).
using the formulae proVided in the simplest books on statistics.
One can also plat the data on graphs (i.e. bar graphs). Any one
of these techniques used alone or in conjunction with the others
will help the persons doing the monitoring to see patterns in the
data for any given point in time; and also will help in making
comparisons between different data collection periods. One can go
a long way with such simple descriptive statistics towards underwith
standing one's data, without having to become involved
technically demanding analytic statistics and statistical tests.
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CONCLUSION

Conference

initiators

must

calculate

carefully

position of the community before holding avconference.
throughout this kit stressed the elements essential to
substance

abuse

the

dis-

We have'
a

school

policy

development conference.
We have also
emphasized*repeatedly the importance of key people, particularly
the active participation of the Superintendent of Schools, and
the need for intensive conference task orientation and planning.
We

do

not,

however,

wish

discourage

to

interested

com-

munities from attempting a conference simply because all conditions do not seem ideal'or do not match what we have set forth as
guidelines in this Technical Assistance Kit.
As we have stated,
every community is unique and the models we have .proposed are
meant as guides, not as rules.
A successful conference and the
effective development of a substance abuse policy demand not only
planning but creativity.
It is impdrtant, therefore, that conference initiators infuse their own ideas and judgments into the
concepts
munity,

described
some

of

within

the

the

kit.

For

guidelines will

each

individual

com-

more appropriate than
We recognize this and hope that those who use the kit

others:

be

will also.

As communities become larger, they tend also to become more
fragmented.
Only by bringing together the different agencies,
disciplines, and orientations within a tommunity can one hope to
achieve an integrated perspective and a communal effort to reach
a
goal.
The conference process itself works toward this end,
and, by the very fact of its being conducted, a conference will
change participants' orientations, focusing them on mutual efforts and unity of goals.

The rewards to be gained by using the multi-disciplinary
conference process to create a school and community substance
abuse policy
tation

of

a

far beyond the actual development and implemenuseful policy.
The rewards extend to an increased
go

understanding
ciplines.

The

and

mutual

respect

both

conference can work
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3.4J"

to

within

and

across

dis-

integrate community re-

sources

with

konference

those

will

can

who

also

foster

benefit
a

from

general

the 'resources.

The

for

dif-

appreciation

ferences of perspective along with the knowledge that everyone is
working toward a common goal. .Even if the conference does not
culminate in an implemented policy, the process itself will help
to create an atmosphere conducive to multi-disciplinary policy

A\second effort at a later date may well succeed
development.
because the first effort set the wheels in motion.
The importance of \a community approach to youthful substance
Of equal importance is a
abuse cannot betoo strongly stressed.
responsive
procedure.

delineated substance abuse policy and
The conference process can be t'he impetus.which will

and

clear-IS/

eventually create thisimulti-disciplinary policy.

I,

I
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PREVENTION
What Is Substance Abu

Prevention?

The Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse defines prevention as planned strategies designed to preclude or reduce that use of
drugs and alcohol which has a negative impact on the individual, the
family, and the larger society. Negative impact includes the physical,
mental or social consequences which result in the reduction of optimum
functioning at home, in school, at work, or in the community..

Research and experience have shown that an approach to preven-

tion which promotes a positive influence on the individupi is more
likely to foster a life style which excludes substance abuse. Positive
influences on an individual's life style can be defined as those activities

which foster self-understanding, improved interpersonal and human
relations skills, enhanced ability to relate to social institutions and

actions without having to experience them directly, especially when
these consequences can be jail terms or expulsion from school or
physical impairment. Drug information can play a role in ydung people's
decisions about drugs, but it will only be one of many elements in
such decisions.

Rather than simply provide information about drugs, then, the

principle task of drug education is helping young people gain knowledge
while considering questions about drug use in relation to their values,
goals, and responsibilities. This kind of "curriculum" helps young
people develop clear positions on drug use and helps them test these
positions in hypothetical but realistic situations.
What Is Affective Education?

effective coping behaviors to deal with stress.

Prevention activities are targeted at the total population with
emphasis on delivery of those services prior to the manifestation of
inappropriate behaviors.

Prevention activities can be delivered through schools, media,
family and/or community agencies and groups.

What Is Drug Education?

Dug informatiun
teaching facts and figures about the consequences of drug use
is now known to be an ineffective prevention
strategy when implemented by itself. Information aloiu is not enough.
Young people can hardly be expected to refrain from illicitly using
drugs because of potential dangers to their physical and mental health
when they see adults taking equal risks with drugs of their choice.
Drug education is part of a developmental approach to prevention.
Young people need structured opportunities for constructing their own
positions on drug use. People need to know the consequences of their

Affective education is an approach to education which strives to
foster emotional development, i.e., the strengthening of self-esteem
and iritrapersonal and interpersonal skills. This approach helps people
to "get in touch with their feelings" in order to communicate better
with others and to understand thernselVes. Affective education is a
logical response to the observation that although school districts in-

variably adopt as their universal goal the education of the "whole
person," schools usually devote most of their time and energy to the
education of the cognitive intellectual domain. Increasingly, however,
educators are becoming aware that even basic cognitive skills are
learned in the context of affective prerequisites; feelings always influence our learning capability.
Affective education is based on the premiie that the skills associated

with the affective domain can be taught and learned through conscious intent as well as by unconscious design. The school must be
able to contribute to the development of these skills rather than ignoring the central role they play in achieving the goals of the educational
process. Many young people encounter developmental problems, such
as low self-esteem or communications problems, and an efficient way
of helping them gain more awareness is in a supportive group setting.
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Thus affective education in the schools is usually seen .as being relevant
not just to (''high risk" students, but to all students. Merely growing up
in today's tense rapidly growing pressured society creates new risks for
all children that did not even exist as recently as a generation ago.

Several of the most important affective education techniques are
briefly described below.

Values Clarification is based on the premise that only on the basis
of clearly recognized values can people make conscious well informed choices and decisions. The values clarification process can
be described as three basic steps: choosing freely from alternatives
after carefully considering the consequences of each alternative;
feeling positively about the choice and publicly affirming
prizing
manifesting the choice in action repeatedly and conit; acting
sisten tly.

Self-Esteem Building techniques include recognizing and accepting
feelings such as joy, anger, fear, disappointment, or affection;
sharing aspects of oneself with other group members; and encouraging acceptance of individual differences. Two self-esteem building
programs are DUSO and Magic Circle (the Human Development
Program). DUSO (Developing Understanding of Self and Others) is
a kit designed for the primary grades that relies heavily on storytelling puppets, audio-tapes and songs. Magic Circle is a program
that is more appropriate for me upper elementary grades requiring
more concentration from the student and more focused listening
skills than DUSO, since the main activity involves children talking
and listening to each other regarding various topics.

Role Playing is a usetul technique to help students understand
problem situations or value conflicts through simulated experience.
It enables students to empathize with people in positions that may

be dramatically different from their own and it is also a way of
getting close to a sensitive problem and testing solutions without
taking any great risk.

Decision-Making and Problem Solving techniques are generally
quite similar. Decision-making activities focus on individual prob-
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lems or conflicts, while problem-solving activities usually deal with
group problems or conflicts. Whatever the level, individual decisier,
making and group problem-solving involve a series of readily identifiable steps: define the problem or conflict; list the possible choices
or alternative ways of resolving the problem or conflict; investigate
the consequences of each resolution; and choose the alternative
that is most satisfying to the individual or group.

Peer and Cross-Age Tutoring and Counseling are based on the
premise that throughout modern, society, adolescents encounter a
dilemma. At a time when they are beginning to mature physically
and emotionally, they discover that the role assigned them by
society is "student" and that it will remain their assigned role for
several years beyond the time when they are ready to make the
transition to more functional roles. One of the traditional tasks
of schools has been to reinforce this role of the student. Far too
often students in school are required primarily to sit quietly, listen
to adults talking to them, and commit to memory a high quantity
of abstract information in which they may find little or no personal
meaning. Peer and cross-age tutoring and counseling are ways of
enabling students to assume adult roles; to become involved in
their own learning and in someone else's learning; and to take on
a "real world" responsibility within the a-tificially compartmentalized world of the school.
Peer Counseling deliberately focuses on of Ictive development and
frequently on personal problems while cognitive skill development
is the primary concern of the tutoring relationship. Peer counseling
is a support program that should seek to reach that segment of a

school population that might not go to al adult for help with a
particular problem. It should be designed to complement and

supplement the existing guidance program. While the peer counselors

are helping others, they are reinforcing t. Heir skill in interaction,
becoming more aware of their own feelings, and growing as they
help others grow.

At its best, affective education implies a completely new and
different way of teaching. It works only when teachers believe in it,
feel comfortable in the informal classroom atmosphere it requires,

1
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and are sensitive to and concerned about their students' non-academic
concerns.

Affective education should not be viewed as a substitute for instruc-

tion in basic skills or other curriculum areas that are important to cog-

nitive development. Ideally, affective education and cognitive education
will truly balance each other.
What are Alternative Programs?

The alternatives approach is more of a concept than a specific set
of techniques. Alternatives are those constructive involvements that
act as meaningful options to drug and alcohol use. Some alternatives
such as Boy Scouts and church groups are traditional community
approaches to providing meaningful alternative involvements; others
such as meditation and Aikido are more innovative. Alternative: range
from emphasizing a worthwhile experience (communing with nature) to
gaining clearly defined skills (Hatha yoga, photography).

Just as people have va 'ous needs for using drugs and alcohol,
people derive different kinds of gratification from various alternatives.
In good alternatives programming, unfulfilled needs are identified and
non-drug means of meeting those needs are created.

Why Should The Education System Integrate Prevention Education
Into Existing Educational Goals?

There is a marked incongruence between American public education and Americi.1 society. The society is characterized by technological
development, mass communication, diverse cultures, ecological problems, knowledge explosion and a democracy where individuals are
assumed to have freedom of choice in making decisions. However,
despite efforts at educational reforms, students are usually required
to conform to a basic education program and are excluded from decisions
about what they are and how they learn.
Students have become disillusioned with education as is evidenced

by the high rate of drop-outs (40% nationally), absenteeism (30% or
higher in some school systems), vandalism, and school violence.
The National Education ,association, in a task force report on
urban education, said that in 1972 vandalism costs equaled the total
amount spent on text books in every school in the country or enough

money to hire 50,000 more teachers. Physical assaults on teachers and
students have increased also. There has been an increase in suicides, the
most extreme form of alienation, as well as alcohol and drug abuse
among youth.

Schools are not the only reason for these problems, but schools
are a large part of the child's world. Douglas Heath found that an

increasing number of students reject the traditional authority in schools
and refuse to accept requiremeHts, grades, and competitiveness; they

find little relevance between what is being taught and the problems
they face in everyday life. As a result, students have become increasingly apathetic, bored, and uncommitted. 1

When an individual's needs are not met, destructive behavior (including drug and alcohol abuse) may seem to be the solution for
frustration, loneliness and alienation. Heath said, "Apathy, loneliness
and meaninglessness challenge us to develop more integratively and
so more humanly." 2

How Can We Develop and Integrate Effective Prevention Education
Into Existing Education Goals and Curriculum?

The key change agent in the educational process is the teacher.
The aim of the state drug and alcohol prevention office in the area
of school based prevention programming is to find ways to humanize
teacher education, to provide training for teachers so that they will be
Douglas M. Heath, "Student Alienation and School,"
(4) : 515.28, August 1970.

School Review,

78

2 Ibid., p. 528.
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better equipped to create a 'humanistic environment for their students.

By impacting teachers, the prevention field can promote change in
students so that they are less likely to feel the need to seek gratif;cation through drug/alcohol abuse and other self-destructive behaviors.

In developing a model for humanizing the educational system, we

The current Addictions Prevention Network (APN) is a cooperative
program between the Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse
and the Pennsylvania Department of Education. The APN system is

being regionally managed through four Intermediate Units with a
central coordinator located at the Department. In-service training
services are available through this in-service council structure.

must redefine responsibilities of teacher education and training programs.

Teacher education and training should be designed:

To prepare teachers who can contribute to the child's affective
and cognitive development; help the learner develop personal

The success of this in-service training network is based on the
desire and willingness of school personnel to recognize the developmental needs of its students. Past experience has demonstrated that,
given a supportive environment, teachers are able to adapt their teaching styles to facilitate growth in their students. 3

living skills; and help the learner acquire creative decisionmaking skills to cope with an increasingly complex world.

To prepare teachers who can provide methods and develop
techniques to make learning more relevant so that students
see life as meaningful.

To prepare teachers who can demonstrate that they care about
young people as individuals and who are sensitive to students'
non-academic needs as well as academic needs.

We believe the ultimate aim of education is to enable individuals
and groups to develop their potential fully. A teacher who has skills
in creative decision-making, enhancing self concept, and valuing the
responsibility of being a change agent, can help students cope with
their feelings and needs when boredom, loneliness, family, and peer
pressure tempt nem to experiment with drugs and move towards destructive behaviors. Teacher education and training programs based on
this assumption will encourage maximum self-direction and responsi-

bility so that students will be more able to respond to problems and
situations in a complex, changing socisty.

In an effort to enhance teacher education and training, the Division
of Training and Prevention, Governor's Council on Drug and Alcohol Abuse,
has developed an extensive network of teacher in-service training resources. Over the past six years, 5,000 school personnel have been trained

through this network by locally based trainers located in each county.
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3 William P. Mockovak, Ph.D., Locally Based Training: An Evaluation of Trained
Teachers in the Classroom, June 1978.
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REVIEW OF THE BASICS OF PREVENTIVE EDUCATION
Alcohol and Drug Education principles are based on the premises that:

a primary responsibility of the schools is to provide students
with learning experiences and skills which will enable them to
function successfully in a rapidly changing society without the

1.

and community.
5. students, school personnel, parents and community resources

should be involved in the planning, implementation and evaluation of the program.

use or abuse of alcohol or other drugs.

alcohol and drug abuse are serious social problems to which

2.

the school, as a primary influence in the socialization of children,
must respond.
3. the response should be manifested in a carefully planned, well

coordinated K-12 alcohol and drug education curriculum, the
focus of such curriculum being the development of mentally,
physically and socially healthy young people.
4.

the most effective alcohol and drug education program is a
synthesis of content (cognitive) and behavioral (affective)
approaches adjusted o the needs and concerns of the students

Just as each school must analyze its own approach to intervention
and discipline, it must also review the type and amount of prevention
activity that occurs within its classrooms.

Drug and Alcohol education is encouraged in the Conceptual
Guidelines for School Health Problems in Pennsylvania and prevention
activity is consistent with the Goals of Quality Education, adopted by
the State Board of Education.

The prevention material in this report delineates appropriate
material and activity that should be available from grades K to 12.
Assistance in developing activities and special programs is available
from the SCA in each county.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR K-12 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
GRADES K

3

Children should know the difference between candy and sugarcoated vitamins or aspirin.

Purpose

Promote and Mai- tain Good Physical and Mental Health

Recommended Goals

Children should learn that drugs used under a doctor's prescription
for a definite illness are proper and beneficial.

Child:en should be taught respect for medicines and other potentially dangerous drugs.

Children need to know about common medicines and how they are
used.

ao
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The concept that unknown substances might produce pschological

or physiological harm should be developed (including another
person's medicine or pills or substances offered by friends or found
somewhere).
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The primary developmental task during this period is learning to
deal with others socially and cooperatively. The teacher should
help students develop understandings of why people do what they
do, how to set personal goals, and why respect for rules and laws is
important.

Ch;:IrCir. 3nould learn constructive alternatives for handling anger,
fear, frustration, anxiety, loneliness, jealousy and prejudice.

Children can begin to understand problem solving and decision
making as a dynamic process.

Children should learn what they do does affect others and is of
concern to others.

Children should learn that there is always more than one choice
available; that each choice has its advantaps/disadvantages in terms
of positive or negative consequences. Each child should know that
he/she must be ready to accept the consequences when he/she has
made a decision.

Concepts presented in earlier grades about mental health and life
coping processes should be further developed (these concepts in-

clude how emotions affect behavior, the interactions between
feelings and thought processes, the relationship between emotions
and body, and the effects of self-image on reactions to criticism,
praise or prejudice).

The topics of problem solving, decision making, understanding,
behavior, expressing feelings honestly and constructively, active
listening, and group belonging and acceptance should be developed.

Students will need to learn skills for successfully dealing with disapproval and rejections from significant others.
Motives for using and not using drugs should be discussed. Children
need to become familiar with the concepts of drug/alcohol dependence, drug/alcohol abuse, and the prevention of substance abuse.

t

GRADES 7
Purpose

GRADES 4
Purpose

9

Students Development of Self-Understanding and Effective
Life Coping Skills

6

Recommended Goals

Students Recognition That They are Responsible for Their
Own Behavior and Decisions

The concept that human behavior is a response to meeting one's
emotional, social, intellectual, moral or physical *needs should be
developed.

Recommended Goals

Students awareness of their increased responsibility for their own
behavior and for the decision governing their personal alcohol and
drug use that they will make in the near future.

Students need to learn the various non-medical roles substances
(alcohol and drugs) have in our society.

Students should be presented with the potential hazards of alcohol
and drugs to body systems and overall health.
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The roles of family, peers and social institutions in influencing the
individual's behavior and values should be explored. The personal
and social controls on alcohol and drug use should be discussed
within this behavioral context.
Junior high students are becoming aware of the complex nature of
an individual's behavior. They should recognize how emotional
conflicts, unsatisfied needs and unrealistic expectations of self
and others can cause developmental problems.
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ay

i'tUdencts(shOlild be presented with factual information about drugs
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and alcohol. The information should include discussions of known
effects (good and bad). Students should know the various psychological, social and environmental factors that might modify the
effects of a given dose of alcohol and drugs.
Students should become informed consumers of prescription and
nonprescription drugs.
Students understanding of social development should include the
respect of the rights and feelings of others, being dependable and
reliable, and assuming the responsibility for one's behavior. The
ability to think and to make decisions as a member of a group is
part of social development. How one's self-concept and values
affect behavior in groups should be discussed. Peer pressure to use
alcohol and drugs should be related to these aspects of social development.

r
Alcohol and drug use should be discussed as human behavior
resulting fronr diverse motivations. Examinations of these motivations should include non-chemical alternative behaviors for meeting

Students are aware of their developing life styles. Their decisions
related to personaliuse or nonuse of alcohol and drugs should be
examined in relationship to one's choice of life style. Students
should consider how a life style which includes alcohol and drug
use might infringe on the rights and welpre of others.
Adolescents can discuss the role of parents in preventing alcohol
and drug abuse.among family members. Parenting skills, including
family problem solving and communications, should be a topic
discussed with students.

Students are inteIested in alternative ways of meeting their needs

and solving personal problems without using alcohol and drugs.

Students need to see that these options exist.

Factual information about d tugs and alcohol presented in the earlier
years should be further developed. Students should be informed of the
effects and in te,ractions of drugs (prescription'and non-prescription)
and alcohol on their physical and mental condition.

one's needs or resolving personal problems.

GRADES 10
Purpose

12

Students Understanding That Alcohol and Drug Abuse Are
Social Issues Toward Which They As Young Adults Must
Respond

Recommended Goals

High school students should deal with the concept of multiple

determinants of alcohol and drug abuse.

Students should discuss how their values affect their personal
behaviors and styles of decision making or problem solving. Adolescents can understand some of the long-range consequencesuof the
decisions they make.

,)
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GUIDELINE THREE
Policy Statement:
The Rights of Students Seeking Help for Alcohol and

Other Drug Problems Must Be Protected as Proscribed by Law.
It is important that educators serve in a helping role to students who are
seeking to overcome alcohol drug abuse and or dependency. Public
School Lakk 7-410 encourages students to ask educators for help with drug
abuse problems. The law protects the student and educator from disclosing
an information discussed. Furthermore, Bylaw 13A.08.02, Individual
Student Records, pros ides additional protection to students concerning
info! illation recorded in their school records. Public.aw 93.579 (Title V
USC Sec. 552A- The Buckley Amendment) also protects the confidentiality of school i ecords. However this law applies only to records kept by the
school. Any records transferred to an outside agency can be subpoenaed.
lio%e\ er this should not discourage student:; from seeking help.
Public School Law 7-410:
Proerl ation of Rights of Student Seeking To Overcome Drug Abuse

(a) Inadmissibility of statement. -- If a student seeks
information to overcome any form of drug abuse, as

defined in Article 43B.2(d) of the Code, from a
teacher, counselor, principal, or other professional
educator employed by an educational institution

that has received a certificate of approval under 2206 of this article, a statement, whether oral or written, made by the student or an obser% ation or conclusion derived from the statement is not admissible
against the student in any proceeding.
(h) Rules and regulations may not require disclosure of
any report, statement, observation, conclusion, or
other information that has been assembled or obtair.ed by an educator through this contract. (An.
Code 1957, art. 77s 85A; 1978, ch. 22 s.2.)

Teacher Involvement
A teacher. ad ministt ator, or counselor may respond to a student seeking
heir) \\ all a chemical dependency or abuse problem and cannot be compelled to use the information in a disciplinary manner. All school person-
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nel should be aware of the distinction between students seeking help and
those who are violating the law. All incidents regarding possession or
distribution of alcohol, drugs should he reported by school personnel to
the principal. This rule may not apply if the student seeks help for his her
d rug problem. An educator who suspects alcohol/ drug use, may approach
the student with an offer to help, but the confidentiality law applies only if
the student then asks for help.
in most instances, professional help from alcohol/ drug treatment agencies should also be sought. Each educator should be aware of the professional help available to alcohol/drug-involved youth and should make use
of these resources when needed.
As with any sensitive problem, any additional help should be sought
without destroying the confidential relationship between student and educator Students should know that there is a continuing concern on the part
of the educator even when other resources are pursued. The impact of all

efforts should be to constantly reinforce the help-seeking behavior of
students with drug problems. If a student enlists the assistance of an
educator, it is important that the educator should ask the student about
any past or current counseling. Further suggestions regarding teacher/

student counseling are found in the section entitled "The Helping
Relationship."

Guidelines for Drug Abuse Counseling
Guidelines for drug abuse counseling were adopted by the Maryland
State Board of Education as Resolution No. 1971-50. They should be used
as basic guidelines by educators counseling students. The full text of the
guidelines is included here. While it is established that educators' who meet

with students are under no legal duty to inform the parents about the
students visit or drug abuse problem, every effort should he made to
encourage the student to involve his/ her parents in the problem.

GENERAL PROFESSIONAL GUIDELINES2
I. Every case in which a student seeks counseling or information from
a professional educator to overcome drug abuse must be handled on
an individual basis, which will depend upon the nature and particulars of the subject case. In determining what procedures might be
appropriate, the educator from whom such information is sought
should consider the following factors:
A: Age of student
B. Type of drug
C. Intensity of involvement
?State Board Publication (1971). .ifSBE Resolution ,Vo. 1971-50.
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D. Sincerit) of student and \\ illineness to undertake appro riate
treatment
E. Resources a\ ailablc.!

F. Parental in\ ement
II. As in any good helping relationship, the educator at the earliest
appropriate time is encouraged to discuss the availability of other
the desirability of parenresources. his professional limitations. and

made joint/J.
tal in\ ok ement. Decisions to include parent:, should he
the educator,
hr I he 3t mien, and educator. unless in the judgment of
the mental or physical health of the child is immediately and dan-

:_,,ened.

geron
111.

Tht
inl

.

ids

1

-;

pro

\\

::dentiality places no duty on the part of educators to
administrators, or law enforcement personnel of the
ients seeking help for overcoming drug abuse

tiality is a major force in enhancing help-seeking by
,.ential drug abusers, educators are cautioned to obtain
medical ad\ ice or to refer the student to the appro-

currer
profess.
priate a\ a. able medical facility if tbere is an immediate and dangerAs in the
ous threat :o the student's physical or mental health.
reasonably in a
performance kJ' any professional role. failure to act
&W.; :ounseling case may subject the educator to ci \ il liability.
V. Examples of immediate and dangerous threats to a student's health
inability to communiare loss of consciousness, severe intoxication,
cate coherent!), or threat of suicide.
suspected to
VI When an educator comes into possession of a substance
:

he a drug, the material should he placed in the custody of the
principal ho w ill contact the appropriate law enforcement agency.

of the
When such tm)ccted substances are received by any member
school faculty, the follow ing steps should he taken
elope or other conA. Immediately place the substance in an en\

tainer and label the container with date, time, and circum-

edustances. .VOTE: When such substances are acquired by an
cator (hiring a coun.seling information-.seek mg conference, the
name of the student shuald noi be Indicated. In all otherinstanthe name
res \\ here an educator comes into possession of drugs,
of the indi\ id ual should be carefull\ noted.
H. Do not taste the suspected substance under any circumstances.
tunit), turn the material mer to the pr inci-

C. At the earliest oppor
pal \%ho in turn \\ ill keep it under lock and key.
in eery ease
D. I he principal or person holding the substance
should notilv the local or state police and turn oer all
substances.
.

I he principal should gie the educator a receipt stating the

that no ,rut` or It \
qua nu!. of the drug. It should he remembered
liar been gi en to am school pc, simnel to possess 1.1\ p1t111rhited
ug or paraphernalia except during tian\lei to proper authorities,
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VII. Helping role contacts with students seeking to o eremite a drug
problem should he held on school premises w hem:\ er possible.

VIII. If an educator feels incapable of providing adequate help for a

student or feels his her counseling can no longer benefit the student.
the educator and student should cooperatively seek additional professional help from available sources.

IX. Any written information pertaining to or about the mtormation
seeking counseling session should be regarded as the personal notes
of the educator. No record should be kept in any official school file

or folder.
N. All educators should have access to a list of local resources w here
students with drug problems may be referred for help. (It mild also
be beneficial to have in each school a drug resource person who
could act as a sharing persbn to aid an educator inwked in counseling a drug involved student.)
XI. In the general classroom situation, teachers should not attempt to
diagnose symptoms of drug abuse. Because of the difficulty of
determining such symptoms, it is suggested that an time a student is
physically or mentally incapable of functioning propel ly in class, he
should he sent to the school health facility where the usual school
health referral procedures should be followed.

The Helping Relationship
Any educator--or almost anyone associated with the educational
process is often thrust suddenly into the "helping" role w hen int, t acting
with oung people today. The "generation gap" is accentuated by such
factors as the nature of youth's discontent and the means by w hich it is
expressed. Thus, philosophically, the adult and youth ma find themselves
hopelessly opposed as each says the other will "never understand." .1 heir
positions become emotionally polarised as the adult stns. "Get out and
never come back," and the youth says, "Okay. Thereafter, each retreats to
the respective peer groat-) and justifies action thus taken. 1 his sad protot pe of interaction occurs daily in homes and school.s a..
ll over the state. Too
often the nature of the apparently insluable conflict I,,,as to do with drug
abuse.

Youth toda\ by virtue of its sophistication, Ink e an mica nn accuracy
for directing their plea for help to sympathetic adults. 1 his, of course, does
not impl sincerity on the part of either participant. The adult w ho feels the
need to he liked by all students should he aware that helm ior resulting
from this need to he liked may not he in the student's best inter:est.
The nature of the eormseling. process is the simultaneous differentiation
of roles and merging of goals between the two participants It is a microspeer HIM of parenthood. but is presumably cart ied out between a nut ore

aic not burdened b\
\ erse eiaotonal
mem
in one anothei. 1 he process is destined to fail it the outh's helm ior is
adult and .1 south S1/4110
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persistentk justified at the expense of sincere introspection and if the adult
%%ith this line of reasoning.
Students ask for personal help in drug matters in mans %%a N. Sometimes

the request is blunt: "I'm scared. I'm hooked on drug X." But more often
"or "What would
the request is corded, "1 k nrm this guy \\ ho
Most often the questions come to the educator
happen if
piecemeal as the student tests the response. "T hus it is m ise to employ
similar rhetorical and abstract techniques in questioning and responding
those used h the student. For example, e en if both teacher and student
kno, that the are really talking about the student, it should be the student
really me." The
ho sa s. "That other guy l'%e been telling you aboui is
educator should no er forget that the diplomatic handling of this initial.
frustrating, tentatk e contact %%ith the oungster may he life sm ing and that
the youngster has chosen the educator in lieu of all other adults including
the outh's parents.

1 he follmking are offered as very general guidelines for indkidual
counseling %%ith students \ ho seek your help in matters related to drug
experience or
abuse_ The are not intended to preempt our personal
judgment.

Initial Contact- -Some students may he evasive, talk 1n the third
person. begin kk it h a safe topic and generally test the educator for
some indication of the interest, sincerity, strength and drug awareness. Others may be blunt and shocking in their first contact, but
they may also be testing for the above conditions.
II. Shock MaterialChronic drug-involved students sometime attempt
I.

to shock the educator with a discussion of material which may seem

oerwhelming or appalling. Such material might include
criminal behavior, severe depression. parental punishment, prostitution, or homosexual beha% ior. Educators who find themselves
unable to evaluate the real versus exaggerated meaning of such

re% elations of a student should obtain the ad\ ice of a local resource
person.
despite this outside-theCc nfidentiality should he maintained

relationship contact. It is desirable that the student be made aware
of the specific contact or he generally aware that the educator is
invoked in professional sharing of material discussed.
"friend's" drug
Ill. Third-Person Reference -A student who refers to a
problem, may be talking about himself herself or may truly be
talking about a friend and not want to be identified. If talking about
a real friend. the student should be told of the educator's position
relatke to the existing legislative pros isions. i.e., protection of
di ulged information, and requested to pass this legal information
ed friend.
on to the drug-ins
confidential
IV ReferralNo educator need feel locked into the role of
a(4%isor to a student %+ho asks for help in matters of drug abuse.
help a
Should a teacher. counselor, or administrator fed unable to
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oungster, the educator should attempt to refer the requesimc
dent to a colleague or other mailable professional. Atter hvipliqz
relationship has begun. both the educator and the student ha,.. th-e
option to cease further sessions together. At that point, the edueato,

ma) suggest an appropriate referral. If there appears to he .an.
imminent ihrcat to the physical or mental health of the student and
the relationship has been terminated, a report must he made to some

reronsible adult such as a parent. physician. or sehoofadministrator w ho can pros ide definitive help. It is desirable to inform the
student of this.
V. filo nie:' The crucial ingredient in counseling is a trusting relationship. The student has generally chosen the educator as an adult
ads isor. and the reasons for that choice are usually unknow n to
both. The educator may have been presented as an authority by a
fellow student or a colleague. The educator may have shown understanding in a personal or class discussion. The educator's appearance may remind the student of a trusted (or vulnerable) person
pro iousl) known or the educator's own feelings for the student may

hae incited the confidence. Whatever the reasons for getting
together in the one-to-one counseling role, the educator must take a
careful look at those reasons. The initial question for a prospective
teacher counselor has to be "Why me?"

VI. Counseling ContractThereafter, the educator must deal with the
counseling contract. There has to be tactful honesty. This need not
be so negative as, "I'm not sure that you've come to the right person,
Johnny." A trusting kid is turned off in a hurry and likely agrees and
walks off. The educator can start off w ith an honest bargain by
saying. "I want to help you and I appreciate your trust in wanting to
talk w ith me about this. I promise to listen to you and I'll,do that
with an open mind and no opinion about how had or good drugs.

may be for you. I also promise to try to understand ) our point of
ink. no matter what you tell me. In return, want ) ou to tell me the
w hole star) of you and drugs. I'm not interested in ) our supplier,
just your habit. After you've finished, we'll talk about where we go
"rom there. That means that you may he able to settle this between
us or that we both may have to get help from someone else."

The counseling contract cannot contain definite hat gains w ith
absolute confining limits on the teacher like. "If I tell mi. do ou
promise not to tell anyone'?" The temptation to agree with such a
bargain has been experienced by an adult confronted h a oungster in distress, but experience has likewise taught that refusal to
compromise is both immediatek and ultimate!) the more respected
position.
.
I'll. coumehn. Role__ First. when the student repeals opinions
on the
absolutes of right and wrong the 'cache' counselor has to as old the
traditional role of police or parent 1 he police are of ten rerecRed h)
milli as figures of arbitrar parental censure and prejudice and are
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often seen as dumb, uninformed. hpocritical, and impotent.

Secondly, the teacher has to he aN%are of the testing procedure as the
(often erroneous.) about "this pusher.

student cocals information
dealer. pharmacist, doctor or clinic." Possibly. the most difficult

censuring pal ent
adoption of the teacher counselor is as aiding the
adult ath °eating
role and at the same time a% oidmg the role of an
personal
illegal or sell destructive behavior Some students suggest
it
you
only
forms of blackmail such as. "If ynu tell any of this." or

temptation to reveal
kno% k hat pur cmn kids \ ere using." The
only he
one's normal parental concern is ob ious, but this ploy mad
procedure b the student sincerely seeking help \\ hile tr ing
a testing
against drug abuse.
to disco\ ei- the educator's degree of prejudice

Summary of Student's Rights to Confidentiality
students %%ho seek help
I. Maryland Public School La \\ 7-410 protects

from teachers, counselors, and other educators for overcoming drug
problems.
faculty about a drug
A student can talk to a member of the school
he used against the
problem and nothing said during the conference can
student by the school, police, or courts.
is not required to report a student' ho comes
(3. 1 he teacher or counselor
for help ,Aith a drug problem.
4. Parents do not have to he notified that such a conference took place.
students to in ol\ e
flosses er, every effort should he made to encourage
their parents.
seeking
5. Parents do nothae to he notified in the case of people under 18

pschologist, hospital. or
help for a drug problem from a phsician,
authorised drug abuse program.
6. When a student seeks help for a drug problem from a teacher, counsedisciplinary
lor, administrator, or other educator, no legal or school
action may be taken on the basis of this confidential communication.
Iris protects a student's statcmeno and the educaThe cor.fidentia
relationship.
tor's oh.servalions during the help-seeking
7.

Ira teacher, counseThe school off icials cannot ignore illegal di ug use.
to school,
lor, or principal finds a student hi inging drug equipment
drug lass and
using, or carrying drugs. the educator must observe toe

enforce school policy.
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GUIDELINE SEVEN
Policy Statement:

Disciplinary Action Directed Toward a Student Who
Violates Alcohol or Other Drug Policy Must Be Con-

ducted in a Manner Which Insures That Student's
Legal Rights.

General Principles for Disciplinary Action
Wide variation exists Lhroughout the state in the action taken for
alcohol and other drug abuse violations. Although it is not necessary to
have identical policies in every school system, these policies must he clear
and effective. Every local school system should examine the 2ffectivcness
of its policies and align them with the following principles:
1.

If school personnel are aware of suspected drug activity, they are
expected to report this activity to the principal (with the exception of
cases where students are seeking help as addressed in Public School
Law 7-410).

2. In all cases where the principal has determined that a suspension is
warranted, the principal should be certain all due process procedures
outlined by public school laws and local procedures are followed.
3. All alcohol/drug suspensions should be recorded cumulatively from
year .o year. This will allow the school to follow a student's progress
and identify students with drug abuse problems. This recommendation requires, that accurate records be maintained.
4. Students expelled from school should be readmitted only after the
approval of the local board of education or designee.
5. All policies should insure that all students who are caught possessing
or distributing alcohol/drugs on school campuses are offered help,
especially if the student is in serious difficulties at school. The LEA
must make every effort to find public or private agencies that will
help the student toward a healthy and productive life.

Suspensions and Expulsions
The most common disciplinary action for alcohol or other drug offenses
is suspension from school. It is not the only action which may be taken.

There are various alternatives to out-of-school suspensions. Students
who are disorderly or violate school policy may be remanded to a special
class, program, or school. The procedural requirements for assignment to
these programs are not defined by statute and are not discussed here.
Maryland schools are allowed several types of suspension procedures
according to
and bylaw.
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Public Schoc! Law 7-104 Suspension and Expulsion
(a) Suspension for not longer than 5 school days.
(1) In accordance with the rules and regulations of the county board,
each principal of a public school may suspend for cause, for not
more than 5 days, any student in the school who is under the
direction o'f the principal.
(2) The student or his parent or guardian promptly shall be given a
conference with the principal and any other appropriate personduring thr: suspension period.

(b) Suspension for more than 5 school days and expulsion.At the
request of a principal, a county superintendent may suspend a student for more than 5 school days or expel him.
(c) Procedure for more than 5-day suspension or expulsion.
(1) If a principal finds that a suspension of more than 5 school days
or expulsion is warranted, he immediately shall report the matter
in writing to the county superintendent.

(2) The county superintendent or his designated representative
promptly shall make a thorough investigation of the matter.
(3) If after the investigation the county superintendent finds that a
longer suspension or expulsion is warranted, he or his designated
representative promptly shall arrange a conference with the student a nd his parents or guardian.
(4) If atter the conference the county superintendent or his designated representative finds that a suspension of more than 10
school days or expulsion is warranted, the student or his parent
or guardian may:

(i) Appeal to the county board within 1n days after the

determination;
(ii) Be heard before the county hoard or its designated committee; and
(iii) Bring counsel and witnesses to the hearing.
(5) Unless a public hearing is requested by the parent or guardian of

the student, a hearing shall be held out of the presence of all
individuals except those whose presence is considered necessary
or desirable by the board.
(6) The appeal to the county board does not stay the decision of the
county superintendent.
(7) The decision of the county board is final.

Bylaw 13A.08.01.06 Disciplinary Action
A. Suspension and Expulsion
(I) In those instances where the behavior of a pupil is disruptive and
detrimental to the operation of the school, the pupil may he suspended or
expelled in accordance with the procedure set forth in Education Article
7-304.
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(2) Before any cases of suspension, a student shall receive oral or written
notice of the charges against him or her; if the pupil denies the charges, he
or she shall have the right to an explanation of the evidence supporting tne
charges and an opportunity to present his or her side of the story. A. pupil
whose presence poses a continuing danger to persons or property or an
ongoing threat of disrupting the academic process may be removed immediately from school, provided that the notice and hearing required by this
subsection is provided as soon as possible.

D. Temporary Suspension

The alternative to corporal punishment in case of last resort is the
temporary suspension from school by the principal,, with notice to the
parent that an interview will be necessary before the pupil may return. In
such cases, the local school authorities, whose approval is required to
continue the suspension or to make it permanent, shall be notified at once
of the suspension and the offense.

Due Process Concerns
In 1975, the Supreme Court set mandatory guidelines for minimal due
process in school suspension incidents [Goss vs Lopez (419 US 565- 1975)].
The guidelines follow:

Immediate removal of a student would be permitted if the student's
presence disrupts the teaching atmosphere, endangers other persons,
or damages property.
Within 24 hours, notice of suspension proceedings are to be sent to
the (minor) student's parents.

Within 72 hours of the student's removal, a hearing should be
provided.
Suspended students may make statements in their defense, but they
need not be permitted to have counsel present at the hearing.
The state's provision of free education to persons between the ages of

six and 21 years is a property interest protected by the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Concerning a suspension from one to ten days, due process demands
that a student be given oral written notice of the charges against him.

Upon denial of the charges by a suspended student, the school
administration shall present its evidence and give the student an
opportunity to present his:her version.
Notice and hearing generally precede a student's removal, but if
urgency necessitates, such notice may follow as soon as practicable.
The Due Process Clause will not shield a student from suspensions
which are properly imposed. Suspension is considered to he a necessary tool to maintain order, as well as a valuable educational device.
The court further explained that there need he no delay between the
time given and the time of the hearing. The hearing may occur almost
immediately following the misconduct.
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The Court directed its decision solely to the short-term suspension
(one to ten days) and stated that expulsions may require more formal
procedures.

Special Problems
In the case of emergency suspensions or temporary suspensions, the
procedures are not defined. This can create the following problem: A
student may be sent home by a principal with no third party involved.
Students who experience difficulties getting their parents involved are left
without an advocate or helper. If the parents do not appear, the student
may not be reinstated, even if a five-day period or more elapses. The
student is denied due process and, in fact, may fail the academic year
without an opportunity to answer charges or even be charged. To deal with
due process concerns in cases such as this, the following procedure is
recommended in cases of emergency or temporary suspensions. This
procedure in some cases exceeds and in all cases conforms to the Goss vs
Loper guidelines.

Procedural Recommendations
While there exist emergency situations in which a principal must be
empowered to remove -a student without delay, these cases are rare. In
most cases the following procedure should be used:

A student subject to suspension for alcohol 1 drug offenses will he given,
if at all practical, an immediate pre-suspension conference with the

principal and a guidance counselor or pupil personnel worker. The
student will be told the reasons for the suspension at the conference.
In the case of emergency procedures, if a student protests, the informal
hearing need not precede the suspension but must occur as within 72
hours.
After the pre-suspension conference, a formal notice will be sent to the

parents or guardian of the student. The notice will establish a date,

time, and location of a conference with the principal, student, parent(s),
pupil personnel worker, and 'or counselor. The suspension conference
notice v, ill be signed by the principal and sent to the student's home
within 24 hours by certified or registered ,mail.

Within 12 hours after the suspension, the principal is to phone the
parent guardian of the suspended student to inform them of the sus-

pension conditions.
All students suspended for alcohol; drug offenses will be encouraged to
obtain appropriate treatment.
If the student's parents or guardians do not respond within three days,
the pupil personnel worker (if present at the pre-suspension conference)
or the principal (if no pupil personnel worker is involv'ed) must contact

the student. At that time, alternative disciplinary actions must he

considered which w,11 he in the hest interests of the child and the school
and consistent with the law.
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